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ABSTRACT
THIS REPORT IS A MANUAL FOR THP USE OF A LIBRARY OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC PROGRAMS.
THIS LlBRARYf CALLED THE X-RAY SYSTEM, IS DESIGNED TO CARRY OUT THE
CALCULATIONS REQUIRtO TO SOLVE THE STRUCTURE OF CRYSTALS BY DIFFRACTION
TECHNIQUES. IT HAS BEEN IMPLEMhNTED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ON THE
UNIVAC 1108 UNDER EXEC.yHI. H HAS» HOWEVER, BEEN DEVELOPED AND RUN ON A
VARIETY- OF MACHINES UNDER VARIOUS OPERATING SYSTEMS. HENCE WE CONSIDER IT
TO BE AN ESSENTIALLY MACHINE INDEPENDENT LIBRARY OF APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS.
THE REPORT INCLUDES DEFINITION OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC COMPUTING TERMS, PROGRAM
DESCRIPTIONS, WITH iOME TEXT TO SHOW THEIR APPLICATION TO SPECIFIC CRYSTAL :
PROBLEMS. DETAILED CARD INPUT DESCRIPTIONS, MASS STORAGE FILE STRUCTURE AND
SOME EXAMPLE RUN STKEAMS. NO PROGRAMS ARE SHOWN. THEY ARE SUPPLIED SEPARATELY
AS CA. 60000 CARDS UN A BLOCKED TAPE APPROPRIATE TO THE MACHINE ON WHICH ~
THEY ARE TO BE COMPILED AND RUN.
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OF CONTENTS
THE wKITt-U^ OF EACH PROGRAM IS GIVEN IN TWO PARTS, THE FIRST
IS DESCRIPTIVE. THE SECOND IS « CARD ORDER SUMMARY. FILE HANDLING SUMMARY,
AND CARD FORMAT DESCRIPTION. IN EACH CAf£. THE WRITE-UP APPEARS
ALPHABETICALLY BY PKOGRAM CALLING CARD MNEMONIC. THE APPENDICES PROVIDE
FURTHER DETAILS ABOUT THE STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM.
GENERL GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
ABSORB DIFFRACrOMETER ABSORPTION CORRECTION
APHASE SEARCH OF SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS FOR A SET OF POSSIBLE PHASES
BONDAT GENERA I ION OF BONUED ATOM POSITIONS
BONDLA DETERMINATION OF CONTACT AND BOND DISTANCES AND ANGLES WITH
ESTIMATED ERRORS
CRYLSQ GENERAL CRYSTALLOGHAPHIC LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM
DATC05 TREATMENT OF DIFFR«CTOMETER DATA
DATRDN PREPARAIION OF BINARY DATA FILE AND PRELIMINARY TREATMENT OF
DATA ANU SYMMETRY
DIFPCH PREPARAI10N OF SORTED DIFFRACTQMETER SETTING CARDS
DIFSET GENERATION OF SETTINGS FOR GATHERING DATA ON AN AUTOMATED
DIFFRACIOMETER
OUMCOP DUMP OR COPY THE BINARY DATA FILE
FC STRUCTURE FACTOR C»LCULATION
FOURR FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS TO GIVE PATTERSON, VECTOR, ELECTRON
DENSITY. DIFFERENCt, OR E MAPS
LISTFC LISTS SIRUCTURE FACTORS FOR PUBLICATION '
LOADAT LOAD ATOMIC PARAMETERS INTO THE BINARY DATA FILE
LSOPL CALCULAIION OF EQUATIONS OF 3-DIMENSIONAL PLANES AND LINES
MODIFY BINARY UATA FILE EDITING AND GENERATION OF PSEUDO DATA
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NORMsF PRELIMINARY DATA SCALING, CALCULATION OF QUASI-NORMALIZED
STRUCTURE FACTORS (E>, AND ESTIMATION OF OVERALL TEMPERATURE
FACTOR
PARAw LEAST SUUARES REFINEMENT OF CELL PARAMETERS FROM TwO THETA DATA
PEKPIK SEARCH COURIER MAPS FOR PEAKS
PHASE SEARCH UF SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS FOR A SET OF POSSIBLE PHASES(CENTRIC CASE)
REVIEW EVALUATION OF DIRECT PHASE DETERMINATION
RLIST LISTS R VALUES FOR VARIOUS ZONES AND OTHER REFLECTION CLASSES
SIN&FN FORMS TRIPLES FOR PHASE DETERMlNATION(CENTRlC OR ACENTRIC)
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PREFACE
THE X-RAY SYSTtM COMPRISES A COLI_EXTIPN OF INTER-RELATED FORTRAN
PROGRAMS FOR THE STKUCTyRAL ANALYSIS OK CRYSTALS FROM DIFFRACTION DATA.
IT PROVIDES ROUTINES AT ALL LEVELS OF THE ANALYSIS - EXAMPLES ARE
UIFFRACTOMETEH SETTING PROGRAMS, PROGRAMS FOR APPLYING DIRECT METHODS OF
PHASE DETERMINATION IN THE PRODUCTION OF A TRIAL STRUCTURE* FOURIER
TRANSFORMS AND LEASI SQUARES RFFlNEMENTSt AND ALSO PROGRAMS TO AID IN THE
INTERPRETATION AND PUBLICATION OF THE REFINED RESULTS. IT OPERATES
UNDER ITS OWN FORTRAN SUB-SYSTKM MONITOR - THE 'NUCLEUS' - WHICH PERMITS
THE READY ADDITION OF EXTRA PROGRAMS INTO THE SYSTEM.
THE COURSE OF A JOB RUN ON THE SYSTEM IS DETERMINED BY THE INPUT -
DATA CARDS WHICH CALL THE APPROPRIATE PROGRAMS INTO THE STORE 0? THE
COMPUTER AS REOUIREU. AT THE SAME TIME, A 'BINARY DATA FILE' (WHICH IS
FULLY DESCRIBED LATtR) is CONTINUOUSLY UPDATED AS THE SOLUTION PROGRESSES,
THUS KEEPING THE SI^E OF AN IN^UT DATA DECK TO A MINIMUM. WHENEVER
POSSIBLE. THE SYSTEM WILL CONTINUE WITH A CALCULATION BUT, IN THE EVENT
OF AN IRRECOVERABLE SITUATION, IT WILL ABANDON ITS EFFORTS *ND CHASTISE
THE USER WITH AN EPIGRAMMATIC OUOTATION.
THIS WRITE-UP Ib DIVIDED I"TO THREE SECTIONS -
1. A DESCKIPT10N OF THE CALCULATIONS PERFORMED BY EACH PROGRAM
2. DETAILtO INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA
3. A SERItS OF APPENDICES PROVIDING NECESSARY INFORMATION
FOR THOSE WHO REQUIRE A DETAILED KNOWLEDGE OF THE STRUCTURE
OF THE SYSTEM, KQK EXAMPLE IN ITS IMPLEMENTATION ON ANY
GIVEN COMPUTER.
DISCLAIMER
ALTHOUGH EACH PROGRAM OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM AND THE NUCLEUS HAS BEEN
TESTED BY ITS CONTRIBUTORS AND FURTHER TEStED ON A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT
COMPUTFRS, NO WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, IS MADE BY THE CONTRIBUTORS
OR THE SYSTEM'S PKOUKAMMEHS AS TO THE ACCURACY AND FUNCTIONING OF THE
PROGRAMS, THEIR SUBPROGRAMS, T^E RELATED PROGRAM MATERIAL, OR wRITE-UP.
NO RESPONSIBILITY Ib ASSUMED BY THE CONTRIBUTORS OR BY ANY MEMBER OF THE
X-RAY SYSTEM (iROUP UR SUPPORTERS OF THESE pERSONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE
USE OR ATTEMPTED USt OR APPLICATION OF THESE PROGRAMS.
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NOTE TO USFRS
THE USUAL JOURNAL REFERENCE TO CALCULATIONS DONE WITH THE X-RAY SYSTEM IS
AS FOLLOWS
THE X-KAY SYSTEM - VERSION OF JUNE 1972. TECHNICAL REPORT TR-192
OF THE COMPUTER SCItNCE CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, JUNE 1972.
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INTRODUCTION
THE OVERALL PLAN OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM iS SUCH THAT THE USER SHOULD
UNDERSTAND SEVERAL IOPICS, NAMhLY -
1. PREAMBLE CARDS NEtDED FOR THE LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
SYSTEM
2. X-RAY SYSTEM CARD FORMAT CONVENTIONS AND FUNCTIONS
3. FORTRAN FORMAT CONVENTIONS
H. THE CONCEPT AND USE OF THE BINARY DATA FILE
5. THE STKUCTURE OF »N X-RAY SYSTEM DATA DECK
6. SYSTEM TERMINOLOGY.
PKEAMBLE CARL'S REQUIRED BUT NOT DESCRIBED
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE HERE T» TREAT ALL THE LOCAL LORE (EVEN IF IT .WERE
KNOWN) CONCERNING THE PREAMBLE CARDS REQUIRED TO GET A JOB RUN ON ANY
GIVtN COMPUTEK. APHtNL>IX 2 GIVES SEVERAL EXAMPLES OF RUNS OF
VARYING COMPLEXITY IN SYSTEM U^E. WHhN THE SYSTEM IS IMPLEMENTED ON A
SPECIFIC MACHINE. I I IS SUGGESTED THAT EACH OF THE EXAMPLES BE PREFACED
bY THE APPROPRIATE JOB CONTROL DECK REQUIRED FOR THAT MACHINE.
THE FOLLOWING UISCUSSION WILL ONLY BE CONCERNED WITH HOW THE USER
MUST PREPARE HIS DAI A FROM THE POINT AT WHICH THE SYSTEM ASSUMES CONTROL
OF THE JOB.
X-RAY bYSTEM CARD FORMAT CONVENTIONS AND FUNCTIONS
X-RAY SYSTEM UTILIZES 1-OUR TYPES OF INPUT DATA CARDS. EVERY CARDr
REGARDLESS OF TYPE, IS IDENTIFIED BY ITS FiRST SIX COLUMNS.
THE FOUR TYPES OF CARD ARfe AS FOLLOWS ...
i. PROGRAM CALLING C«RDS (WHICH ARE READ BOTH BY THE SYSTEM
AND BY THE CALLED PROGRAM) - E.G. =OATRDN=, =BONDLA=, =TANGEN=»
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=FC=, =CRYLSQ=
CARDS ACTUALLY CONTAINING CRYsTALLOGRAPHIC OR OTHER DATA
(READ WITHIN THE APPROPRIATE. PROGRAM) - E.G. =ATOM=,
=CELL=> =HKL=, =
3. THE =END= CARD, WHICH MARKS THE END OF A DATA SET FOR THE
SELECTED PROGRAM «ND USUALLY INITIATES THE ACTUAL CALCULATION
H, • OPERATION CARDS, ".'HICH ARE REcOGNIZtD AND ACTED UPON BY
THE SYSTEM. THESE ACHIEVE HOUSEKEEPING FUNCTIONS SUCH AS
PROVIDING A =TITLf= TO BE PRINTED AT THE TOP OF EACH PAGE OF
PRINTED OUTPUT, 0" =FINISH= WHICH TERMINATES THE RUN. OTHER
EXAMPLES ARE =REM"RK=, =S<WE=, =RESTART= ( AS ONLY THE FIRST
6 COLUMNS ARE CHECKED, THE FINAL T IS OPTIONAL),
IN ADDITION TO ITS IDENTIFICATION COLyMNSr EACH CARD HAS A FIXED
FORMAT WHICH IS SET IN THE PROGRAMS. EVERY CARD IS READ AT LEAST TWICE,
ONCE To IDENTIFY ITi> FUNCTION PND ONCE TO OPCODE IT ACCORDING TO ITS FORMAT
AND THE LIST OF ITEMS WHICH IT SHOULD CONTAIN. THIS DOUBLE READING MAKES
POSSIBLE FAIRLY FLEXIBLE CARD ORDERS AMD GIVES THE USER CONTROL OF THE
CALCULATIONS BY MEANS OF THE STRUCTURE OF HIS DATA DECK. THE WHOLE
PROCESS OF CONTROL LS BASED UPON THESE CARDS AND THEIR ORDER so THAT
THE UTMOST CARE SHOULD BE EXtRMSED IN THEIR PUNCHING AND ORDERING.
AS LONG AS NO 'INVALID' PUNCHING IS CONTAINED IN THE CARD, CHECKING AND
DIAGNOSTIC PRINT OUI ARE POSSIBLE WHEN UNACCEPTABLE CARD ORDER SEQUENCES
ARE ENCOUNTERED. 1H1S DIAGNOSTIC WHKH, UNFORTUNATELY' WILL BECOME
FAMILIAR TO MOST X-KAY SYSTEM USERS STATES -
CARD JUST RtAD.... (IMOGE OF CARD
 TN QUESTION)CARD i.D. EXPECTED.... xxxxxx YYYYYY zzzzzz
WHERE
 =XXXXXX=, =YYTYYY=, AND =ZZZZZZ= ARE THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE CARD
IDENTIFICATIONS EXPtCTED AT THF POINT AT WHICH THE 'CONDEMNED' CARD WAS
ENCOUNTERED. MANY TIMES THIS ERROR IS CA(jS£D BY SIMPLY NOT PUNCHING
WHAT IS SHOWN IN THt INSTRUCTIONS, E.G. =DATRON= FOR =OATRDN=, OR,
MORE COMMONLY, A CONFUSION BETWEEN THE LETTER 0 AND THE DIGIT 0.
THE 'INVALID' HUNCHING REt-ERRED TO ABOVE IS THE PLACING OF CHARACTERS
IN FIELDS WHICH DO NOT BELONG THERE UNU£R THE RULES OF FORTRAN. EXAMPLES
ARE THE PLACING OF « DECIMAL POINT WITHIN AN 'I' FIELD, OR A LETTER WITHIN
AN «F» FIELD.
FORTRAN FORMAT CONVENTIONS
THE FOLLOWING UISCUSSION IS NOT INTENDED TO BE EXHAUSTIVE, BUT RATHER
TO EMPHASIZE THE RULES OF FORTPAN FORMAT STATEMENTS WHICH ARE USUALLY
TROUBLESOME TO THE CRYSTALLOGRnPHER USING THE X-RAY SYSTEM WITH NO
PREVIOUS FORTRAN PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE. SOME OF THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL
WILL REPRESENT AN OVERSIMPLIFICATION BUT HOPEFULLY WILL BE SUFFICIENT TO
INSURE FEWER TERMINATIONS DUE TO 'BAD' CARDS IN THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC
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DATA DFCKS.
A FORMAT STATEMENT IS A ONF DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF CHARACTERS
BEGINNING WITH ( AND ENDING WITH ). WITHIN THESE t) ARE A SET OF
CHARACTERS WHICH DEbCRIBE, CARn COLUMN BY CARD COLUMNr THE DECODING OF
THE CApD ON AN ITEM bY ITEM HA9IS. EACH ITEM IS AN ENTITY OF DATA. IN
GENERAL. THE SYSTEM USES THREE KINDS OF DATA - ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS,
NUMERIC INTEGERS, AND NUMERIC BLOATING POINT. IN A FORMAT STATEMENT
THESE ARE REPRESENTED BY A, I, AND F RFSPEr.TI VELY. THE NUMBER OF
COLUMNS DESIGNATED t-OR EACH IT^M IS PLACED DIRECTLY AFTER THE FORMAT
LETTER IN THE CASE UF A, I, AN" F, THUS, IF AN ITEM CONSISTS OF FOUR
COLUMNS OF ALPHABETIC OR INTEGER INFORMATION, IT is CODED AI OR 14.
HOWEVER, IF THE ITEM CONSISTS OF FLOATING pOINT INFORMATION THEN THE
NuMbER OF 'DECIMAL FACTIONS' «T THE RIGHT OF THE FIELD MUST ALSO BE
SHOWN. THEREFORE t-6.4 MEANS ^IX COLUMNS OF FLOATING POINT DATA,
THE LA$T FOUR OF WHICH ARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE DECIMAL POINT. THE
NUMBER 543217 PUNCHED IN SUCH A six COLUMN FIELD is INTERPRETED AS
51.3217 AND IS ACTUALLY STORED WITHIN THE COMPUTER AS .5(43217 X 10 EXP 2,
HENCE THE NAME 'FLOATING POINT-. THE FORTRAN CONVENTION FOR FLOATING
POINT is SUCH THAT if A DECIMAL POINT is PUNCHED ANYWHERE IN THE FIELD,
IT OVERRIDES THE IMPLICIT POSITION SPECIFIED IN THE FORMAT STATEMENT.
IN OUR F6.U EXAMPLE, THIS WOUU-* ALLOW ONLY 5 COLUMNS FOR DIGITS TO BE
HUNCHED, E.G. 51+321. WHICH WILL BE TREATED AS .51*321 x 10 EXP 5.
THE RESTRICTIONS ON EACH OF THESE TYPES OF DATA SPECIFICATIONS
ARE AS FOLLOWS...
1. IN I AND F HELDS, NO PUNCHES EXCEPT NUMERIC «0»1,2»3,4»S,6,
7,8,9,+, ANLI ~) ARE ALLOWED. OTHERWISE THE RUN WILL BE
TERMINATED, THE F FltrLO HAS ONE EXCEPTION IN THAT THE !
DECIMAL POINT IS ACCEPTABLE.
2. IN THE 1 FIELD, THE DIBITS PUNCHED MUST (SPELLED *M*U*S*T*) BE
RIGHT JUSTIFIED - THAT IS, AS FAR TO THE RIGHT AS POSSIBLE IN THE
FIELD SPECIHEU FOR THfe: ITEM. FAILURE TO OBSERVE THiS FORTRAN
FORMAT CONVENTION IS A VERY COMMON CAUSE FOR FAILURE OF RUNS.
IF SPACES REMAIN TO THt RIGHT OF THE PUNCHED DIGITS, THE
INTERPRETER ROUTINE FILLS THE HELn OUT WITH ZERO?, THUS A
DIGIT i WOULU BECOME A 10 OR 100 OR 1000 DEPENDING UPON WHICH
coLuwiM WAS PUNCHED IN AN in FIELD. A COROLLARY OF THIS is THAT
A BLANK FIELD.READ IN I FORMAT WILL BE TREATED AS ZERO,
3. ALPHABETIC A FIELDS MAY HAVE ANY PUNCHES PRODUCED BY A
CONVENTIONAL KEYPUNCH. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT, IN THE CASE
OF IDENTIFICATION ITEMS THAT ARE TO BE PUNCHED IN MANY PLACES,
THr.SE ITEMS BE LEFT JUSTIFIED IN THEIR FIELDS. THIS CONVENTION
CAN SAVE COMPARISON ERRORS. THE FOUR CHARACTER DESIGNATIONS
SHOWN BELOW IN VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS, BETWEEN QUOTES, ARE ALL
DIFFERENT Ab FAR AS MACHINE COMPARISONS ARE CONCERNED
• AB«, 'AB •, 'A B •, « A B«, 'A B«. AS A MATTER OF FACT,
IN THE COMPUTER STORAGK, A BLANK HAS A SPECIFIC REPRESENTATION
JUST AS UNIUUE AS THAT WHICH REPRESENTS 1, 2, A, OR 2 OR ANY
OTHER CHARACTER.
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A NUMBER IN FRONT OF AN A, I, OR F SPECIFICATION DESIGNATES THE
NUMBER OF IDENTICAL FIELDS SPECIFIED.
THE COMPLETE FORMAT STATEMENT IS THUS FORMED BY A SERIES OF ITEM
SPECIFICATIONS SEPAKATED BY COVMAS. THERE IS ONE OTHER FEATURE
COMMONLY USED IN THfc. X-RAY SYSTEM AND THAT IS THE X. OR COLUMN SKIPPING
FUNCTION. IN THIS CASE. THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS TO BE SKIPPED is WRITTEN
BEFORE THE x.
ONE MUST TAKE CARE, ALSO. NOT TO CONFnSE NUMERIC ZERO AND THE LETTER
'0' (0,0). ON THE PRINTING KfYPUNCHES THEY OFTEN APPEAR TO BE THE
SAME BijT THE HOLE CONFIGURATION IN THE CARD IS UNIQUE FOR EACH. ON MOST
PRINTERS THE DIFFERtNCE IS SUBTLE BUT ONE CAN USUALLY LEARN TO SEE IT.
SIMILARLY 1 (ONE) ANU I MUST Bfc. DISTINGUISHED.
THERE NOW EXISTS SEVERAL KINDS OF KEYPUNCH ANU AT LEAST TWO SETS OF
WIDELY USED SYMBOLS (BUSINESS "NO SCIENTIFIC). THIS MAY ALSO LEAD TO
PROBLEMS BUT USUALLY ONLY IF 0<>TA ARE PUNCHED IN DIFFERENT COMPUTER
LABORATORIES. REMtMBER THAT THE HOLE CONFIGURATION IS THE IMPORTANT
CONSIDERATION. NOT IHt SYMBOL PRINTED ON THE CARD OR PRINTER.
THE FOLLOWING tXAMPLE SHOULD MAKE CLEAR THE INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN IN
PART 2 OF THIS WRITt-UP, LET US SUPPOSE THAT THE SYSTEM REQUIRES TO
KEAU EIGHT ITEMS, THE FIRST FOUR ALPHABETIC. THE NEXT THREE FLOATING
POINT, AND THE LAST AN INTEGER. THE FORMftT MIGHT BE
(A2.At.IX.A2,At,2*.3F10.5»I5)
THE DATA TO BE SUPPLIED WOULD BE DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS -
/
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION Of yHE FIELD
1-5 GRUMP NOTE THAT THE IDENTIFICATION iS READ AS
TWO ITEMS. THIS IS NECESSARY TO MEET
THE RESTRICTIONS OF COMPUTERS WHICH NOW
HANDLE ONLY FOUR CHARACTERS PER WORD.
6 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATION CODE
16-2=; FIRST VARIABLE
26-35 SECOND VARIABLE
36-45 THIRD VARIABLE
46-50 INTEGER VARIABLE
ANU MIGHT BE PUNCHfcU AS FOLLOWS (THE F1RST TWO ROWS, READING DOWNWARDS.
INDICATE THE COLUMN NUMBERING) -
000000000111111111122222222223<33333333444u44444455555555556 ETC
1234567890123456789U1234567890123456789012345678901234567890
GRUMP NACL 3.2 7.9 0.2 24
NOTICE THAT COLUMNS WHICH M»ST BE BLANK ARE SPECIFIED AS SUCH,
WHEREAs THOSE WHICH ARE NOT RE«D ARE NOT MENTIONED.
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ALTHOUGH THE ABOVE is ft BARF BONES INTRODUCTION TO FORMATTING, IT is
HOPEFULLY ALL THAT is NEEDED FOR THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHER TO PREPARE HIS
DATA FcR USE WITH THE SYSTEM.
THE STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHY DATA - THE BINARY DATA FILE
•••••••••^••.•»,»
—
«»
-
B
—
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THE SYSTEM TREATS THE INDIVIDUAL CRYSTALLOGKAPHER'S DATA FOR A
GIVEN CRYSTAL IN AN EXCEEDINGLY STYLIZED MANNER. IT IS ESSENTIAL*
THEREFORE, THAT HE HAS IN HIS "INO A CLEAR PICTURE OF THE STRUCTURE AND
METHOD BY WHICH HIS DATA ARE BKING STOKED. THIS WILL ENABLE HIM TO
TAKE FL|LL ADVANTAGE OF THE FACILITIES PROVIDED BOTH WITHIN THE SYSTEM
AND BY HIS COMPUTER CONFIGURATION.
IN THE FIRST INSTANCE, ALL OF THE DATA CONCERNING A GIVEN CRYSTAL
WILL PROBABLY BE ENIERED INTO THE SYSTEM FROM CARDS. IN ORDER TO
MINIMISE THE NUMBER OF INPUT C"RDS FOR EACH RUN, THE SYSTEM PROVIDES
THE ABILITY TO ACCUMULATE ALL PERTINENT DATA FOR A CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
WITHIN A BINARY DAT« FILE. THIS FILE MAY BE ON ANY CONVENIENT MASS STORAGE
UEVICE AVAILABLE ON HIS COMPUTER WHETHER IT BE DRUM, TAPE, DISC* BULK
CORE, OR DATA CELL, DEPENDING I'PON LOC^L CuSTOM, AVAILABILITY, AND
EASE OF ACCESS. ONE MIGHT PI'-'TURE THE BINARY DATA FILE AS BEING AN
ORUERLy COLLECTION OF MICROFIL" COPIES OF THE CARDS WHICH HAVE BEEN
INPUT IIP TO THAT POINT IN THE STRUCTURE DETERMINATION, ARRANGED SO AS
TO BE EASILY RETRIEVABLE BY ANY OF THE PROGRAMS OF THE SYSTEM.
IN ADDITION TO DESCRIBING WHICH DATA CARDS ARE REQUIRED, EACH
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION IN SECTION 2.XXXXXX-A INDICATES WHICH DATA FILES
ARE UTILIZED. IN t-ENERAL* TWO FILES ARE REQUIRED. ONE, SYMBOLICALLY
REFERENCED AS =NFILtA=, IS TREATED AS THE INPUT FILE AND e;£Rv£S AS A
SOURCE OF ALL THE DATA NOT OTHERWISE PROVIDED. MOST OF THE SYSTEM
PROGRAMS RELY ON THE. BINARY UATA FILE FOR INFORMATION WHICH HAS BEEN
SUPPLIED AT A PREVIOUS STAGE. NORMALLY, AS A SYSTEM PROGRAM PROCEEDS,
UPDATED FILE INFORMATION WILL «E WRITTEN ONTO AN OUTPUT BINARY DATA FILE*
REFERRED TO (NOT SURPRISINGLY) AS =NFIIEB=.
ONCE A CALCULATION HAS BEEN COMPLETED AND BEFORE READING A NEW
PROGRAM CALLING CARU, THE SYSTEM INTERCHANGES ITS OWN CONCEPT OF =NFILEA=
AND =NFILEB=, THE OUTPUT F1LK OF ANY ONE PROGRAM THUS BECOMES THE
INPUT FILE TO THE SUCCEEDING 0*'E» AND VERSF VICA. FURTHERMORE' EACH TIME
THE FIi E IS UPDATED* THE NAME OF THE UPDATING PROGRAM IS AUTOMATICALLY
ADDED INTO THE HISTORY RECORD WITHIN THE FILE.
ON EVERY COMPUIER, EACH MnSS STORAGE DEVICE* IRRESPECTIVE OF ITS
PHYSICAL TYPE, MUST BE REFEHENCEU IN SOME w*Y BY THE USER. IN FORTRAN
PROGRAMS IT HAS BECUME TRADITIONAL TO ^AKE THESE REFERENCES BY A 'LOGICAL
UNIT NUMBER', I.E. AN INTEGER WHICH POINTS TO A GIVEN PHYSICAL DEVICE.
THE ACTUAL ASSIGNMENT OF NUMBERS TO DEVICES IS VERY MUCH DEPENDENT
UPON LOCAL MACHINE KOOM CUSTOM AND ONE CAN NEVER BE SURE WHICH (ILLOGICAL)
LOGICAL NUMBER DESIGNATES WHICH PHYSICAL DEVICE, THE CARD READER (WHICH
THE PROGRAMS REFER 10 AS =NTIN=) AND THE LlNE PRINTER (=NTOUT=) ARE ALSO
IDENTIFIED BY THE UbE OF LOGICAL NUMBERS.
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THE HISTORY OF THESE LOGICAL NUMBERS TRACES BACK TO THE IBM 704 ON
WHICH THERE WERE 10 TAPE UNITS WHICH WERE REFERRED TO AS J To 10
RESPECTIVELY.(AN INtotNIOUS ARRANGEMENT). WHEN THE 709 WAS INTRODUCED,
IT HAD 'CHANNELS', I HAT IS, TW" OR MORE SEpARATE DEVICES, EACH OF WHICH
CONTROLLED UP TO 10 UNITS. TH£SE BECAME PHYSICAL UNITS flO TO Ag, BO TO
B9, AND SO ON FOR Ab MANY AS 8 CHANNELS. BY THIS TIME IT HAD BECOME
TRADITIONAL TO USE UNIT NUMBER 5 AS THE INpUT TAPE UNIT ON THE 704 AND UNIT
NUMBER e AS THE STANDARD 'PRINT' TAPE UNIT IN MANY LABORATORIES. THUS
ON THE 709. A2 BECAME LOGICAL "NIT 5 AND A3 LOGICAL UNIT f,. WITH THE
INTRODUCTION OF IBSTS ON THE 7n9<+, LOGICAL UNIT 6 BECAME PHYSICAL UNIT
01 AT MANY PLACES. IT is NOW FREQUENTLY FOUND THAT THE CARD READER
IMAGES ARE STILL RE«D FROM UNIT 5 AND PRINTER IMAGES SENT TO UNIT 6» EVEN
THOUGH THEY AKE INTtRMEDIATELY STORED ON A DISC OR DRUM.
FoR MASS STORAGE DEVICESr IT IS NOW CQMMON PRACTICE FOR THE USER TO
ASSIGN A LOGICAL NUMBER TO A PHYSICAL MAGNETIC TAPE OR TO A SYMBOLICALLY
NAMED DISC OR DRUM AREA «Y MEAC'S OF THE JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE. THE
OPERATING SYSTEM USUALLY ALLOC«TES WHICHEVER PHYSICAL DEVICE IS APPROPRIATE
AT THE TIME OF RUNNING THE JOB.
TwO DISTINCT WAYS ARE PROVIDED KY THE X-RAY SYSTEM FOR SETTING
THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE LOGICAL NUMBERS ('IDENTIFYING' THE DEVICE)
ANO THE SYMBOLIC NAMES SUCH AS =NTOUT= OR rNFILEAz. ONE METHOD IS
WITHIN THE 'NUCLEUS' PROGRAMS "NO, WHEN THE SYSTEM IS COMPILED, THE
VALUES OF =NTIN= ETC. SHOULD B»- SET TO THE APPROPRIATE 'STANDARD' USAGE
OF THE LOCAL MACHINE.. THE SECOND AND MORE IMPORTANT WAY FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF THE STSTEM USER IS BY MEANS OF THE =FILES= CARD. THIS IS
ONE OF THE OPERATION CARDS WHICH ARE DFSCRlBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL.
WITH A =FILE.S= CARD ONE IS ABLt TO RE-ASSIGN THE LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER OF
ANY OF THE X-KAY SYSTEM FILES. THESE FILES, NAMED =NTIN=, =NTOuT=,
=NFILEA=, =NFIL£tJ=, =NFILEC=, ...,=NFILEJ=, HAVE THE FOLLOWING STANDARD
USAGE -
X-RAY FILE PURPOSE
NTIN CA*0 INPUT DATA
NTOUT LI^ 'E PRINTER OUTPUT
NFILEA CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC INPUT BINARY DATA FILE
NFILEB UP"ATED CRYSTALLOGRAPHS OuTPUT BINARY DATA FILE
NFILEC PUNCHED CARD OuTPUT
NF1LED SPECIAL OUTPUT FOR PRINTING
NFILEE SCRATCH UNIT FoR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE JOBS
NFILEF SCRATCH UNIT FOR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE JOBS
NFILEt> SCRATCH UNIT FOR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE JOBS
NFILEH SCRATCH UNIT FOR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE JOBS
NFILEI SCRATCH UNIT FoR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE JOBS
NFILEJ . SCRATCH UNIT FQR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE JOBS
NOTE THAT EVERY PROGHA" OF THE SYSTEM -
***** READb CARDS FRO" =NTIN= *****
***** PRINTS OUTPUT o*< =NTOUT= ****
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IF SEVERAL SYSIEM PROGRAMS ARE TO BE USED IN SEQUENCE* THE USER
MAY NEFD TO INSERT =FILES= CARtiS IN THE DATA DECK. REMEMBER THAT
=NFILEA= AND =NFILEb= ARE INTERCHANGED AUTOMATICALLY AFTER EACH PROGRAM
HAS BEEN COMPLETED. THUS THESE TWO FILB.S MAY REQUIRE SETTING ONLY
OCCASIONALLY. ONE MUST VISUALIZE, HEFORE THE RUN, HOw THE REQUIRED FILES
LET US EXAMINE, FOR EXAMPLE. THE =FILE5= CARD USAGE IN THE
AFIER LOADING ATOMIC PARAMETERS INTO THE BINARY DATA FILE,
WE INTEND TO 00 A CYCLE OF LEAST SQUARES REFINEMENT. FOLLOWED BY A
FOURIER, AND TO FINISH WITH A MONO LENGTHS AND ANGLES DETERMINATION.
FOR SIMPLICITY. WE WILL ONLY CONSIDER THE (jSA<5E OF =NFILEA= AND =NFILEB=,
WHICH
 WE WILL INITIALIZE WITH n =FILES= CAf<D TO BE LOGICAL UNITS 8 AND 9.
WILL BE USED.
FOLLOWING RUN.
TITLE
FILES
LOAUAT
END
CRYLSQ
END
FOURR
ILLUSIKATION OF =FILES= CARD HANDLING
8 9
END
FILES
BONOLA
8
* •
END
Op COURSE. NO UETAILS OF THE OTHER CAROS ARE SHOWN. THE INITIAL
=FILESr CARD 'SETS U^ THE REQUIRED STARTING VALUES, SO THAT =LOADAT= WILL
READ UNIT 8 AND WRI1E 9, BEC"USE OF THE INTERCHANGE OF THE VALUES OF
=NFILEA= AND =NFILEO= SUBSEQUENT TO THE COMPLETION OF =LOADAyr, =CRYLSQ=
WILL READ 9 AND WRIIE 8. SIMILARLY, =FOURR= WILL READ AM INPUT FILE ON
UNIT 8, BUT, AS SHOWN IN PART ?, IT DOES NQT WRITE AN =NFILEB=
AND HEN'CE THE INTERCHANGING OF 8 AND 9 BEFORE ENTERING =BONDLA= WOULD
NORMALLY CAUSE 9 TO BE READ WITHIN =60NDLA= THIS HOWEVER. DOES NOT CONTAIN
THE RESULTS OF THE =CRYLSQ= RUM AND SO A rplLESs CARD IS INSERTED BEFORE THE
SBONDLA= CALLING CAKD TO FORCE THE VALUE OF =NFILEA= TO BE 8 AT THAT TIME.
MORE INVOLVED EXAMPLES ARE GIVHN IN APPENDIX 2 AND THEY SHOULD BE
STUDIED FOR THEIR Ui>E OF THE =fILES= CARDS.
BY SAVING AND NEEPING TRACK OF THE BINARY DATA FILE, ONE MAY
GREATLY REDUCE THE NUMBER OF C«ROS NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT THE CALCULATIONS.
THE FORM GIVEN BELOW IS RECOMMfNOEO TO YOUR ATTENTION AS A MODEL FOR A
PERSONAL RECOKD TO KEEP AS COMMUTING RuNS ARE MADE DURING THE SOLUTION OF
A CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.
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RUN RECORD
COMPOUND ID-
UATE
CHARGE NO.--
INITIAL
SERIAL NO.-
RUN SEQ. NO.—
EXECUTION TIME
TYPE OF JOB—
FILE ASSIGNMENTS (WITH LAB REGISTRATION NUMBERS)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
LINK I NTIN NT<
I
I
I
I I
I I
I I
1 I
I I
I . I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
3UT I NFTLEA I NF-ILEB
I I
I I
I I
I
NFILEC I
I
I
I
I I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I
I
I
I I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
A PRIORI REMAKKS
A POSTERIORI REMARKS
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THE X-R«Y SYSTEM DECK STRUCTURE
THE COURSE OF IHE CRYSTAL! OGRAPHIC CALCULATIONS, WHICH MAY INVOLVE
ANY NUMBER OF PROGRAMS IN THE SYSTEM, IS CONTROLLED BY THE ORDERING
OF CARDS IN THE INPUT DATA. THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AS THE CALCULATION
PROCEEDS IS AS FOLLOWS....
UPON INITIAL ENTRY INTO T^E SYSTEM, OR UPON MEETING A =RESTART=
CARD, ALL FILE ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE SET TO THEIR 'STANDARD* VALUES, THE
HAGE NUMBER FOR THE PRINTED OUIPUT WILL BE SET TO ZERO, AND THE TITLE
ARRAY WHICH IS PRINIED AT THE TOP OF EACH OUTPUT PAGE IS SET TO BLANKS.
A =TITLE= CARD SHOULD ALWAYS HI- INCLUDED AT THIS POINT EVEN IF ONLY TO
EXPLAIN THE REASON *-OR THE HUN. A =FILES= CARD MAY BE NECESSARY AS WELL
IF THE 'STANDARD' ASSIGNMENTS »RE NOT APPROPRIATE FOR THE REQUIREMENTS
OF THIg RUN. AFTEK THIS COMES THE CALLING CARD FOR THE FIRST
CRYSTALLOGRPAHIC PROGRAM NEEUEu FOR THF. PROBLEM AT HAND. =REMARK= CARDS,
IF ONE WISHES, MAY bt INSERTED NEXT, AWD FINALLY THE DATA CARDS DEMANDED
bY THE PROGRAM BEING CALLED. IF THE HINARY DATA FILE IS BEING USED ASTHE SOuPCE OF DATA, AN =END= C"RD IS OFTEN THE ONLY DATA CARD REQUIRED.
OTHERWISE, ONCE THE REQUIRED DATA is ASSEMBLED IN ORDER, AN =ENO= CARD
is ALWAYS PLACED BEI-ORE ANY OTHER CALLING oR OPERATION CAPD. OFTEN ONE
WILL PLACE A =REMARK= CARD BEFORE EACH SUCCESSIVE CALL FOR ANOTHERCRYSTALLOGRAPHIC COMPUTATION, EACH PROGRAM READS AND PROCESSES DATA
CARDS UNTIL THE. =ENU = CARD IS WEACHED, WHEREUPON IT COMPLETES THE
CALCULATION, WRITES SUMMARY DATA, AND FINISHES UPDATING THE BINARY DATA
FILEUfr ANY). CONIROL THEN POSSES HACK TO THE 'NUCLEUS' WHICH
INTERCHANGES =NFILE«= AND =NFII.EB= (LOGICALLY) ANQ THEN SEEKS ANOTHER
UATA CARD. HERE <JNE MAY INSERT SOME OPERATION CARDS, IF NEEDED, AND
THEN COMES ANOTHER CALLING CARD FOR A NEW CALCULATION WITH THE SAME OR
ANY OTHER SYSTEM PROGRAM THE C^YSTALLOGRAPHER MAY REQUIRE,
IF, FOR ANY REASON, THERE IS A FAILURE BECAUSE OF THE PROGRESS OF
THE CALCULATION <E,b. A SINGULAR MATRIX), EVERY PROGRAM TRIES TO SALVAGE
THE OUTPUT BINARY DATA FILE <!•• ANY) AND GjVE A DIAGNOSTIC OF THE CAUSE
OF FAILURE. wHt.N IT IS SIGNALLED THAT A SERIOUS CALCULATION ERROR HAS
BEEN DETECTED, ALL OF THE SUBSEQUENT DATA, AND CALLING CAPOS
ARE SKIPPED UNTIL EITHER A =RESTART= OH A -FINISHr CARD IS ENCOUNTERED.
SINCE VERY OFTEN THt FAILURE OH ONE CALCULATION PRECLUDES THE NEED FOR
A SUBSEQUENT ONE, II IS BEST TO USE =RESTART= CARDS DISCREETLY, OBVIOUSLY
THERE IS NO POINT IN CARRYING OUT AN FO FO|jRIER IF THE PRECEDING STRUCTURE
FACTOR CALCULATION FAILS.
IN SUMMARY, BECAUSE OF THIS PROCEDURE, THE CALCULATIONS WHICH RUN
INDEPENDENTLY SHOULU BE HEADED BY A rRESTART= CARD BUT A DEPENDENT
SEQUENCE OF CALCULATIONS SHOULD NOT BE SEPARATED BY SUCH A CARD.
THE END OF ALL CALCULATIONS IS INDICATED BY A =FINlSHr CARD.
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SYSTtM TERMINOLOGY
SINCE THE INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM, A CERTAIN
VOCABULARY HAS BEEN DEVELOPED WITHIN THE PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS, CARD
FORMAT DEFINITIONS, AND PROGRAM OUTPUT. THE FOLLOWING GLOSSARY ATTEMPTS
TO PROVIDE CLARIFICATION OF THK TERMINOLOGY USED ANO INDICATES SOME OF
THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES USED WITHIN THE SYSTEM.
ATOM IDENTIFICATION
AT =DATRDNr TIME, CERTAIN 'ATOM TYPESi ARE INTRODUCED INTO THE
bINARY DATA FILE BY INCLUDING SCATTERING FACTOR TABLES FOR THE VARIOUS
ATOMIC SPECIES PREStNT IN THE STRUCTURE UNDER STUDY. EACH ATOM TYPE
MAY B£ UP TO * CHARACTERS IN LENGTH HUT MAy NOT END WITH A DIGIT - E.G.,
NA, OX, CU2+, H ARE ACCEPTABLE BUT CU+2 IS NOT ACCEPTABLE.
THE 'ATOM NUMBtK' SERVES TO IDENTIFY ONE PARTICULAR ATOM AMONGST
THE SEVERAL THERE MAY BE OF A (ilVEN ATOM TYPE.
A COMPLETE 'ATOM IDENTIFICATION' THEN CONSISTS OF THE TWO PARTS -
ATOM TYPE FOLLOWED BY ATOM NUMBER FOR THAT TYPE - AND IN TOTAL IT MUST
NOT EXCF.ED 6 CHARACIERS. THUS NA1, 0X35, CU2 + 1, H41, ARE ALL ACCEPTABLE
ATOM IDENTIFICATIONS), WHATEVER NUMBERS FOLLOW AFTER THE LAST ALPHABETIC
CHARACTER ARE USED «S THE ATOM NUMBER. SINCE THE FIELD 1$ READ UNDER A4,A2
FORMAT, THE IDENTIFICATION AND ELIMINATION OF NUMBERS IN THE Aiv FIELD PERMITS
THE DETERMINATION OK SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE (SEE PROGRAM NUSS <NuC003)
FOR DETAILS). THE UNAL A2 FIELD MAY PE ANY LEGAL SYMBOLS. THUS, FOR
SCATTERING FACTOR H —
H12345. H12AC1, H123CC
ARE ALL RIGHT. BUT H123C45. ETC. IS NOT ALLOWED, AS WITH THE COMPOUND
IDENTIFICATION CODE. THE ATOM IDENTIFICATION FOR A PARTICULAR ATOM MUST ALWAYS
BE PUNCHED CONSISTENTLY.
THE ABILITY TO GENERATE FORM FACTORS BY THE EXPANSION FORMULA OF CROMER E
AL (SEE SEF l.DATRDN) IS INCLUi'ED THROUGHT THE USE OF =FORMGN-: CARDS. THE
COEFFICIENTS FOR C, N, 0. P. S» AND CL ARE STORED IN A SUBROUTINE. FOR H, THE
FORM FACTORS OF STEWART ET AL ARE SIMILARLY AVAILABLE.
ATOM PARAMETERS
ATOMIC PARAMETtKS CAN ONLY BE 'LOADED' (I.E. INSERTED) INTO THE
BINARY DATA FILE BY THE USE OF THE =LOADAT= PROGRAM.
DijRING THE STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAMS, ATOMS MAY BE 'SELECTED' FROM
THE BINARY DATA FILL IN TWO WAYS. FIRSTLY. BY USE OF AN =ATOM= CARD
CONTAINING ONLY THE ATOM TYPE WITHIN THE APPROPRIATE FIELD. ONE CAN SELECT
ALL ATOMS OF THAT TTPE FROM THK FILE. ALTERNATIVELY, BY SPECIFYING THE
COMPLETE ATOM IDENTIFICATION, A PARTICULAR ATOM WILL BE SELECTED,
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COMPOUND IDENTIFICAIION CODE
THE UCER MUST ASSIGN THE COMPOUND UNDER CONSIDERATION A six CHARACTER
NAME COMPRISING ANY LEGAL CARD PUNCHING, INCLUDING BLANKS. THIS SERVES
TWO FUNCTIONS. FIRSTLY IT INSURES THAT THE INPUT BINARY DATA FILE IS
IN FACT THE CORRECT-ONE. SECONDLY» IT PERMITS THE READY IDENTIFICATION
OF CARD DATA DECKS.
ONCE A, COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE HAS BEEN ASSIGNED, IT IS EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT TO PUNCH IT CONSISTENTLY THEREAFTER, ESPECIALLY WITH RESPECT
TO IMBEDDED BLANKS, CHOOSE C«REFULLY. AND REMEMBER YOUR CHOKE.
ELECTRON DENSITY SCALE FACTOR
THE ELECTRON Dt-NSITY SCALt- FACTOR IS
 ySED IN THE FOURIER PROGRAM
TO PLArE THE NUMfERb IN THE OUTPUT MAP WITHIN A CONVENIENT RANGE. =FOURR=
CALCULATES ACTUAL Ei-ECTRONS/CU^IC ANGSTROM (OR APPROPRIATELY FOR PATTERSONS
AND E MAPS) WHICH HAVE A CONSIDERABLE RANGf OF MAGNITUDE DEPENDING UPON
THE ATOMIC SPECIES PRESENT. THE PRINTING OF THE MAP IS DONE IN EITHER
I«» OR 12 FORMAT, ANU IN ORDER TO CONSTRAIN THE NUMBERS TO BE IN THE
SELECTED RANGE. THI*> SCALE FACTOR MAY BE USEFUL. FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEE
l.FOURR.
EPSILON
EPSILON, A SMALL, SYMMETRY RELATED INTEGER DESCRIBED IN VOL. II OF THE
INTERNATIONAL TABLED PP, 355-6 AND CALLED ALPHA THERE BY LUZZATl IS REQUIRED
FOR THE CALCULATION OF E VALUES (QUASI-NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS).
THE CALCULATION OF IHESE FACTORS IS ALSO DESCRIBED IN •'CSYSTALLOGRAPHIC
COMPUTING" U969) H. 19 BY I. KARLE. IN DATA REDUCTION THIS FACTOR IS
CALCULATED FOK EACH REFLECTION AND STORED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE FOR USE
BY OTHER PP'OGKAMS IN THE SYSTE". THE VALUE OF EHSILON IS CALCULATED BY A
SIMPLE ENUMERATION KROCEDURE. IT IS THE COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF TIMES A
REFLECTION IDENTICALLY IS GENERATED UNOER THE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS OF THE SPACE
OROUP UNDER CONSIDERATION, TH«T IS TO SAY, FOR H(NEW) = HR<J) WHERE H IS
THE VECTOR (H»K,L) *N(J R(J) IS THE JTH ROTATION MATRIX SUPPLIED TO DATA
REDUCTION.
f CALCULATED, F OBSERVED* F RELATIVE, AND INTENSITY
ALL STRUCTURE I-ACTOR INFORMATION OBTAINED BY EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION
IS ENTERED INTO THE BINARY DAT« FILE THROUGH =DATRDN=. THIS MAY BE IN
TERMS OF INTENSITIES* AS MEASURED FROM FILMS OR OIFFRACTOMPTER, OR
ALTERNATIVELY AS VALUES OF F SQUARED OP f- OBTAINED BY SOME OTHER PREVIOUS
DATA TREATMENT. THESE DATA Mi'ST CONSIST OF A UNIQUE ASYMMETRIC SET OF
REFLECTIONS AS DESCKlBED IN 'THEATMENT OF SYMMETRY' (SEE BELOW).
IF THE QUANTITIES SUPPLIE" TO =DATRON= ARE INDICATED TO BE INTENSITIES,
THE VARIOUS SYSTEMATIC CORRECTIONS ARE APPLIED AND THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE
VALUE OBTAINED IS DtFlNEU TO Bt F RELATIVE.
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WHEN F SOUAKED IS SUPPLIED, ITS SQUARE ROOT IS DEFINED TO BE F RELATIVE.
F OBSERVED IS «LWAYS THE PRODUCT OF F RELATIVE AND ITS CORRESPONDING
SCALE FACTOR (SEE 'SCALE FACTORS'). CERTAIN PROGRAMS PRODUCE LISTINGS
INVOLVING VALUES OF bOTH F OHS^RVED AND INTENSITIES. THE LATTER WILL ONLY BE
MEANINGFUL IF INTENblTIES WERE SUPPLIED TO =DATRDN=.
F VALUES WHICH ARE DETERMINED BY THE PROGRAMS FROM ATOMIC COORDINATES
ARE REFERRED TO AS H CALCULATED AND WILL AGREE WITH THOSE OBTAINED FROM
f-ORMULAE GIVEN IN INTERNATIONAL TABLES, VOL. I.
GRID '••'
GRID IS USED TO DEFINE THC: NUMBER OF SUBDIVISIONS ALONG A GIVEN AXIAL
DIRECTION. THE REUUIRED VALUES MAY BE SUPPLIED BY THE U<;E OF A =GRID=
CARD, 8l)T IN THE ABSENCE OF A USER SPECIFIED GRID, VALUES ARE CALCULATED
BY =DATRDN= WHICH WILL PRODUCE ONE INCH PER ANGSTROM FOURIER SECTIONS,
SPACED 0.3 ANGSTROM^ BETWEEN EACH SECTION.
JCODE
THIS WAS ORIGINALLY A VARIABLE NAME DEFINED IN I960 (BY ONE D. HIGH) TO BE
USED To DESIGNATE THE KIND OF REFLECTION BEING PROCESSED. IT IS STILL USED
IN THAT WAY BUT HAS CREPT INTO OUR VOCABULARY OF JARGON AS SYNONYMOUS WITH
•REFLECTION TYPE'.
JCODE REFLECTION TYPE
1 OBSERVED
2 LESS-I HAN
3 TO BE CALCULATED AND DISPLAYED BUT NOT
USED. HISTORICALLY, ONE SUFFERING FROM
PRIMAKY OR SECONDARY EXTINCTION.
i* CONDEMNED BY THE USER AS INVALID, NEVER TO
B£ UStD OR DISPLAYED.
5 SYSTEMATICALLY AHSENT.
LESS-THANS
THIS TERM is INTRODUCED TP DESIGNATE REFLECTIONS OF VERY LOW INTENSITY.
THAT IS, THOSt REFLECTIONS WHIfH ARE ALSO REFERRED TO IN CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC
LITERATURE AS BEING 'UNOBSERVED' OR 'ZERO' NOTE THAT IN NONE OF THESE
INSTANCES IS THE TE*M APPLIED TO SPACE GROUP DEPENDENT SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES.
AS THE NAME 'LESb-THAM« IMPLIES, IT IS uSED SPECIFICALLY TO SET A
THRESHOLD OF OBStRV«bILITY WHICH IS DEFINED DIFFERENTLY FOR FILM DATA
AND FOR DIFFRACTOMEIER DATA.
IN THF CASE OF FILM DATA, THERE WILL HE FOUND A SCALED, AVERAGED
INTENSITY FOR SOME KEFLECTION WHICH REPRESENTS THE LOWEST OBSERVED
INTENSITY VALUE. «LL REFLECTIONS WITH INTENSITY BELOW THIS VALUE WILL
bE UNOBSERVABLE. HOWEVER, THhIR ACTUAL VALUE MUST SURELY BE LESS THAN
THE LOWEST OBSERVABLE VALUE, AMD, BY ASSIGNING THEM THE LOWEST INTENSITY
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TOGETHER WITH A LESb-THAN IDENTIFICATION (JCODE=2), THEY MAY BE UTILIZED
IN REFINEMENT PROCEDURES.
FOR DTFFRACTOMt-TER DATA, THE THRESHOLD OF OBSERVABILITY CAN BE
ESTABLISHED ON THE BASIS OF TH>- COUNTING STATISTICS FOR EACH MEASUREMENT
OF INTENSITY. WHEN THE ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE INTENSITY IS
SUCH THAT IT IS OF I HE SAME ORt»£R OF MAGNITUDE AS THE INTENSITY ITSELF,
A REFLECTION MAY BE CONSIDERED TO BE A LESS-THAN. PROVISION IS MADE
IN THE APPROPRIATE PROGRAMS FO" SUPPLYING THE DEFINITION OF THE NUMBER
OF .STAMP ARO DEVIATIONS OF INTENSITY WHICH DEFINE THE THRESHOLD.OF
OBSERVABILITY* I.E. ONE CAN SPECIFY THE THRESHOLD TO BE AT ZERO SIGMA,
ONE SIGMA, TWO SIGMA, ETC.
IN PRACTICE, THE USE OF ZPRO SIGMA DATA APPEARS TO BE BEST IN . ,
SITUATIONS WHERE E VALUES (QUASI-NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS) ARE BEING
CALCULATED. SUCH AS IN =NORMSF= AND =DATFIx=. ON THE OTHER HAND, THREE
SIGMA DATA APPEARS 10 BE MOPE APPROPRIATE FOR LEAST SQUARES REFINEMENT ;
BASED ON F OR F SQUARED. THE LATTER PROGRAMS (E.G. =CRYLSO=) THEREFORE,
PERMIT. UNDER USER CONTROL, THS RECLASSIFICATION OF LESS-THANS BY , ;
SPECIFICATION OF THt VALUE OF SIGMA REQUIRED.
AN OBJECTIVE Of A STRUCTUHE REFINEMENT WILL BE THAT EVERY CALCULATED
STRUCTURE FACTOR WILL AGREE WITH THE OBSERVED VALUE AND THAT EVERY LESS-THAN
WILL CALCULATE BELOW THE SPECIFIED THRESHOLD.
MAXHKL
THE TRUE VALUED OF THE MAGNITUDE OF MAXIMUM MILLER INDICES H, K, AND L
ARE VERY IMPORTANT WITHIN THE X-RAY SYSTEM AND SHOULD BE SUPPLIED AT =OATRDN=
TIME. THEY AKE USED TO DETERMINE TABLE SIZES IN MOST OF THE LARGE SCALE
CALCULATIONS AND THtREFORE IF SUPPLIED AS LARGE VALUES WILL CAySE LAR'JE CORE
REQUIREMENTS. =OATKDN= CAN ESTIMATE THEIR VALUES FROM THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF
THETA BUT THIS OFTE™ GIVES AN HNDESIRAHLE RESULT, ESPECIALLY WITH HIGH
SYMMETRY SPACE GROUPS. REFLECTIONS OUTSIDE THE =MAXHKL= LIMITS WILL BE
REJECTED AT =UATHDN= TIME.
=MAXHKL= VALUES CAN BK SUPPLIED AT OTHER TIMES TO =LOADAT=. THESE
VALUES WILL BE INSERTED INTO T*E BINARY DATA FILE (ALTHOUGH NO REFLECTIONS
WILL BF REMOVED FROM THE FILE) AND WILL THEREFORE RESTRICT ALL SUBSEQUENT
CALCULATIONS. =MAXHKL= LIMITS SUPPLIED TO ANY OTHER PROGRAM WILL NOT HE
WRITTEN IN THE FILE AND THEREFORE ONLY HAVE A LOCAL EFFECT. SIN<THETA) /LAMBDA
LIMITS MAY ALSO HE INCLUDED IN THE =MAXHKL= CARD AND THE MORE STRINGENT
LIMITS WILL APPLY.
MULTIPLICITY
THE TERM 'MULTIPLICITY' REFERS TO TWO DISTINCT QUANTITIES, ALTHOUGH
BOTH HAVE TO DO WITH POINTS WHICH ARE FQUlyALENT BY SYMMETRY.
THE FIRST USAGt, 'REFLECTION MULTIPLICITY', IS A RATIO EXPRESSING
THE NUMBER OF GENERAL REFLECTIONS EQUIVALENT TO A GIVEN REFLECTION.
CONSIDER THE REFLECHON WITH MILLER INDICES 1, 2, 3 IN THE SPACE GROUP P2/M.
THIS HAS A MULTIPLICITY OF 2 BECAUSE IT is SYMMETRICALLY EQUIVALENT TO THE
1, -2» 3 REFLECTION. (NOTE THnT ANY CENTERING IS TREATED SPECIALLY, SO THAT
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THE PRESENCE OF THE -1, -2, -3 AND -1, 2» -3 ARE OTHERWISE AUTOMATICALLY
IMPLIED - SEE 'TREATMENT OF SYMMETRY'.) <)N THE OTHER HAND. THE 2. Oi 0
HAS A MULTIPLICITY UF ONLY 1 BtCAUSE 2t Or 0 AND 2. -0, 0 ARE IDENTICAL. THESE
REFLECTION MULTIPLICITIES ARE "SED FOR CORRECT WEIGHTING OF REFLECTIONS
WITHIN =FOURR= WHICH ONLY TREATS ONE HFMISpHERE OF INFORMATION.
THE TERM IS ALSO USED IN 'ATOM MULTIPLICITY' WHICH Is EFFECTIVELY
A 'WEIGHT' TO BE APHLIED TO POINTS IN DIRECT SPACE. IT IS DERIVED IN
=LOAOAT= BY GENERATION OF ALL THE SYMMETRICALLY EQUIVALENT ATOMS FROM A GIVEN
ATOM OF THE ASYMMETKIC SET. WHEN AN ATOM IS SO TREATED, SOME (OR ALL) OF THE
GENERATED ATOMS MAY COINCIDE WJTH THE ORIGINAL POSITION. IF THIS OCCURS
THAT ATOM IS SAID TU HE IN A 'SPECIAL POSITION' HAVING A MULTIPLICITY
EQUAL TO THE RECIPROCAL OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF EQUIVALENT ATOMS. USING
THE P2/M EXAMPLE ABOVE, AN ATOM AT 0.5» 0. 0.5 WILL HAVE ANOTHER SYMMETRICALLY
RELATED ATOM AT -O.b» 0» -0.5. THESE ARE IDENTICAL POINTS IN THE UNIT
CELL AND SO THE ATOM MULTIPLICITY IS 1/2.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS DERIVED WITHIN =LOADAT= GIVING THE
RESTRICTIONS PLACED UPON THE ATOMIC PARAMETERS BY THE NATURE OF THE
SPECIAL POSITION. THIS IS USEFUL IN SUBSEQUENT REFINEMENT PROCEDURES.
PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION
THE LIMIT TO THE NUMBER Oh UNIQUE ATOMS WHICH MAY BE USED FOR CALCULATION
DEPENDS UPON THE TEMPERATURE FACTOR MODE AnD CORE SIZE OF THE MACHINE USED.
HOWEVER, THIS LIMITATION CAN at READILY OVERCOME BY THE USE OF THE PARTIAL
CONTRIBUTION TECHNIUUE PROVIUEC IN THE STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAMS OF THE
SYSTEM (E.P. =FC=, =CRYLSQ=). FOR EACH REFLECTION IN THE BINARY DATA FILE,
SPACE IS RESERVED FUR THE VALUES A AND B (I.E. THE REAL AMD IMAGINARY PARTS
OF THE STRUCTURE FACTOR), ANU KARTA AND PARTB (I.E. PARTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO
A AND P). DATA REDUCTION INITIALIZES ALL FOUR TO ZERO AND ANY STRUCTURE
FACTOR CALCULATION UN A SET OF ATOMS WILL CAUSE ENTRIES TO BE MADE IN ITS
OUTPUT BINARY DATA ULE FOR A AND B. IF THIS FILE IS SUBSEQUENTLY USED
AS THE INPUT FILE FUR ANOTHER STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATION, THESE VALUES OF
« AND p MAY BE 'ESTABLISHED AN" APPLIEL" AS PARTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
CALCULATION AND THEY WILL BE U^ED INSTEAD oF ZEROS TO START THE STRUCTURE
FACTOR SUMMATIONS. MOREOVER, THEY WILL HE ENTERED AS VALUES FOR PARTA AND
PARTB IN THE NEW OUI PUT FILE. A AND B WILL. OF COURSE, BE UPDATED AS THE
RESULT OF THE MOST KECENT CALCULATION, BUT WILL NOW CONTAIN BOTH THE EFFECT
OF THE PARTIAL ATOMb FROM THE t-IRST RUN AND OF THE ADDITIONAL ATOMS ENTERED
UUP1NG THE SECOND CALCULATION.
TwO OPTIONS ARt AVAILABLE WHEN SUBSEQUENT STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAMS USE
THIS NfTW FILE AS INPUT. ONE. C^N AGAIN ESTABLISH AND APPLY THE A AND B AS
bEING PARTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS ANU SO CUMULATE THE EFFECT OF MORE AND MORE
GROUPS OF ATOMS INTO THE STRUCTURE. ALTERNATIVELY ONE MAY SIMPLY 'APPLY* THE
EXISTING PARTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO PERHAPS A MODIFIED SET OF ADDITIONAL ATOMS.
IT IS THUS POSSIBLE TO CAWRY OUT LARGE BLOCK REFINEMENTS OF VARIOUS
PARTS OF A MOLECULE TO ACHIEVE OVERALL REFINEMENT OF THE COMPLETE STRUCTURE.
POPULATION PARAMETEK
'POPULATION PAKAMETER' IS A TERM USED TO EXPRESS FRACTIONAL
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OCCUPANCY OF AN ATOM SITE. IT JS TREATED INDEPENDENTLY OF ATOM MULTIPLICITY
(SEE ABOVE) IN =CRYLSQ=.
SCALE FACTORS
THESE QuANTITItS ARE USED THROUGHOUT THE SYSTEM To PLACE THE VALUES
OF F RELATIVE ON THt SAME SCALE AS F CALCULATED, AS DEFINED IN INTERNATIONAL
TABLES, VOL. I. THAT IS, THE SCALE FACTOR IS USED TO CONVERT THE VALUE OF
f RELATIVE INTO F ObSERVEO.
SCALE FACTORS «RE INITIALLY DETERMINED BY THE USE OF =NORMSF=
WHICH USES THE SCAITERING FACTOR AND CELL CONTENT INFORMATION TO
STATISTICALLY ESTABLISH REASONABLE VALUES. IN PRACTICE, THESE VALUES
HAVE PROVED TO BE WITHIN 10 PEUCENT OF THE FINAL SCALE FACTORS FOR
UIFFRACTOMETEK DATA. IN THE CASE OF FILM DATA, THERE MAY BE A NUMBER OF
SCALE FACTORS FOR A GIVEN COMPOUND CORRESPONDING TO DIFFERENT GROUPS
OF DATA SUCH AS, IN THE WEISSE^BERG CASE, THE VARIOUS LEVELS COLLECTED.
THESE SCALE FACTORS (WHETHER A SINGLE ONE FOR ALL THE DATA OR SEVERAL
FOR VApIOUS GROUPS OF DATA) WI! L PROBAHLY EVENTUALLY BE REFINED BY THE
LEAST SQUARES PROGRAMS. DURING THE PROCESS OF REFINEMENT, THE QUANTITY
USED IN THE CALCULAIIONS IS TH* RECIPROCAL OF THE F RELATIVE SCALE FACTOR
ALTHOUGH ALL INPUT AND INTERNAL STORAGE is IN TERMS OF THE ACTUAL F RELATIVE
SCALE FACTOR.
IN ADDITION TO THE CHANGES IN VALUE CALCULATED FOR THE SCALE FACTORS
BY THE LEAST SQUARED PROGRAMS (WHICH ARE Oi.iTPuT ON THE BINARY DATA FILE
AS SCALE FACTORS), CERTAIN OTHFR PROGRAMS (E.G. =FC=, =RLIST=) CALCULATE
THE QUANTITY .
SUMMATIONS CALCULATED) / SUMMATIONS RELATIVE) i .
WHICH PROVIDES AN INDICATION Of- A =RESCALE= FACTOR, IN PRACTICE, THIS
KESCALE FACTOR RARELY NEEDS TO RE USED IF THE INITIAL ESTIMATE OF THE
SCALE FACTOR IS REAbONABLE.
NORMALLY, SCALE- FACTORS WTLL BE TAKEN FROM THE VALUES STORED IN THE
BINARY DATA FILE. HOWEVER, T*ESE VALUES MAY BE SUPERSEDED BY VALUES
INPUT CM =SCALE= CARDS. ALL PROGRAMS EXCEPT =FC= WHICH BOTH CALCULATE (OR
REFINE) SCALE FACTORS ANU WRITF AN OUTPUT BINARY FILE WILL UPDATE THE OUTPUT
BINARY OATA FILE WIIH THE NEW VALUES.
PRACTICE 01- ADJUSTING SCALE FACTORS DURING THE COURSE OF
REFINEMENT AT A STA^E WHEN NOT ALL OF THE. ATOVIS OF AN ASYMMETRIC SET ARE
YET INCLUDED CAN LE«D TO CERTAIN PROBLEMS. FOR EXAMPLE, A DIFFERENCE MAP
MADE TO LOCATE HYDROGENS BUT USING THE BEST LEAST SQUARES SCALE FACTORS
OBTAINED FOR NON-HYUHOGEN ATOMS WILL NOT SHOW THE HYDROGEN PEAKS AT THEIR
TRUE MAGNITUDE UN I-ACT THEY WILL BE ARTIFICIALLY
THE SCALE FACTORS WHICH APE INPUT AT =DATRDN= TIME ARE TREATED IN A
SPECIAL WAY. THEY *RE USED TO SCALE THE INPUT QUANTITY - INTENSITY, F SQUARED,
OR F RELATIVE - FOR VARIOUS GROUPS OF DATA BEFORE THOSE ENTRIES ARE MADE IN
THE OUTPUT BINARY DATA FILE. «LL SCALE FACTORS IN THE OUTPUT FILE ARE SET TO
1.0 AT =DATRDN= TIMt.
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THERE Apt TWO OTHER TYPES OF SCALE FACTOR WHICH ARE NOT ENTIRELY
INDEPENDENT OF THE bCALE FACTO* AS DEFINED ABOVE. ONE TYPE IS USED IN
THE INITIAL .STAGES UF PRODUCING A SET OF MERGED, SCALED, AND AvERAGED
DATA FROM A DIFFRAC IOMETER OR t-ROM A SERIES OF FILM PACKS. THIS IS THE
SCALE FACTOR USED IN DATA CORRELATION PROGRAMS. THE OTHER TYPE IS THE
ELECTRON DENSITY SC«LE FACTOR (SEE ABOVE) REFERRED TO IN =FOuRR=.
STRUCTURE INVARIANTS
THEKE ARE TWO TERMS WHICH MUST B£ CLEARLY DISTINGUISHED IN SPEAKING
OF 'STRUCTURE INVARIANTS'. THtSE TERMS ARE APPLIED TO —
1. INOIViOUAL REFLECTION PHASES WHICH ARE 'INVARIANT' FOR THE
STRUCIURE AT HAND
2. COMBINATIONS OF DEFLECTION PHASES WHICH ARE 'INVARIANT' FOR
ANY SIKUCTURE.
THE FIRST GROUP ARE CALLED 'STRUCTURE SEMINVARIAMT PHASES' AND
THE SECOND ARE CALLtU 'STRUCTURE INVARIANT PHASE RELATIONSHIPS'. VERY OFTEN
THE FIRST WILL BE CALLED SIMPLY STRUCTURE gEMINVARIANTS AND THE SECOND,
STRUCTURE INVARIANTS. THIS DISTINCTION HAS BEEN A SOURCE OF SOME CONFUSION
WHEN ONE IS APPLYING DIRECT METHODS.
STRUCTURE SEMINVARIANT PHASES
THE STRUCIURE SEMINVRIANT PHASES ARISE FROM THE FACT THAT CERTAIN
REFLECTION VECTORS IHN,KN,LN) WITHIN A GIVEN SPACE GROUP ARE INVARIANT WITH
RESPECT TO ANY DEFINED ORIGIN >-OR THE UNIT CELL, THE PHASE, PHI, OF A GIVEN
REFLECTION DEKIVES I-ROM A DOT PRODUCT —
* • •
. X
PHI (HN,KN,LN) r 2*PI* (HN,KN,Lfj) . Y
. 2
WHERE THE VECTOR XY^ IS SOME POINT IN THE U^IT CELL REFERRING TO AN ARBITRARY
ORIGIN.
FC =
SUMMATION(J=1 TO N) FXP(2*PI*I<H*XJ))
SUMMATION<J=1 TO N) tXP(2*Pl*I(H*(XJ + X0)»
SUMMATION 10=1 TO NS) OF THE SUMMATlONtJ=l TO NA)EXP2*PI*I*H*RJJ*
<XJ + X0>
EXP(I*PI*I*H*RJJ*XJ)
EXP(I*PI*I*H*RJJ*XO)
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SUMMATION(d=l TO NS )FXP ( 2*P1*I (H*R JJ*XO ) > SUMMATION J=l TO NA)EXP(2*PI*1|H*RJJ*XJ)>
IN SPECIAL CASES OF HIGH PROBABILITY (ALL HIGH E VALUES).
STRUCTURE INVARIANT PHASE RELATIONSHIPS
THERE IS I HE POSSIBILITY THAT PHASES OF CERTAIN REFLECTIONS COMBINE
IN SUCH A WAY THAT «N INVARIANT QUANTITY RESULTS. THERE IS THE TRIVIAL
EXAMPLE IN WHICH —
HI = 0
Kl = 0
LI = 0
I.E.* THE NULL VECTURr F(0*0.0>> WHICH IS DEPENDENT EXCLUSIVELY ON THE
STRUCTURE (CONTENT) OF THE UNI I CELL.
ALSO WE HAVE THE CASF WHEN —
HI •»• HSi - 0
Kl + K2 = 0
LI •»• LS4 = 0
WHICH IS FRIEOEL'S >-AW. THIS STATES THAT PHI (HI *K1 ,L1 ) r -PHI <H2t K2» L2 >
WHICH IS ALSO- INOEPtNOENT OF THE CELL SPECIFICATIONS. THIS RELATIONSHIP IS
USEU THROUGHOUT THE PHASE DETERMINING PROCESS.
THE NEXT POSSIBLE STRUCTURE INVARIANT PHASE RELATIONSHIP IS) THAT
FOR WHICH —
HI + Hii + H3 = 0
Kl + Ki! •»• K3 = 0
LI + LH + L3 = 0
WHICH IS THE BASIS OF THE SIGMO-TWO RELATIONSHIP. VECTORS WHICH MEET THIS
CRITERION GIVE RISE TO STRUCTURE INVARIANTS OF THE FORM —
COS(PHi (H1,K1,L1) + PHI(H2»K2,L2) + PHI (H3*K3»L3) ) = G
THIS PARTICULAR STRUCTURE INVARIANT HAS PRoVEN MOST EFFECTIVE IN SOLVING
STRUCTURES. THE VALUE OF THE avERAGE, G, wAy BE OBTAINED IN TwO WAYS. ONE
WAY IS TO ASSUME THAT IT IS +1,0 WHICH HOLDS FOR PHI VALUES OF REFLECTIONS
(HN*KN,LN) WHERE E(N) 15 LARGE. THE OTHER WAY IS TO ACTUALLY CALCULATE AN
ESTIMATE OF EACH G BASED ON AVERAGES OVER ALL VECTORS (HN,KN,LN) FOR THE £(N)
IN A SIMILAR WAY* THK FOURTH ORDER RELATIONSHIP —
Hi + H2 + H3 + Hf* = 0
Kl + Kii + K3 + K4 = 0
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LI + Li2 + L3 + LH ~ 0
MAY BE USED.
SYMBOLIC PHASE
AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PROCESS OF GENERATING PHASES FOR AN UNKNOWN
CRYSTAi, ALL REFLECIIONS ABOVE A CERTAIN THRESHOLD OF E (THE NORMALIZED
STRUCTURE FACTOR) AK£ SERIALLY ASSIGNED A 'SYMBOLIC PHASE'. THESE SYMBOLIC
PHASES ARE DEMOTED BY A SYMBOL NUMBER IN DECREASING ORDER OF E VALUE.
THAT Is, THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF K IS GIVtN TH£ SYMBOL 1, THF! NEXT LARGEST 2,
AND SO ON. IN THIS WAY, THE SYMBOL NUMBER NOT ONLY SERVES TO IDENTIFY THE
GIVEN REFLECTION, BUT ALSO TO STAND FOR THE VALUE OF THE UNKNOWN PHASE.
ANY OTHER SYMBOLIC DESIGNATION (FOR EXAMPLE LETTERS) COULD HAVE BEEN
CHOSEN BUT THE ADVANTAGE OF USING SEQUENTIAL INTEGERS IS THAT EACH MAY
SERVE AS A SUBSCRIPI TO POINT TO A GIVEN SYMBOLIC PHASE AND, IN ORDER TO SAVE
STORAGE AND COMPUTING TIKE, THt SYMBOL NUMBER BECOMES. IN USE, THE SYMBOLIC
PHASE.
CCNSE3UENILY, IN THE COURSE OF THE DETERMINATION! OF A SET OF PHASES
EACH SYMBOLIC PHASE WILL AT THt END OF THE PROCESS FALL INTO ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES —
1. DEFINtD
2. UNOETtRMlNED
3. DETERMINED
U. DEPENDENT
5. MISSING
THE TREATMENT OF SYMMETRY
A PHASE WHICH HAS BEEN ASSIGNED A NUMERIC
VALUE FROM CELL SPECIFICATION, OTHER
STATISTICAL RELATIONSHIPS, OR POSSIBLE PHASE
PERMUTATIONS
A PHASE WHICH IS STILL UNKNOWN
DERIVES A NUMERIC VALUE THROUGH SIGMA-TWO
RELATIONSHIPS
A PHASE WHICH MAY BE EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF
DEFINED, DETERMINED, AND UNDETERMINED SYMBOLS
A PHASE WHICH HAS NO SIGMA-TWO INTERACTIONS
WITHIN THE SET OF REFLECTIONS UNDER
CONSIDERATION.
THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC PROGRAMS OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM ARE DESIGNED TO
OPERATE FOR ANY SPACE GROUP IN ANY SETTING. THE DESIGN OF THE PROGRAMS
IS SUCH THAT THE DA IA REDUCTION PROGRAM READS THE SYMMETRY SPECIFIED BY THE
CRYSTALLOGRAPHER AND RECASTS IT INTO SUITABLE FORMS FOR USE BY THE VARIOUS
PROGRAMS OF THE SYSIEM. SEVERAL ARBITRARY RULES MUST BE OBSERVED
IN ORDER TO PRODUCE COMPUTATIO*'ALLY CORRECT RESULTS WITH RESPECT TO SYMMETRY.
i. A UNIQUE ASYMMETRIC SET OF REFLECTIONS MUST BE SUPPLIED.
IF ONE HAS SPACE GROUP PU, FOR EXAMPLE, THEN ANY ONE REFLECTION
FROM THE SET HKL, HK-L, -H-KL, -H-K-L, -KHL, K-HL, K-H-L,
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OR -KH-L MUST «E SUPPLIED.
 N0 MORE THAN ONE SHOULD,BE
SUPPLItU. A SIMILAR CONSIDERATION APPLIES TO THE NON-
EQUIVALENT SET RELATED TO -HKL.
2. A SEPARATE STATEMKNT (ON THE zLATICEr CARD) INDICATES THE
faRAVAIb LATTICE TYPE AND WHETHER THE CELL IS CENTRIC OR
ACENTRIC.
3. ALL THt REST OF T^E SYMMETRY IS SPECIFIED BY MEANS OF A
STATEMENT OF THE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS IN TERMS OF GENERAL
EQUIVALENT POSITIONS.
TAKE AS AN EXAMPLE, c 2/c, WHICH HAS THE FULL SET OF EQUIVALENT
POSITIONS
X, Y» 2
X + 1/2* Y + 1/2, Z
X, -Y, Z + 1/2
X •»• 1/2, -Y + 1/2, Z •«• 1/2
-X, Y, -Z + 1/2
-X + 1/2, Y + i/2, -Z + 1/2
-X, -Y, -Z
-X + 1/2, -Y + 1/2, -Z
IN THE X-RAY SYSTEM THIS EXAMPLE MUST BE ENCODED BY THE FOLLOWING INPUT.
LATICE C r
SYMTRY x, Y, z
SYMTRY X, -Y, Z + 1/2
NOTE THAT THE .SECONU =SYMTRY= CARD COULD JUST AS WELL HAVE BEEN -x, Y,
-Z + 1/2 (BECAUSE H IS IMPLIED bY TH£ CENTER). THE IDENTITY (X, Y, Z) IS
ALWAYS EXPECTED AND MUST BE GIVEN. IN THE SYSTEM, THE SYMMETRY DATA SFJPPLIED
IS TRANSFORMED INTO TWO FORMS. ONE IS A SE* OF ROTATION MATRICES AND <
TRANSLATION VECTORS USED BY ALL PROGRAMS WHICH MUST GENERATE EQUIVALENT
POSITIONS IN DIRECT SPACE OR EOUIVALF.NT REFLECTIONS IN RECIPROCAL SPACE. THE
OTHER is A SET OF INTtGER DIRECTORS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH REFLECTION IN THE
BINARY DATA FILE. THESE INTtGFRS MAKE POSSIBLE THE GENERATION OF ALL THE
EQUIVALENT RECIPROCAL SPACE POINTS AND STRUCTURE FACTORS (PHASES INCLUDED).
THUS ONE MAY SAY THAT ALL THE VARIOUS PROGRAMS ARE CODED AS IF THE STRUCTURES
WERE TRICLINIC AND I.HE SYMMETRY IS IMPOSED BY MACHINE DIRECTING CODES
ESTALBISHED BY THE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM. THIS, THEN, Is THE 'RAISON D'ETRE'
f-OR THE EXISTENCE OK THE BINARY DATA FILE AS FORMED BY DATA REDUCTION.
THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHEK WORKS ONLY WITH AN ASYMMETRIC SET OF ATOMS AND
REFLECTIONS.
TEMPERATURE FACTORS
WHERE APPROPRIATE, EVERY PROGRAM is DFSIGNEU TO PERMIT THE USE OF
OVERALL ISOTROPIC, INDIVIDUAL ISOTROPIC, INDIVIDUAL ANISOTROPIC, OR A
MIXTURE OF ALL THREt TYPES OF TEMPERATURE FACTOR. IF NECESSARY, THE
PROGRAM WILL PERFORM THE APPROPRIATE INTERcONVERSION (EXCEPT, CURRENTLY, =FC=).
A NUMBER OF DIhFERENT CONVENTIONS HAVE BEEN FOLLOWED IN THE
CRYSTALLOGRApHIC LUERATURE F0« THE DEFINITION OF TEMPERATURE FACTORS.
WITHIN THE X-KAY SYSTEM, USE IS MADE OF THE OEBYE-WALLER 8 FACTOR FOR THE
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1SOTROPIC MODE, AS USED IN THE EXPRESSION
EXP -(B*S**2)
WHERE 5= (SINE THETA ) /LAMBDA , THE CORRESPONDING ANISOTROPIC EXPRESSION IS
-(H**2*OETA(l»l)-f ..... +2*H*K*BETA(l»2)-f .. .)
HOWEVER* WITH THE AiM OF EVENTUAL CONSISTENCY, IT IS PROPOSED THAT THE
SYSTEM WILL FOR AUL OUTPUT AUOHT THE CRUICxSHANK U NOTATION. HAVING THE
RELATIONSHIPS
B =
6ETA(I,J) = 2*<^I**2)*U(I,J)*<ASTAR<I)*ASTAR<J) )
B(I,J) = R*(HI**2)*U( I » J)
(WHERE A5TAR IS A RtCIPROCAL AvIS LENGTH). THIS CHOICE IS MADE AS A
RESULT OF THE ARTICLE BY D.W.J. CRUlCKSHANK IN ACTA CRYST.» 195&, 9, P.7U7.
CURRENTLY, AT =LOADAT= TI^E (WHICH 15 THE ONLY PLACE WHERE TEMPERATURE
FACTORS ARE ENTERED INTO THE SYSTEM) THE VALUES ARE OUTPUT IN ALL THREE
CONVENTIONS TOGETHEH WITH THE H VALUES OF THE ELLIPSOID AND THE ANGLES
MADE BY THE AXES WUH THE CELL EDGES.
WHEN INPUTTING TEMPERATURE FACTOR INFORMATION, ANY OF =B=, r8ETA=,
=BIJ=, =U=» OR =UIJ= ARE ACCEPTABLE. THE ONLY COMMONLY USED FORM WHICH
IS NOT ALLOWED IS THAT IN WHICH THE FACTOR 2 IN THE CROSS TERMS HAS BEEN
ABSORBED INTO. THOSE TERMS IN THE TEMPERATURE FACTOR.
WEIGHTING i
THE PROCESS OF REFINEMENT OF A CRYSTAL STRUCTURE UTILIZING A
NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROCEDURE REQUIRES SOME ATTENTION TO BE GIVEN
TO THE WEIGHT ASSIGNED TO EACH EXPERIMFNTAL OBSERVATION. IN THE SYSTEM,
THE QUANTITY STORED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE IS THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE
REFLECTION WEIGHT. (THIS CON"ENTION HAS ARISEN BECAUSE IT SAvES MANY
THOUSANDS OF MULTIPLICATION OPERATIONS DURING THE BUILDING OF THE MATRIX
AND VECTOR OF THt NORMAL EQUATIONS.) THE PRACTICE FOLLOWS THAT ESTABLISHED
IN =ORyLS= ANO IS CUMMON TO MA*'Y CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC LEAST S«UARES PROGRAMS.
• THE DERIVATION OF THE VALUES OF THE WEIGHTS IS A MATTER OF CONSIDERABLE
CONTROVERSY IN THE A.RYSTALLOGR"PHIC LITERATURE. FOR THIS REASON, A NUMBER
OF METHODS OF DEALING WITH THE PROBLEM OF ESTABLISHING VALUES SUITABLE TO
THE GlyEN PROBLEM AKE PROVIDED. rDATRDNr ALLOWS THE BINARY DATA FILE
VALUE, OR ITS RECIPKOCAL* TO BK INPUT DIRECTLY ON =HKL= CARDS. ALTERNATIVELY.
ONE MAy SPECIFY COEFFICIENTS F"R THE CALCULATION OF THIS VALUE USING AN
EQUATION DESCRIBED IN l.OATRDN. FINALLY, =WTANAL= AND =WTLSSQ= MAY BE
USED TO DERIVE A SUITABLE SET OF WEIGHTS.
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=ABSORB= - DIFhRACTOMETER ABSORPTION CORRECTION PROGRAM
____
—
.__——————-———————————_—_—_———_^_—___—-.———__———__——
THIS PROGRAM IS A MODIFICATION OF A FOUR-CIRCLE DIFFRACTOMETER CODE
WRITTEN BY P. COPPENS OF SUMY BUFFALO. THE ABSORPTION ROUTINES WERE OBTAINED
FROM R F. STErtART, CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY, WHO HAD INCORPPQRATED THEM INTO
A DATA REDUCTION PACKAGE. H.L. AMMON MODIFIED THE PROGRAM FOR THE X-RAY
SYSTEM INCLUDING A COMPLETE REWRITE OF THE INPUT SECTIONS FOR CRYSTAL
ORIENTATION AND CRYSTAL FACE SPECIFICATION. THE FOURTH DIFFRACTOMETER ANGLE
(OMEGA = THETA) IS NOT ALLOWED TO VARY INDEPENDENTLY IN THIS VERSION
(I.E., OMEGA IS ASSUMED TO BE FOUAL TO 0.5*2THETA).
EVALUATION OF THE ABSORPTION INTEGRAL =Ar IS DONE BY NUMERICAL SUMMATION
OVER A THREE-DIMENSIONAL GRID OF POINTS WITHIN THE CRYSTAL VOLUME. THE
GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE METHOD IS USED WHICH ASSIGNS TO EACH POINT A WEIGHT
PROPORTIONAL TO THE CRYSTAL VOLUME ELEMENT REPRESENTED BY THE POINT.
( 1 ) INTEGRAL ( )
A - ( )* OVER <EXP**(-MU*T) DELTA V)
(CRYSTAL VOLUME) CRYSTAL VOLUME ( )
THE ABSORPTION CORRECTION TERM IS OUTPUT AS = A*=» WHERE
A* = I/A
I (COKRECTEU) r (A*) * I (MEASURED)
ADDITIONAL INFOHMATION ON THE METHOD OF CALCULATION. EXAMPLES OF ITS
ACCURACY, ETC. MAY ot FOUND IN REF. 1.
THE DIFFRACTOMEIER GEOMETRY SPECIFIED IN THE PROGRAM ]S USED ON THF PICKER
FACS-I. MANY OTHER SYSTEMS HAVE IDENTICAL OR EQUIVALENT GEOMETRIES. THE
GENERAL-ELECTRIC XRU-6, FOR EX«MPLE« IS JUST THE FACS-I TURNED UPSIDE-DOWN.
WITH ALL DIFFKACTOMtTER ANGLES SET TO 0,0, A SET OF DIFFRACTOMETER AXES IS
DEFINED SUCH THAT +* POINTS TO'-ARD THE X-RAY SOURCE (-X INTO THE DETECTOR), Y
IS BOTH IN THt HORIZONTAL DIFF^ACTOMETF.R PLANE AND THE PLANE OF THE CHI
CIRCLE, 2 IS NORMAL TO X AND Y TO YIELD A RIGHT-HANDED SYSTEM. THE +
DIRECTION OF Y IS L)t>INED SUCH THAT WHEN A REFLECTION IS BEING MEASURED AT
SOME + 2THETA, THE INCIDENT bE*M OCCUPIES THE +X»+Y QUADRANT, THE DIFFRACTED
VECTOR MOVES THROUGH THE -X,*Y QUADRANT AND THE RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTOR IS
COINCIDENT WITH +Y, THE +Y AXTS FORMS THE REFERENCE POINT FOR PHI = 0
DEGREES AND THE + DIRECTION OF ROTATION IS ASSUMED TO GO FROM +Y TO -X. AT
CHI = 90 DEGREES, THE GONIOMETER HEAD TO CRYSTAL VECTOR PARALLELS +Y AND AT
CHI s 6 DEGREES IT PARALLELS -?••
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********GONIO*
*H^AD * CHI = 90 DEGREES
*******
' 2THETA r CA. 45 DEGREES
***
< +X) *** < -X)
* *** 41
*
* *
*
*
X-RAY I-t-Y) DETECTOR
SOUKCE
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ORIENTING REFLECTIONS (RIGHT-HANDED SYSTEM ASSUMED)
ARE USED TO SPECIFY THE CRYSTAL ORIENTATION (REF. 2) ON THE =ORREF= CARD.
CRYSTAL FACE DATA MAY BE SPECIFIED IN TWO WAYS —
<i) =FACEPT= CARDS...
EACH FACE IS DEFINED BY THE COORDINATES OF 3 POINTS ON THE FACE IN AN
ARBITRARY CARTESIAN SYSTEM (IT MUST HE RIGHT-HANUED, ORTHOGONAL•AND
NORMALIZED). THE JUNIT LENGTH IN THIS SYSTEM CAN BE EITHER 1.0 CM OR
(1/S) CM WHERE S IS A SCALE FACTOR PUNCHED IN COLS. 62-71 OF THE =ABSORB=
CARL). IF THIS OPTION is USED, THE FACfS INDICATED ON THE FIRST AND SECOND
=FACEPT= CARDS **MU^T** CORRESPOND TO THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY REFLECTION
H,K»L'S ON THE =ORRtF= CARD. THESE FIRST TWO FACES NEED NOT BE REAL CRYSTAL
(-ACES, BUT MAY Bfc FAKE FACES USED ONLY FOR CRYSTAL ORIENTATION PURPOSES
(SEE CoLS. 7-d OF =l-ACEPT= CARD).
(2) SFACE= CARDS...
EACH CRYSTAL FACE ib SPECIFIED BY THE CHI AND PHI ANGLES REQUIRED TO PLACE
IT IN THE DIFFRACTING POSITION, PLUS THE DISTANCE FrtOM THE CRYSTAL FACE TO AN
ARBITRARY ORIGIN INblDE THE SPECIMEN. THIS KIND OF MEASUREMENT CAN BE
READILY DONE ON THE FACS-I BECAUSE THE VIEWING TELESCOPE IS MOUNTED IN THE
X,Z PLANE. THE hACtS NEED HAVfc NO RELATIONSHIP TO THE TWO ORIENTING
REFLECTIONS ON THE =ORR£F= CARD.
=FACE= AND =FACtPT= CARDS CANNOT BE USED TOGETHER.
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IN THE PRESENT VERSION. REFLECTION INP(jT CAN BE ACHIEVED ONLY USING
=HKL= c^RDS OR A FILE CONTAINING CARD IMAGES. THE FORMAT OF THE OUTPUT
=HKL= CARD IS EXACTLY THE SAME AS THAT INPuT EXCEPT FOR THE VALUE OF =A*=
IN COLS 63-69. CARU IMAGE FILF INPUT IS ACHIEVED BY THE USE OF A =FILES=
CARL) AFTER THE LAST =FACE= OR =FACEPT= CARD. THE zFILESr CARD MUST HAVE
THE CARD IMAGE FILE LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER IN COLS. 8-9 (USUALLY CONTAINS NTIN).
THE LA?T RECORD ON I HE CARD IMaQE OUTPUT FlLE SAYS =FILES= WITH THE USUAL VALUE
OF NTIN REPLACED IN COLS. 8-9.
*SORRY*» BUT THt PROGRAM WILL NOT ACCEPT AN EXISTING y-RAY SYSTEM BINARY
DATA FILE AS INPUT. THIS FEATURE WILL BE ADDED AT SOME LATER TIME.
THE MANNER IN WHICH THIS PROGRAM INTERFACES WITH =DATC05= AND rDATRON=
IS ILLUSTRATED BELOW...
U) DATC05 - PROCESb OIFFRACTOMETER INTENSITY DATA.
WRITE =HKL= CARD IMAGES ON FILE X.
(B) ABSORB - ABSORPIION CORRECTION.
READ =MKL= CARD IMAGES FROM FILE X (A =FILES= CARD MUST BE USED
TO TtMPORARILY DESIGNATE FILE X.AS THE INPUT CARD
STREAM, I.E. NTIN = FILE X).
WRITE =HKL= CARU IMAGES CONTAINING =A*= ON FILE Y.
(C) DAtRDN - REDUCE DATA.
REAO =HKL= CARD IMAGES FROM FILE Y (A =FILES= CARD MUST BE USED
TO TtMPORARILY DESIGNATE FILE Y AS THE INPUT CARD
STREAM, I.E. NTJN = FILE Y).
WRITE NEW BINARY UATA FILE.
REFERENCES
<1) P. COPPENS, CRYbTALLOGRAPHIC COMPUTING, F.R. AHMED, E0.»
MUNKSGAARD (COPtNHAGEN)» 1°70, PP. 255-270.
(2) W.R. BUSING AND H.A. LEVY, ANGLE CALCULATIONS FOR 3- AND ((.CIRCLE X-RAY
AND NEUTRON DIFHRACTOMETERS, ORNL-U05H, OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY.
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SIKUCTURE INVARIANT SEARf-H AND COSINE CALCULATION
THIS LINK IN THE X-R»Y SYSTEM WAS COUEU BY S. HALL, G. KRUGERi AND
J. STEwART. ITS PUKPOSE IS TO CARRY OUT THE FIRST EXPANSION OF PHASES FROM THE
ORIGIN AND ENANTIOMUKPH PHASES WHICH HAVE BEEN CHOSEN AS DESCRIBED IN
1. TANGEN AND I. SINGEN. IN ADDITION THIS PROGRAM WILL CARRY OUT ESTIMATION OF
COSINES OF STRUCTURt INVARIANTS BY MEANS OF THE METHOD PROPOSED BY HAUPTMAN.
IT CANNOT BE OVEREMPHASIZED THAT THIS IS PURELY AN EXPERIMENTAL LINK
CURRENTLY UNDER INVtSTIGATlOIM. IT SOMETIMES GETS THE ANSWER DIRECTLY FROM THE
0.1J.R. AND E.O.R. BY FORWARUIN^ A CORRECT INNER SET OF PHASES TO =TANGEN= BUT
ALSO AT THIS hRITINfc (OCT. 1971) IT MAY FORWARD TO rTANGEN= AN OBFUSCATING
INNER c;FT. IT DEPENDS UPON HO".' =EASY= THE SOLUTION IS. THE BEST PLAN SEEMS TO
BE TO TAKE THE ORIGIN ANU ENANTIOMORPH PHASES CHOSEN AS DESCRIBED IN 1. TANGEN
AND RUN =TANGEN= FIKST. IF TH»T ATTEMPT FAILS THEN MAKE A PRELIMINARY RUN
WITH =APHASE= TO SEt IF THERE «RE ANY NUMERIC VALUES OF PHASES WHICH MAY BE
OBTAINED BY MEANS Ot- FOURTH OR»>ER RELATIONSHIPS. IF THERF, ARE , USE THE O.O.R..
E.D.R. AND ONLY THIi. ADDITIONAI PHASE UIRECTLY INTO = TANGF.N=. IF THAT FAILS
CONSIDER THE AMBIGUITIES DETERMINED BY =APHASE= AND PURSUE THE MULTIPLE
SOLUTIONS WHICH THEY IMPLY. !•• THERE ARE MANY IMPLIED BRANCHES RECONSIDER THE
CHOICE OF O.D.R. ANU E.D.R. REFLECTIONS.
THE =APHAbE= LINK PROCEEDS IN A NUMBER OF STEPS.
1. SORTING OF THE OUTPUT OF THE =SINGEN= RELATIONSHIPS IN DECREASING
ORDER OF A (PROBABILITY- A USEFUL LIST FOR HAND OPERATIONS)
2. OPTIONALLY CALCUt ATING THE ESTIMATED VALUE OF THE COSINE FOR
EACH OF THE RELATIONSHIPS SELECTED.
3. MERGING OF THE SORTED RELATIONSHIPS INTO THIRD ORDER AND FOURTH
ORDER TYPES IN DECRtASING A. THE FOURTH ORDER RELATIONSHIPS ARE FOUND BY THE
ELIMINATION OF A COMMON PHI BETWEEN TWO THIRD ORDER RELATIONSHIPS.
t*. SIMPLIFICATION O* THE UNKNOWN PHI VALUES IN TERMS OF KNOWN
PHASES OR HIGHER E VALUED UNKNOWN PHI VALUES.
5. TRANSFtR OF ALL K™OWN PHI VALUES TO AN OUTPUT BINARY DATA FIi_£ FOR
USE BY =TANG£N=
********CAVEAT APHAbOR**********
STEPS 1. J» AND 5 ARK SELF EXPLANATORY.
STEP 2
STEP u is A METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING THE FEWEST POSSIBLE UNKNOWN
PHASES WITHIN A GIVtN SUBSET 0»- THE HIGHEST E VALUE REFLECTIONS.
THE OUTPUT OF THE =:»INGEN= LINK AND THE SORT-MERGE PROCESS IN =APHASE= is A
SERIES OF EQUATIONS OF THE TYPir.
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PHIU) +OR- PHI(J) + OR- PHI(K) +OR- PHHL) +-OR- PHI (SHIFT) =PSI WHERE
I, J, «» AND L REFEK TO PHASE MUM8ERS AND THE + OR - SIGNS AND SHIFT REFER TO
SYMMETRY CONSIDERATIONS AS GIVKN IN i. SINGEN. DURING THIS PROCESS THE VALUE
OF HSI is ASSUMED TO BE ZERO SINCE ONLY THE HIGHEST A VALUE RELATIONSHIPS ARE
UTILIZED. IF THE AVERAGING PROCESS WAS CARRIED OUT ANY RELATIONSHIPS WITH A
CALCULATED PSI MUCH DIFFERENT HROM ZERO ARE ELIMINATED. THE SORT MERGE
PROCESS HAS LEFT THt RELATIONSHIPS SORTED SO THAT THE MOST PROBABLE ONE COMES
FIRST, THEN THE NEXI AND SO ON.
INITIALLY* A MATRIX LARGE ENOUGH TO ACCOMMODATE THE HIGHEST PHASE
NUMBER TO BE SOUGHT is SET UP. THEN THE VALUES OF ANY KNOWN OR DEFINED PHASES
ARE PLACED IN THIS MATRIX. EACH RELATIONSHIP IS READ IN TURN AND ANY KNOWN
PHASES ALREADY POSTED IN THE M«TRIX ARE SUBSTITUTED INTO THE RELATIONSHIP.
THIS PROCESS ELIMINATES THE ALREADY KNOWN pHI VALUES FROM THE RELATIONSHIP AND
REDUCES IT TO BE IN TERMS OF THE SMALLEST PHASE NUMBERS POSSIBLE.
ONCE THE RELATIONSHIP IS SIMPLIFIED IT IN TURN IS POSTED TO THE MATRIX SUCH
THAT THE HIGHEST REMAINING UNKNOWN PHASE IS SIMPLIFIED AND CAN THEN bE USED TO
SIMPLIFY OTHERS.
BECAUSE Ot- THE NATURE OF THIS PROCESS A NUMBER OF RESULTS KAY ARISE
AS EACH RELATIONSHIP IS BEING PROCESSED
1. THE RELATIONSHIP REDUCES TO N=N WHERE N IS SOME NUMERIC PHASE
VALUE. IN THIS CASE THE RELATIONSHIP IS REDUNDANT AND RECONFIRMS PREVIOUS
SUBSTITUTIONS ANU SIMPLIFICATIONS.
2. THE RtLATIONSHlP REDUCES TO N=M WHERE N AND M ARE SIGNIFICANTLY
DIFFERENT PHASE VALUES FROM ONF ANOTHER. THIS IMPLIES THAT THERE is A
DISCREPANCY BEJWEEN THE CURRENT RELATIONSHIP BEING TREATED AND SOME PREVIOUS
SUBSTITUTIONS AND SIMPLIFICATIONS.
3. THE RELATIONSHIP CAUSED THE REDUCTION TO PHI(L)=FUN( PHl'dl),
PHIU2), PHI(IN)) THAT IS TO SAY PHI<L> IS EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF OTHER
PHI VALUES. PHASE NUMBERS 12 TO IN ARE ALL LESS THAN L.
U. THE RELATIONSHIP CAUSES THE REDUCTION TO PHI(L)= N/Q WHERE N
IS A PHASE ANGLE ANU Q IS AN INTEGER* BOTH THE ANGLE AND THE INTEGER BEING
THE REciJLT OF ALL PKEVIOUS SUBSTITUTION'S AND SIMPLIFICATIONS. THIS MAY ALSOBE EXPRESSED AS M* (PHI (UNKNOW") ) = PHI(KNO;VN) + PHKKNQWN2) .
THAT is TO SAY N is THE RESULT OF ADDING WITH THE CORRECT SIGN VARIOUS VALUES
OF KNOWN PHI AND PHI(SHIFT) AN" 0 IS AN INTEGER WHICH ARISES DUE TO THE
POSSIBLE RECOMBINATION OF A GIVEN PHI WITH ITSELF. THERE is AN AMBIGUITY WHEN
THE VALUE OF 0 IS DIFFERENT THAN 1. THIS IS BECAUSE OF THE FACT THAT PSI IS
CONSIDERED TO BE ZEKO BUT COULU JUST AS WELL BE 3eo» 720, ETC. so THAT
DIVISION BY 1 IS NO PROBLEM HUT DIVISION BY 2 IMPLIES 0 OR 180, BY 3 0» 120,
OR 21*0 AND SO ON,
THUS UNDEM THIS CONDITION THF RESULT IS AN AMBIGUITY AND THE
SOLUTION PROCESS IS HALTED. THEN THE FIRST ENCOUNTERED VALUE IS PLACED IN
LIST OF KNOWN PHI VALUES AND T*E SOLUTION PROCESS IS RESTARTED, IT IS
IMPORTANT TO KECOGNIZE THAT THPRE is NO ASSURANCE THAT ONE OF THE OTHER
POSSIBLE VALUES is NOT THE TRUK VALUE,
5. THE RELATIONSHIP CAUSES A PHASE TO BE REDUCED TO PHI(L)= N/l
WHICH IS ACCEPTED Ab THE SOLVEH VALUE FOR pHI(L) , THIS NEW PHKL) MAY THEN
BE USED TO SIMPLIFY ALL PHI VALUES WHICH ARE AT THAT POINT KNOWN TO BE
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DEPENDENT ON PHI(L).
6. WHEN ALL RELATIONSHIPS HAVE BEEN TREATED A SUMMARY IS PRINTED
SHOWING ALL THE PHAbtS SOUGHT IN TERMS OK THE LOWEST UNKNOWNS OR AS DETERMINED
DURING THE SIMPLIFICATION PROCKDURE,
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GENERATION OF BONDED ATOMS
THIS PROGKAM WAS WRITTEN BY G.J.«RUGER AND J.M.STEWART. IT
IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE A MEANS TO GENERATE THE COORDINATE? OF SOME ATOMS FROM
OTHERS FOR EXAMPLE GIVEN THK COORDINATES OF TWO ATOMS, IT WILL GENERATE
A THIRD ATOM BETWEEN THE TWO GIVEN ATOMS AND 1.02 ANGSTROMS FROM THE SECOND
GIVEN ATOM. AS PRESENTLY SET HP, IT PROVIDES FOR THE POSSIBILITY OF EIGHT
UIFFERENT COMMON CONFIGURATIONS. LET Pir P2, P3 BE USED TO DESIGNATE INPUT
ATOMIC PARAMETERS AINU P<+, P5».P>6» P7 FOR THE OUTPUT PARAMETERS. THE PROGRAM,
GIVEN A SPECIFIC DISTANCE 0, A*0 IN CASE 8 THE ANGLES ALPHA(1) AND ALPHA(2),
THEN GENERATES AS FOLLOWS.
CODE NAME CASE GIVEN INPUT PARAMETERS OUTPUT PARAMETERS PRODUCED
LINEAR (1) LINEAK
TRIGON (2) TRIGONAL
TETCHN (3) TETRAHEDRAL
CHAIN
TETERM (U) TETRAHEDRAL
TERMINAL
SORPLN (5) SQUARt
PLANAK
OCTHED (6) OCTAHtDRAL
PI, P2
CONNECTED P1-P2-P3
WITH ANGLE OF ABOUT
120 DEGREES.
CONNECTED P1-P2-P3
WITH ANGLE ABOuT 109
DECREES.
CONNECTED P1-P2-P3
WHH ANGLE ABOUT 109
DECREES.
CONNECTED P1-P?-P3
WITH ANGLE NEAR 90
DECREES.
CONNECTED P1-P2-P3
WITH ANGLE NEAR 90
DECREES.
P4 AT DISTANCE D FROM P2
TOWARD PI
P«* AT DISTANCE 0 FROM P2
WITH ANGLES Pi-P2-p<+
AND PH-P2-P3 AT ABOUT
120 DEGREES,
PH AND P5 AT DISTANCE D
FROM P2 WITH ANGLES
P4-P2-P5, P1-P2-PU,
P1-P2-P5, P3-P2-P4, AND
P3-P2-P5 ALL NEAR 109
DEGREES.
P6 CONNECTED TO P3 AT
DISTANCE o IN THE SAME
SENSE AS VECTOR P1-P2.
PH AND Pb ARE GENERATED BY
TREATING P2-P3-P6 AS INPUT
TO TETRAHEDRAL CHAIN CASE.
Pi+ AND P5 AT DISTANCE D
FROM P2 WITH ANGLES
P1-P2-P1, P4-P2-P5, AND
P3-P2-P5 NEAR 90 DEGREES.
PH AND P5 AS IN SQUARE
PLANAR CASE, P6 AND P7 AT
DISTANCE o ABOVE AND BELOW
P2 PERPENDICULAR TO THE
PLANE OF P1-P2-P3.
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HEXGNL <7) HEXAGONAL CONNECTED R1-P2-P3
WITH ANGLE NEAR 120
DECREES.
GENRAL (8) GENERAL CONNECTED WITH ANGLE
P1-P2-P3 NOT NEAR 0 OR
18D DEGREES.
P4-P5_p6 vjITH ANGLE NEAR
120 DEGREES AND LYING IN
PLANE OF pi-pa-P3 WITH
Pi-Pf, AND P3-p<* AT DIS-
TANCE D FROM ONE ANOTHER.
THE POINTS PlfP2»P3»Pt»P5»
AND P6 FORM A PLANAR SIX
MEMBERED RING WITH INTER-
NAL ANGLES OF ABOUT 120
DEGREES.
Pt WITH ANGLE ALPHA(l) IN
THE PLANE OF P1-P2-P3 AND
ALPHAI2) ABOVE THAT PLANE.
ALPHA(l) IS THE PROJECTED
ANGLE P^-P2-P3. ALPHA<2)
IS THE ELEVATION ANGLE OF
THE P2-P<4 VECTOR ABOVE THE
P1-P2-P3 PLANE (BOTH MUST
BE LESS THAN 180 DEGREES).
EACH INPUT KOINT IS DESIGNATED IN A =CALCAT= CARD BY AN ATOM NAME
EITHER FROM =ATOM= CARDS OR FROM THE BINARy DATA FILE. THE NAME OF EACH
OUTPUT POINT MUST Bt SUPPLIED IN THE =CALCAT= CARD. ONCE EACH =CALCAT=
CARD Is USED, THE N«ME OF THE PENERATEU ATc-M IS STORED IN THE ATOM ARRAY.
MOREOVERr THE ARRAY is SEARCHEU AND ANY ATOMS ALREADY PRESENT ARE REGENERATED.
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BOND LENGTH AND ANGLE AND CONTACT DISTANCE PROGRAM
THE =BONDLA= PROGRAM 01- THE X-RAY SYSTEM IS A REWRITTEN VERSION OF THE
=BONDLA= OF X-RAY 6J. IT HAS ^EEN WRITTEN BY F.A. KuNDELL IN COLLABORATION
WITH JtM. STEWART AND R.V. CHASTAIN. MODIFICATIONS TO ACCOMMODATE =ATRAD=
CARDS HAVE BEEN MADt bY P.G.
THE OBJECTIVES 0* THE CODE ARE TO PRODUCE TWO CATEGORIES OF DISTANCES
AND ONE OF ANGLES* 10 FIND ALL DISTANCES INCLUDING THOSE OF ATOMS RELATED BY
SYMMETRY. AND TO ES I IMATE THE KRRORS IN THE CALCULATED QUANTITIES BASED UPON
THE DIAGONAL ELEMENIS FROM THE LEAST SQUARES REFINEMENT.
TWO KINDS Ot- DISTANCES ARE DEFINED- — 'BOND' DISTANCES AND 'CONTACT'
DISTANCES IN TERMS OF THREE LENGTHS. THESE THREE LENGTHS ARE MINIMUM DISTANCE
TO DEFINE A BOND, MAXIMUM DISTANCE TO DEFINE A BOND (WHICH IS THE MINIMUM
DISTANCE TO DEFINE A CONTACT), AND MAXIMUM DISTANCE TO DEFINE A CONTACT,
TAKING EACH ATOM OF THE ASYMMETRIC SET IN TURNr ALL OF THE INTERIOR ANGLES
OF THE 'BONDED' ATOMS OF THE ASYMMETRIC SET ARE CALCULATED. THE ASYMMETRIC
SET IS THAT SET OF «TOMS WHICH DEFINE THE STRUCTURE AND ARE REQUIRED BY THE
STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAMS (E.G. =FC = » rORFLS=).
THF PROGRAM IS RESTRICTIVE WITH RESPECT TO THE MAXIMUM DISTANCES WHICH
MAY bE CALCULATED. IF NO SPEC TFICAT IQN IS SUPPLIED, THE THREE VALUES WILL BE
SET TO 0.03, i.SO, «ND 2.50 ANGSTROMS RESPECTIVELY. IN NO CASE SHOULD THE
DIFFERENCE IN MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM BOND DISTANCE BE SET TOO LARGE SINCE THIS
WILL RESULT IN A HItiH NUMBER 01- POSSIBLE BQNO ANGLES BEING PRODUCED. BY
SETTING THE MINIMUM EQUAL TO A NUMBER GREATER THAN ZERO ASSURES THE PROPER
DETECTION OF ATOMS IN SPECIAL POSITIONS. ALL OF THESE RESTRICTIONS MAY BE
OVERRIDDEN BY THE U^fcR AS HE S^ES FIT.
IN ADDITION, THROUGH T'-E USE OF =ATRAD= CARDS, ONE MAY SPECIFY RADII
FOR THF VARIOUS ATOMIC SPECIES IN £ACH OF THE 3 CATEGORIES DESCRIBED ABOVE.
THUS, IF ONE HAS COSHER AND HYI'ROGEN IN THE SAME COMPOUND " ONLY THE SIGNIFICANT
CONTACT AND BOND LENGTHS WILL HE LISTED.
THE CALCULAIION PROCEE"S BY A SERIES OF SYMMETRY OPERATIONS ON THE
ASYMMETRIC SET OF A I OMS . ALL CONTACT DISTANCE CALCULATIONS ARE FROM ATOMS
OF THE ASYMMETRIC StT TO SYMMETRICALLY RELATED SETS (INCLUDING THE IDENTITY).
DURING THE COURSE 01" THIS CALCULATION ANY GENERATED ATOM WHICH HAS A BOND
DISTANCE TO A MEMBE* OF THE ASYMMETRIC SET IS SAVED (EXCLUDING THOSE GENERATED
bY THE IDENTITY). UISTANCES A«E PRINTED OuT SYMMETRY OPERATION BY SYMMETRY
OPERATION. EACH ATOM Op THE ASYMMETRIC UNIT IS ACTED UPON FOR EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING OPERATIONS IN TURN.
1. BASIC SYMMETRY OPERATIONS OF THE SPACE GROUP
2. CENTER OF SYMMETRY (IF IT EXISTS)
3. BRAVAIb LATTICE TRANSLATIONS
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«*. 125 SUKROUNDING UNIT CELL TRANSLATIONS.
THUS FOR A SPACE GRUUP SUCH AS C 2/C, 1000 GENERATIONS WILL BE CARRIED OUT.
THE PRINT OUT. HOWEVER, WILL 0*LY BE FOR THOSE OPERATIONS FOR WHICH CONTACT
DISTANCES ARE ACTUALLY FOUND. FOR SPEED. AN ASYMMETRIC UNIT CENTROIO IS
ESTIMATED AND usto 10 ELIMINATE THOSE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS WHICH HAVE NO CHANCE
OF PRODUCING CONTACI DISTANCES TO THE ASYMMETRIC UNIT SUPPLIED. IT IS
IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT IF THE "SYMMETRIC SET OF ATOMS SUPPLIED IS NOT NEAR THE
ORIGIN (I.E. MOSTLY IN THE MODULO ONE UNIT CELL). THE BEST RESULTS MAY NOT BE
OBTAINED. THERE is A WARNING MESSAGE.
WHENEVER A BOND DISTANT IS DETERMINED TO EXIST. THE COORDINATES OF THE
GENERATED ATOM ARE bAVED AND AM INDEX OF THE SYMMETRY OPERATION WHICH PRODUCED
IT IS APPENDED TO T^t ASYMMETRIC UNIT ATOM NAME. (THIS IS PRINTED AS ZERO FOR
ATOMS OF THE ASYMMEIKIC UNIT ITSELF.)
FINALLY. AN ATOM BY ATOM PRINT OUT IS GENERATED GIVING ALL OF THE BOND
DISTANCES AND INCLUDED ANGLES TO THE OTHER ATOMS IN THE STRUCTURE TO WHICH
THEY ARE BONDED.
THE COORDINATES AND THh STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE COORDINATES OF THE
EXTENDED BONDED SET MAY BE OUTPUT ON PUNCHED CARDS IF REQUIRED.
IN ADDITION TO THE 'AUTOMATIC* FEATURES OF THE PROGRAM, ONE KAY USE
CARDS TO REQUEST THt DISTANCE "ETWEEN ANY TWO NAMED ATOMS OF THE ASYMMETRIC
SET. THE ANGLE BETWtEN ANY THRfcE, OR THE AN-GLE BETWEEN THE TwO LINES FORMED
BY ANY FOUR ATOMS, WHICH. IN PAIRS, DEFINE THE LINES.
THE BASIC OKIENTATION OF THE PROGRAM IS TO FINDING 'NEAREST NEIGHBORS'.
HOWEVER, BY JUDICIOUS USE OF THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM BOND DISTANCE
SPECIFICATIONS, ONE MAY INVESTIGATE ANY REGION OF NEXT OR NEXT TO NEXT NEAREST
NEIGHBORS.
THE PROGRAM WILL RUN FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE OR FROM THE CARD INPUT
STREAM AS DESIRED.
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CRYSTAU-OGRAPHJC LEAST SQUARES
=CRYLSG= WAb WRITTEN HV FREDERICK A. KUNUELL AT AARHUS UNIVERSITY,
AARHUS, DENMARK. THE WORK WAS SUPPORTED BY THE DANISH IBM FORSKN'INGS FOND.
DEBUGGING WAS ACCOMPLISHED AT THE ABTEILUNG FUR RONTGENSTRUKTURFORSHUNG AM,
MAX-PLANCK-INST1TUT FUR EIWEISS- UNO LEDERFORSCHUNG, MUNICH* GERMANY AND AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGt PARK, I»ARYLAND.
THE SUGGESTIONS, MATERIAL, AND PROGRAMS SUPPLIED BY D. W, J.
CRUiCK^HANK, W.R. BUSING. WALTER HAMILTON, ALLEN AND RITA HAZEL. JOHANN
GASSMANN, ALLEN LARbON, STUART PAWLEY, S. E. RASMUSSEN, AND JAMES M, STEWART
WERE GREATLY APPRECIATED.
THE NORMAL EQUATIONb
ASSUMING THt VALIDITY nF THE NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROCEDURE,
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC REFINEMENT CAM BE OBTAINED BY MINIMIZING THE SUM OF THE
WEIGHTED SQUARES OF THE RESIDUAL. R, WHERE THE RESIDUAL IS A FUNCTION OF THE
OBSERVED AND CALCULATED INTENSITIES. GENERALLY THIS REFINEMENT IS BASED ON Fr
F**2, OR I.
R(F) = SUMW(/KO/-/FC/)**:> (D
R(F**2) = SUM(v*(/FO/**2-/>-C/**2}**2 (2)
R(I) = SUM<W(/iO/-/IC/)**Z (3)
SINCE CRYSTALLOGRAPMIC REFI.NEMKNT IS MOST COMMONLY BASED ON F, EQUATION (1)
WILL BE USED FOR THt DERIVAT10*' OF THE NORy.AL EQUATIONS. THE DERIVATIONS BASED
ON EQUATIONS <2) ANU <3) ARt ANALOGOUS.
LET FC(P1.P2....»PN) Rt-PHESENT THE MODEL TO WHICH WE ARE GOING TO
COMPARE OUR EXPERIMtNTAL OBSERVATIONS, IN THIS CASE /FO/. THE Pi ARE THE
PARAMETERS WHOSE VALUES ARE TO BE DETERMINED, FOR R(F) TO BE A MINIMUM, WE
MUST HAVE
(DR(F))/OP(J)) = 2*SUMJ(W(/FO/-/FC/)*(<D/FC/)/(DP{J))) = 0
HOWEVER, SINCE /FC/ IS NOT A LTN£AR FUNCTION, THE LINEAR LEAST SQUARES
PROCEDURE IS NOT APPLICABLE. THIS DIFFICULTY CAN BE PARTIALLY ALLEVIATED BY
EXPANDING (/FO/-FC/) AS A FUNCTION OF ITS PARAMETERS VIA A TAYLOR SERIES
EXPANSION. LETTING UEL(I) = (U/FC(P(I)))/(DP(I)), WE HAVE
(/FO/-/FC/) = </FO/-/FC(P)/) + SUKl«o(I)-P(I))*DEL(I)) + H (5)
WHERE Q(I) IS THE TKUE VALUE OF P(I) ACCORDING TO THE LEAST SQUARES NORM, P(I)
IS THE INITIAL APPROXIMATION OH THE PARAMETER, AND H REPRESENTS THE HIGHER
TERMS OF THE EXPANSION. IF ALL THE HIGHER TERMS WERE USED IN THE EVALUATION
OF (Q(I)-P(I)), A TKUE VALUE OK THE PARAM£TERS» ACCORDING TO THE LEAST SQUARES
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NORM, EQUATION («»), COULD BE OBTAINED.
Q(I) = (U(I)-PtI» + P<D (6>
HOWEVER* THIS IS NO I GENERALLY FEASIBLE. IN THE NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES
PROCEDURE. TH£ HlGHtR ORDER TE^MS ARE SET EQUAL TO ZERO. CONSEQUENTLY, THE
PARAMETER SHIFTS tQlI)-PU>> WILL NOT HE THE TRUE SHIFTS, ACCORDING TO TH£
LEAST SQUARES NORM. HOWEVER* IF P(I) IS CLOSE TO Q(I), THE HIGHER TERMS WILL
b£ SMALL IN COMPARISON WITH THF SUMMATION IN EQUATION (5)
LIM H = 0 Ab P(I) APPROACHES 0(1) (7)
AND THE SHIFTS, LET US CALL THtM El I), WILL BE APPROXIMATELY CORRECT. THEN
(/FO/-/FC/) = l/FO/-/FC(P>/> - SUMI(E(I)*DEL<I» (8)
THE NORMAL EQUATIONS ARE OBTAINED BY SUBSTITUTING EQUATION (8) INTO U)
SUMHK.LtUFO/-/*-C(P>/> - St'MI(E(I)*OEHD >#(0£L(J) = 0 <9)
THUS
SUMI(SUMHKL(W*UEL(I)*D£L(J) )*£(!) = SijMHKL(W* ( </FO/-/FC(p» / )*DEL ( J) (10J
THERE ARE N OF THESt. EQUATIONS FOR J=1,2,...,N FOR THE DETERMINATION OF N
UNKNOWNS. IF WE LE I
AND
B(J) = SUMHKL(W*(/FO/-/FC(P)/)*DEL(J) (12)
THEN
SUMI(A(I,J)*E(1) = B(J) (13)
OR, IN TENSOR NOTATION,
AE = 8 (It)
THE SHIFTS, I.E.* THE VECTOR E(I), CAN BE CALCULATED BY INVERTING A(I,J) AND
MULTIPLYING THE INVtKTED A(I,J> MATRIX BY THE VECTOR B(J).
E = (1/A)B (15)
IT WAS STATED ABOVE THAT THE SHIFTS Ed) ApE APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO THE TRUE
LEAST SOUARES SHIFT IF THE P(I> ARE SUFFICIENTLY CLOSE TO THE Q<I) FOR THE
HIGHER ORDER TERMS 10 BE SMALL IN COMPARISON TO THE SUMMATION IN EQUATION <5).
LIM Ed) = (Qd)-H(I)) = n AS P(I)' APPROACHES Q(I) (16)
HOWEVER, IN THE INI UAL PHASE OF THE LEAST SQUARES REFINEMENT, P(I) IS NOT
EQUAL TO 0(1) AND TH£ CALCULATED SHIFTS ARE NOT THOSE REQUIRED TO SATISFY
THE LEAST SQUARES NUWM. NEVERTHELESS, If- THE P(I) ARE SUFFICIENTLY CLOSE TO
THE 0(1), THE SHIFT CAN BE USED TO CORRECT THE INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS.
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P(I) NEW = Ell > + PI I) OLD (17)
THE NEW SET OF PARAMETERS CAN NOW BE USED
 T0 CALCULATE ANOTHER SET WHICH IStVEN CLOSER TO THE U(S). THIS PROCESS CAN BE CONTINUED UNTIL THE E(I) ARE
SUFFICIENTLY SMALL 10 BE NEGLECTED. . .
BASIC LEAST SQUARES ALGORITHM
STEP OPERA I ION
"l"~ READ IHE INITIAL PARAMETERS AND OTHER NECESSARY INFORMATION
2 READ A REFLECTION AND CALCULATE FC AND ITS DERIVATIVES
3 CONTRIBUTE THE DERIVATIVES AND (/FO/-/FC/) TO THE MATRIX AND
VECTOK
U IF ALL REFLECTIONS HAVE NOT BEEN READ GO TO STEP 2» OTHERWISE
GO TO STEP 5
$ INVERI THE MATRlv
g, CALCULATE THE SHIFTS BY MULTIPLYING THE INVERTED MATRIX BY THE
VECTOK.
7 ADD THE SHIFTS TO THE PARAMETERS
0 IF MOKE CYCLES AWE DESIRED, GO TO STEP 2 AFTER POSITIONING TO THE
BEGINNING OF THE REFLECTION FlLE» OTHERWISE TERMINATE THE JOB
=CRYLSQ=
BUSING AND LEVY'S =ORFLS= IS PROBABLY THE BEST KNOWN AND MOST WII'ELY
USED CRYSTALLOGRAPH1C LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM IN EXISTENCE AT THIS TIME. kT
IS FAIRLY STRAIGHTFORWARD FORTRAN CODING OF THE PREVIOUS ALGORITHM, ITS
ACCEPTANCE is DUE BOTH TO THE SIMPLICITY OF THE CODE AND THE PATCH ROUTINE
WHICH ALLOWS THE UStR TO ALTER THE REFINEMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH HIS PARTICULAR
PROBLEM. HOWEVER. IHE USEFULNESS OF =ORFLs= IS SOMEWHAT IMPAIRED WHEN IT IS
INCORPORATED INTO A CRYSTALLOG^APHIC SYSTEM OF PROGRAMS. THE MAIN DIFFICULTY
IS THAT THE USER CAN NO LONGER CONVENIENTLY ALTEK THE CODE IN ACCORDANCE WITH
HIS PApTICULAK PROBLEM, IT IS NO LONGER A MATTER OF CHAN3ING A FEW CARDS OR
SUBROUTINES. THE USER MUST ALSO REPROHUCE THE ENTIRE SYSTEM. THIS
INCONVENIENCE is AN ANNOYANCE TO USERS OF CRYSTALLOGRARHIC SYSTEMS LIKE THE
X-RAY SYSTEM.
ANOTHER DRAWBACK TO =0«FLS= IS THE INEFFICIENT ALI OCATION OF STORAGE.
EVERY ARRAY is ASSIGNED A SPECIFIC SECTION OF CORE OF PREDETERMINED SIZE,
WHILE THIS GREATLY SIMPLIFIES THE FORTRAN CODE, IT is NOT GENERALLY THE MOST
EFFICIENT METHOD OF STORAGE ALLOCATION. AS LONG AS THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES ISSMALL, NO PROBLEMS «RE ENCOUNTERED. HOWEVER, THIS is NOT TRUE WHEN LARGE
NUMBERS OF VARIABLES ARE REFINED. THE PREASSIGNMENT OF STORAGE ALSO PRECLUDES(OR AT LEAST COMPLILATES) THE USE OF THE SAME STORAGE ARRAyS FOR SEVERAL
DIFFERENT QUANTITIES WHICH ARE USED AT DIFFERENT TIMES. FURTHERMORE, IF ASPECIAL TYPE OF REFINEMENT IS TO BE INCLUDED, SUCH AS GROUP REFINEMENT, ARRAYS
MUST BE SHORTENED TO ALLOW FOR NEW CODE AND ARRAYS. THUS A PROGRAM fcHICH HAS
BEEN ENLARGED TO INLLUDE GROUP REFINEMENT CAN NOT REFINE AS MANY VARIABLES AS
ONE WHICH HAS NOT, tVEN IF GRQi'P REFINEMENT IS NOT DESIRED IN THE PARTICULAR
PROBLEM. SINCE GROUP REFINEMENT, EXTINCTION, ANU DISPERSION REFINEMENT ARE
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DESIRED IN A GENERAL CRYSTALLOORAPHIC LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM. FIXED ARRAY SIZES
ARE A SEVERE LIMITAIION.
THE INCREASING USE OF CRYSTALLOGRApHIC SYSTEMS AND THE GREATER
COMPLEXITY OF THE MUDEL TO BE UTTED HAVE LEO TO THE DEVEUOPEMENT OF rCRYLSQ=.
FACILITIES NEEDED IN A SYSTEM I EAST SQUARES PROGRAM
1. VARIAbLE ARRAY LENGTHS (MAXIMUM USE OF AVAILABLE IMMEDIATE
ACCESb MACHINE STORAGE)
2. CORRECT HANDLING AND REFINEMENT OF DISPERSION
3. REFINtMENT OF EXTINCTION
4. FREE BLOCKING FROM FULL MATRIX DOWN TO BLOCK-DIAGONAL LEAST
SQUARtS REFINEMENT WITHIN STORAGE LIMITATION
5. CONSTRAINED REFINEMENT WITHOUT A PATCH ROUTINE
6. AUTOMATIC OR EASY SPECIAL POSITION REFINEMENT WITHOUT A PATCH
ROUTINE
7. »GROU^' AND 'IDENTICAL MOLECuLE' REFINEMENT WITHOUT A PATCH
ROUTINE. VERY LlTTLEi It- ANY, LOSS OF EITHER SPEED OR STORAGE
WHEN NOT INCLUDED IN PARTICULAR REFINEMENT
fi. ALL FACILITIES PRESENT IN THE X-RAY 67 VERSION OF =ORFLS=.
IMMEDIATE ACCESS STORAGE
TO OBTAIN THE MAXIMUM USE OF AVAILABLE STORAGE, ALL ARRAYS WHICH MAY
HAVE VARIABLE LENGTH, ALONG WITH ALL SCRATCH ARRAYS* ARE COMBINED INTO A
SINGLE FORTRAN ARRAY. THIS ARKAY IS GIVEN THE NAME A AND IS EQUIVALENCED TO
THE INTEGER. VARIABLE IA. THIS ARRAY WILL BE SUBSEQUENTLY REFERRED TO AS THE
A-IA APRAY. INFORMATION is PACKED INTO THIS ARRAY AND RETRIEVED FROM IT BY
THE USE OF POINTERS AND STEPPING CONSTANTS. THE LOGICAL SETS o? INFORMATION,
WHICH WE CAN KEFEK 10 AS SUb-AMRAYS, ARE PACKED IN SUCH A WAY AS TO
MAXIMIZE THE USE OF CORE.
THE A-IA ARKAY IS DIVIDED INTO TWO SECTIONS. THE FIRST SECTION Is
REFERRED TO AS THE 'HJRMANENT' SECTION AND CONTAINS INFORMATION WHICH IS NEEDED
THROUGHOUT THE REFINEMENT (E.G. ATOM PARAMETER INFORMATION, REFINEMENT FLAGS).
THE SECOND SECTION IS REFERRED TO AS THE 'TEMPORARY1 SECTION. THIS
SECTION IS DIVIDED INTO SUB-ARWAYS BY THE MARK POINTERS (MARK!, MARK2*
ETC.). IN LINKS 2, 3, AND 4, THEY ARE SET ACCORDING TO THE CONDITIONS OF THE
REFINEMENT. ALLOCAI ION OF THE SECOND SECTION OF THE A-IA ARRAY IS AS FOLLOWS -
LINK 1 ( AND 2 )
FUNCTION - DATA INPUT PRELIMINARY CALCULATION
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MARK! . ATOM NAMtS FROM ATOM SPECIAL POSITION MULTIPLYING FACTORSSELECT CARDS
MARKa CONSTRAINTS SCRATCH FOR THE CALCULATION OF STORAGE
REQUIREMENTS
MARKS RELEASES NONTRIVIAL CONSTRAINTS
MARK4 GROUP AND IDMOL INFORMATION
LINKS (2)> 3, AND *t
FUNCTION - MATRIX BUILDING INVERSION SHIFT ADDITION
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MARKS DERIVATIVE OF 8 SHIFTS AND ERRORS
DERIVATIVE OF A SAME
MARK3 DERIVATIVE Op F SCRATCH FOR MATRIX OLD PARAMETER VALUES
INVERSION
MARK2 MATRIX MATRIX MATRIX
MARKl VECT.OR VECTOR VECTOR
THE KEy (REFINEMENT FLAGS)
IN =OHFLS= ALL DERIVATIVES WERF CA( CULATED AND THEN TRANSFERRED TO THE
DERIVATIVE ARRAY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THF REFINEMENT FLAGS (THE Kl ARRAY).
IF THE REFINEMENT FLAG FOR A PARTICULAR PARAMETER WAS ONE, THE PARAME7FR v;A.S
VARIED. IF IT WAS ^ERO, THE PARAMETER WAS HELD INVARIANT. THIS PROCEDURE
IS KELATIV^LY TIME CONSUMING AMD REQUIRES A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF CORE STORAGE,
IN =CRYLSO=» THE REFINEMENT FLAGS HAVE BEEN REPLACED BY A SET OF
INTEGEoS WHICH ARE CALLED THE -KEY'. THIS KEY NOT ONLY DETERMINES WHICH
DERIVATIVES ARE TO BE CALCULATED AND USED, BUT ALSO CONTROLS THE ENTIRE
REFINEMENT PROCESS. THE VALUE OF A KEY INTEGER UIRECTS THE OPERATION TO BE
PERFORMED.
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KEY ASSIGNMENTS
1. GET THE NEXT ATOM
2. GET THE NEXT ATOM AND BLOCK
3. SUBTRACT ONE FROM VARIABLE COUNTER
Ht GET THE NEXT MULTIPLICATION FACTOR
5. CALCULATE I HE DERIVATIVE WRT X
6. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE WRT Y
7. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE WRT Z
8. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE WRT POPULATION PARAMETER
9. ~CALCULATE IHE OERIVATTVE WRT SCATTERING FACTOR
10. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE wRT HEAL DISPERSION FACTOR
11. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE WRT IMAGINARY UlSPERSlON FACTOR
12. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE WRT U
13. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE WRT Ull
iH. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE WRT U22
15. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE WRT U33
16. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE WRT U12
17. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE WRT U13
18. CALCULATE IHE DERIVATIVE WF»T U23 •
19. START IDENIICAL MOLECULE
20. BEGINNING OF A GROUP
21. END OF KEY.
THIS PROCEDURE SAVES STORAGE IN TH/vT ONLY THE DESIRED DERIVATIVES
ARE CALCULATED AND «LSO THERE IS NO NEED FOR THE INTERMEDIATE DERIVATIVE ARRAY.
HOWEVER, ITS MAIN PUWER LIES I~ THE FACT THAT THE SPECIAL POSITION DERIVATIVES*
GROUP DERIVATIVES. AND IDENTICoL MOLECULE DERIVATIVES. CAN BE CONVENIENTLY
CONSTRUCTED.
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CONSTRAINTS
A CONSTRAINI IS A RESTKICT10N ON REFINEMENT INTRODUCED BY A =RET=,
=NOREF=, =CONSTR=» UR =SPECIAs CARD. THERE" ARE TWO TYPES OF CONSTRAINTS. A
TRIVIAL CONSTRAINT' iS ONE WHICH CAN BE INCORPORATED INTO THE KEY, WHEREAS A
NONTRIvlAL CONSTRAINT CANNOT,
CONSTRAINTS* EITHER FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE OR FROM CARD INPUT,
ARE INITIALLY STOREU IN THE MAPK2 SUB-ARRAy. THEY ARE IN THE FORM —
WORD INFORMATION
1 FIRST PART OF SUBJECT ATQM NAME
2 StCOND PART "F SUBJECT ATOM NAME
3 TYPE OF CONSTRAINT (AN INTEGER)
(I FIRST PART OF REFERENCE ATOM NAME
5 StCOND PART OF REFERENCE ATOM NAME
6 PARAMETER NUMBER OF SUBJECT ATOM IPD
7 FACTOR BY WHICH THE REFERENCE PARAMETER MUST
Be. MULTIPLIED <F)
s PARAMETER NUMBER OF REFERENCE ATOM
9 FACTOR TO WHICH P2 * F IS TO BE ADDED <S>
10 MULTIPLICITY.
'SUOJECT ATOM' REFEKS TO THE ATOM WHICH IS TO BE CONSTRAINED AND 'REFERENCE
ATOM' REFERS TO THE ATOM FROM WHICH THE CONSTRAINT IS BEING DERIVED, THE NON-
TRIVIAL CONSTRAINT IS APPLIED />S —
PI = F * P2 + S (18)
A =RELEAS= tARD IS ALS" AVAILABLE. THE SRELEAS= CARD RELEASES ALL
CONSTRAINTS OF THE SUBJECT ATO«* WHICH WERE READ FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE.
DURING THE N£Y BUILDING OPERATION, THE CONSTRAINTS ARE CHECKED AND
ALL TRJVIAL CONSTRAINTS ARE INCORPORATED IN THE KEY. THE NONTRlVIAL
CONSTRAINTS AKE THEN TRANSFERRED, TO THE MARK3 SUB-ARRAY IN THE FORM —
WORD INFORMATION
1 AUURESS OF SUBJECT PARAMETER
2 MULTIPLICATION FACTOR (F)
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3 CONSTANT (S)
I* AND 5 NAME OF REFERENCE ATOM
6 PARAMETER NUMBER OF REFERENCE PARAMETER
THE CONSTRAINT IS THEN TRANSFERRED TO THE PERMANENT SECTION OF THE
A-IA ARRAY IN THE rORM —
WORD INFORMATION
1 AU3RESS OF SUBJECT PARAMETER
2 MULTIPLICATION FACTOR (F)
3 CONSTANT (S)
H AUURESS OF RFFERENCE PARAMETER
THE NONTRIViAL CONSTRAINT IS APPLIED IN LINK 4 AFTER THE SHIFTS HAVE
BEEN APPLIED.
SPECIAL POSITION REFINEMENT
AN ATOM IN A SPECIAL POSITION fOUS SEVERAL COMPLICATIONS TO THE LEAST
SQUARES REFINEMENT. THE CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED ON AN ATOM IN A SPECIAL
POSITION FALL INTO IHREE CATEGORIES —
1. DO NOT REFINE A CtRTAIN PARAMETER
2. CONSTR«IN PARAMETER A TO BE A FUNCTION OF PARAMETER 8
3. A SPECIAL POSITIONAL DERIVATIVE IS TO BE CONSIDERED.
CONDITION 1 FALLS INTO THE CATEGORY OF A TRIVIAL CONSTRAINT AND IS
INCORPORATED INTO THE KEY. CONDITION 2 REQUIRES A NONTRIVlAL CONSTRAINT AND IS
TREATED AS SUCH. HOWEVER* CONDITION 3 PRESENTS A NEw SITUATION.
CONSIDER THt SPECIAL POSITION <XiX,2X). IN THIS CASE THE DERIVATIVE
WHICH IS NEEDED FOR THE REFINEMENT IS —
Dh Of DF DF
— = — * — +2 — (19)
DA DX UY DZ
WHERE D IS THE SIGN FOR THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVE.
THIS CONDITION IS INCORPORATED INTO THE KEY. THE KEY SEGMENT WHICH
WOULD CALCULATE THIb DERIVATIVE WOULD PE —
1» 5. 3. <t» 6» 3» <tr 7
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WHEKE THE FACTORS 1.0 AND 2.0 WOULD BE STORED IN THE FACTOR SUB-ARRAY.
THE REFINED VARIABLE WOULD BE CONSIDERED TO BE X WHEN THE SHIFTS ARE
ADDED, AND THE Y ANU Z PARAMETERS WOULD BE CONSTRAINED TO HAVE A VALUE OF X AND
2X RESPECTIVELY.
BLOCKING
A =BLOCK= CARD CAUSES THE <NEW ATOM) KEY TO BE CHANGED FROM A »i' TO A
'2' FOP THE DESIGNATED ATOM. THIS IN TURN CAUSES A BLOCKED MATRIX TO BE
CONSTRUCTED. THE MAJOR CHANGE OCCURS DURING INVERSION. THE MATRIX INVERTER
REQUIRES N + 1 SCRAICH LOCATIONS BEFORE THE FIRST MATRIX ELEMENT WHERE N IS
THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES BEING TREATED IN THE BLOCK BEING INVERTED. THIS IS
THE MApK3 SUB-ARRAY WHEN A FUL». MATRIX REFINEMENT IS BEING MADE. HOWEVER,
IN A BLOCKED REFINEMENT, THE FIRST MATRIX MUST Bt SHIFTED TO ALLOW FOR THE
N + 1 ^CRATCH LOCATIONS REQUIRED IN THfc INVERSION PROCESS. THESE ARE PLACED
AHEAD cF THE SECOND MATRIX? ET SEQ. CONSEQUENTLY, WHEN A BLOCKED SET OF
MATRICES IS BEING INVERTED, THF FIRST IS INVERTED IN THE NORMAL WAY. IT IS
THEN SHIFTED M SPACtS UP INTO THE MARKS SUB-ARRAY, WHERE M IS ONE LARGFR THAN
THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN THE LARGEST MATRIX BEING INVERTED. THE N + 1
SPACES PRECEDING THt SECOND MATRIX ARE ZEROED AND THE SECOND MATRIX INVERTED.
THE SECOND MATRIX Ib THEN SHIF1ED UP M LOCATIONSf AND SO ONi» UNTIL ALL THE
MATRICES HAVE BEEN INVERTED AN" SHIFTEO. AT THAT TIME, ALL THE MATRICES ARE
SHIFTED M LOCATIONS DOWN TO THPIR ORIGINAL POSITION.
SCALE FACTOR REFINEMENT
IN 'THE EQUATIONS OF STRUCTURE REFINEMENT', D.W.J. CRUlCKSHANK POINTS
OUT THAT BY DEFINITION, F(OOO) IS EQUAL. TO THE NUMBER OF ELECTRONS IN THE UNIT
CELL. CONSEQUENTLY, IT IS MORP NATURAL TO ADJUST THE F RELATIVE SCALE FACTOR,
WHICH
 WILL FOKCE F(UOO) TO ITS DEFINED VAL(j£» THAN TO SCALE THE CALCULATED
STRUCTURE FACTORS. HOWEVER, DURING A CYCLE OF LEAST SQUARES REFINEMENT, NO
ADJUSTMENT TO THfc F RELATIVE SCALE FACTOR IS ALLOWED. FOR THIS REASON, THE
APPROPRIATE INVERSE SCALE FACTOR MUST BE DETERMINED FOR /FC/. AFTER THE LEAST
SQUARE? CYCLE HAS BttN COMPLETED. THE CALCULATED STRUCTURE FACTORS MAY BE
FREtD FROM TH£ CALCULATED SCAL»r FACTOR AND THE F RELATIVE VALUES PUT ON THE
DESIRED SCALE.
WHEN MORE T«AN ONE SCAl.E FACTOR IS BEING CONSIDERED, =CRYLSQ= ALLOWS
FOR TWO MODES OF SCALE REFINEMENT. IN THE FIRST* EACH SCALE FACTOR IS REFINED
SEPARATELY IN ACCORUANCE WITH THE LEAST SQUARES NORM. THE SECOND MODE OF
REFINEMENT TREATS ALL SCALE FACTORS AS A SINGLE VARIABLE. THE RESULTANTCORRECTION IS THEN APPLIED TO *LL.
DURING A BLOCKED REFINEMENT, THE OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR IS REFINED
IN THE SAME BLOCK Ab THE SCALE FACTORS.
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EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT
THE EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT USED IN THE XKAY SYSTEM IS AN ISOTROPIC
CORRECTION THAT FOLLOWS THE METHOD OF A.C. LARSON. THE SYMBOL 6 IS USED TO
REPRESENT THIS QUANIITY. IT MAY BE ESTABLISHED BY USE OF THE LINK =CRYLSQ=
ANO REFINED AS A LEAST-SQUARES PARAMETFR, ITS VALUE IS ESTABLISHED BY USE
OF THE EQUATIONS AND QUANTITIES DESCRIBED BELOW. SOME OF THESE QUANTITIES
ARE CALCULATED AT OATRUN TIME AND STORFD IN THE BINARY DATA FILE. THE USE
OF THIS CORRECTION bHOULD BE LIMITED TO THE FINAL STAGES OF REFINEMENT, IT
WILL TEND TO BE ILL BEHAVED IF THERE IS HIpH RANDOM ERROR IN THE DATA. IT
IS HIGHLY CORKELATEU TO THE TEMPERATURE FACTOR AND ESPECIALLY TO THE SCALE
FACTOR.
LET FCE BE HC CORRECTED FOR \EXTINCTlON, K BE THE FC SCALE FACTOR*
G BE THE EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT, AND DELT BE A QUANTITY THAT DEPENDS UPON
THE PHySICAL CONSTANTS OF THE CRYSTAL AND GEOMETRY OF THE REFLECTING
CONDITION. .
THEN...
FCE = K*(ABS(FO )*( (ltd •»• 2. 0*G*DELT* <FC**2> ) **<-l/U) )
DELT IS OBTAINED FROM « KNOWLEDGE oF PHYSICAL AND DIFFRACTION
PARAMETERS.
OELT = ((K0**2> *<AMBi>A**3)*L*P2*TBAR>/((V**2)*Pl*SIN(2THETA))
PN = i + <COS(TWO THC-TA) )**tN)
RO'IS THE CLASSICAL RADIUS OF AN ELECTRON, V IS THE VOLUME OF THE
UNIT CF.LL, STHETA. ib JUST THAT, AND TBAR is THE AVERAGE PATH LENGTH THROUGH
THE CRYSTAL.
TBAR IS SET TO 3E 0.03 CM IF THE LINEAR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
IS NOT SUPPLIED IN IH£ =CONDIT= CARD. WHEN HOWEVER THE VALUE QF UKU (MU IS
THE LINEAR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT IN CM -1) IS GIVEN IN THE =CONDIT= CARD
AND THE REFLECTION VALUE OF THE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT IS GIVEN IN EACH
=HKL = CARD, THEM...
TBAR = (ALO^(AtiSORP) I/HMU) + O.COOol
ABSORP IS THE RECIPKOCAL OF THF TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT FOR THE GIVEN
KEFLECTION. ALOG IS THE FORTRAN NATURAL LOG FUNCTION.
THE CLASSICAL RADIUS OH AN ELECTRON (E**2)/<M*(C**?)) IS
2.8175l*10EXP-13 CM. THIS V'ALuE SQUAHED Is 7.93BH*10ExP-?6 CM, SQUARED.
WHEN THE FACTOR OF I WO IS INCORPORATED FROM THE EQUATION SHOWN ABOVE, A
CONSTANT 158.768*10tXP-27 CM. SQUASEO IS OBTAINED. THE VALUE THAT CONVERTS
(AMbA**3)/(V**2) FROM RECIPROCAL ANGSTROMS CUBED TO RECIPROCAL CM. CUBED
IS 10ExP+2U. THIS isIVE-S A CONSTANT OF 158.768*10EXP-3. IN =DATRDN= THE
FACTOR OF 10EXP-3 Ib LEFT OUT THUS SCALING ALL G VALUES BY A FACTOR OF TEN
TO THE THIRD. THE OTHER POSSIBLE ARBITRARY FACTOR IS THE VALUE OF TBAR.
IT IS SET TO 0.030 CM WHEN NO OTHER INFORMATION IS SUPPLIED. THE VALUES OF
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G SHOWN ON THE CRYLbQ OUTPUT A^E MULTIPLIED BY 10**3. IN ADDITION, IF NO
ABSORPTION CORRECTION INFORMATION is SUPPLIED, T.HE CRYSTAL is ASSUMED TO
HAVE AN AVERAGE TRANSMISSION PATH LENGTH (TBARJ OF 0.03 CM. THIS GIVES
KISE TO AN ARBITRARY SCALING OP G. FOR CRYSTALS WITH HIGH EXTINCTION,
CORRECTED FOR ABSORPTION, THE VALUE OF G WILL BE IN THE RANGE OP 10**-2 TO
10»*-4. THIS MEANS THAT CRYLSo WILL SHOW NUMBERS AROUND 1.0 FOR EXT (G).
IN CASES OF LARGE EXTINCTION PROBLEMS, IT WILL BE LARGER.
REFER TO—
(D LARSON - ACTA tRYST.<1967).23,664
(2) COPPENS AND HAMILTON - AC1A CRYST.(1970). A2&»71
<3> ZACHARIASEN - ACTA CRYST.<1967).23,558
u> LARSON - COMPUTING SUMMER SCHOOL, OTTAWA 19&9
INITIAL REFINEMENT
DURING THE INITIAL STAPES OF REFINEMENT, IT IS NOT ALWAYS NECESSARY
TO USE ALL REFLECTIONS. FOR T^IS REASON THERE SEVERAL PROCEDURES AVAILABLE
FOR LIMITING THE NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS CONSIDERED IN THE LEAST SQUARES
REFINEMENT.
1. A SIN(THhTA)/LAMBDA RANGE MflY BE DEFINED. ONLY THOSE REFLECTIONS
WHOSE SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA IS WlTHjN THIS RANGE WILL BE CONSIDERED.
THE SIN(IHETA)/LAMBi>A RANGE IS SUPPLIED VIA A
 =MAxHKL= CARD. IF
THE rMAXHKL= CARD IS SUPPLIED IN THE =CRYLSQ= DECK, IT WILL APPLY
ONLY TO I HE LEAST SQUARES REFINEMENT. THE NEW VALUES WILL NOT
SUPERSEDt THOSE PRESENT IN THE BINARY DATA FILE.
2. A MAXIMUM H, K, AND L MAY BE ASSIGNED. THOSE REFLECTIONS WITH AN
ABSOLUTE H, K, OR L GREATER THAN THE SPECIFIED MAXIMUM WILL NOT
BE CONSIDERED. THE MAXIMUM H» K, AND L ARE SPECIFIED ON A rMAXHKL:
CAKD (SEt l.GENERL).
3. REFLECTIONS MAY BE SYSTEMATICALLY SKIPPED. FOR EXAMPLE, ONE MAY
WISH TO CONSIDER ONLY EVERY THIRD REFLECTION. IF THIS PROCEDURE
IS USED, THE FIRST "EFLECTION CONSIDERED WILL HAVE THE SEQUENCE
NUMBER EUUAL TO THE CYCLE NUMBER, IF ONLY EVERY THIRD REFLECTION
IS TO BE CONSIDERED, ON CYCLE ON£ THE FIRST REFLECTION IN THE LIST
IS THE FiRST REFLECTION TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE LEAST SQUARES MATRIX
AND THE VtCTORi IN THE SECOND AND THIRD CYCLES, THE FIRST
REFLECTION TO CONTRtHUTE WILL BE THE SECOND AND THIRD REFLECTION
RESPECTIVELY.
WEIGHTS DURING REFINEMENT
THE WEIGHT (0 BE APPLIED DURING REFINEMENT MAY BE SPECIFIED IN
FOUR DIFFERENT WAYS AS A USER OPTION. THE QUANTITY WHICH is CALLED THE
WEIGHT AND IS STORED IN THE REFLECT ION RECORD IS DEFINED IN l.QATRDN AND
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DESCRIBED IN SOME OtTAlL IN l.WTLSSO. THE FOUR QUANTITIES WHICH MAY BE
USED AT =CRYLSO= TIME FOR THE SQUARE ROOT QF THE WEIGHT MAY BE DESCRIBED
AS FOLLOWS —
OPTION
0. ALL WEIGHTS USED AS 1.0 (UNIT WEIGHTS)
1. WEIGHTS AKE ACCEPTED AS SUPPLIED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE AND
ARE USED AS F-RELATTVE WEIGHTS.
2. WEIGHTS ARE ACCEPTE" AS SUPPLIED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE AND
USED AS h-OBSERVEU WEIGHTS.
3. WEIGHTS ARE SET EQt.iftL TO THE RECIPROCAL OF SIGMA I OBSERVED AND
USED AS I-OBSERVED WEIGHTS.
DEPENDING UPON THE METHOD THE t'SER HAS EMPLOYED TO ESTABLISH HIS WEIGHTS
HE MUST SELECT THE APPROPRIATE OPTION.
MATRIX SINGULARITY AND DEGENER"CY
. PRIOR TO INVERSION* THt MATRIX IS EXAMINED FOR SINGULARITY AND
DEGENERACY. THE CRITERIA INVOKED ARE —
1. THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO
2. THE.MATKIX MUST tiE POSITIVE DEFINITE (I.E.,(A(I,I)*A(J,J) - A(J,J)*A(I,J)) MUST BE GREATER THAN ZERO).
|
WHEN SINGULARITY OR DEGENERACY IS pOUND, THE OFFENDING VARIABLES, ARE
SET INVARIANT. UNDtR THE SECOND CRITERION, THE FIRST OF THE INVOLVED VARIABLES
IS SET INVARIANT. 1NVARIANCE TS OBTAINED BY SETTING THE OFFENDING DIAGONAL
ELEMENT TO UNITY ANU THE RELATt-D OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS TO ZERO.
PARTIAL SHIFT FACTO*
REFINEMENT IS ENHANCED AND CONTROLLED IN THE BLOCK-DIAGONAL MODE
BY THE USE OF A PARTIAL SHIFT FACTOR. IN THE BLOCK-DIAGONAL MODE Of REFINEMENT
A pARTIflL SHIFT FACIOK OF 0.8 IS AUTOMATICALLY APPLIED. THIS FACTOR CAN BE
SUPERSEDED BY INCLUUING A PARTIAL SHIFT FACTOR ON THE =CRYLSQ= CARD. IN ALL
OTHER CASES, THE PAKTIAL SHIFT FACTOR IS SET TO UNITY. IT MAY BE DESIRABLE
TO USE A SHIFT FACTOR SOMEWHAT LESS THAN UNITY WHEN A BLOCKED REFINEMENT IS
bEING MADE. THE SUE OF THIS FACTOR IS DEPENDENT ON THE AMOUNT OF CORRELATION
LOST. IF THERE IS STRONG CORRELATION BETWEEN ATOMS IN DIFFERENT BLOCKS, A
PARTIAL SHIFT FACTO* OF APPROXIMATELY 0.9 MAY BE OF BENEFIT. IF THE
CORRELATION IS MINIMALt THE PAPTIAL SHIFT FACTOR CAN BE LEFT AT UNITY.
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THE STRUCTURE FACTO* AND DERIVATIVES WITH DISPERSION
IN rCRYLSQr, ANOMALOUS DISPERSION TERMS ARE INCLUDED IN ALL STRUCTURE
FACTOR AND DERIVATIVE CALCULATIONS. THE DISPERSION FACTORS ARE ASSUMED TO BE
ZERO UNLESS OTHERWIbE SPECIFIED (ON A rDISPERr CARD). IF DISPERSION FACTORS
ARE NOT SPECIFIED, I HE RESULTANT STRUCTURE FACTOKS AND DERIVATIVES ARE EXACTLY
THOSE CALCULATED WIIHOUT DISPERSION. SINCE ONLY THE MOST TIGHTLY BOUND
ELECTRONS, THc ONES CLOSEST TO THE NUCLEUS, HAVE RESONANCE FREQUENCIES OF
APPROXIMATELY THE SAME MAGNITUDE AS THE OSCILLATION IMPOSED ON AN ELECTRON
bY NORMAL X-RAY BOMBARDMENT, T*E DISPERSION FACTORS MAY BE CONSIDERED
INDEPENDENT OF THE SCATTERING oNGLE (1). CONSEQUENTLY, TEMPLETON TYPE
DISPERSION FACTORS «RE USED. THE USER IS ALSO GIVEN THE ABILITY TO REFINE THE
DISPERSION FACTORS. THIS MUST BE STIPULATED BY SPECIAL SIGNALS PLACED IN
A =REF= CARD.
THE STRUCTUKE FACTOR EOUATION, INCLUDING DISPERSION CAN BE WRITTEN AS
Ft = (A-D) + I*(B-fC) (20)
A = G*P*M*T*SF*COS2P (21'
B = G*P*M*T*SF*SIN?p (22)
C = G*P*M*T*>-I*COS2P <23'
D = G*P*M*T*t-I*SIN2P (24)
AND INCLUDES CONTRIBUTION FROM ALL ATOMS IN THE UNIT CELL.
G = OVERALL SCALE FACTOR j (25>
p = POPULATION OF SITE-OCCUPANCY FACTOR 5 (26)
M = ATOM MULTIPLICITY (2?)
T = TEMPERATURE FACTOR <2G>
SF = THE SUM OF THE SCATTERING AND REAL (29)
DISPERSION FACTOR
FI = THE IMAGINARY PAKT OF THE DISPERSION1 FACTOR (30)
COS2P = COS(2*PI*(H*X •»• K*y + L*Z» (3D
SIN2P = SIN(2*PI*(H*X + K*Y + L*Z» (32)
IN THE OVERALL OR IbOTROPIC MOi'E, THE TEMPERATURE FACTOR IS OF THE FORM
T = EX^(-2*(PI**2)*U*(2*S1N(THETA)/(LAMBDA)**2) (33)
WHEREAS IN THE ANISUTROPIC MODt, THE TEMPERATURE FACTOR IS OF THE FORM
T = EXH(-2*(PI**2)*(Ull*(H*ASTAR)**2-t-...) ) (3<+>
THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES ARE AS FOLLOWS.
(I) ATOM PARAMEIERS
1. POSITIONAL PARAMETERS
DA/DX = -2*PI*H*B (35)
UB/DX = 2*PI*H*A (36)
DC/OX = -2*PI*H*D (37)
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DD/UX = 2*PI*H*C (38>
2, ISOTRO^IC TEMPERATURE FACTOR
DA/UU = -2*(PI**2)*<2*SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA)**2)*A (39)
DB/DU = -2*(PI**2)*(2*SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA)**2)*B
DC/UU = -2*(PI**2)*(2*SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA)*»2)*C
DD/DU = -2*<PI**2>*(2*SIN<THETA)/LAMBDA)**2)*D
3. ANISOTKOPIC TEMPEHATURE FACTOR
DA/UU1* = -2*<PI**2)*H*K*ASTAR*8STAR*A (1+3)
DB/UU12 = -2*<PI**2)*H*K*ASTAR*BSTAR*B
DC/UU12 = -2*(PI**2)*H*K*ASTAR*BSTAR*C
DD/UUlii = -2*(PI**2)*H*K*ASTAR*BSTAR*D
^. POPUUAIIONI PARAMETER
DA/UP = A/p (47)
Ob/UP = B/p (148)
DC/OP = C/P <U9)
DO/OP = U/P , (50)
(II) ATOM TYPE PARAMETERS
1. REAL DISPERSION OH NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTOR
DA/CHSM r A/SF <5J)
OB/U(S.') = B/SF (52)
DC/U(SK> = l)D/D(SP) =0 (53)
2. IMAGINARY DISPERSION FACTOR
DA/DIF1) = DB/OIFT) = 0 (54)
DC/L>(Fi) = C/FI (55)
DD/D(F1) = D/FI (56)
(III) OVEKALL. PARAMETERS
1. OVERALL- TEMPERATURE FACTOR
0(/F/)/DU = (-2*(^I**2)*(2*SIrvj(THETA)/LAMBDA)**2)*/FC/ (57)
2. OVERALL SCALE FACTOR
D(/F/)/DG = </FC/>/G (58)
(IV) RELATING THE. PARTIALS OF A. B, C, AND D TO THE PARTlALS OF F, F**2f
AND I, LET
0 r A-U (59)
S = B+C (60)
IF w is A PARAMETER* THEN
DQ/DW = DA/OW - OM/DW (61)
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DS/DW = D8/DW + DC/DW (62)
IT FOLLOWS THAT
F**2 = Q**2 + S**2 (63)
AND
0<F**2)/DW = 2*Q*IOQ/OW)+2*S*(DS/DW) (6t)
WHEN THE RtFINEMENT IS BASED ON I, THE DERIVATIVE OF F SQUARED MUST
BE MULTIPLIED BY THE LP FACTOR. wHEN THE REFINEMENT IS BASED ON F,
/F/ = bORT(Q**2 * S**2> (65»
D(/F/)/DW = <Q*(D"/DW)+S*(DS/DW))/SORT(Q**2+5**2) (66)
TEMPERATURE FACTORS
— »•«•• — •••••••••«•••«"•••»••«•«—
rCRYLSQr CAN BE RUN IN THE OVERALL, ISOTROPIC. ANISOTROPIC. OR MIXED
TEMPERATURE FACTOR MODE, TEMPFRATURE FACTOR PARAMETERS WHICH ARE NOT IN THE
MODE DESIGNATED ON I HE =CRYLSO= CARD wTLL BE CONVERTED BY THE PROGRAM. IN THE
MIXED TEMPERATURE FACTOR MODE, THE TYPF OF REFINEMENT WILL 8£ SET. ATOM BY
ATOM. IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE BINARY DATA FILE SPECIFICATION. **NOT£i ONLY
THOSE ATOMS WHICH AKE SPECIFIED AS BEING IN THE OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR
MODE, WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR.**
THE TYPE OF TEMPERATURt FACTOR REFINEMENT FOR A PARTICULAR ATOM CAN
BE ALTERED VIA A =RtF= CARD WHILE IN THE MjXEO TEMPERATURE FACTOR MODE, j TO
CONVERT THE TEMPERA 1URE FACTOR TYPE FROM IsOTROPIC TO OVERALL FOR A PARTICULAR
ATOM, ONE WOULD USE A rREF= CAHD FOR THAT PARTICULAR ATOM WHICH INCLUDES =UOV=
IN ONE OF THE PARAMtTER FIELDS. **NOTE» ONLY THOSE PARAMETERS WHICH ARE
SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED WILL BE REFINED.** THUS IF ONE IS CONVERTING TO AN
ANISOTROPIC REFINEMtNT FOR A PARTICULAR ATQM AND ALL SIX ANISOTROPIC
TEMPERATURE FACTOR PARAMETERS «RE TO BE REFINED, ALL SIX MUST APPEAR ON THE
=REF= CARD.
REFLECTION TYPING
=CRYLSQ= ALLOWS THE USFR TO TYPE THE REFLECTIONS AS OBSERVED OR
LESS-THANS. DURING KEFINEMENT. THE USER MyST STIPULATE THE THRESHOLD VALUE
ON THE =CRYLSQ= CARU. THE LESS-THANS WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO 'THE REFINEMENT ARE
GIVEN A VALUE EQUAL TO THE LESS-THAN THRESHOLD VALUE. THE USER MAY CHOOSE
WHETHER OR NOT TO INCLUDE THIS REFLECTTON CLASSIFICATION IN THE NEW BINARY DATA
FILE. HOWEVERr THE STORED VALUE OF F RELATIVE WILL NOT BE AFFECTED.
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DATA PRE-PROCESSING FOR A NUMBER OF DIFFRACTOMETERS
THTS PROGRAM IS UESIGNf.O TO TREAT THE OUTPUT OF CERTAIN SPECIFIC
SINGLE CRYSTAL DIFFKACTOMETERS. THE DESIGN IS SUCH THAT THE SPECIFIC
OPERATIONS ARE PLACtD IN ONE SUBROUTINE FOR EACH DIFFERENT DIFFRACTOMETER. THE
MAIN SUBROUTINES ARC. ALL INDEPKNDENT OF THE MACHINE SPECIFIC ROUTINES AND
CARRY OUT THE BULK UK THE CALCULATIONS REQUIRED TO PRODUCE A SCALED, SORTED,
MERGED, UNIQUE ASYMMETRIC SET nF REFLECTION DATA READY FOR =DATRDN=. =DATC05=
WAS WRITTEN BY H.L,«MMON» J.M.STElvART AND LINDA A. PLASTAS.
THE OVERALL STEPS CARRIED OUT MAY BE OUTLINED AS FOLLOWS....
1. THE INPUT DATA IS SCREENED BY THE MACHINE SPECIFIC SUBROUTINE TO GIVE
H, K, Lt THE INTEGRATED INTENSITY, THE BACKGROUND, THE SIGMA OF I, FLAGS
FOP STANDARDS, KfcFLECTION SEQUENCE NUMBER, TWO THETA, OMEGA, CHI, AND
PHI.
2. DURING THIS SCRHENING, STATISTICS ON STANDARDS ARE COLLECTED,
3. AT THE END OF THE FIRST PASS OVER THE RAW DATA, THE STATISTICS COLLECTED
ON THE STANDARD REFLECTIONS ARE TREATED TO GIVE INTENSITY SCALE FACTORS
TO BE USED TO CORRECT FOR t'RIFT IN INTENSITY OF STANDARDS AS A FUNCTION
OF DATA GATHERING. THE STANDARD REFLECTIONS ARE EXPECTED fO COME IN
GROUPS AT INTERVAL^, E.G. 3 EVERY 100 OATA MEASUREMENTS. THE SCALE
FACTORS AKE DERIVED FROM TH£ SUM OF THE INTEGRATED INTENSITIES FROM ALL
OF THE MEMBERS OF EACH GROUP. ANY INCOMPLETE GROUP is REJECTED FROM
THE FORMATION Oh SCALE FACTORS. GRAPHS ARE PRINTED OF THE RAW DATA FOR
EACH STANDARD RtFLECTION AND THE TABLE OF SCALE FACTORS IS OUTPUT, IN
THIS TREATMENT I HE VALUES nF THE SCALE FACTORS FOR EACH GROUP OF STANDARD
REFLECTIONS ARE ADJUSTED TO SET THE UpST TWO GROUPS TO EXACTLY 1.0 AND
ALL OTHER GROUPS TO RELATIVE VALUES. THE TABLE THuS FORMED MAY 8E
SUPERSEDED IN ANY WAY THE USER WISHES. THE REASON FOR SETTING THE
FIRST TWO SCALEb IS THAT SOME DATA MAY HAVE bEEN GATHERED BEFORE
MEASUREMENT OF IHE FIRST STANDARD GROUP.
H. A SECOND PASS IS THEN MADE OVER ALL THE OBSERVATIONS. THE SCALE INTENSITY
OF ALL OBSERVATIONS is DERIVED BY INTERPOLATION FROM THE SCALE FACTOR
TABLE. SIGMA I AND THE bACKGRQUND ARE ALSO SCALED. THIS INCLUDES ALL
OF THE MEASUREMtNTS OF STANDARDS. DATA FOR PRINTING THE GRAPHS OF THE
MODIFIED STANDAKDS is KEPT.
5. FOR EACH REFLECIION THE VALUES OF H, K, AND L ARE TREATED TO TRANSFORM
THpM INTO A CONSISTENT ASYMMETRIC SET DEPENDING UPON THE =$YMTRY= OPERATION
CARDS SUPPLIED. THE TRANSFORMED COORDINATES ARE PERMUTED AND COMBINED
TO GIVE A siwPLt NUMBER WHICH WILL SERVE TO EX?EDITE THE SORT-MERGE STEP.
6. DURING THE SECOND PASS, EVtRY SCALED INTENSITY CAN BE OPTIONALLY PRINTED.
SEVERAL GENERAL TESTS ARE APPLIED TO EACH INTENSITY AND FLAGS ARE USED
TO SIGNAL WHETHtR THE INTENSITY HAS UNEQUAL bACKGKOUNDS (UNBG), NEGATIVE
INTENSITY (-INTJ, COULD bE CONSIDERED TO BE A LESS-THAN (L-T), IS
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SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT FOR THE GIVEN SPACE GROUP (SY^B)» OR IS A
STANDARD (STD).
THE INTENSITY SIGMA'S ARE COMPUTED AS FOLLOWS (X AND N ARE FOUND IN COLS.
21-25 ANU 2b-30 OF THE =DATC05= CARD)
T = SCAN COUNT + BACKGROUND! + BACKGROUND2
SIGMA(I) = SQRTtDIFFRACTOMETER FUNCTION(I) + <X*T)**N
IF X = -1.0* -2.0 OR -3.0 THE STANDARD REFLECTION DATA ARE USED TO
DETERMINE AN EXPERIMENTAL INSTABILITY FACTOR. THAT IS
SIGMACI) = i>QRT(DIFF FUNC11 ) + K + R*T**2)
FOR X s -1.0 .....
SIGMA(I) = bGRTfDIFF Fl'NC(I) + R*T**2). R DETERMINED FROM A LEAST
SQUARES FIT OF A Y = M*X LINE (THROUGH THE ORIGIN).
FOR X = -2.0 .....
SIGMAU) = i>QRT(UIFF Fi 'NC(I) + K + R*T**2). K AND R DETERMINED FROM
A LEAST-SQU«KES FIT TO Y = B + M*X TYPE LINE.
FOp X = -3.0
SAME AS X = -2.Or EXCEPT SET K TO
 0.Q,
IF ONLY 1 STANDARD REFLECTION HKL IS UgED, THE -1.0 OPTION IS
CALCULATED, WHtTHER YOU AKREE WITH IT OR NOT, THE PRESENT CODE
DETERMINES THE INSTABILITY FACTORS USItsG THE UNSCALEO STANDARD INTENSITY
DATA. THEREFORE IF YOUR STANDARDS VARY A LOT WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU
FORGET ABOUT USiNG THIS INSTABILITY INFORMATION. THE R'S WILL TURN OUT
TO BE OUITE LARbE AND A LOT OF YOUR REFLECTIONS WILL BE CODED AS
•UNOBSERVED.'
CALCULATION OF I HE REFLECTION INTENSITY <I> AND THE ABOVE MENTIONED
'OIFFRACTOMETER FUNCTION' t-'OR THE PICKER OIFFRACTOMETER IS .....
LET I = CORHECTED INTENSITY* S = SCAN COUNT» ST = SCAN TIME*
BT = TIME FOR ONE MACKGROUMD MEASUREMENT, Bl = BKGD1 COUNT,
B2 - BKt.D2 = COUNT* A = ATTENUATOR FACTOR. THEN,
K = 0.5*<ST/BT)
I * A*(S - **<Bl •»• B2> )
DIFF FUNC. = (A**2)*(S + (K**2)*(B1 -f B2) )
THE OUTPUT FILE OF THE SECOND PASS IS uSED TO SORT THE REFLECTIONS AS
A FUNCTION OF THE SORT NUMH£R DEVELOPED DURING THAT PASS, THE SORT NUMBER
OF ALL EQUIVALENT REFLECTIONS is IDENTICAL, THEREFORE IN A PASS DOWN
THE FILE ALL SOKT NUMBERS THAT CAN BE KEPT IN IMMEDIATE ACCESS STORE ARE
LOADED AND SORTtO TOGETHER. THE PROCESS IS REPEATED UNTIL ALL DATA HAS
BEEN SORTED. THE TABLE OF STATISTICS WHICH WAS DEVELOPED DURING THE
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SECOND PASS MfcKtS THE PROCESS FAIRLY EFFICIENT FoR LfcRGE DATA. SETS, AT
THE END OF EACH LOADING PA9S, THE AVERAGING, PRINTING, AND OUTPUT OF
=HKL= CARD IMAGtS IS CARRIfcD OUT FOR THAT SORTED PORTION. (APPROXIMATELY
4000 REFLECTIONS PER PASS "RE TREATED, DEPENDING UPON MACHINE SIZE.)
THr EQUIVALENT REFLECTIONS ARE TREATED DIFFERENTLY DEPENDING UPON THE
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS. I*- THERE IS 0\<LY ONE, IT IS ACCEPTED. IF THERE
ARE TWO, THEY AKE AVERAGED UNLESS ONE is MORE THAN SN?*(SIGMA I) LESS THAN
THE OTHER. SN2 IS A FACTO* SUPPLIED BY THE USER. WHEN ONE IS VERY SMALL
RELATIVE TO THE OTHER, THE HIGHER OBSERVATION IS ACCEPTED AS TRUE AND
THE LOWER ONE Ib REJECTED. WHEN THERE ARE THREE OR MORE EQUIVALENT
REFLECTIONS, AN AVERAGE ANi > STANDARD DEVIATION IS CALCULATED FOR THEM, IF
ANY MEM8EHS OF I HE SET DIFFER BY WORK THAN SN3 ULSO SUPPLIED BY THE
USER) STANDARD UEVIATIONS >ROM THE MEAN, THEY ARE REJECTED. IF ANY ARE
REJECTED, A NEW AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE CALCULATED. THESE
REFINED AVERAGE VALUES ARE USED FOR THE INTENSITY AND SIGMA 1.
THE RESULTS OF I HE AVERAGING PROCESS FORM A FILE ON =NFlLEI= WHICH IS
THE IMAGE OF A SINGLE =HKL= CARD FOR EvERY UNIQUE ASYMMETRIC REFLECTION.
THIS FILE IS ENUED WITH A =FILES= CARD WHICH GIVES FOR =NTIN= (THE NORMAL
CARD INPUT FILE) THE VALUE FOR THE USUAL CARD INPUT STREAM. THIS MEANS
THAT IN PLACE OH THE =HKL= CARD DECK IN A DATA REDUCTION (=DATRDN=) RUN
ONE MAY USE A =1-ILES= CARD. FOR EXAMPLE, LET =NFILEI= B£ 10 AND =NTIN=
BE 5, THEN THE UATA REDUCTION DECK COULD BE AS FOLLOWS -
DATRpN . . .
LABEL . • .
CELL . .
CONDIT . . .
SCALE . • •
FILES 10
END
FINISH
FUNCTION OF THE =FILES 5= CARD AT THE END OF THE INTENSITY DATA FILE
FROM = DATC05= IS TO RETUR" CONTROL TO THE USUAL CARD DECK INPUT STREAM.
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OATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
THE INITIAL CODING FOR THh DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY
JAMES M. STEWART DUKING 1958-6" FOR THE IB,. 70* AT THE OHIO STATE UNIV.
MRS. MARY ANN JARSKi AND JAMES M. STEWART CONVERTED THE IBM 704 PROGRAM
TO THE IBM 709» AND FURTHER EXPANDED THE CODING. THE BOND ABSORPTION
CORRECTION WAS PROGHAMMED AMU CHECKEO-OUT BY BRUNO MOROSIM. THE NEW
X-RAY SYSTEM VERSION WAS DONE HY J.M. STEWART AND R.v. CHASTAIN. THE
PROGRAMMING OF THE 1/LP CORRECT IONS WAS DONE BY A. MIGHELL* A, SANTORO,
AND M. ZOCCHI. THE USE OF =FOR"GN= CARDS WAS INTRODUCED BY G.J.KRUGER,
THIS PROGRAM Ib DESIGNED TO ORGANIZE THE RAW DATA NEEDED IN THE
DETERMINATION OF A CRYSTAL STRUCTURE INTO A COHERENT COLLECTION STORED
IN A BINARY DATA FILE so THAT THE STRUCTURE FACTOR AND REFINEMENT PROGRAMS
WILL CALCULATE AUTOMATICALLY, THE FORTRAN STATEMENTS OF THE PROGRAM ARE
MADE USING ABdREVIA I IONS FOR TWE SYMBOLS USED BY BUERGER (1) AND LIPSON
AND COCHRAN (2). T«E CALCULATIONS PERFORMED ARE LISTED HERE WITH NO OTHER
EXPLANATION. REFERENCE TO THE INTERNATIONAL TABLES (3) AS WELL AS THE
PAPER oN THE LORENT^ AND POLARIZATION FACTOR FOR THE PRECESSION METHOD
BY WASER U> MAY BE FOUND HELPFUL.
THE PROGRAM REQUIRES THE FOLLOWING DATA -
1. CELL DIMENSIONS AND Ftooo)
2. ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTORS (NEUTRON OR X-RAY)
3. THE GENERAL SYMMETRY OPERATIONS OF THE SPACE GROUP. APART FROM
LATTICE TRANSLATION AND Cf-NTER OF SYMMETRY
<*. IDENTIFICATION OF CELL AS CENTRIC OR ACENTRIC, AND LATTICE TYPE
5. DISPERSION CORHECTIONS (OPTIONAL)
6. CAMERA DATA ANU PHYSICAL ORIENTATION oF THE CRYSTAL
7. SCALE FACTORS 10 BE APPLIED TO THE INTENSITY DATA (OPTIONAL)
e. WEIGHTING DATA FOR LEAST SQUARES (OPTIONAL)
9. FILTER FACTORS IF NEEDED >-OR SPECTROMETER DATA (OPTIONAL)
10. BOND ABSORPTION CORRECTIONS (OPTIONAL)
11. REFLECTION OAT* - H» K, AND L. I. F, OR F**2.
12. OTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING REFLECTIONS IS OPTIONAL, E.G. ABSORPTION
FACTOR. PHASE, ETC. ste HKL CARD FOR DETAILS.
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THE CELL DIMENSIONS ARE KFAD AND CHECKED FOR REASONABLENESS - NO
ZERO OP NEGATIVE AXIAL LENGTHS. EITHER DIRECT CELL OR RECIPROCAL CELL
LENGTHS; MAY B£ GIVEN. ANGLES PITHER AS ALL COSINES OR ALL DEGREES MAY
BE SUPPLIED. THE RECIPROCAL Ct-LL CONSTANTS, THE METRIC TENSOR, AND
INVERSE METRIC TENSOR ARE CALCULATED (1, pAGE 360).
THE SCATTERING FACTOR INFORMATION IS READ IN AND STORED IN TABLES.
THE VALUES FOH X-RAT SCATTERING FACTORS ARE READ IN FOR A NUMBER OF VALUES
OF SIN THETA/LAMHOA AND A TAbLK IS STOKED IN MEMORY FOR E&CH ATOM-TYPE
TO BE USED. THERE IS A MAXIMU" OF 16 ATOM TYPES ALLOWED. THE X-RAY
SCATTERING FACTORS, LIKE THE Nt-UTRON SCATTERING FACTORS' ARE GIVEN A
DESIGNATION AT THIS TIME CONSISTING OF ONE TO FOUR CHARACTERS (E.G.- N
K>R NITROGEN, CU2+ I-OR COPPER(H), ETC.). THE DESIGNATION IS STORED IN
A 'DICTIONARY' ON THE BINARY FILE FOR USE QF THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS.
X-RAY SCATTERING FACTORS MAY Btt USED DIRECTLY FROM LITERATURE (5). THERE ARE
STRlNGf-NT REQUIREMENTS UPON THt ORDER AND RANGE OF THE ENTRIES, BUT
NON-EGDAL INTERVALS ARE PERMISSIBLE. THE ACTUAL VALUES OF THE SCATTERING
FACTORS AT EACH VALUE OF (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA FOR A GIVEN REFLECTION ARE
DETERMINED BY A FOUK-POINT INTERPOLATION UTILIZING AITKENiS METHOD <6>.
THE CONDITIONS WHICH MUST BE Ml-T ARE - (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA MUST INCREASE
MONOTONICALLY, F < J > SHOULD DECREASE MONOTONlCALLY (HOWEVER, A 5-PERCENT
INCREASE IN ANY INTtRVAL IS PERMITTED TO ALLOW FOR OCCASIONAL INFLECTION
FOUND POR SOVE ELECIRON CONFIGi'RATIOMS), THERE MUST BE AT LEAST TEN ENTRIES
AND LESS THAN 40 EN I HIES. IN ORDER TO INTERPOLATE AT THE HIGH
VALUES OF (SIiN THET«)/LAMBDA T^ERE MUST BE AT LEAST 3 TABl E ENTRIES
WITH A VALUE OF (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA GREATER THAN THE HIGHEST VALUE THAT
IS ANTICIPATED IN THE REFLECTION DATA. THf; PROGRAM CHECKS FOR THESE
CONDITIONS AND RET^«NS ERROR KKMARKS EXPLAINING ANY NON-AGREEMENT WITH
THE PROGRAMMED CONDITIONS. THt- COHEREMT SCATTERING FACTOR FOR NEUTRONS
IS SUPPLIED AS A SINGLE VALUE t-OR EACH ATOM TYPE (7).
X-RAY SCATTERING FACTORS CAN ALSO BE GENERATED FROM NUMERICAL'
HAPTREE-FOCK WAVE FUNCTIONS BY SUPPLYING THE COEFFICIENTS GIVEN FOR THE
ANALYTICAL FUNCTION AS GIVEN BY CROMER AND MANN (52) ON =FORMGN= CARDS.
FORTY ENTRIES WITH « MAXIMUM S'N THETA/LAMBDA VALUE OF 1.56 (AxX-1) WILL
BE CALCULATED. CERIAIN SCATTERING FACTORS MAY SE INVOKED AUTOMATICALLY
C, N, 0, P. S, CL BY THE EXPANSION FORMULA AND H FROM STEWART ET. AL. (5AA).
THAT IS TO SAY, A =K)RKGN= CAR" WHICH IS Bt_ANK SAVE FOR ONE OF THE ABOVE
ATOM TYPES WILL PROUUCE THE REQUIRED SCATTERING FACTORS.
THE NEXT STEP IS THE BUILDING OF THE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS OF THE
SPACE GROUP INTO MATRICES AND VECTORS WHICH MAY BE USED TO GENERATE ALL
THE ATOMS IN THE CELL FROM ONE ASYMMETRIC SET. THE STRUCTURE FACTOR
AND FOURIER PROGRAMS OPERATE OM THE BASIS OF PI OR Pl-BAR. THESE
OPERATORS ARE READ IN THE FORM GIVEN IN THE FIRST PART OF VOLUME I OF
THE INTERNATIONAL T»BLES 13). THE PROGRAM CHECKS THE CARDS FOR POSSIBLE
ERRORS IN PUNCHING «ND STORES THEM IN TABLES IN THE BINARY DATA FILE. FOR
FURTHER DETAILS ABOUT THE TREATMENT OF SYMMETRY, SEE THE STATEMENT IN
l.GENERL.
ONE MUST SUPPLY A SEPARATE CARD INDICATING WHETHER THE CELL IS
CENTRIC OR ACENTRIC AND GIVING THE LATTICE TYPE SYMBOL -
p , I » R , F , A , H , O R C
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NOTE-
 =p= is USED »-OR RHOMBOHFDRAL SPACE GROUPS INDEXED AS RHOMBOHEDRAL
AND SR
 = IS USED FOR RHOMBOHEDR»L SPACE GROuPS INDEXED AS HEXAGONAL. IN
THE CENTRIC CASE WUH THE ORIGIN AT THF CENTER OF SYMMETRY. ONLY THOSE
OPERATIONS NOT INVOLVING THt ChNTER SHOULD HE SUPPLIED. AFTER THE
SYMMETRY OPERATIONS HAVE BEEN STORED IN A FORM SUITABLE FOR THE
STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAM, THEY ARE OPERATED UPON BY A GENERATION CHECKING
SUBROUTINE WHICH SOKTS AND EXAMINES THE OPERATIONS TO CHECK FOR
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC VALIDITY.
ONE MAY SUPPLY DISPERSION CORRECTION CARDS USING DATA FROM EITHER
TEMPLEyON (8) OR ROOF <8>. THF.SE CARD? ARE OPTIONAL, AS IS THE APPLICATION OF
THE DISPERSION CORRtCTlONS AT =FC= TIME.
THE CONDITIONS OF OBSERVATION ARE SUPPLIED NEXT. THIS CARD PROVIDES
SPACE FOR WAVELENGTH. THE MAXIMUM (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA EXPECTED, THE
MINIMUM OBSERVED INTENSITY. NEUTRON- OR X-RADIATION, THE CAMERA TYPE
(E.G. POWDER, SPECTKOMETER. WEISSENBERG, PRECESSION, ETC.), WHETHER OR
NOT ONE WISHES TO APPLY 1/LP, <>R TO TAKE Tn.E SQUARE ROOT OF THE DATA
BEING REDUCED. THIb CARD IS Nt-VER OPTIONAL IN ANY DATA REDUCTION RUN.
AvIAL DESIGNATIONS MUST B»-. MADE FOR THOSE METHODS WHICH REQUIRE THE
AXIS OF ROTATION AND/OR THE AXIS PARALLEL TO THE BEAM. FOR THE PRECESSION
METHOD, THE ANGLE BtTWEEN THE AXIS MOST NEARLY HORIZONTAL AND THE
HORIZONTAL ON THE FILM IS NECESSARY. THE CALCULATION OF l/Lp FOR X-RAY
AND l/L FOR NEUTRONS IS CARRIEu OUT FOR EA<;H REFLECTION SO THAT NO
TABLES ARE REQUIRED.
IF SPECTROMETEK DATA ARE H£ING PROCESSED, THEN FILTER FACTOR CARDS
GIVING THE ABSORBANCY OF THE FILTERS AND AN INDEX CODE ARE REQUIRED.
FILTER =0= HAS A FACTOR OF 1.0 AUTOMATICALLY SO THAT FOR A REFLECTION
MARKED 'NO FILTER', THE 'CORRECT' FILTER FACTOR IS APPLTED. IF A
MONOCHpOMATOR IS BEING USED. ITS WORKING ANGLE MUST BE SUPPLIED.
=SCALE= CARDS bEHVE THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF ADJUSTING THE SCALE OF
THE RELATIVE INTENSITIES OF GR"UPS OF REFLECTIONS. IN ADDITION THEY
PERMIT TAGGING GROUPS OF REFLECTIONS AS ALL HAVING THE SAME SCALE FACTOR
(MAXlMLiM NUMBER OF toROUPS = .&m . THt MINIMUM OBSERVED INTENSITY FOR THE
GROUP, AND PROVISION FOR WEIGHTING, ARf SUPPLIED ON THIS CARD. IF NO
=SCA|_E_ CAPD IS SUPPLIED THE PROGRAM ASSIGNS =1= AS THE REFLECTION GROUP
INDEX AND USE'J 1.0 AS THE SCALt- FACTOR AND NO LEAST SQUARES WEIGHTING
FACTORS ARE CALCULAIED. HOWEVER. THE VALUE OF F MINIMUM IS STORED IN
THE FILE. THESE WEIGHTS CAN T*EN BE CALCL'l ATED AT SOME FUTURE TIME BY THE
PROGRAM =WTLSSO=. I HE LEAST SQUARES PROGRAMS ALLOW THE USE OF UNIT WEIGHTS
AS AN ALTERNATE TO IHOSE IN THt BINARY DATA FILE. SEE I.CRYLSQ. I.WTLSSQ
f-'OR DETAILS OF APPLICATION OF WEIGHTS.
THERE is A LEA^T SOUARES WEIGHTING SCHEME PROVIDED IN =QATRON=
WHICH IS PATTERNED AFTER THE METHOD SUGGESTED BY HUGHES (10). IT IS
CALLED BY A =2 = IN I HE =SCALE= CARD. THE FORTRAN CODING FOR THIS (UNIV. OF
WASHINGTON) SCHEME IS -
WEIGHT = Q1/AMAX1(SIGMA,Q2*FREL+Q3,Q4*FKELM+Q5)
WHERE WEIGHT = SQUARE ROOT OF WEIGHT TO BE USED IN
LFAST SQUARES
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01 = CONSTANT PUNCHED IN COLS. 33-37 OF =SCAI_E=
(SET = 1.0 If NOT SPECIFIED)
SIGMA = STANDARD DEVIATION OF MEASUREMENT, AND IS
PUNCHED IN A REFLECTION CARD
02 = FRACTIONAL ERROR IN-F RELATIVE - PUNCHED IN
COLS 38-U2 OF =SCALE= CARD* AND INITIALIZED
TO ZERO
03 = AUDITIVE CONSTANT WHICH MAY BE APPLIED AT
U^EHS DISCRETION - PUNCHED IN COLS 43-17 OF
=SCALE= CARD, AND INITIALIZED TO 0.0
04 = FRACTION OF F MINIMUM WHICH IS TO BE CONSIDERED
MINIMUM STANDARD OEVIATON - PUNCHED
IN COLS 4P-52 OF =SCALE= CARD AND INITIALIZED
TO ZERO
f
05 = AUDITIVE CONSTANT WHICH MAY BE APPLIED AT
USER'S DISCRETION - PUNCHED IN COLS 53-62 OF
=SCALE= CARO, AND INITIALIZER TO 0.0
06 = FOCTOR USE.D TO MULTIPLY E.S.D. IN INTENSITY
T" ESTABLISH A THRESHOLD VALUE OF F FOR
otTERMiNiNG FRELM IN ABOVE EQUATION FOR
DTFFRACTOMETER DATA.
THE SCHEME APPLIES WEIGHTING FUNCTION - WEIGHT=Q1/ < J) IN WHICH <J)
IS THE MAXIMUM OF THESE THREE f-UNCTIONS - (1) SIGMA, (2) (Q2*FREL+Q3) ,
OR (3) <Q4*FRELM«-U5). TO OBTAIN WEIGHTS LIKE THOSE SPECIFIED BY
HUGHES (10) -
WEIGHT = 1.0 FOR F REL LESS THAN K
= K/F REL FOR F REL GREATER THAN OR EQUAL K
IHEN SET 01 = 05 = K
0? = 1.0
QA = Qi* = ZERO
NOTE - 01 IS INITIALIZED TO 1.0. ALL THE REST TO ZERO.
=A8SBONr CARDS SUPPLY INFORMATION SPECIFIC TO THE TYPE OF
ABSORPTION CORRECTION BEING APPLIED. THE INFORMATION ON SPHERES AND
CYLINDR-RS OF BOND cm is GIVE^ IN VOLUME ii OF. THE INTERNATIONAL TABLES
(3). THE DATA IS RtAD INTO THt CORE FROM CARDS AND INTERPOLATED FROM
THE VALUE OF (SIN THETA ) /LAMbO* BY AITK£N»s METHOD <6>. DIFFERENT
ABSORPTION CORRECTIONS ARE REQUIRED FOP EACH LEVEL. THOUGH THE AtjGuLAR
DEPENDENCE IS CALCULATED.
FOR EACH UNIOUt REFLECTION OF THE SFAcE GROUP UNDER CONSIDERATION
H, K, Lr AND EITHER F» F**2» 0« I RELATIVE M(JST BE PROVIDED.
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A UNIQUE SET Of- REFLECTIONS* NOT INCLuOING THOSE SYSTEMATICALLY
ABSENT, MUST BE INCLUDED. IF « SHARPENED ORIGIN-REMOVED PATTERSON IS
DESlREn THE SYSTEMAI ICALLY ABSENT REFLECTIONS SHOULD ALSO BE INCLUDED.
IT IS MOST DESIRABLt, BUT NOT ""ANDATORY. THAT THE REFLECTIONS BE SORTED
IN THE ORDER THAT WALL PERMIT fASTEST FOURIER SUMMATIONS AND THAT THE
SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT REFLECTIONS BE PLACED AFTEK THE OBSERVED REFLECTIONS.
THE FOURIER RUNS FAbTEST IF THt REFLECTIONS WITH THE SAME
ABSOLUTE VALUES OF H, K, AND L ARE GROUPED TOGETHER. =FCr RUNS FASTEST
IF THE REFLECTIONS ARE SORTED SO THAT THE jNDEX WITH THE SMALLEST
RANGE VARIES SLOWESU ETC. (I" THE TRlCLlNlC CASE, WHERE IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
TO SATISFY BOTH CRUERIA, THE t-ORMER SHOULD BE GIVEN PRECEDENCE.)
NOTE THAT FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY* THE NEGATIVE VALUES SHOULD BE ASSIGNED
TO INDICES ALONG SHORTER RECIPROCAL AXES.
FOR THE LESS-THAN REFLECTIONS (I.E. THOSE REFLECTIONS WHOSE INTENSITIES
ARE TOO WEAK TO HE MEASURED) A VALUE OH ZERO, OR A VALUE JUST
BELOW THE LOWEST OBSERVED INTENSITY, IS PUrgCHED IN THE INTENSITY CARD.
THE LESS-THANS SERVt. A USEFUL PURPOSE IN THE CALCULATIONS OF STRUCTURES
AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL, IF SOMEWHAT INACCURATE* DATA UPON WHICH TO
«ASE A STRUCTURE UNUER STUDY. IT IS NOT MANDATORY THAT THEY BE
INCLUDED, FOK PURISTS THE VALUE OF INTENSITY EXACTLY AS DERIVED FROM
THE COUNTER DATA MAY UE USED, POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE. FOR NEGATIVE VALUES
FREL WILL BE SET TO ZERO. =CRYLSQ= WILL PERMIT KEFINING ON THE OBSERVED
1 VALUES.
.ON THE OUTPUT BINARY DATA FILE, A CODE (JCODE) OF =1= IS USED FOR
OBSERVED REFLECTIONS, rs= FOR l.ESS-THANS* =3= FOR REFLECTIONS TO BE
CALCULATED AND DISPLAYED 8UT NOT USED IN LEAST SQUARES (THESE ARE NOT
USUALLY MARKED AT DATA REDUCTION TIME, BUT MAY BE IDENTIFIED LATER AT
=FC= TIME). =H= f-OR A REFLECTION TO BE IGNORED IN ALL RESPECTS, AND =5=
FOR A SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT REFLECTION IGNORED IN ALL RESPECTS EXCEPT
A SHARPENED ORIGIN REMOVED PATTERSON.
THE VALUE OF (bIN THETA ) /I AMBDA IS COMPARED WITH THE MAXIMUM ANTICIPATED
VALUE PUNCHED IN THt. =CONDIT= CARD TO CHECK THAT THE POINT IN
RECIPROCAL SPACE WILL PASS INT" THAT PORTION OF THE SPHERE OF REFLECTION
THAT CAN BE RECORDED BY THE DATA GATHERING METHOD USED.
THE VALUES OF I HE VARIOUS SCATTERING FACTORS ARE OBTAINED BY
INTERPOLATION OF THt STORED LITERATURE VALUES. A COMPLETE LISTING OF THESE
DATA FROM THE LITERATURE MAY Bt FOUND IN THE INTERNATIONAL TABLES (3).
THERE ARE A FEW ADDITIONAL DAT«, MOST OF WHICH APPEARED IN THE LITERATURE
SUBSEQUENT TO THE PUBLICATION "F THE INTERNATIONAL TABLES.
A NUMBER OF THE OLDtR LITERATURE REFERENCES ARE ALSO LISTFD IN REFERENCE 5»
MAINLY AS A SOURCE I-OR THE EARLIER STRUCTURE DETERMINATIONS.
EPSILON, A SMALL, SYMMETRY RELATED INTEGER DESCRIBED IN VOL. II OF THE
INTERNATIONAL TABLES PP. 355-6 AND CALLED ALPHA THERE BY LUZZATl IS REQUIRED
f-OR THE CALCULATION OF E VALUES (QUASI-NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS).
THE CALCULATION OF I HtSE FACTORS IS ALSO DESCRIBED IN • »CR YSTALLOGRAPHIC
COMPUTING" (1969) *, 19 BY I. KARLE. IN DATA REDUCTION THIS FACTOR IS
CALCULATED FOR EACH REFLECTION AND STORED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE FOR USE
BY OTHER PROGRAMS IN THE SYSTE". THE VALUE OF EHSILON IS CALCULATED BY A
SIMPLE ENUMERATION PROCEDURE. IT IS THE COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF TIMES A
REFLECTION IDENTICALLY IS GENERATED UNDER THE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS OF THE SPACE
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GROUP UNDER CONS1DEKATION. THAT IS TO SAY, FOR H(NEw) = HR(J) WHERE H IS
THE VECTOR (HtKrU) AND R(J) IS THE JTH ROTATION MATRIX SUPPLIED TO DATA
REDUCTION.
THROUGH THE USt OF =FORMAT= AND =REFIN= CARDS IT IS POSSIBLE TO READ
REFLECTION DATA IN MANY DIFFERENT FORMS. A =FORMAT= CARD MAY BE SUPPLIEDWHICH CONTAINS A VALID FORTRAN INPUT FORMAT STATEMENT BEGINNING WITH
=(= AND ENDING WITH r) = . A rRFFIN= CARD MuST THEN BE USED To SPECIFY THE
DETAILS OF THE SOURCE OF THE 0«TA AS WFUL AS ITS ORDER. IT IS MANDATORY
THAT THE REFLECTION CARDS THEMSELVES FOLLOW IMMEDIATELY BEHIND THE =REFIN=CARD AND THAT THE EXACT NUMBER SUPPLIED OR THE LAST INDEX IN THE STACKbE GIVEN IN THE =REHN= CARD.
COEFFICIENT
THE EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT USED IN THE XRAY SYSTEM IS AN ISOTROPIC
CORRECTION THAT FOLLOWS THE METHOD OF fl.C. LARSON. THE SYMBOL G IS USFD TO
REPRESENT THIS OUANUTY. IT MAY BE ESTABLISHED bY USE OF THE LINK =CRYLS<3=
AND REFINED AS A LEAST-SQUARES PARAMETER. ITS VALUE IS ESTABLISHED BY USE
OF THE EQUATIONS ANU .QUANTITIES DESCRIBED BELOW. SOME OF THESE QUANTITIES
ARE CALCULATED AT DATRDN TIME »NO STORED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE.
TBAR = (ALObUBSORP) )/l'MU) + O.OOOQl
ABSORP IS THE RECIPKQCAL OF THU TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT FOR THE GIVEN
REFLECTION.
THE CLASSICAL RADIUS OF AN ELECTRON <E**2)/(M*(C»*2>I IS
2.8175j*10£XP-13 CM. THIS VAL"E SQUARKO IS 7.93Bi»*10ExP-26 CM. SQUARED.
WHEN THE FACTOR OF I WO IS INCORPORATED FROM THE EQUATION SHOWN ABOVE, A
CONSTANT 15fl.768*lOtXP-27 CM. SQUARED IS OBTAINED. THE VALUE THAT CONVERTS
<AMbA**3)/(V**2) FROM RECIPROCAL ANGSTROMS CUBED TO RECIPROCAL CM. CUBED
IS 10EXP+2tt. THIS blVES A CONSTANT OF 158.76e*10EXP-3. IN =DATRDN= THE
FACTOR OF 10EXP-3 IS> LEFT OUT TH'JS SCALING ALL G VALUES BY A FACTOR OF TEN
TO THE THIRD. THE OTHER POSSIBLE ARBITRARY FACTOR IS THE VALUE OF TBAR.
IT IS SET TO 0.030 CM WHEN NO OTHER INFORMATION IS SuPPLIF.D. THE VALUES OF
G SHOWN ON THE. CRYLbO OUTPUT AP£ MULTIPLIED BY 10**3. IN ADDITION, IF NO
ABSORPTION CORRECTION INFORMATION is SUPPLIED, THE CRYSTAL is ASSUMED TO
HAVE AN AVERAGE TRANSMISSION PATH LENGTH (TBAR) Op 0.03 CM. THIS GIVES
KISE TO AN ARBITRARY SCALING OP G. FOR CRYSTALS WITH HIGH EXTINCTION,
CORRECTED FOR ABSORPTION* THE VALUE OF G WILL BE IN THE RANGE OF 10**-2 TO
10**-<v. THIS MEANS THAT CRYLSO WILL SHOW NUMBERS AKOUNO 1,0 FOR EXT (G).
IN CASES OF LARGE EXTINCTION PwObLEMS, IT wlLL BE LARGER.
REFER TO (13). (!<+)» (15), AND (16).
IF NECESSARY, THE CHOSEN J/L OR 1/LP VALUE IS COMPUTED AND APPLIED.
IF AN ABSORPTION CORRECTION IS TO BE MADE, IT IS DONE.
THE BINARY DAT* FILE CONTAINS THE INFORMATION WHICH CONSTITUTES
THE DATA WHICH ARE KNOWN ABOUT A CRYSTAL UNDER STUDY. THE DATA REDUCTION
PROGRAM PLACES IN THE FILE ONLV THOSE QUANTITIES WHICH ARE KNOwN
bEFORE A STRUCTURE DETERMINATION IS STARTED, BUT IT LEAVES SPACE FOR
PARAMETERS WHICH ARt DETERMINED AS THE SOLUTION PROGRESSES. THE FORMAT
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OF THE BINARY FILE IS THEREFORE FIXED BY THE MOST GENERAL CALCULATION
OR COMBINATION OF CALCULATIONS PROGRAMMED FOR THE SOLUTION OF STRUCTURES.
IN ADDITION TO PRODUCING A BINARY FILE* DATA REDUCTION PRINTS A SUMMARY
OF THE DATA PKOCESStO. THIS LtST REPRESENTS THE RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS
PERFORMED BY THE PROGRAM, IT SHOULD BE CAREFULLY S.CANNED FOR
EACH COMPOUND THAT is TREATED IN ORDER TO MAKE SURE THAT THE BASIS FOR
FURTHER CALCULATIONS^ SOUND.
(NOTE - FOR DtSCRIPTION OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM BINARY DATA FILE
SEE APPENDIX 6)
THE PROGRAM MAT BE USED TO REREDUCE DATA IF NECESSARY. THERE ARE,
HOWEVER, CERTAIN REbTRICTIOMS WEN THIS PRoCESS IS CARRIED OUT. FIRST OF
ALLi THE ONLY DATA KETRIEVEU FHOM THE REFLECTION RECORD (LOGICAL 15) OF
THE BINARY DATA fILt ARE THE H, K, L, I, SIGMA It I MINIMUM* THE NUMBER
OF TIKES FOR OPERATION, STATISTICAL PHASE, E, EPSILON, AND THE ABSORBTION
CORRECTION FACTOR. THIS MEANS IN EFFECT- THAT THE DATA OF THE ORIGINAL H«L
CARDS ARE PESUPPLIEU FROM THE HDF, BUT ALL OTHER QUANTITIES SUCH AS SIN
THETA OVER LAMBDA, I/LP, INTERPOLATED SCATTERING FACTORS, ETC. ARE
RECALCULATED FROM THE INPUT INFORMATION.
 TH£SE OTHER DATA ARE EITHER
RETRIEVED FROM THE bOF OR FROM CARDS IN THE INPUT STREAM OF THE CURRENT JOB.
ONE RESTRICTION MUSr BE OBSERVED FIRST AND MOST IMPORTANTLY* A =CONDIT=
CARD MUST BE SUPPLItD AND THE CONDITIONS GIVEN ON IT MuST APPLY TO THE DATA
AS ORIGINALLY PLACED IN THE FILE. FOR ANY KIND OF CARDS SUPPLIED WITH THE
EXCEPTION OF =HKL= tARDS» IF ONE IS SUPPLIED, ALL OF THAT KIND MUST BE
SUPPLIED AND ALL THAT ARE SUPPLIED MUST FOLLOW THE USUAL ORDER GIVEN IN
2.0ATRDN-B.
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PROGRAM FOR PREPARATION OF SORTED DIFFRACTOMETER SETTING CARDS
THIS PROGRAM WAS WRlTTf-N BY J.M. STEWART. ITS PURPOSE IS TO ALLOW THE
OUTPUT OF =DIFSET= 10 BE SORTEH INTO EFFICIENT ORDER FOR DRIVING A CARD
CONTROtLED DIFFRACTUMETER. THK SECTIONS l.PARAM. l.DIFSET* AND ESPECIALLY
1.DACT03 SHOULD BE K£AD.
=DIFPCH= — READS THE OUTPUT 0* =DIFSET= AND SORTS THE REFLECTIONS IN SHELLS
OF TWO THETA. wITHlN EACH SHELL IT SOHT5 ON PHI AND CHI fu'CH THAT PHI ALWAYS
ADVANCES AND CHI GOtS BACK AND FORTH. IT ALSO INSERTS GIVEN STANDARDS AT
SECULAp INTERVALS ANU RESETS PHI IN EACH INSTANCE SO THAT IT WILL ALWAYS DRIVE
FORWARD. IT THEN PUNCHES XRO-* SETTINGS CARDS FOR USE IN THE MACHINE. THESE
MAY BE PUNCHED AS (HXED CRYSTAL FIXED COUNTER) PEAK HEIGHTS, (Two THETA-
OME6A) SCANS OR PEA^ HEIGHT-SC^N PAIRS. THE LAST CASE MAy B£ ySED FOR
GATHERING INFORMATION FOR PEAK HEIGHT SCAN CONVERSION BUT =DATC03= OFFERS A
BETTER METHOD FOR OBTAINING THFSE SETTING CARDS.
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DiFFRACTOMETKR SETTING PROGRAM
=DlFSET= WAS ORIGINALLY COQi-D BY STtVtN T. FREER AND JOSEPH KRAUT.
IT WAS MODIFIED AND ADAPTED TO THE SYSTEM BY HERMAN i_. AMVON, AND THE
SUBROUTINE FOR DETERMINING SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES WAS ADDED BY ROGER
V. CH4STAIN. THE FUKTRAN IV VERSION, WHICH INCLUDES PROVISIONS FOR
MAKING A CONTROL TAKt OR CARD DECK FOR AN AUTOMATIC OIFFRACTOMETER ,
WAS PREPARED BY FLOYD A, MAUER.
Tri£ PROGRAM WILL GENERATE MILLER INOICEs AMU COMPUTE SETTINGS FOR
A DIFFRACTOMETER EQUIPPED WITH AN EULEPIAN CRADLE. (GONIOSTAT). FOR
EACH HKL, SETTINGS I-OR CHI, PHT, START TWO THETA, PEAK TWO THETA, AND
STOP Ty'O THETA, AS WELL AS THE SCANNING TIv.E, ARE COMPUTED. THE PROGRAM
IS GENERAL FOR ALL bPACE GROUPS.
NECESSARY INPUT UATf CONSIST OF CELL PARAMETERS AND THE ORIENTATION
OF TWO "RECIPROCAL AXES WITH RESPECT TO THE PHI AXIS AND THE PHI=O
PLANE, CELL CONSTANTS MAY HE SUPPLIED ON A =CELL= CARD, OR THEY MAY
BE LEFT IN MEMORY BY A rPARAfi: RUN THAT PRECEDES THE =DIFSET= RUN. IN
THE LATTER CASE, A =PARAMC= CA«0 REPLACES THE =CtLL= CARD TO INDICATE
THAT THE CELL CONSTANTS CAKE F«OM ft PRtVIOuS tE^T SOVJAHES
SOW" CARE MUST Be. £X£RCIS£D IN SPECIFYING THE ORIENTATION OF THE
RECIPROCAL LATTICE UN THE GONIOSTAT. Tiv'O RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTORS 00
NOT UNIQUELY FIX THt POSITION OK A THRtE DIMENSIONAL LATTICE ANO IT
IS NtCrsSARY TO FOLLOW THt CONVENTION THAT A RIGHT HANDED SYSTEM Or
AXES IS BEING USED. WHEN SPECIFYING A RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTOR
LYING OH THE PHI AXIS, A VECTO" MUST BF CHOSEN WHICH IS COINCIDENT WITH
THE POSITIVE DIRECTION CF THE ^HI AXIS JI.K./A VECTOR COMING OUT OF THE
GONIOSTAT, NOT CO I No INTO IT).
THt SUBROUTINE TU GIVE REFLECTIONS IN AIM CRUSH SUITABLE FOR AUTOMATIC
OPERATION WORKS 'J'ESI IF ONE OF THE RECIPROCAL AXES IS PARALLEL TO THE
PHI AXIS OF THE DIFfRACTOMETER, SCANNING IS UP AND DOvjN POWS pARALLEL
TO PHI THE PHI SEITING DOtS MOT CHANGE WITHIN A ROw, «NO CAN BE MADE
TO PROGRESS ALWAYS IN ONE DIRECTION TO MINIMIZE THE EFFECT OF BACKLASH.
CHI ANO TWO THETA CHANGE FOR E<\CH SO'UFCTIoN BUT DATA ARE T*KEK UP ONE
ROW A,\0 DOWN IHt NEXT SO THAT <•'.(> TIN'c IS LcST IN RESETTING EITHER. AXIS
AT THE END OF A KOVJ. SETTINGS MAY t;E GENERATED AUTOMATICALLY FOR AS
MUCH A? A HEMISPHERE OR AS LITTLE AS AN OCTANT OF RECIPROCAL SPACE-
THE TWO THETA SC»N RANGE MAv OE CALCULATED IN THREE WAYS. TWO OF THE
METHODS INVOLVE SUHIRACTING A 'QUANTITY' FROM THE TWO THETA FOR THE:
ALPHA(i) WAVELENGTH TO OBTAIN 'START T'*'0 THETA' AND ADDING THIS 'QUANTITY'
TO THE TWO THETA FO* THE ALHHA(2) WAVELENGTH TO OBTAIN 'STOP TwO THETA'.
THE PRESENCE OF A =bAKS£T= CA«l< SIGNALS THAT THIS 'QUANTITY* WILL BF-
CONSTANT (THE VALUE CONTAINED ON THE CARD) AND NOT A FUNCTION OF TWO
THETA.
FOR COPPER RADIAHON, THIS 'QUANTITY' MAY BE OBTAINED FROM AN INTERNALLY
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STORED TABLE (DETERMINED EMPIRICALLY BY THE J. KRAUT GROUP) AND IS A
FUNCTION OF TWO THEIA. THE TAHLE VALUES ARE AUTOMATICALLY APPLIED IF
NEITHER OF THE OTHEK TWO OPTIONS is CALLED (AS DETERMINED BY THE ABSENCE
OF =BAKSET= AND =EONCON= CARDS). THE TABLE VALUES ARE
TWO-THETA RANGE (DEGREES) TWO-THETA INCREMENT APPLIED (DEGREES)
0 - 1 0 0.75
10 - 20 0.75
20 - 30 0.75
3 0 - < » 0 0.75
1 0 - 5 0 0.80
50 - 60 O.BO
60 - 70 0.80
7 0 - 8 0 0.85
8 0 - 9 0 0.85
90 - 100 0.85
100 - HO 0.85
110 - 120 0.85
120 - 130 0.95
130 - ItO 0.95
110 - 150 1.05
150 - 160 1,20
160 - 170 1.20
THE THIRD OPTION IS SIGNALLED BY THE PRESENCE OF AN =EONCQN= CARD
CONTAINING THe:-CONSTANTS 'A' AND «B'. THEgE QUANTITIES ARE USED IN THE
FOLLOWING EQUATION
TWO THETA SCAN RANGE = A + B*TAN(THETA)
FACTORS (E.G., CRYSIAL SIZE. CRYSTAL MOSAIcITYf AND SOURCE SIZE) INFLUENCING
THE SCAN RANGE BUT WHICH AKE CONSTANT FOR A GIVEN CKYSTAL VAy BE LUMPED
INTO IA» WHILE SPECIRAL DISPERSION, A FUNCTION 0* THfTAr- MAY BE EXPRESSED
BY THE SECOND TERM. THE AVERAGE OF THF TWO THETA13 FOR THE ALPHA(l) AND
ALPHA<?> WAVELENGTHS is DETERMINED AND HALF OF THE ABOVE PANGE USED TO
CALCULATED 'START' *ND 'STOP'. VALUES RECOMMENDED BY ALEXANDER AND SMITH
(1) FOR A AND B ARE 1.80 AND 0.86 FOR COPPER RADIATION, AND 1.80 AND 1.00
FOR MOLYBDENUM. (THESE ARE TYPICAL VALUES FOR A DIFFRACTOMETER OF THE
RADIUS OF THE G.E. *RD-6.)
OUTPUT FROM THE PROGRAM MAY BE IN SEVERAL FORMS. PRINTED OuTPUT
IS ALWAYS FURNISHED. SETTING CARDS CONTAINING THE SAME INFORMATION
ARE OPTIONAL. IF THEY ARE MADF, PUNCHING oF CARDS FOR REFLECTIONS
THAT ARE SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT IS OPTIONAL. A CONTROL TAPE OR CARD
DECK FOR AN AUTOMATIC DIFFRACTOMETER IS GENERATED IF AN =XRDC= CARD AND
AN =XRDFMT= CARD ARt SUPPLIED. (AT NBS A =TTYFMT= CARD IS ALSO REQUIRED.)
DATA ON THE =XRDC= CARD DETERMINES WHETHER
(1) A CARD DECKr OR
(2) A MAGNETIC TAPE FOR OFF-LINE PUNCHING
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WILL BE MADE, THE I APE FOR PUNCHING MAY BfT OBTAINED WITH TEN CHARACTER
COMMAND WORDS ONLYr AS REQUIRE" BY DATEX PAPER-TAPE INPUT DIFFRACTOMETERS,
OR WITH TELETIPE CONTHOL CHARACTERS HETWEEN THE COMMAND WORDS.
THE CHARACTERS THAT OCCUR ON THE MAGNETIC TAPE WILL BE THE INTEGERS
O-o AND ANY OTHERS IHAT MAY HE WRITTEN IN THE 5A1 FIELDS OF THE =XRDFMT=
CARD. THE RECORDS WILL CONTAI"' A VARIABLE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS THAT
ARE TO BE PUNCHED AND ARE FILLED WITH ULANKS TO MAKE 120 CHARACTERS
IN EACH RECORD. THtSE BLANKS "UST NOT BE PUNCHED. IF THF. =TTYFMT=
CARD IS USED INBS ONLY) THE FO"R CHARACTERS <8» A, C, +) OCCUR AND
ARE TO RE TRANSLATED TO THE ASCII (AMERICAN STANDARD CODE FOR INFORMATION
INTERCHANGE) CODE FOR CARRIAGE RETURN, LINE FEED» SPACE» AND
ASTERISK, RESPECTIVELY. DIFFERENT CHARACTERS MAY BE SELECTED FOR THESE
PURPOSES BY CHANGING THE DATA STATEMENT -
DATA ICR,LF.ISHACE,ISTAR /IHS,IH»,IH=,IH* /
IN SUBROUTINE XRY27&. THE CHARACTER BLANK (IBLNK IN SUBROUTINE XRY276)
AND ANY CHARACTERS IHAT WILL OCCUR AS BEGIN WORD cooes OR IN COMPOUND
IDENTIFICATION CODES MUST BE AVOIDED.
THE CODE THAT IS TO BE PUNCHED IN THE PAPER TAPE MAY DIFFER FOR
INDIVIDUAL DIFFRACTOMETERS. A"'Y DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER MAy BE USED
FOR ANy BEGIN WORD i-OOE IF IT IS TRANSLATED APPROPRIATELY BEFORE PUNCHING.
HOR EXAMPLE, THE CHARACTERS TH»T ARE USED FOR THE GE-DATEX CARD
INPUT DIFFRACTOMETEK ARE SUITAHLE FOR THE pAPER-TAPE INPUT MACHINE IF
THE FOLLOWING CONVEKSION TABLE IS USED.
TYPE OF
WORD
BEGIN WORD
CODE
TAPK CODE
876^ .321
HKL
CHI
PHI
TWO.THETA
OMEGA
(DIGITS)
«
T
/
b
U
0-V
OlO'iO.llO
010U1.000
010U0.001
010M0.010
OlO'iO.lOO
fl-ij-2-1 BCD
IF THE TAPE IS TO Bt PUNCHED IN ASCII CODE. TWO SETS OF LETTERS GIVE
THE REOUIRED BIT CONFIGURATIONS IN CHANNELS l-«f *ND 7, WHICH ARE THE
ONLY ONES THE EQUIPMENT REAUS. THE DIGITS 0-9 ALSO CONFORM WITH RESPECT
TO THESE CHANNELS.
TYPF. OP
WORD
BEGIN WORD
COUE
TAP*-. CODE
876^«*.32l
BEGIN WORD
CODE
TAPE CODE
87ft5««.32l
HKL
CHI
PHI
TWO-THETA
OMEGA
M
*»
O
U
I I O H O . I I O
O l O ' l l . O O O
O l O i i O . O O l
O l O ' i O . O l O
010(10.100
V
X
0
R
T
01010.110
11011.000
11010.001
HOlO.OlO
11010,100
<AT NBS. X»Q»R» ANU T ARE USE') FOR AXIS POSITION COMMANDS AND F IS
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USED FOR HKL IDENTIFICATION OATA TRANSFER.)
CONSIDERABLE FLEXIBILITY IN GENERATING THE DIFFRACTOMETER TAPE OR
CARDS IS PROVIDED. THE PR06RA" 15 DESIGNED AROUND A TEN-CHARACTER
COMMAND WORD SUCH Ab IS USED BY THE GE-DATEX DIFFRACTOwETER* BuT OTHER
FORMATS CAN BE OBTAINED. AS M«NY AS TWELVE COMMAND WORDS CAN BE SPECIFIED
FOR MEASUREMENTS ON EACH DATA REFLECTION AND (INDEPENDENTLY) ON UP
TO NINE STANDARD REFLECTIONS, IF FEWEH THAN TWELVE COMMANDS ARE USED
FOR A REFLECTION, THE UNUSED 0"ES ARE IGNORED. THE SAME IS TRUE IF
FEWtR THAN NINE STANDARD REFLECTIONS ARE SPECIFIED.
THE CURRENT DATA REFLECTION, WHICH CHANGES EACH TIME A NEw HKL IS
GENERATED, AND THE NINE STANDARDS ARE NUMBERED SEQUENTIALLY FROM 1
TO 10 FOR IDENTIFICATION. THE DATA REFLECTION IS ALWAYS NUMBER 1.
THESE NUMBERS APPEAK ON THE =STDREF=» =XRDFMT=, AND =TTYFMT= CARDS TO
INDICATE WHICH REFLECTION THEY APPLY TO. ALL THE CARDS FOR A GIVEN
STANDARD MUST BE TOGETHER, FOLLOWED BY THE =HKL= CR SETTING CARD THAT
DETERMINES WHICH REFLECTION IS TO BE "FASUfiED. ALL STANDARD REFLECTIONS
MUST BE ORDERED ACCORDING TO IDENTIFICATION NUMBER. PARAMETERS ON THE
=STDREF= CflRD DETERMINE HOW MA"Y DATA REFLECTIONS ARE TO BE DONE BEFORE
THAT STANDARD is INSERTED. ALL REFLECTIONS WITHIN THE INDEX AND ANGLE
LIMITS (INCLUDING SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT REFLECTIONS, 3uT NOT STANDARD
REFLECTIONS) ARE COUNTED. DURING EACH OUTPUT CYCLE COMMANDS FOR ONE
DATA REFLECTION, AND ANY STAND»RD REFLECTIONS WHOSE TURN HAS COME UPf
AKE PUT ON THE DIFFKACTOMETER CONTROL TAPE OR IN THE CARD DE-CK.
EITHER AN =HKL= ^ARO OR A SETTING CARD MAY BE USED TO PROVIDE THE
SETTING ANGLE DATA FOR A STAND«RD REFLFCTIoN. AN =HKL= CARD CAUSES
SETTINGS TO BE COMPUTED. THE INDEX AND ANGLE LIMITS ARE CHECKED, AND
THE PHI ANGLE CORRECTION? IF Ai»Y« IS APPLIED. SETTING CARDS (GENERATED
HY THIS PROGRAM IN « PREVIOUS "UN, OR PUNCHED IN THE SAME FORMAT) MAY
ti£ USED TO PROVIDE UP TO FIVt "NGLE SETTINGS. THE INDICES AND THE
ANGLES IN THE CHI. HHI, START TWO THETA, P^AK TWO THETA, AND STOP TWO
THETA FIELDS ARE USED AS SPECIFIED ON THE =XRDFMT= CARD. THERE ARE NO
CHECKS MADE, AND FICTITIOUS IN'UCES ANl' ANGLES MAY ti£. USED FOR SPECIAL
PURPOSES SUCH AS CHECKING ARC ALIGNMENT, TWO THETA DRIFT, AND CRYSTAL
DETERIORATION. IT iS POSSIBLE TO USE TWO STANDARD REFLECTIONS TOGETHER
TO MANIPULATE AS MANY AS TEN A*'GLE SETTINGS WITH AS MANY &S 2«» COMMANDS.
ONLy THF FIRST =MKL= OR SETTING CARU AFTER A =STUREF= CARD IS TREATED
AS A STANDARD REFLECTION. ANY OTHERS ARE TREATED AS DATA REFLECTIONS.
THUS IT is POSSIBLE TO USE =HKL= AND SETTING CARDS AS INPUT TO THIS
PROGRAM IN ORDER TO PREPARE A CONTROL TAPE OR CARD DECK IN A SPECIAL
ORDER OR FOR A FEW SCATTERED REFLECTIONS.
IT IS WISE TO CHECK OUT THE PROCESSING oF OUTPUT DATA BEFORE RUNNING A
LARGE JOB.
REFERENCE :"
CD ALEXANDER, L.E. AND SMITH,G.S. ,=SINGLE CRYSTAL DIFFRACTOMETRY - THF.
IMPROVEMENT OF ACCURACY IN INTENSITY MEASUREMENT^
ACTA CKYSI.» VOL 17, 1195 (1964).
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BINARY DATA FILE UUMP, COPY* OR PUNCH
=DUMCOP= WAS> WRITTEN BY J.M. STEWART.
THIS LINK IS DESIGNED TO AID IN CHECKING OUT NEW PROGRAMS. IT WILL
DUMP THE CONTENTS 01- THE BINARY DATA FILE, PHYSICAL RECORD BY PHYSICAL RECORD.
THE ALPHANUMERIC MAIERIAL IN T*E FILE WILL NOT BE PRINTED CORRECTLY BUT ALL
INTEGERS AND FLOATING POINT QUANTITIES WILL BE PRINTED PROPERLY.
THIS LINK MAY ALSO BE USED TO SIMPLY COPY THE BINARY DATA FILE. THIS
FUNCTION MAY BE FOUND USEFUL WHEN ONE WISHES TO TRANSFER A FILE FROM ONE MASS
STORAGE DEVICE TO ANOTHER (E.G. DRUM OR DIsC, TO TAPE). r.
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PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF STRUCTURE FACTORS
THF BASIC PROGRAMMING OF THE STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAM WAS DONE BY
JAMES M. STEWART AT THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY DURING 1958-1960 FOR THE
IBM 7Ql*. THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN FOR THE IBM 709 BY JAMES M. STEWART
AND OApRELL HIGH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON DURING 1Q60-1962.
THE CURRENT FORTRAN VERSION WAS PREPARED IN 1965 BY ROBERT BRAUN
AND J, M, STEWART, THE LATEST VERSION (1970) WAS WRITTEN BY F.A. KUNDELL.
THE STRUCTURE I-ACTOR CALCULATION IS ACCOMPLISHED IN TWO STEPS - THE
FIRST READS THE ATOM PARAMETERS FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE AND GENERATES
THE FULL CELL OF ATOMIC COORDINATES » AND THE SECOND CALCULATES THE STRUCTUKE
FACTORS.
THIS METHOD OF CALCULATING STRUCTURE FACTORS IS USEFUL IN THAT IT
IS A FASTER METHOD hOR STRUCTURE FACTOR SUMMATION BECAySE OF THE SIMPLER
SUMMATION ALGORITHM, IN ADDITION TO THIS FEATURE THE PROGRAM IS FASTER THAN A
LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM bECAUSE ("0 DERIVATIVES ARE CALCULATED. IT THUS
SERVES AS THE BEST LINK TO USE WHEN FlY.EO ATOM STRUCTURE FACTORS ARE
PREPARED OR WHEN ONfc WISHES TO CALCULATE STRUCTURE FACTORS TO GIVE PHASES,
FOR EXAMPLE* FOR A I-^JRIER OR HIFFERENCE FOURIER CALCULATION,
SINCE THE PROGRAM GENERATES ALL THE ATOMS IN THE UNIT CELLf THE
RESTRICTIONS ON NUMBERS OF ATO"S IS DEPENDENT ON THE N(jMBER OF SYMMETRY
OPERATIONS SUPPLIED AT DATA REDUCTION TIKE. FOR A TRICLINIC CELL, PI OR
PI ttAR, THF PKOGRAM WILL HANDLK THOUSANDS OF ATOMS IN THE ASYMMETRIC UNIT
CELL,
 THE LIMIT UEPt-NDlNG UPON SPECIFIC MACHINE STORAGE AVAILABILITY.
EACH OF THE ATUM TYPE SCATTERING FACTORS' MAY HAVE THE TEMPLETON
DISPERSION CORRECTION (2»3) APPLIED AS DESIRED 11- THESE CORRECTION DATA
HAD BEEN STORED IN IHE BINARY FILE DURING DATA REDUCTION.
(1) F(J) = FIJ) t t-MJ) + F'MJ) WHEPE F(J) IS THE SCATTERING FACTOR
FROM THE TABLES SUPPLIED AT DATA REDUCTION, F'(J) IS THE TEMPLETON
CORRECTION TO THE RtAL PART OF THE SCATTERING FACTOR, F'MJ) THE
IMAGINARY PART OF THE DISPERSION CORRECTION.
IN ADDITION TO THE CALCULATION OF THE STRUCTURE FACTOR FOR EACH REFLECTION
IN THE BINARY UATA MLE, THE RPOGRAM WILL APPLY THE EXTINCTION CORRECTION,
SEE =1.DATRDN= FOR « COMPLETE DESCRIPTION oF THIS FACTOR,
THE PROGRAM OPtRATES IN FOUR TEMPERATijRE FACTOR
(1) OVEKALL
(2) INDIVIDUAL ISOTROPIC
(3) INDIVIDUAL ANISOTROPIC
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<<4) INDIVIDUAL MIXt.O ANISOTROPjC AND ISOTROPlCt
PROVISION HAS BEEN MADE TO LIST THE STPUCTiiRE FACTORSt DISPLAYED IN
THIS LISTING ARE - H, Kr L. SIN<THET*)/LAMBDA, SCALE GROUP* F OBSERVED,
f CALCULATED, A, B, DELTA F, WEIGHTED DELTA F, THE PHASE OF THE REFLECTION
fROM THE VALUES OF A AND B AND THE PHASE ANGLE FROM DIRECT METHODS (IF
IT HAS REEN PLACED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE FOR A GIVEN REFLECTION). THERE
IS A CONTROL OVER WHETHER THE I'ISPERSION CALCULATION IS TO BE CARRIED OUT OR
NOT. THERE is ALSO «N OPTION TO CAUSE STATISTICS TO BE PRINTED OUT WHICH SHOW
HOW THF REFLECTION UATA IS SORTED ON THE BINARY DATA FILE, THIS FEATURE IS
USEFUL AS A CHECK BtFORE =LISTf-C = IS TO BE USED. IT PERMITS ONE TO KNOW THAT
THF DAjA ARE SORTED IN AN APPROPRIATE MANNgR FOR FINAL LISTING. THE
ABILITY TO CARRY OUI =PARTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS CALCULATIONS IS A FEATURE OF
THIS PROGRAM WHICH «LLOWS THE CALCULATION 70 BE CARRIED OUT FOR VERY LARGE
STRUCTURES. SLE I.GHNRL -SYSTEM TERMINOLOGY- PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION FOP A
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THIS OPTION. BOTH x-RAY AND NEUTRON DATA MAY BE
HEATED.
CFRTAIN OTHER FUNCTIONS APE CALCULATED AS A LOGICAL ADJUNCT TO THE
STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATION. THESE ARE 1)THE NUMBER OF ATOMS BEING TREATED,
2JTHE NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS BEING TREATED, 3)THE NUMBER OF OBSERVED REFLECTIONS
(JCODE=J),(») THE NUMBER OF UNOBSERVED REFLECTIONS (JCODE=?)» 5) THE NUMBER
OF REFLECTIONS IGNOKtU (JCODE=A,4,5)» 6) THE NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS WHERE THE
THE RATIO OF FO/FC LItS OUTSII> THE RAI^'GE Q.l TO 10., I.E. THE NUMBER OF
REFLECTIONS IN VERY SERIOUS DISAGREEMENT, 7) THE OVERALL LINEAR SCALING RATIO,
I.E. THF SUM OVER ALL THE REFLECTIONS OF ABS(FCALCULATED) DIVIDED BY THE SUM
OF ABS(F OBSERVED), 8) THE SLO^E OF LN(FO/FC) VS <SIN(TH£TA)/LAMBDA)**2> I.E.
AN INDICATOR OF THE GOODNESS OH THE TEMPERATURE FACTOR(S) APPLIED,9) THE
F RELATIVE SCALE FACTOR, I.E. THE SUM CF AHSlF CALCULATED) DIVIDED BY THE SUM
OF At»S(F RELATIVE), ANS FINALLV 10) THE CONVENTIONAL R VALUE, I.E. THE SUM OF
ABSIDELTA F) DIVIDED BY THE SU"» OF AHS(F OBSERVED),
LITERATURE CITED
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FOUR'ER SYNTHESIS PROGRAM
THE INITIAL PLAN FOR PROGRAMMING THE COURIER SYNTHESIS PROGRAM WAS
WORKED OUT BY LYLE H, JENSEN A*'D DARRELL F. HIGH. THE INITIAL PROGRAMMING
WAS DOME BY DARRtLL F. HIGH AND BROUGHT TO ITS PRESENT FORM BY
JAMES R. HOLDEN, JAMES M. STEWRT, AND HIRoSHI TAKEDA.
THE REFINEMENT OF CRYSTAL STRUCTURES IS FACILITATED BY USE OF FOURIER
TRANSFORMS. COCHRAN AND LIPSO*' < 1 > , Bt'ERGER <2)» AND MANY OTHERS SUPPLY
INFORMATION ON THE USE OF THIS VALUABLE TECHNIQUE, THIS FOURIER PROGRAM
WAS DESIGNED TO HAVt A NUMBER OF F£ATU«ES-
1. AUTOMATIC OPtRATION FOR ALL. SPACE GROUPS
2. ANY CONVENIENT GRID (E.r,,- l/f>Q, l/i3, 1/373) OR AUTOMATIC LAYOUT
TO INCH/ANGSIKOM SCALE TF DESIRED
3. PRINT OUT OF FOURIER MAH READY TO BF CONTOURED, OR
WITH SUPPRESSION OF BACKGROUND TO FACILITATE THIS OPERATION OR
PERHAPS ELIM^ATE ITS NECESSITY
»». MANY OPTIONS FOR COEFFICIENTS
5. REASONABLE S^EEO
6. NO RESTRICTIONS ON REFLATION OPDER (EXCEPT FOR MAXIMUM SPEED)
7. PREPARE A BINARY FILE 0>- THE MAP TO SERVE AS INPUT TO OTHER ROUTINES.
A PAPER BY JURb WASER (3) AND A MONOGRAPH BY LIPSON AND TAYLOR (4)
SERVE TO POINT THE WAY IN WHIC." CONDITION (A) MAY BE MET, A SYMMETRY
RELATIONSHIP IN REAL SPACE CAUSES AN EOIJIVALENT SYMMETRY RELATIONSHIP IN
RECIPROCAL SPACE* T«E TRANSPOSED ROTATION MATRIX BEING APPLIED TO THE
INDICES H, K, AND L' AND THE TRANSLATION MODIFICATION OF THE PHASE OF THE
SYMMETRICALLY RELATtL) REFLECTION. THE ACTUAL FOURIER SUMMATION IS ACCOMPLISHED
«Y SUMMING ALL SPACt GROUPS AS IF THEY WERE TRlCLINlCi JSING THE
METHOD OF FACTORING SHOWN IN JENSEN AND STOUT, X-RAY STRUCTURE DETERMINATION,
SECTION 9,2» P, 2<*6 ET, SEO,
THF BINARY UAT« FILE, MOWVER. COMTAlNS ONLY A UNIQUE SET OF REFLECTIONS
PLUS THE NECESSARY INDICATORS TO MAKE POSSIBLE THE AUTOMATIC
GENERATION OF SYMMEfRY RELATED REFLECTIONS. THE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
ANALYZES THE SPACE v»ROUP SYMMETRY OPERATIONS FOR A SET OF ROTATION MATRICES
(R) AND TRANSLATION VECTORS (T) WHICH ARE STORED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE.
THESE GENERATIONS AKE APPLIED TO EACH UNIOuE REFLECTION AND A SET OF CODES
ARE FORMED WHICH DEflNE FOR EACH UNIQUE REFLECTION THE OPERATIONS NECESSARY
TO GENERATE THE SYMMETRICALLY DELATED REFLECTIONS, THE OPERATIONS MAY
INCLUDE SIGN CHANGED AND PERMUTATIONS OF H, K, AND L, AND PHASE ROTATIONS
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OF A AND B. THE FOUHIER PROGRAM USES THESE CODES TO DELIVER THE CORRECT
GENERATED SET (PROPtRLY COMBINED A(H,K,L), A(-H,K,L). A(H,-K,L>. A(H,K,-L)
AND SIMILAR B TERMS) FOR THE SUMMATION.
'
 :
.- THE CALCULATIONS ARE DONE BY FACTORING THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL SUMMATION
INTO THREE ONE-DIMENSIONAL SUMMATIONS, AFTER THE MANNER OF BEEVERS
•AND LIPSON. SUMMATION IS CARRIED OUT OVER ONE HEMISPHERE OF RECIPROCAL
SPACE, SYMMETRY RELATED REFLECTIONS BEING GENERATED FROM A UNIQUE SET OF
OBSERVATIONS.
THE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS 0»- THE SPACE-GROUPS MAY BE WRITTEN IN TERMS
OF ROTATION MATRICES (R) AND TRANSLATION VECTORS (T) (SEE EQUATION 1).
WAStRS RESULT* IN MATRIX NOTATION, IS GIVEN IN EQUATION <?).
TABLE *********** GIVES ALL ALLOWED VALUES FOR PHASE CHANGES IN
THE CRySTALLOoRAPHU- SPACE GROUPS. ALSO TABULATED ARE THE EFFECTS OF
THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS 0^ F(H). IN ADDITION TO THE PHASE CHANGE,
THE PROBLEM OF THE GENERATION op THE SYMMETRICALLY RELATED INDICES
(R-PRIME H> MUST BE HANDLED.
FOR NON-DIAGONAL ROTATION':, THE MAGNITUDE OF H,K»L As WELL AS THE
SIGNS WILL BE ALTEKtD.
IN THE FOLLOWING DISCUSSION, THE CONCEPT OF SCANNING OR SUMMATION
OrtOtR WILL BE UStU - THUS, H(H IS THE INOKX SUMMED OVER FIRST AND X (1)
THE CORRESPONDING COORDINATE WILL BE GENERATED. IT VARIES FROM PAGE-TO-
PAGE (SECTION-TO-SECTION) IN T"E OUTPUT. SIMILARLY, H(2) IS SUMMED
SECOND AND X(i>) VARIES VERTICAILY (LINP-TO-LINE) DOWN THE PAGE, WHILE
H(3> IS SUMMED THIRD-AND X(3) "ARIES HORIZONTALLY (POINT-TO-POINT) ALONG
THE LINE. ON THE 01 HER HAND, THE NOTATION X, Y, 2, AND H, K, L REPRESENTS
THE COORDINATES AND INDICES HE»-ER3ED TO THf.lR CONVENTIONAL -''XES.
HROCJKAM INPUT IS ALWAYS IN TtR«S OF .TH?: CONVENTIONAL- DIRECTIONS" THF.
SCANNING ORDErt BFINb SPECIFIED ON THE rL».YOUT = CARD OK CHOSEN AUTOMATICALLY
IF THE rLAYOuf= CARU IS OMITTED. IT IS SOMETIMES NECESSARY' HOWEVER* TO
CONSIDER THE SCANNING ORDER* ESPECIALLY WITH REGARD TO PROGRAM LIMITATIONS
WHICH ARE DESCRIBED BELOW.
IN ORDER TO SIMPLIFY THE "SE OF THE FQURItR PROGRAM AND MAKE
INTERPRETATION EASIER IT is po^sidLt TO LEAVE OUT THL =LAYCUT= CARD
AND LET THF PKOGKAM tSTAHLISH KRID DIVISIONS BAStD ON A CONSIDERATION OF
RESOLUTION DESIRED AND CHARACTER POSITIONS OF Tut LINE PKVNTER. AN
ARTICLE IN SCIENCE, VOL 143 NO. 3611. 11h2_1163 (19b4) GIvES A METHOD
SUGGESTED BY J. D. H. DONNAY AND H. TACEDA. THE PROGRAM USES AN
IMPROVEMENT OF THIS APPROACH. A FOURIER LAID OUT IN THE FOLLOWING
MANNER RESULTS IN DtVtLOPING THE ELECTION OR PATTERSON OR DIFFERENCE
KOUKIEP AT THt APPRUPKIATE POlvT, IN THE AuVHORS TERMINOLOGY THE MACHINE
GRID POINT. IN ORUUK TO r'PflNT OUT UNuFFOKMtO SECTIONS TkUr! TO A SPECIFIED
SCALE (IN ANGSTROMS/INCH! iHE FOLLOWING VALUES WAV BE SUPPLIED IN
THE =LAYOUT= CARO OK IP THE =L»>YOUT= CARU IS OMITTED THEY WILL BE SUPPLIED
AUTOMATICALLY -
1. THE COSINE OF THE ANGLt- ALPHA, BET/\» OR GAMMA (QU) BETWEEN THE AXIS
IN THE PHINIED PAGES (SUM DIRECTIONS 2 AND 3)
2. THE NUMBER OF DIVISION^ ACROSS THE PAGE (THIRD SUM DIRECTION) (MUST
BE EQUAL TO (CELL L£NGTH(3) * (INCnES/ANGSTROM) * 10.0)/(NUMBER OF
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CHARACTER POSITIONS PEH FOURIER GRID COLUMN))
3. THF. NUMBER of- DIVISION? DOWN THE PAGE (SECOND SUM DIRECTION) (MUST BE
EQUAL TO (CcLL LENGTH!?) * SIN(QU) * (INCHES/ANGSTROM * &.0)/(NUMBER
. OF PRINT LINES PER EAC« FOURIER GRID LINE)-)
«*, THE NUMBER UF DIVISIONS FROM PAGE TO PAGE (MAY REPRESENT ANY SENSIBLE
RESOLUTION (E.G. GLjARTfrR OR THIRD ANGSTROM)). REMEMBER THAT IF THERE
IS AN ANGLE BETWEEN ANY AXIS AND THE PAGE TO PAGE AXIS, THEN ONE
MUST OFF-SEI EACH LAYEM ACCORDINGLY.
THfr FOLLOWING COEFFICIENTS ARE PRESENTLY CODED INTO THE FOu^IER
PROGRAM.
1. UNUSED
Z, PATTERSON A - (F0**2) AS COEFFICIENT,
3, VECTOR MAP SHARPENED* ORIGIN REMOVED PATTL'RSON. zDAjrlXz MUST BE RUN
r-lRST(=NOKMSF = WILL NOT DO AS IT PUTS fPSILoN INTO THE
APPROPRIATE REFLECTION v.CRD IN THE JULY 1970 RELEASE) IN
ORDER TO GENERATE E VALljES.
H, FO FOURIER SUBSTITUTE t-0/2 FOR LESS-THANS AND THEN TEST ALL
KEFLECTIONS - IF (FO * RR - ABS(FO) LTSS THAN ZERO,
IHiiN REFLECTION IS USED, WHERE ;KH) IS A REJECT! O.f"
KATIO SUPPLIED IN T^E =F'OURR= CAKO. IF AN ( RR ) IS
NOT SUPPLIED, (RR> is ARBITRARILY SET EQUAL TO ZEHO
bO THAT ALL REFLtCTlONS ARE USED. SUBSTITUTE .FC FOP
' (-0 FOR EXTINCT REFLECTIONS (IF ANY).
5. UNUSED
6. FO FOURIER PHASE ANGLES DETERMINED FROM THE PHASE OF THE
UUASI-NCKMAI. IZEO STKijCTijr-iE F A C T O R S FOR ONLY THOSE
*tFLECTIONS Or iXNOlvrJ ' PHASE. CRITclF^IA 0~ TYPE 4 ARE
USED, REJECTING ALL LtiSS-THArtS.
7. FC SYNTHESIS USES «I.L REFLECTIONS WITH MAGNITUDES AND PHASES
OF THE CALCULATED STRUCTURE FACTORS AS AMPLITUDES.
8. DELTA-F I t-ST OaSt'«V>-D REFLECTIO^•3 - IF {FO * RPi - AfiSiFCl)
LESS THAN Zf:RO,' REFLECTION IS'USE'J, WHERE (fi:<) IS A
KtJECTIOM R«TIO SUPPLIED I;J THE .-FOSjRSr; C-A!<D. IF AN
IRR) IS MOT SUPPLIED, (?<R) IS ARbIT«A«tLY SETT EQUAL
10 ?ERO THUS MAKING A ZERO-PERCENT RULF.. TEST LESS-
IHANS - IF ;FO - ABS(FC)) L.ESS-THAN ZERO REFLECTION
iS USED. RT.JECTS AJ-L. ExTINCT REFLECTIONS (IF ANY).
(E.G.- HR = 0.50 IS SO-PERCENT HuLE» AND
 t<fJ = l.OG
f-KC^-'NT RULE).
9. DEL'TA-F I-CK OBSEHVE:' REFLECTIONS* EACH DELTA-F is MULTIPLIED
nY THE LtASI SQUARES WEIGHT - (W * (FO - ABS<FC;)).
IEST LESS-T'-'ANS - IF (Fo - ABS(FC)! LESS THAN ZERO,
KtFLECTlON IS USED. REJECT ALL EXTINCT REFLECTIONS
I IF ANY).
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10, UNUSED
11, DELTA-F
12, DELTA-F
13. E MAP
m, E MAP
OBSERVED REFLECTIONS ONLY. REJECT ALL LESS-THANS AND
tXTINCT REFLECTIONS (IF ANY).
VARIABLE WETGHTING APPLIED - WHERE W = <ABS<FC)/FO),
10 ALL OBSERVED REFLECTIONS AND LESS-THANS WHERE
(ABS(FC) GREATER THAN FMlN). REJECT LFSS-THANS
WHERE (ABS(*-C) LESS THAN FMIN) AND ALL EXTINCTIONS
(IF ANY).
USES QUASI-*ORMALIZFD STRUCTURE FACTORS <E) GENERATED BY
=DATFIX= OR =NORMSF= AS COEFFICIENTS. PHASES PREDETERMINED
(E.G. FROM "ARLE AND KApLE SYMBOLIC ADDITION PROCEDURE).
HEJECT ALL DEFLECTIONS WITH UNDETERMINED PHASE, REJECT
WHEN THE MAGNITUDE OF <E> IS LESS THAN (RR), REJECT ALL
LESS-THAN REFLECTIONS. ESTIMATED PHASFS MUST HAVE BEEN
HLACED IN T^E BINARY DATA FILE BY USE OF =PHASE=,
=TANGEN=» =*«ODIFY=, OR SIMILAR PROGRAM.
HHASES FROM A STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATION. REJECT WHEN
IHE MAGNITUDE OF (E) IS LESS THAN (RR), REJECT ALL
LESS-THAN REFLECTIONS.
NOTE THAT THERE «RE TWO SCALE FACTORS OF IMPORTANCE IN THE FINAL
VALUES PRINTED FOR [HE FOURIER SUMMATION. THE FIRST IS THE SCALE OF F
KELATIyE WHICH APPLIES ONLY TO THE CALCULATION TYPES WHICH USE F RELATIVE.
IN GENERAL THE F RELATIVE SCALF FACTORS ARE USED TO PUT THE
F RELATIVES ON, THE bCALE OF ABSOLUTE F CALCULATED. ONCE THIS
IS UONE, THE OTHER bCALE FACTOf BECOMES IMPORTANT. THIS IS CALLED THE
ELECTRON DENSITY SC«LE FACTOR AND is SUPPLIED IN THE =FOUPR= CARD. AS
A ROUGH GUIDE WHEN USING THE PROGRAM IN THE 4 COLUMNS/GRID POINT MODE
THE FOLLOWING RULES MAY BE APPI IED FOR ORGANIC COMPOUNDS WITH ATOMS
LIGHTER THAN
COEFFICIENT TYPE
F**?
F
DELTA F
E**2
E
tLECTRON DENSITY SCflLE
.1
10.
100.
logo.
1000,
UPPER LIMIT
10
10
y
10
10
LOwER LIMIT
-999
-99
-9
-999
-99
ONCE THE CALCULATION SWITCHES ARE SET THE PROGKAM RE<VDS, REFLECTION
HY REFLECTION, THE UNIQUE SET SUPPLIED ON
 THE BINftRy DATA FILE, IT
WILL REJECT ANY REFLECTION HAVING A (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA OR H OR K OR L
GREATER THAN SPECIFIED ON THE trMAXHKL= CARD OR THE VALUE STORED IN THE BINARY
DATA CILE ftT DATA RtUUCTION TI"<E IF NO =MAyHKL= CARD USED. ON THE
FIRST PASS THROUGH IHE BINARY "ATA FILF FOS MAY BE PRINTED IF THE
USER so DESIRES. ALL THE REFLECTIONS IN THE FILE ARE LISTED, AND THOSE
REFLECTIONS REJECTEU ARE MARKED WITH =p=. THE CORRECT COEFFICIENTS
ARE FORMED FOR THE CURRENT REFLECTION AND CONTRIBUTED TO THE FIRST
SUMMATIONS. (NO SOKTING is' REQUIRED EXCEPT TO GAIN MAXIMUM COMPUTING
SPEED.) ONCE ALL REFLECTIONS IN THE BlNARy DATA FILE HAVE BEEN TREATED,
THE SECOND AND THIRLJ SUMS ARE CALCULATED FflR ALL THE FIRST SUM COEFFICIENTS
STORED.
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THE FOURIER CALCULATION St'HKOUTINF WHJCH DOES THE ACTUAL FOURIER
SUMMATION CONTAINS « PROVISION FOR BREAKING THE SUMMATION UP INTO AN
OPTIMUM NUMBER OH PASSES. THIS is DONE WHEN THE WHOLE CALCULATION CANNOT '"*:•
BE ACCOMPLISHED IN A SINGLE PA<=S THROUGH THE BINARY DAjA FILE. FOR EXAMPLE
THE FOLLOWING LIMITATIONS MAY »PPLY (DEPENDING UPON 32000 WORDS OF CORE
AVAILABLE FOR PROGRAM AND STORAGE - E.G.
1. THE PRODUCT OF THE (MA*IMUM VAl UES •»• 1 ) OF THE SECOND AND THIRD
SUMMATION INDICES MAY NOT EXCE^ 5000 (E.G.- H(2)MAx EQUALS 99 AND
H(3) MAX EQUALS 49. OR H(2)MAX EQUALS 77 AND H(3)MAX EQUALS 63r ETC.).
2. THE PRODUCT OF THE (THtRD SUMMATION INDEX + 1) AND THE NUMBER OF
POINTS ALONG THE SECOND SUM UIUECTION KAY NOT EXCEED 2QOO (NOTE THAT THE
NUMbER OF POINTS DOtS NOT NECESSARILY OR USUALLY EQUAL THE SECOND SUM
GRID SPECIFICATION) (E.G.- AN H(3)MAX EQUAL TO 49 LIMITS POINTS SUCH
THAT X(2) COULD HE (0 - 1/U) I* 159THS, (0 - 1/2) IN 79THS. ETC.).
3. THE FINEST t>KID WHICH "AY BE CALCULATED IN THE FIRST SU« DIRECTION
IS l/2*?7. IN THE SECOND SUM 1/<*00» AND 1/200 IN THE THIRD SU«
DIRECTION.
<*, THE ABOVE RtSTRICTIONS MAY BE RESCINDED ONLY BY REASSIGNMENT OF
STORAGE AND RECOMPILATIQN — S*E PROGRAM STATEMENTS AMD COMMENTS FOR
DETAILS.
BECAUSE OF THE PARTICULAR METHOD OF SUMMATION A VERY LARGE NUMBER OF
REFLECTIONS CAN BE ACCOMMODATE"'.
NO INTER'MEDIATt FILES ARE WRITTEN. Tt-'E MAIN PART OF THE MEMORY HOLDS
SECOND SUM COtFFICItNTS FOR AS MANY LEVELS AS POSslbLE — IF ALL LEVELS
CANNOT BE PROCESSED IN ONE PASS THE CALCULATION IS DIVIDED INTO TWO t 'UAL
PASSES AND SO ON. UURING THE SECOND SUMf ONLY THE THIRD SUM COEFFICIENTS
FOR ONE LAYER ARE SIORED AT ANY GIVEN TIME AND ONLY ONE LINE OF ELECTION
DENSITIES IS CARRIEU IN STORAGE. AS SOON AS THE LINES ARf 'FORMED THEY
ARE OUTPUT TO THE LiNE PRINTER. IT IS POSSIBLE TO SUPPRESS PRINTING
VALUES BETWEEN SELECTED MAXIMU" AND MINIMUM CUT-OFF POINT? BY THE USE OF
A =MAP= CARD. THIS GREATLY FACILITATES INTERPRETATION OF THE PRINTED MAPS.
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PKOGRAM FOR LISTING STRUCTURE FACJOR DATA
THE =LISTFC= PROGRAM W«S WRITTEN By J, M. STEWART AND R. L, BRAUN BASED
ON A PROGRAM OF D. HIGH.
. =LISTFC= IS DESIGNED TP GIVE LISTS OF FC AND FO WITH THEIR
CORRESPONDING H, K, AND L, AND FOR ACF.NTKIc SPACE GROUPS, THE PHASE ANGLE
ALPHA. THSES LISTS AKE DESIGNED TO BE AS SUCCINCT AS POSSIBLE AND IF PRINTED
ON WHITE PAPEK WITH A NEW RIBBON WILL BE SUITABLE FOR PHOTOGRAPHY. THE
FORMATS OF THt OUTPUT ARE DESIGNED TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR JOURNAL
REFEREES AND/OR THEbIS COMMITTEES.
THE PROGRAM PRINIS ITS LISTING JN TERMS OF A »=LISTFC= PAGE • » THE SIZE OF
WHICH IS AT THE USEK'S DISCRETION AND IS INDEPENDENT OF THE SI?E OF THE PRINTER
HAPER. + SIGNS AKE PRINTED AS FIDUCIARIES FOR ALIGNMENT FOR PHOTO -
REPRODUCTION. THIS =LISTFC= P»GE WILL BE DIVIDED INTO AN ir.<r£G«AL NUMBER OF
•=LISTFC= COLUMNS' DEPENDING U^ON THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PRINT POSITIONS REQUIRED
FOR THE VARIOUS UATA CHOSEN ON THE =LISTFC= CARD.
IN ORDER TO LIST WITH THIS PROGRAM THE REFLECTIONS MUST BE SORTED IN
EXACTLY THE WAY THE LISTS ARE TO BE MADE. IF THIS WAS NOT DONE BEFORE
=DATRUN= IT WiLL BE NECESSARY TO TAKE APPROPRIATE STEPS TO PLACE THE
KEFLECTIONS IN ORDEK. MANY OPIIONS ARF GIvEN, AND REFERENCE TO THE CAPO
FORMATS IN SECTION 2.LISTFC-B SHOULD MAKE THIS CLEAR, THF PROGRAM WILL,-'
EITHER LIST FKOM A bYSTEM BINAWY DATA FILE OR FROM CARDS CONTAINING H, K» L»
FO, ETC, WHICH MAY BE PuNCHEU USING THIS PROGRAM.
ALL REFLECTIONS WITH JCOUE GREATER THAN 5 ARE IGNORED.
THE USUAL CONTROL CARD STRUCTURE FoR A THESIS PAGE WOULD BE AS
FOLLOWS....
CENTRIC STHUCTURE -
123'*567890123'*56789Ui23u567890123<*567a90123'*567fl90123'«567890l.23|t567aq0123ii56789
LISTFC COMPID123 5 U 3 8 3 6 6 1 1 1 5
ACENTRIC STRUCTUHE -
0000000001 111111 U 1^2222222223 J33333333i»Um*t»mt i* i*«*55555555?5666666&6667777777777
123<*567B90123H56789U 1231*567890 123H5678901 23^567890 123t»567fl90l23'»567890 123<*56789
LISTFC COMP10123 5 U 3 ' » 3 6 6 1 1 5
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THE USUAL CONTROL CARD STRUCTURE FO" A JOURNAL PAGE WOULD BE AS
FOLLOWS....
CENTRIC STRUCTURE - .
0000000001111111 U122222222223 t33333333i»U«m<m<*U<+555555555566666666667777777777
123<*567890123<*56789Ul23«t567890123i|567890123(*567890123«*567890123«*567890123^56789
LISTFC COMPID123 1SZ 13 2 3 5 6 0 11 5
ACENTRIC STRUCTURE -
0000000001111111 Hlii2222222223.1l3333333S«»«Ht nHt^M <t55555555556666&666667777777777
123<*567890l23'*567890l234567890123U567890123t567890123«*567fl90123'+567890123456789
LISTFC COMPID123 15<i 11 2 3 5 5 «f 1 5
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ATOMIC PARAMETER LOADING PROGRAM
PROGRAMMING FOR THIS LINK WAS FIRST WRITTEN BY J. M. STEWART AND
LINDA PLASTAS. THE CURRENT PROGRAM WAS WRlTTF.N BY F.A, KuNDELL. THE NEW
PROGRAM is COMPLETELY NEW AND INCLUDES THE ABILITY TO ESTAPMSH THE CONSTRAINTS
ON ATOMS IN SPECIAL POSITIONS.
THF. FUNCTION OF THIS LfNK OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM IS TO SERVE TO PLACE
THE ATOMIC PAKAME.TEKS IN THE PROPER ARRAYS *M THE BINARY DATA FILE. THIS
MEANS THAT THIS PROGRAM MUST ALWAYS HE USED AT LEAST ONCE BEFORE ANY PROGRAM
WHICH CALCULATES STKUCTURE FACTORS (E.G., =FC = , =CRYLSO=, ETC.) MAY
BE USED. THIS PROGKAM PERMITS EITHER AN A Pf<:ORI LOADING OF ATOMIC COORDINATES
OR THE EDITING OF PARAMETERS Al READY STORED IN THE OATA FILE.
THE OVERALL PLAN IS SUCH. THAT AT AN A PRIORI START ALL ATOMIC
QUANTITIES WILL HE IAKEN FROM CARDS AND HE PLACED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE.
AT AN UPDATE, QUANTITIES FROM CARDS WILL TAKE PRECEDENCE. BUT NO INFORMATION
FROM THE FILE WILL Wt LOST. T*E POSSIBILITY FOR INSERTION, DELETION, AND
REPLACEMENT ALL EXIST, CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING ATOM IDENTIFICATION is
DESCRIBED IN I.GENEKL,
NOTE THA7 THIS PROGRAM SERVES />LL THE STRUCTURE FflCTOR CALCULATING
PROGRAMS WHICH THEMbELVES CANNOT LOAD ATOMIC COORDINATES. THEY CAN, HOWEVER,
SELECT PARTICULAR AIOMS OR ATOM TYPES FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE PREPARED BY
=LOADAr=.
DATA MUST Bt PRESENTED TO =LOAOAT= IN FOUR DISTINCT GROUPS. THAT
IS TO SAY, INPUT CAHU ORDER IS IMPORTANT IN .HE LOGIC OF THE PROGRAM. THE
FIRST GROUP OF CARDS CONSISTS <'F THOSE WHICH DEAL WITH GENERAL PARAMETERS OF A
STRUCTURE UNDER STUDY. THESt "RE =SCAl.E=, =GRID=, =MAXHKL=» =LABEL=, =EXTINC=,
=DISPEF=, =CELCON=, =UATOMS=, "ND =U= OVERALL OR rB= OVERALL, THE SECOND
GROUP IS THAT 1/nhICH DEALS WITH THE PARAMETERS OF ATOMS IN THE STRUCTURE.
THESE /\RE rATUMr, =ATOMG=, =U=» =B=, =liIJ=, =3IJ=, =8ETA=, AND =ATOMD=. THE
THIRD GROUP is THAT WHICH DEALS WITH SPECIAL CONSTRAINTS ONE WISHES TO IMPOSE
IN THE COURSE OF REFINEMENT OF THE STRUCTURE, AND THESE ARE =BLOCK=, =REF=,
=NOREF=, =CONSTR=» =GROUP=» AN" =IDMOL=. THE FOURTH GROUP IS THAT WHICH DEALS
WITH THE MODIFICATION OF REFLECTION INFORMATION STORED IN THE BINARY OATA FILE.
THESE ARE =DELHKL= AND rEDIT=. THE ORUER OF THESE GROUPS IS DICTATED BY THE
ORDER OF STORAGE OF DATA ON THF BINARY DATA FILE (SEE APPTNOIX 6).
THE FIRST GKOUP CONTAINS DATA WHICH IS SIMPLY COPIED TO THE
OUTPUT BINARY DATA ULE SUPERCFDING THF CORRESPONDING QUANTITIES ON THE
INPUT FILE. IN GENLKAL, FIELDS LEFT BLANK OR WITH PHYSICALLY UNREASONABLE
QUANTITIES ARE IGNOKEQ.
THE SECOND GROUP. HOWEVER. IS TREATED IN MUCH GREfiTER DETAIL AND IS THE
BURDEN OF THE CALCULATION CARRIED OUT HY =LOADAT=. ALL THE PARAMETERS OF
KNOWN ATOMS OF THE ASYMMETRIC SET (SEE I.GENRD NAME, SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE.
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X, Y, z» POPULATION PARAMETER, TEMPERATURE FACTORS* AND ESTIMATED STANDARD
DEVIATIONS ARE LOADtU. ONCE STORED, THEY ARE CHECKED FOR PHYSICAL
REASONABLENESS.
FOR F.ACH ATOM THE SYMMETRICALLY EQUIVALENT ATOMS TO IT ARE GENERATED
UNUtLR THE GIVEN SYMMETRY OPERATIONS. fcROM THIS LIST, THE ATOM IN SPECIAL
POSITIONS ^AY BE DEIECTEU BY T^EIR COINCIDENCE WITH RESPECT TO x, Y» 2. THE
NUMBER OF TIMES ANY GIVEN ATOM FALLS U^ON ITSELF THEN GlVfTS THE SITE
MULTIPLICITY IAS GIVEN IN INT. TAB. VOL. i). WHEN AN ATOV is FOUND TO BE
IN A SPECIAL POSITION AN ANALYSIS IS CARRIED OUT BY A METHOD OF EQUATING
COEFFICIENTS. THAT is TO SAY. WHEN THE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS WHICH GIVE RISE
TO AN ATOM "LANDING ON ITSELF" HAVE HEEN IDENTIFIED, THE SYMBOLS FOR THE
PARAMETERS OF THE A I OM MAY BE OPERATED UPON AMD GIVE RISE TO EQUATIONS
ViHlCH EXPRESS THE RtSTRAINING CONDITIONS OF THE PARTIUCLAR SITE. FOR
EXAMPLE, PU WITH SYMMETRY OPERATIONS —
i o
o i
o o
i o
o -i
c o
-i
o
o
AND AN ATOM READ IN AT 1/2, i/p, z. ALL FOUR GENERATIONS GIVE RISE TO
EXACTLY THE SAME COORDINATES MODULO n. THE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS REQUIRE THAT
X = -X = Y = -Y AND THAT Z IS fNDEPENQFNT, THE ONLY NUMERICAL VALUES
MOOULO 1 THAT HAVE !HIS PROPERTY ARE 0 AND 1/2. SINCE I/? IS SUPPLIED, IT
is ACCEPTED AND THE PARAMETER CODED INVARIANT.
IN FUL! GENERALITY INCLUDING S^ACE GROUPS i,.ITH TRANSLATIOMAL SYMMETRY, THE
EQUATIONS MAY HE NO MORE COMPLEX THAN Y r AX + B.
FOR THE ANIbOTPOHIC TEMPERATURE FACTORS, A SIMILAR TREATMENT IS
USED. SINCE THE ATOMS GENERATE!' ARE IN FACT ALL ONE ATOM IN THE ABOVE, ALL FOUR
GENERATED TEMPERATWE FACTORS «UST BE IDENTICAL. IN OTH£Q WORDS
£XP(H*8F:TA*H<TRANSPOS£) ) MUST r-JVE THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE. THIS MEANS THAT
H*R*6ETA*(H*R)(TRANbHOSE) WILL GIVE RISE TO FOUR MATRICES OF ELEMENTS
Uli, ,U23 WHICH MAY ME EQUATED AND THE CONSTRAINTS ON THE
TEMPERATURE FACTORS UiiDUCED. RETURNING TO THE EXAMPLE OF P4 THE FOUR MATRICES
GENERATED ARE AS FOLLOWS —
. Ull U12 -U13 .
. U12 U22 -U23 .
.-U13 -U23 U33 .
• »
.-1 0
. 0 -1
. 0 0
0 .
0 .
1 .
Ull U12
U12 U22
U13 U23
U13
U23
U33
BY
0 .
0 .
1 .
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. U22 -U12 U23
.-U12 Ui.3. -U13
. U23 -U13 U33
. 0 1
.-1 0
. C 0
. U22 -U12 U23
.-U12 Uli -UL3
. U23 -U13 U33
BY
0
1
0
-1
0
C
0
0
i
SETTING
THESE RESULIS IMPLY TH"T FOR AN AToM IN THIS SPECIAL POSITION !N THIS
OF THL SPACt. GROUP Pi 'HAT —
'Jj.1 ~ till = U22 =
U.12 = 1 1 12 = -U12 = -U12
013 = -Ui3 = 023 = U23
U22 = U22 = Uil = UH
U23 = -U23 = -U13 = -U13
U33 = U33 = U33 =
WHICH REDUCES TO
U22 = Uli Ull INDEPENDENT
Ui2 = U13 = Ui!3 = 0
U33 INDEPENDENT
A MOMENT'S DEFLECTION WILL SHOW THAT A REQUIREMENT OF Lll2 - -U12
IMPLIES THAT U12 IS ^ERO. THIS METHOD WORKS IN GENERAL AND REQUIRES NO
CONSIDERATION OF TRANSLATIONS SYMMETRY.
IT SHOULD Bt NOTED THAT IF TWO ATOy.S ARE INCLUDED WHICH ARE REALLY
THE SAKE ATOM, =LOAUAT= DOES f4"T CHECK At-'.OwG THE ATOMS EXCEPT FOR NAME.
(SEE l.GENRL FOR NAMING RULES), THIS KIND OF CHECKING IS CARRIED OUT BY
=BONDLA=.
THE PROGRAM CALCULATES ALL THE SPAcE GROUP SPECIAL CONSTRAINTS
EXCEPT THAT OF FIXING THE APPROPRIATE FARAvETER(S) FOR ON" ATOM OF THE
ASSYKE7RIC SET 01- AIOMS IN A POLAR SPACE GROUP. FOK EXAMPLE, IN Pi* CITED ABOVE
THE Z PARAMETER OF UNE ATOM MU^T BE SPECIFIED AS FIXED. THE USUAL
PRACTICE IS TO CHOObE THE ATOM OF HIGHEST ATOMIC NUMBER.
THE THIRD GKOUP OF INPUT CARDS SERy/ES TO STORE INFORMATION CONCERNING
THE SPF.CIAL RELATIONSHIPS DESIRED FOR THE STRUCTURE UNDER STyDY. THEY MAy
ALSO BE SUPPLIED UNULR THE =CR"LSQr LINK.
THE FOURTH t>ROUP IS FO* THE PUHPOSf; OF DELETING REFLECTIONS AND
HENCE SHORTENING THt REFLECTION OUTPUT RtCoRD AND FOR EDITING CHOSEN
REFLECTIONS Ort THE UATA FILE. THE ONLY QUANTITIES WHICH WAV BE EDITED AR£
JCODEj LEVEL INDICAIOR, F RELATIVE. LEAST SQUARES WEIGHT. ANY COMPLICATED
EDITING SHOULD BE LiONcl THROUGH zOATRON=, r,vOOIFY= OK n.vTLSSOr.
THE PROGRAM RUNS IN EITHER THE APRjORI OR U^D'-TE vcDE. IV TH5. FORMER
CASE ALL ATOMIC PARAMETERS ARE PURGED AND THOSE SUPPLIED APE ACCFPTFD, CHECKED
l.LOAOAT- t fl<*
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AND LOADED. IN THE LATTER CASF, ANY ATOM NAME NOT IN THE FILE IS ADDEO, ANY
PRESENT REPLACED, AND =ATOMO= "AY BE USED TO REMOVE PREVIOUSLY NAKED ATOMS.
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LtAST SQUARES PLANE AND , INE PROGRAM
THE: LEAST SQUARES PLANC AND LINE PROGRAM* =LSOPL=, 15 A PROGRAM TO
CALCULATE 7.-01MENSIUNAL PLANES OR LINES WITHOUT REGARD TO THE FIGURE'S DISTANCE
FROM THE ORIGIN. THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY ROGER V. CHASTAIN, AND MODIFIED
BY "WILSON H. OE
THE METHOD uF CALCULATION IS THAT OF SCHOMAKER, ET A|_ , WITH THE
EXCEPTION OF THE ME I HOD FOR OBTAINING THE ROOTS OF 1 HZ CUBIC EQUATIONS IN '
LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIERS. SCHOWKEr! , ET AL, USED AN ITERATIVE TECHNIQUE; WHEREAS
THIS PROGRAM SOLVES FOR THE RO'>TS DIRECTLY BY THE GENERAL SOLUTION EQUATIONS.
THE OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM CAN Bf DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS — FIRST TH£
NECESSARY DATA ARE KEAD FROM CyRUS AND/OR THE BINARY FILE, THEN THE EQUATION
OF THE LINE OR PLANt IS CALCULATED. IT IS POSSIBLE TO CALCULATE THE EQUATION
OF A PLANE OR LINE WITH A CENTER OF SYMMETRY AT THE ORIGIN OR ANY OTHER POINT
PERMITTED 3Y SPACE bKOUP SYMMETRY BY SUPPLYING THE ATOMS IN ONE ASYMMETRIC
UNIT ONLY AND CODING THE PROGR"M TO GENERATE EQUIVALENT ATOMS BEFORE PURSUING
THE CALCULATION (THIS CODE IS IN THE CALLING CARD).
THE CALCULAIION OF THE LEAST SOUARp.S PLANE OR LlNF IS OVER THE (Nl>
ATOMSfSPEClFIED IN 1HE CALLING CARD) ON THE FIRST (Ml) =ATOM= CARDS IN THE DATA
PLUS THE GFNEKATFD (-ENTROSYMVETRIC ATO.VS IF SO CODED. IF MORE THAN (Ml) =ATOM=
CARiJS ARE SUPPLIED* THE EXCESS WILL HE IGNoRCO IN THE CALCULATION OF THE
EUUi\T!ON. P'-'T WILL oE. CONSIDERED IN THF CALCULATIONS OF THE DISTANCES Of ATOMS
FROM THE LINE OR FL«NE. WHEN i-ORKING HRO^! A 3INARY DATA FILE, IT IS NECESSARY
ONLY To SUPPLY THE "TOM IDENTIFICATIONS
 0F THE ATOMS DEFIMING T*E LI>-<£ OR
PLANE. DISTANCES FKOM THE LINF OR PLANE WILL BE CALCULATED FOR ALL OTHER ATOMS
IN THE FILE.
FRE(H,'£NTLY °NE IS INTERESTED IN ANGLES BETWEEN PLANES AND LUiES.
=LSQPL= CAN BE COHEU SO THAT, TF A SERIES oF =LSUPL= CALCULATIONS ARE SUBMITTED
ONE RIGHT AFTER ANO I HER , THt ANGLES BETWEEN ALL PAIRS OF i;NfS AN'jJ PLANES WILL
B£ CALCliLATED FOR TriOSE LINES "NO PLANhS CODED NCN-2ERO IN THE CALLING
SEOUENCE. THc OROE« OF =LSOPL= CALCULATIONS IS NOT IMPORTANT AS LONG AS NO
OTHER SYSTEM PROGRAM is CALLED BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE PLANE CALCULATIONS.
REFERENCE
SCHOMAKER, WASER, M«RSH, AND BfRGV.AN, ACTA CRYST. 12, 600 (1959).
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MODIFICATION OF THE BINARY DATA FILE
THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY J.W.STEWART. THE PURPOSE OF THIS LINK
OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM IS TO PROVIDE A MECHANISM FOR MAKING INSERTIONS AND
REPLACEMENTS OF QUANTITIES IN THE BINARY DATA FILE. A 'QUANTITY' MIGHT
BE THE PHASE OF SELtCTED REFLECTIONS* NEW VALUES OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF
UNTT CFLL PARAMETERS OR ANY OTHER QUANTITIES STORED IN THE DATA FILE. THE
INPUT DECK PERMITS KEPLACEMENT OR ADDITION BY THREE METHODS. ONE THROUGH THE
USE OF =MOOFIL= CARUS, ONE BY WEANS OF =MOnREF= CARDS* AND ONE WHICH PRODUCES
F RELATIVES OF CONTROLLED ERRO". (THIS IS DQNE By REPLACING EV^RY RELATIVE
STRUCTURE FACTOR WITH THE CURRENT VALUt OF CALCULATED STRUCTURE KACTOR
MULTIPLIED BY AN ARBITRARY SCALE AND MODIFIED TO HAVE A STIPULATED AMOUNT OF
'RANDOM' ERROR.)
THE =MODFIL= CARD GIVES THE USER THE DIRECT ABILITY TO SPECIFY AND
REPLACE ANY WORD OF ANY PHYSICAL RECORD OF ANY LOGICAL RECORD IN HIS BINARY
DATA FILE.
THE =MODREF= CARD PERMITS THE USER To REPLACE ANY SPECIFIED QUANTITY
FOR ANy SPECIFIED RtFLECTION IN THE BINARY DATA FILE. ONE MAY NOT REMOVE(EXCEPT BY CODING AS IGNORED, I.E. JCOUE = <o NOR INSERT REFLECTIONS WITHIN
THE FILE.
THE REPLACEMENT OF F RELATIVE IS CARRIED OUT WHEN IT IS SIGNALLED IN
THE SM(>DIFY= CARU. THIS FUNCTION IS PROVIDED FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND TEST
CALCULATIONS TO PROVIDE CONTROLLED DATA OF KNOWN RANDOM ERROR (PHONY DATA),
THE MAIN RESTRICTIONS IN THE USE Op THIS PROGRAM ARE -
1. THE rMODFILs AND =MODREF= C«RDS MUST COME IN EXACTLY THE SAME ORDER AS THE
DATA COMES IN THt. FILE (SEE APPENDIX 6 FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THE BINARY DATA
FILE)
2. =MOOF1L= CARDS WHICH CALL T<> MODIFY THE REFLECTION RECORD CANNOT BE USED AT
THE SAME TIME AS =MODREF= C»ROS - ALL swODFIL= CARDS MUST COME BEFORE ANY
=MOnPEF= CARD
3. TWO SEPARATE sMOUlFYs RUNS "RE REQUIRED IF ONE WISHES TO MODIFY BOTH A
REFLECTION RECORD WITH =MOD»EF= AND ALSO A RECORD BEYOND THE REFLECTIONS
WITH zMOOFlLs.
EACH CARD FUR MODIFICATION PROVIDES FOR THE INPUT OF TwO QUANTITIES.
ONE FlyEO POINT, THt OTHER FLOATING POINT. IF THE FIXED POINT QUANTITY IS
ZERO, THE FLOATING HOINT Ot/ANTTTY IS STORED. IF BOTH ARE ZERO, ZERO IS STOREDt
IN NEITHER CASE IS IHE MODE CH»NGED. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT ONE TAKE CARE IN
USING THIS LINK SINCt NO RESTRICTION IS PLACED ON THE QUANTITIES WHICH MAY BE
REPLACED AND THIS COULD LEAD T" VERY STRANGE ERRORS IN SUBSEQUENT RUNS FROM
THE MODIFIED DATA FILE.
ONE WAY IN WHICH THIS PROGRAM COULD BE USED IS TO PLACE PHASES IN
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DATA FILE FOR RtFLECTIONS "ETERMINED BY THE SYMBOLIC ADDITION PROCEDURE
ARilE AND KARLE. IN THIS C»SE A sMOOIFys CARD WITH THE COMPOUND IDENTITY
IS PREPARED, THEN A BUNDLE OF =MODREF= CARDS EACH WITH H, .K, L, THE V/GRD
CATALor- NUMBEK 1201 AND A PHASK ANGLE TN CYCLES HUNCHED IN THEM. THESE
MUST BF SORTED IN EXACTLY THE <;AME OHDFR AS THE ORG1NAL DATA REDUCTION
REFLECTIONS - ONLY I HOSE REFLECTIONS TO BE MODIFIED NEED BE PRESENT. THE
CATALOG NU^BErt INDICATES THE RFLATIVE POSITION IN EACH REFLECTION RECORD ivHERE
THE ESTIMATED PHASE' BELONGS. IN THE FLOATING POINT FIELD CF EACH CARD ONE
PLACES A ZrRO FOR PHASES OF ZE^O, A O.S FOR PHASES OF Pi RADIANS. THUS TH£
PHASE AMGLF ALPHA Ib INSERTtU IN UNITS OF CYCLES BETWEEN -Q.ggg9 AMD +0.9999.
FINALLY THE DECK IS CONCLUDED WITH AN rENDr CARD.
IF ONE VJlSHtS TO REPLACE MORE THAN ONE QUANTITY FOR THE SAME RECORD '
OR REFLECTION, APPROPRIATE =MOI'FIL= AND rNiQDREFr CAKDS ARE PLACED RIGHT NEXT
TO ONE ANOTHER WITH THE VARIOUS WORD DESIGNATIONS SET PROPERLY. IT SHOULD BE
NOTED THAT =HKL= CAKDS OF DATA REDUCTION At.SO ALLOW FOR THE STORING OF PHASE
INFORMATION.
IT SHOULD Bt OBVIOUS THAT THIS PROGRAM IS INTENDED ONLY FOR LIMITED
AND SPECIAL MODIFICATION OF THK BINARY DATA FILE. WHEN EXTENSIVE CHANGES
NEEO TO BE MADE =DAIRDN=, =LOAI>AT=, ETC. APE DESIGNED FOR THESE PURPOSES.
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CALCULATION OP NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS
=NO«MSF= is A PROGRAM TO CALCULATE QUASI-NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS
AND IN THE PROCESS, TO ESTIMATK TEMPERATURE AMD SCALE pARftf/ETERS. IN ADDITION
TO THIS, STATISTICAL INFORMATION NEEDED IN THE DIRECT PHASING METHODS IS
OBTAINED. .THE PROGKAM wAS WRITTEN BY SYD HALL BASED ON EARLIER WORK DONE 8Y
HIMSELF AND TcD MASLEN. IT HAS BEEN ADAPTED TO THE X-RAY SYSTEM BY MICHAEL
SCHNEIDER.
IN THE APPLICATION 0>- STATISTICAL PHASE DETERMINATION METHODS TO
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS, A NECESSARY FIRST STEP IS THE TREATMENT OF TH£
UNSCALFD F RELATIVE VALUES. THIS IS DONE RY APPLYING SCALE AND THERMAL
CORRECTIONS AND CALCULATING THt QUASI-NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS (E'S). E'S
HAVE PROPERTIES WHICH ARE THEORETICALLY INDEPENDENT OF MGl.ECuLA* STRUCTURE
ALTHOUGH THEIR DISTKIBUTICN DEFENDS UPON TH£ CENTRIC OR ACENTRIC CHARACTER
OF THE LATTICE.
E'S ARE CALCULATED IN rNORMS^z FROM THE FOLLOWING RELATIONSHIP —
/F(H,K,L)/
/E(H»K,L)/ = -------------------------------- » DK
SQRT(FPS*SUMMATIONlr ( J>**2> )
WHERE /F(H,K,L)/ IS THE STRUCTURE FACTOR ON AN ABSOLUTE SCALE (AND IS FURTHER
DESCRIBED BELOW) — ---- - ------
f-RS IS A CORRECTION FACTOR ALLOWING FOR SPAC£ GROU^ SYMMETRY
ANU CONVERTS "UASI- INTO NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS
IT IS CALCULATED AT DATA REDUCTION TIME AND PLACED IN
THt BINARY UAIA FILE (SEE l.GE.MErtLJ.
F(J) IS THE J'TH SCATTERING FACTOR AT THE APPROPRIATE
SIN(THETA)/LA««BDA VALUE FoR THE REFLECTION
DK IS THE F RELATIVE SCALE FACTOR CORRECTION TO ENSURE THAT
THt AVERAGE V»LUE OF /E/**2 =1.0
A FORMAL DISCUSSION IS PRESENTED IN REFERENCE 1 AND TH£ LITERATURE
CITED THEREIN.
IN THE COUKSE OF THE CALCULATIONS, THE FOLLOWING TWO QUANTITIES
ARE REQUIRED —
F(UOO) = S1G1
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STG1
E(UOO) =
SOKT(SIG2)
VHERE SIGI = SUMMAIION(Z**1)
*NO. 2 IS THE ATOMIC NUMBER "F EACH ATOM IN THE UNIT CELL.
FOlIK METHODS ARE USEP IN rNORMSFr FOR CORRECTING F RELATIVE
(FREL(H,K,L)) FOR SCALE AND THERMAL FACTORS, OF WHICH.THE FIRST TWO ARE
ISOTROPIC. THE OTHtR TWO ARE ANISOTROPIC FITS AND ARE BASED ON THE METHOD
OF MASLEN 12).
1. Ed) IS CALCULATED USTNG /F(H.K,L)/ DERIVED FROM
/F(HfK,L)/ = /FREL(H,K,L)/ *K*EXP(M)
WHERE M = B*S**2
AND S = SIN(THET«)/LAMBDA
THE VALUES OF THE F RELATIVE SCALE FACTOR,K, AND THE OVERALL
ISOTKOPIC IEMPERATURE FACTOR, 8, ARE ESTIMATED BY A LEAST SQUARES
FIT TO THE WILSON PLOT OF —
SUMMATION(MULT*FPS*sIG2<S))
UN I )
SUMMATION(i»!ULT*/FREL<H,K,L)/**2)
AG«INST THE AVERAGE VALUE OF S**2»
WHERE MULT IS THE REFLECTION MULTIPLICITY IN 19 OVERLAPPED RANGES*
EACH OCCUPYING AN EQU»L VOLUME IN RECIPROCAL SPACE (I.E. EQUAL
INCREMENTS OF s**3).
2. E(2) IS DERIVED USING —
.)/ = /Ff'EL(H»K,L)/*K(S)
THE K(S) CURVE IS TAKtN AS THF 19 AVERAGES INTERPOLATED INTO 0.01
INCREMENTS OF S**2. THIS PROCEDURE PROVIDES A NON-LINEAR
APPROXIMATION AND IT ""AY BE FOUND NECESSARY TO REQUEST MORE THAN
THE DEFAULT NUMBER OF CORRECTION CYCLES IN ORDER TO OBTAIN
SATISFACTOKY VALUES.
3, E(3) IS DEKIVED USING —
/F(H,KrL)/ = /FR£L/*K*EXP<M -»• DMl)
WHERE DMl = DB(11)*H**2 + DB(22)*K**2 + DB(33)*L**2 +
OB(12)*H*K * DB<13)*H*L + DB(23)*K*L
WITH
UM1 REFERRING TO DELTA M PRIME
UB REFERRING TO DELTA BETA
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THE VALUES OF DBtU) »RE OBTAINED BY A LEAST SQUARES FIT TO THE
PLOT OF —
SUMM*TION<MULT*EpS*SIG2(S) )
LN ( )
SUMMATION(i*>ULT*(/FHEL/**2)*K**2*EXP(2*P> )
VS. AVERAGE VALUE OF H**2 FOR DB ( 11.)
AVERAGE VALUE OF K#*2 FOR 03(22)
AVERAGE VALUE C^ L**2 FOR 0:3(33)
AVERAGE VALUE CF H*K FOR 08(12)
AVERAGE VALUE OF H*L FOR C5(13;
AVERAGE VALUE OF K*L FOR 03(25)
4. Ett> IS DEKIVED USING —
/F(H»K,L)/ = /FPEL/*K(S)*tXP(DM2>
WHERE Of 2 = DBK11)*H**2 •»• Dei < 22) *K**2 +,.,-*• DEl(23)*K»L
WITH
UM2 REFERRING TO HILTA M DOUBLE PRIME
UBl REFERRING TO DELTA BETA PRIME
THE VALUES FOR 031 UJ> ARE OBTAINED BY A SIMILAR f-'ETHoO IN THE
CALCULATION OF UB(U>( WITH THE AyERAGE VALUES OP —
H**2i K**2» . , . • K*L
PLOTTED AGAINST —
LN (
SUM,MATION(/pf<EL/*MilLT*KiS)
AS WITH THL ISOTROPIC NON-LINtAR CORRECTIONS, IT IS NECESSARY TO
ITERATE THuSE VALUES » NUMBER OF TIMES TO OBTAIN RELIABLE ESTIMATES,
A DAMPING FACTOR MAY HE APPLIFDt IF NECESSARY, TO ASSIST WITH
CONVtKGtNCt.
THE ANISOTKOPIC CORRECTIONS, 08 (!j) AND DBi(IJ), ARE ALSO ADJUSTED
F0« COHKEL^TION EFFECTS > DELTA B AND DELTA B PRIvE. v.'lTH THE
ISOTKOPIC IEMPERATUKE FACTOR HEFOFvE SEING USED TO CALCULATE THE
NORMALIZED STRUCTURE "• ACTORS £(3) AND E«i).
SEQUENCE OJRING THE CALCULATION
THE CALLING CARD AND DATA CARDS ARE READ IN AND CHECKED. IF THERE
ARE TOO MANY KEFLECI IONS THAN CAN BE HANDLED IN CORE (C*. 5000), THtY ARE
PLACED ON A SCRATCH FILE* =NFifEt'=t a AND K FOR ECU AND E<2> ARE CALCULATED.
AT THE END OF THIS, AS FOR ALL CALCULATIONS, PLOTS ARE PRINTED FOR RELEVENT
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INFORMATION ON A GRAPH. THE OH(IJ> CORRECTIONS ARE THEN MADE FOR E<3> AND
USKIJ) AND FOR E ( U > » AND PLOTTING IS AGAIN CARRIED OUT. FINALLY, A NEW
bINARy DATA FILE IS WRITTEN WITH ALL FOUR NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS STORED
THEREIN.
REFERENCES
1. KARLE AND KARLE. ACTA CRYST. 21. 8«9(1966) AND REFERENCES INCLUDED THEREIN.
2. E.N.MASLEN, ACTA CRYST. 22»945(196B)
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LEAVT SQUARES REFINEMENT OF LATTICE PARAMETERS
THE" PROGRAM FOR THE LEAST SQUARES KE< IN'EMENT OF LATTICE PARAMETERS WAS
WRITTEN BY RICHARD A. ALUEN. IT WAS ADAPTED TO THE SYSTEM AND SLIGHTLY
MODIFIED BY HERMAN L. AMMON ANn F. MAUER.
THE REFINEMENT IS ACCOMPLISHED BY MINIMIZATION OF THE QUANTITY R -
0 = ARCSIN(«SIN THETA CALC)**2)**0.5) - THETA OBS.
R = SUM OVtR 0 OBSERVATIONS OF ID<J)/SIGMA(2 THcTA))**2
NECESSARY DATA t-OR THE REFINEMENT CONSISTS Of- THE RADIATION WAVELENGTH
USED, LATTICE TYPE, CRUDE LATTJCE PARAMETERS, TWO THETA VALUES FOR SEVERAL
REFLECTIONS <AT LEAbT TEN SHOULD BE USED) AND THtlR STANDARD DEVIATIONS. IT IS
RECOMMENDED THAT AXIAL REFLECTIONS BE AVOIDED. THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE
USED ONLY TC WEIGHT THE SEVtRAl. TWO THETA's. rPARAX= «ILL SET ALL UNSPECIFIED
STANDARD DEVIATIONS TO 0.01, A CASE IN WHICH ALL TWO ThETft'S HAVE EQUAL
WEIGHT. IF SIN (THEIA) IS GREATER THAN 1.0 FOR ANY REFLECTION, IT WILL BE
OMITTED FROM THE REFINEMENT.
2THETA MEASUREMtNTS UTILIZING DIFFERENT WAVE LENGTHS CAN BE MIXED
TOGETHER IN THE SAMt rPARAMz R"N.
THE REFINEMENT WILL STOP W"EN ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE CONDITIONS IS
MET -
1. FIVE CYCLES HAVE BEEN CALCULATED
2. NO CHANGE IN A LATTICE DIMENSION CALCULATED DURING THE LAST CYCLE WAS
GREATER THAN .0005 ANGSTROMS
3. NO CHANGE IN A LATTICE ANGLE CALCULATED DURING THE LAST CYCLE WAS
GREATER THAN .005 DEGREES.
OUTPUT FOR EACH CYCLE CONSISTS OF OLD AND NEW PARAMETERS, PARAMETER
CHANGES, ESTIMATED PARAMETER STANDARD DEVIATIONS, THE ERROR OF FIT AND
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS. FOLLOWING THE LAST CYCLE, A SUMMARY OF INPUT TWO
THETA's CALCULATED KROM THE NEV" LATTICE PARAMETERS AND THP DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
THESE TWO VALUES IS GIVEN. A "APID SCAN OF THE 'DIFFERENCE' COLUMN WILL SERVE
TO SPOT ANY UNUSUALLY 'BAD' OBSERVED TlvO THETA'S AND IS WELL WORTH THE
MINUTE REQUIRED TO uo so.
EQUATIONS FOR THE IMPORTANT QUANTITIES CALCULATED ARE -
ERROR OF FIT = E = IN-K)**-0.5 SUM D(K)/SlGMA(2 THETA)
ESTIMATED STANDARD UEVIATIOM = s - (M**-DE N=NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
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K = NlM.!ER OF PARAMETERS
M=MATRIX OF NORMAL EOUATlONS ADJUSTED
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT = C(N,~i) = M (N,M) **-!/(( M ( N) **-! ( K (M )**-!)) **0 . 5
THE PROGRAM^ =PARAM=i -DIFSETr, DIp-PCH=» AND rDATC03= FORM A
LOGICALLY CONNECTED SET FOR USTNG THE VRD-& AT MARYLAND. A DISCUSSION IS
GIVEN HERE AS AN EXAMPLE OF DATA GATHERING AND PRELIMINARY DATA TREATMENT.
THIS ASPECT OF COMPUTING TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO CRYSTALLOGRAPHY is AS DIVERSE
AS THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT LABORATORIES.
=PARAM= - ACCEPTS TWO THETA DATA FOR A NUMBER OF CAREFULLY MEASURED REFLECTIONS
AMD PRODUCES PRECISE CELL PARAMETERS. IT *S NECESSARY* BECAUSE OF THE
LIMITATION ON MINU^ TWO THETA AND ON THE xRD-6, TO -
1. PICK MEDiUM STRONG REFLECTIONS
2. MEASURE PLUS AND MINUS TWO THETA BY AyERAGING HALF HEIGHT VALUES OF CMEGA
IN ORDER TO OHIA1N THE AVERAGE VALUE OF TWO THETA. CHOOSE A SET OF REFLEC-
TIONS WITH TWO THETA VALUES BETWEEN 2.7 AND 20.0 DEGREES. THE REFLECTIONS
MUST BE OF VISIBLE SIZE Of THE 3.000 SCALE OF THE RECORDER (2000 OCTS / 10
SEC). THE CHI VALUES RAN'-E FROM f, MINIMUM OF 16 DEGREES FOR A TWO Thf-'TA
OF <+ DEGREES TO A MINIMUM CHI OF <?0 DEGREES FOR A Two THET'^ OF 2d DEGREES.
THESE REUUIHEMt-NTS FOR CHI ARE OyE TO THE MECHANICAL PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
AS ONE GCfcS TO NEGATIVE TWO THETA VALijES ON THE XRO-ft. CHOOSE APPROPRIATE
REFLECTIONS FROM LOOKING AT THE SURVEy FILMS AND THE PRELIMINARY =DIFSET=
AS CALCULATED t-ROM FILM CfcLL DIMENSIONS. THE CHI, PHI, AND TWO THETA ARE
USED TO POSITION THE CRYSTAL FOR A GI\/EN REFLECTION. THEN USING THE
MANUALLY OPERAIED OMEGA, THE REFLECTION IS HALF-HElGHTEO FIRST ON THE
LOW SIDE OF THL PEAK ANU THEN ON THE HIGH SIDE. THE VALUES OF OMF.GA FOR
THE GIVEN CHI AND PHI ARE RECORDED FOR PLUS TWO THETA. (NOW GO TO MINUS
TWO THETA AND KE.PEAT THE HALF-HEIGHT ING .) THE AVERAGE OME«A FOR THE
MINUS TWO THETA PEAK IS SUBTRACTED FRQM THE AVERAGE VALUE OF THE PLUS
TwO THETA PEAK AND THIS IS THE CORRECTION TO BE APPLIED TO THE GIVEN TWO
THETA.
TWO THETA(TRUE) = TWO THETA (APPARENT) - (AVERAGE OMEGA(PLuS) - AVERAGE
OMF!GA(MINUS) )
ALWAYS TAKE SYMMETRICALLY EQUIVALENT DEFLECTIONS WHERE POSSIBLE. THIS
GIVES ANOTHER INDEPENDENT MEASUREMENT OF THE TtvO THETA(TRtiE) AT A
DIFFERENT PHI «ND/OR CHI. THE AVFRAGg TWO THETA(TRUE) FOR EQUIVALENT
REFLECTIONS IS THEN TAKEN TO BE THE MQST ACCURATE VALUE F0« THE GIVEN
TWO THETA.
REMEMBER TO ALWAYS ADVANCP OMEGA AND TWO THETA THROUGH THE PEAK FROM LOW
TO HIGH SIDE TO AVOID BACKLASH IN THE GEARS.
( (OMEGA(PLUS-LOW) + OMEGA (PLUS-HIGH ) /2 ) - (OMEGA ( MINUS-LOW ' *
OMEGA(MINUS-HIt.H)/2) ) = TWO THETA CORRECTION = (AVERAGE OMEGA(PLuS)
- AVERAGE OMEGA (MINUS) >
THEREFORE -
TWO THETA (TRUE) = TWO THETA ( APPARENT) - (AVERAGE OMEGA (PLuS) - AVERAGE
OMEGA (MINUS) )
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3. UNRELATED REFLfcCTIONS WITH THE SAME MAGNITUDE HKL INDICES SHOULD BE USED
WHERE POSSIBLE TO HELP IN REFINING THE CROSS TERMS IN CASES SUCH AS
MONOCLINIC OR IRICLINIC. <E.G. H,K,L AND H,K,-L FOR MONOCLINIC, B UNIQUE)
H. THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT REFLECTIONS SHOULD BE THREE TIMES THE
NUMBER OF CELL PARAMETERS TO BE DETERMINED, (E.G. GREATER THAN 12 FOR
MONOCLINIC AND GREATER THAN 18 FOR TRKLINIC) BUT IN PRACTICE AN OVER-
DETERMINATION OF FOUR OR FIVE IS SAFEST ESPECIALLY WHEN PEAK DATA IS TO
BE GATHERED.
5. AVERAGE OVER ANY EQUIVALENT REFLECTIONS THAT MAY BE AVAILABLE <E.G.
-H,K,-L AND H,*-,L IN A B "OUNTED MONOCLINIC),
6. BE SURE TO MEASURE AS MANY DIFFERENT ORDERS AS POSSIBLE.
=DIFSET= - GENERATES THE ACTUAI VALUES OF CHI, PHI, START TWO THETA, STOP TWO
THETA, OR TWO THETA PEAK NEEDFD FOR t-,(TASUREMENT OF DATA. IT IS LINKED TO
=PARAM= AND MAY BE RUN RIGHT «FTER IT UTILIZING THE LATEST REFINED CELL
PARAMETERS. IT WILL SIMPLY LIST THESE VALUES FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION OF A
GIVEN CRYSTAL - GAIHERING MOR* TWO THETA DATA, FOR EXAMPLE. IT WILL ALSO
PREPARE PUNCHED CAKDS OR ELSE WRITE THE INFORMATION ON =MFlLEH= FOR USE BY
rDIFPCHr.
r - READS THE. OUTPUT OF =DIFSET= AND SORTS THE REFLECTIONS IN SHELLS OF
TWO THETA. WITHIN EACH SHELL IT SORTS ON PHI AND CHI SUCH THAT PHI ALWAyS
ADVANCES AND CHI GOES BACK AND FORTH. IT ALSO INSERTS GIVEN STANDARDS AT
REGULAR INTERVALS «NO RESETS PHI IN EACH INSTANCE SO THAT IT W*LL ALWAYS DRIVE
FOKWARO. IT THEN HUNCHES XRO-6 SETTINGS CARDS FOR USE IN THE MACHINE. THESE
MAY BE PUNCHED AS «FIXEO CRYSTAL FIXED COUNTER) PEAK HEIGHTS, <TWO THETA-
OMEGA) SCANS OR PE«K HEIGHT-SCAN PAIRS, THE LAST CASE MAY BE USED FOR
GATHERING INFORMATION FOR PEAK HEIGHT SCAN CONVERSION BUT =DATC03= DESCRIBED
NEXT, OFFERS A BETIER METHOU HOR OBTAINING THESE SETTINGS CARDS.
=DATC03= - PROCESSED THE OUTPUT OF THE XRO-6, IT TREATS PEAK HEIGHT DATA AND
WILL, IF GIVEN A T»BLE OF CONVERSION FACTORS, CONVERT IT TO SC*N BASIS As A
FUNCTION OF TWO THtTA (BY FOU« POINT INTERPOLATION FROM THE TABLE). IT WILL
TRtAT TWO THfclTA-OMtGA SCAN UATA TO AID IN DEVELOPING THE CONVERSION AS A
FUNCTION OF TWO THUTA. WHEN PROCESSING THE PEAK HEIGHT DATA, IT CAN RE CODED
TO PRODUCE SCAN CAKUS FOR ALL REFLECTIONS ABOVE A GIVEN NUMBER OF DECACOUNTS
INTENSITY OR, TO IbSUE PAIRS OF SCAN-PEAK HEIGHT CARDS FOR A LIMITED NUMBER OF
PEAKS' IN EACH REGION OF TWO THETA FOR DEVELOPING THE CONVERSION INFORMATION,
THIS REQUIRES A TABLE OF SCAN RANGE AS A FUNCTION OF TWO THETA TO BE SUPPLIED.
FINALLY, AFTER ALL PRELIMINARY WORK IS DONE AND THE CONVERSION FACTORS ARE
KNOWN, THE PROGRAM WILL PRODUCE A SORTED, AVERAGED, UNIQUE ASYMMETRIC SET
OF REFLECTIONS ON =NFILEI= RE«DY TO BK PROCESSED BY rOATRDNs. IN THE
CASE WHERE ONLY ONt MEASUREMENT EXISTS, IT IS ACCEPTED. WHERE TWO EXIST,
THtY ARE AVEHAOED UNLESS ONE IS A GIVtN NUMBER OF COUNTING STATISTIC STAN-
DARD DEVIATIONS LOWER IN WHICH CASE IT IS REJECTED AND THE HIGHER ACCEPTED.
WHtRE THREE OR MOKt &XIST, THH.Y ARE ALL AvERAGEU AND ANY WHICH ARE A GIVEN
NUMBER OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS FROM THE MEAN ARE REJECTED. ALL REJECTION
CRITERIA ARE USER CONTROLLED. THE ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE PROPERLY
ADJUSTED DURING THt AVERAGING PROCESS. ANY SYSTEMATIC CHANGE IN INTENSITY
MAY BE COMPENSATED FOR BY sSCALEs CARDS,
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THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS SET OF PROGRAMS IS TO PROVIDE A MEANS OF
EXPLORING RECIPROCAL SPACE AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE USING 10-20-10 SECOND PEAK
HEIGHT M£ASu«E>'.tNTS>. THEN TO GO BACK AND DEVELOP A TABLE OF pEAK HEIGHT TO
SCAN CONVERSION FACTORS AS A FUNCTION OF TWO THETA AMD TH'M TO GATHER A
20 SEC-SCAN-20 SEC SCAN DATA ON ALL THE LARGER REFLECTIONS AND FINALLY TO SORT
AND McRGE THc WHOLt COLLECTION INTO AS PRECISE AND V.IDE AN INTENSITY RANGE
AS THE XRD-6 WILL tNCOMPASS. BY USING THE PEAK HEIGHT MEASUREMENT ON THE LOW
INTENSITIES IT IS "OPED TO PICK UP VALUES THAT WOULD BE 'LESS THANS1 BASFD CM
A SCAN, BY SCANNING ALL THE LARGE REFLECTIONS IT IS HOPED TO KEEP THE TOTAL
SCANNING TIME DOWN. BY DOING ALL IMPORTANT REFLECTIONS TWICE WE HOPE TO
MITIGATE ACCIDENTAL INSTRUMENT FAILURES. SINCE THE AVERAGE SC*N TIME IS ONE
MINUTE FORTY SECONDS PLUS SETTING TIKE AND THE PEAK TIME IS J'jST FORTY SECONDS
PLUS SETTING TIME THE TIME FACTOR IS PEDUCEO. THE SORTING DONE BY =DIFPCH=
HELPS KEEP THE SETTING TIME TO A MINIMUM.
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LOCATION OF PEAKS IN FOURIER MAPS
=PEKPIK= WAb WRITTEN BY MARGARET 0. DAYHOFF AND J4MES M. STEWART.
IT EXAMINES A FOURIER OR PATTERSON MAP AND RETURNS THE COORDINATES AND
DENSITY OF THE MAXIMA. THREt ADDITIVE ONE_DIMENSIONAL PARABOLIC INTERPOLATIONS
ARE MADE TO FIND THt COORDINATES AND THE DENSITY OF THE TRUE PEAK.
THE MAXIMUM DEVIATION OF THIS "PPROXIMATION TO A ONE-DIMENSIONAL GAUSSIAN CURVE
IS .00? GRID UNITS «ND .02 PERCENT DENSITY FROM THE TRUE VALUE.
THE FOURIER OR PATTERSON MAP WHICH WAS PREPARED AS A BINARY FILE (ON
=NFILEE=> PY THE =FOURR= PROGRAM IS RE^D INTO CORE, ONE LAYER AT A TIME,
INCLUDING AS MANY Ab 20,000 POINTS PER LAYER. THE LAYER IS SCANNED FOR GRID
PEAKS. NEAR EACH Of THESE* THF TRUE PFAK LOCATION AND DENSITY IS DETERMINED
AND THE VALUES STORt-0. MAXIMA WITHIN ONE-HALF GRID UNIT OF THE BOUNDARY
SURFACE OF THE MAP ARE ACCEPTED AS BEING IN THE SURFACE. AS SUCCESSIVE LAYERS
ARE READ IN, RECOKDb ARE KEPT OF THE LOCATION, DENSITY, AND LAyER NUMBERS OF
EACH PEAK IN THE LAbT TWO LAYERS IN WHICH IT HAS BEEN FOUND. AS SOON AS THE
DENSITY OF A PEAK DtCREASES, THE INTERPOLATION BETWEEN THREE SUCCESSIVE LAYER
PEAKS IS MADE AND COORDINATES »NO DENSITY ARE PRINTED OUT. IF THREE PEAKS
ARE AVAILABLE* A PAKAUOLIC FIT is MADE. IF ONLY TWO HAVE BEEN FOUND, THE
LARGER IS ASSUMED TU BE THE EX«CT POSITION. IDENTICAL PEAKS FROM EACH LAy£R
MUST BE MATCHtO. A RESOLUTION OF TWO GRID UNITS IS USED. 100 PEAKS APPEARING
IN ONE LAYER CAN BE STORED. AMY EXCESS IS LOST. THIS MAY HAPPEN IF THE CUTOFF
OF DENSITY IS SET TOO LOW OR IP TOO MANY PEAKS ARE SEARCHED FOR IN ONE PASS.
PEAKS ARE FLIMINATEL* FROM THE I ISTS WHEN THEY ARE NO LONGER DETECTABLE IN THE
LATEST LAYFR. GRID POINTS HELOW A SPECIFIED LEVEL ARE SKIPPED OVER. IF ANY
GRID POINTS (HOLES) ARE BELOW « SPECIFIED LEVEL, A SIGNAL IS SET. IF
THE NUMBER OF PEAKS READ OUT BECOMES TOO GREAT, PEAK-PICKING is TERMINATED.
AS MANY AS t>oo THREE-DIMENSIONAL PEAKS ARE STORED. SYMMETRICALLY
RELATED PEAKS ARE ELIMINATED AS EACH NEW PEAK is FOUND, THE EQUIVALENT PEAK
WITH HIGHEST OENSITT IS RETAINED, A RESOLUTION OF .75 ANGSTROMS IS USED TO
UIST1NGUISH DfFFEKENT PEAKS. rF SPECIAL RESOLUTION IS DESIRED, IT MAY BE SET
DURING THE SEARCH,
AFTER ALL THE LAYERS HaVE BEEN SEARCHED, A SPECIFIED NUMBER OF PEAKS OF
HIGHEST DENSUTY ARE RETAINED, LISTED, AND CAN BE OUTPUT ON CARDS,
IP OESIREO, HOLES MAY HE SOUGHT,
AS A PRACTICAL APPLICATION, THJS PROGRAM CAN PROVE VERY HELPFUL INSEARCHING E MAPS (E.G. FOURIER WITH KARLE-HAyPTMAN E VALUES AS COEFFICIENTS AND
PHASES OBTAINED BY IHE SYMBOLIC ADDITION PROCEDURE). F.OR HEAVY ATOM STRUCTURES
IT WILL BE FOUND UStFUL TO SEARCH FIRST THE SHARPENED PATTERSON WITH ORIGIN
REMOVED FOR PRECISE HEAVY ATOM COORDINATES AND THEN SUBSEQUENTLY THE FO-FC
DIFFERENCE MAP FOR IHE LIGHT ATOM POSITIONS, THIS LATTER MAP HAS PROVED MORE
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POWERFUL BECAUSE OF THE MITIGATION OF THE cERlES TERMINATION ERRORS AND THE
ADDED CLARITY OF THt LIGHT ATOM POSITIONS.
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AN ALGORI1HM FOR FINDING A StT Op PHASES DIRECTLY FROM
SIGMA-IWO RELATIONSHIPS (CENTROSYMMETRIC CASE)
=PHASE= WAS WRITTEN HY R.V. CHASTAIN. E.G. ROONSTRA. AND J.M.
STEWARj. THIS PROGKAM IS DESIGNED TO 03TAJN A SET OF PHASES FOR THE SOLUTION
OF CENTROSYMMtTRIC bTRUCTURES. IT USES AN APPROACH WHICH TREATS THE OUTPUT
CF THE SIG?''A-TWO SEARCH BY A DIRECT SOLUTION OF PRODUCT EQUATIONS USING A
MULTI-cYMBOLlC APPROACH TECHNIQUE. AFTER THE SOLUTION IS CARRIED OUT* THERE
IS A REVIEW OF THE KtSULTS TO "10 IN ESTABLISHING IF THE SOLUTION IS CORRECT
OR IF THERE ARE ALTERNATIVE POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS.
THERE AHE TWO DISTINCT WAYS IN WHICH THE PROGRAM KAY BE USED. THE
CHOICE IS DEPENDENT UPON PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY
(EXCLU-IVE OF BRAVAiS LATTICE TRANSLATIONS). WHEN THERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF
TRANSLATICNAL SYN'MEIKY SUCH AS IN P2 OK PSCA, THE PROGRAM IS MOST POl-.'EPFUL
bECAuSE SYMMETRICALLY EQUIVALENT REFLECTIOfvS HAVE THE POSSIBILITY OF PRODUCING
PHASE FEVERSALS (SEC- ALSO l.GE^'ERL - SYMMETRY) WHICH AR£ A GOOD WAY OF CHECKING
THE RESULTS. WHEN IHERE IS LUTLE OR NO TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY' SUCH AS IN
P18AR OR PMMM» THERE. IS ALWAYS THE DANGER OF PRODUCING THE 'ALL PLUS
CATASTROPHE*. THIS «CATASTKOPWE» IS ALWAYS POSSIBLE BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF THE
CHECKS WHICH ARISE CKOM TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY.
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
THE OUTPUI OF THE =STNGEN= PROGRAM CONSISTS OF THE RELATIONSHIPS
WHICH ARE SHOWN IN l.SINGEN.
THROUGH THE USE OF bTANQARD TRIGONOMETRIC IDENTITIES THE EQUATION
PHKH1) + PMKH2) + PHUH3) + PHI(SHIFT) = PSI
MAY BE SHOWN TO RESULT IN A SIMPLE PROOUCT RELATIONSHIP If) THE CENTROSYMMETRIC
CASE. FIRSTLY. ALL VALUES OF <-'SI MAY BE SET TO £ERO (WHICH IS A BASIC
ASSUMPTION IN SETTING OUT TO A^PLY THE 'SYMBOLIC ADDITION PROCEDURE* OF KARLE
AMI KAHLE), btCONDt-Y, SINCE ALL THE VALUES OF PMJ ARE 0 OR PI, THEIR COSINES
ARE Slf/PLY + OR -1,U. THUS THF PRODUCT RELATIONSHIP BECOS'ES —
SE(Hl)*SE(Hii)*SE(H3) = SD(DELTA)
WHERE SE AND SD ARE MOKE CAREFULLY DEFINED AT THE END OF THIS SECTION. AT
THIS POINT LET IT Bt SA10 THAT SE(H1) MEANg THE SIGN OF THE E OF A GIVEN
REf-'LECTIONr HI. AND THAT SD OF DELTA I? THE SIGN THAT RESULTS FROM ANY PHASE
CHf-NGIi NECESSARY SO THAT HI. H?, H3 ARfc KEPT IN THE ASYMMETRIC SET OF
REFLECTIONS SUPPLIED AT =OATRDM= TIME (SEE l.SINGEN)
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EACH REFLtCTION (H) TS SUPPLIED A 'SYMBOLIC PHASE* AT =SINGEN= TIME
WHICH IS SIMPLY AN INTEGER EOUnL TO ITS RANK ACCORDING TO DECREASING VALUE OF
E MAGNITUDE. THUS* THE HIGHtST E VALUK REFLECTION HAS SYMBOLIC PHASE 1 AND SO
ON DOWN. THE OUTPUI OF =SING£N= CAN THUS BE USED TO PRODUCE A LARGE NUMBER
OF PRODUCT EQUATIONS IN TERMS OF THESE SYMBOLS. THE NEXT STEP IS TO DECIDE
WHICH OF THE SYMBOLS SHOULD BE SOLVED FOR DIRECTLY. A ROUGH RuLE IS TO TRY
INITIALLY TO SOLVE DIRECTLY FO" A NUMBFR OF SYMBOLS EQUAL TO THREE TIMFS THE
NUMBER OF ATOMS (EXCLUSIVE OF HYDROGEN) IN THE ASYMMETRIC. PART OF THE UNIT
CELL. WHATEVER NUMttEK IS DECIDED UPON. THjS SUBSET OF REFLECTION PHASES ARE
CALLED 'GENERATORS1• SINCE» ONCE THEY ARE KNOWN, MANY MORE PHASES MAY BE
GENERATED FROM THEM WITH VERY I.ITTLE TPOUELE. IN STRAIGHTFORWARD CASES WITH
HIGH TpANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY. A LARGE NUMBER OF GENERATORS WILL USUALLY GIVE
A SOLUTION ON THE FiRST ATTEMPT, WHEN THE TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY IS LOW OR
THE DATA IS NOT OF THE BEST QUALITY. IT IS BEST TO KEEP THE NUMBER OF
GENERATORS LOWER. AN THIS WAY THE SYMBOLS WHICH ARE 'HARD TO FIND' WILL BE
LEFT UNSOLVED AND MAY BE FORCE" ONE WAY OR ANOTHER SYSTEMATICALLY. THUS
UNCOVERING THE PHYSICALLY CORRECT SOLUTION, THE CLASSIC 'ALL PLUS CATASTROPHE1
ARISES IN P1BAR WHEKE, IF THE NUMBER OF GENERATORS IS SET TOO HIGH, THIS
TRIVIAL SOLUTION OF THE PRODUCT EQUATIONS wILL BE FOUND. THE METHOD .HERE IS TO
SET THE NUVBEK, SUCH THAT. SAY TWO SYMBOLS OVER AND ABOVE THE ORIGIN DEFINING
SYMBOLS ARE LEFT UNSOLVED ANU THEN TO CONS]OER THEM +-, -+, OR ~ IN TURN.
E MAPS MAY BE CALCUALTED IN EACH CASE MD SEARCHED FOR THE ANSWER. IN VERY
BAD CASES IN PlBAR, AS MANY AS FIVE ADDITIONAL SYMBOLS MAY BE REQUIRED. MUCH
ABOVE THIS LEVEL SUGGESTS THAT OTHER STRATEGIES ARE IN ORDER (SEE =TANGEN=).
CONSIDER A STRUCTURE IN WHICH 30 GENERATORS ARE TO BE SOUGHT DIRECTLY.
THERE
 WILL NOT IN Gtf-T.,?AL (IF KVER) BE 30 sIGMA-TWO PRODUCT EQUATIONS
WHICH RELATE THESE 40 SYMBOLIC PHASES. IT IS THEREFORE NECESSARY TO DEFINE TWO
KINUS OF PRODUCT EQUATIONS- THOSE OF 'THE pIRST KIND* WHICH COME DIRECTLY FROM
THE SIGMA-TWO PROCESS
(E.G., 1*7*^ 2 r +)
AND THOSE OF 'THE SECOND KIND» WHICH ARE PRODUCED BY ELIMINATION A SINGLE
'NON-GENERATOR' BETWEEN TWO DIFFERENT SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS.
(E.G.. 2*9*J5 = - ANU 7*12*35 = + HENCE 2*9*7*12 r -)
THESE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE SECOND KIND PRACTICALLY ALWAYS MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO .
PRODUCE A SUFFICIENI NUMBER OF PRODUCT EQUATIONS TO.REDUCE ALL GENERATORS TO
BE EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF THE LOWEST SYMBOLS SUITABLE TO DF.FINE THE ORIGIN.
THE PROGRAM IS SET 10 CARRY OUT THIS OPERATION IF THE UNKNOWN NUMBER OF SYMBOLS
AND THEIR PARITY GROUPS SATISFY THE CONDITIONS FOR ORIGIN DEFINITION (SEE
I.SIGMA). DETAILS UK THE ACTUAL PROCEDURE ARE GIVEN IN CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC
COMPUTING. PROCEEDINGS OF THE OTTAWA INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL PAPER Afc,
MUNKSGAARD* 1970. EU. F.H, AHMFD.
THE OVERALL PROCESSES THAT ARE PROGRAMMED ARE AS FOLLOWS —
1. THF OUTPUT OF =SIGMA= IS LOADED INTO CoRE. ALL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE
FIRST KIND ARE SAVED AND ALL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE SECOND KIND ARE
FORMED FOK THE NUMBER OF GENERATORS SPECIFIED. RELATIONSHIPS OF THE
SECOND KIND ARE ASSIGNED A PROBABILITY VALUE CORRESPONDING TO THE LOWEST OF
THE TWO SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS (EMPIRICAL BASIS).
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2. ALL THE RELATIONSHIPS OF TME FIRST AND SECOND KINO ARE SORTED IN DECREASING
ORDER OF PROBABILITY AND E«CH IS ASSIGNED A CATALOG NUMBER FOR PURPOSES
OF REFERENCE.
3. A
 TRIANGULAR MATRIX OF ORD<-R EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF SOUGHT GENERATORS IS
S£T UP.
4. THF SORTED RELA I IONSHIPS A«E SCANNED FROM HIGHEST PROBABILITY TO LOWEST
AND EVERY ENCOUNTERED RELATIONSHIP WHICH CAN SERVE TO CAUSE A HIGHER
SYMBOL TO BE EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF LOWER SYMBOLS, IS UTILIZED. THE END
OF THE SOLUTION ATTEMPT is EITHER KHEN ALL SYMBOLS ARE KNOWN OR V«HEM ALL
THF RELATIONSHIPS ARE SCANNED.
5. THE RESULTS OF IHIS OPERATION ARE PRINTED OUT IN A NUMBER OF CATEGORIES -
•DEFINED bY USEK», 'UNDETERMINED', 'PHASE REOuCES TO', 'DETERMINED TO BE«,
OR 'MISSING'. IHUS EVERY GENERATOR is ACCOUNTED FOR. IN THE CASE OF
•PHASE REDUCES 10' THE RELATIVE PHASE IS PRINTED ALONG WITH THE PRODUCTS
OF THE SYMBOLS UPON WHICH THE GIVEM PHASE DEPENDS. E.G. u<< PHASE REDUCES
TO -1*3.
UUP ING THt PROCtSS CF SOLUTION A 'PEDIGREE' IS KEPT. SllCK
 THAT EVERY
RELATIONSHIP FRUM THE SORTED LIST WHICH IS USED IN THE SOLUTION OF ANY
GlyEN SYMBOLIC PHASE IS NOTED. THIS MEANS THAT ONE MAY SEE JUST
WHICH RELATIONSHIPS (BY CATALOG NUMBER) WERE! USED TO SOLVE FOR EACH
GENERATOR SOUGHI. THIS CA™ BE USED IN A POWERFUL WAY AS DISCUSSED BELOW.
7. AT THE END OK jn£ SOLUTION PROCESS. THE NUMBER AND PAplTy GRO'JPS OF ANY
Ui\!DETEFMI,\ED PH«SES ARE CHECKED. IF THEY MEET THE CRITERION FCR ORIGIN
DEFINITION THEY ARE ASSIGNED A VALUE OF + AS ORIGIN DEFINING REFLECT I OUS .
8. THE PEDIGREE IS THEN PRINTED AND STORED FOR THE CHECKING PROCESS WHICH
FOLLOWS. THE SYMBOLIC PHASES AND CATALOG NUMBERS OF THE SORTED
RELATIONSHIPS AKE USED FOR THIS DISPLAY.
9. THE SOLUTION OF N GENERATORS WILL USUALLY ONLY REQUIRE N-J RELATIONSHIPS
FROM THE SORTED SET. THE SORTED S&T ON THE OTHEK HA;ND WILL USUALLY
CONTAIN 11) TO 3U N MEMBERS. THIS VEANg THAT THERE IS A TREMENDOUS
OVERDETERMINATIUN RATIO FO^l THE SOLUTION OF THE PRODUCT EGuATIONS. UNDER
THESE CONDITIONS, THE SOLUTION MAY BE SUBSTITUTED INTO ALL THE
RELATIONSHIPS AND BY MEANS OF THE TNFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE PEDIGREE, A
CHFCK CAN BE MAUE ON THE N-3 EQUATIONS ACTUALLY USED IN THE SOLUTION FOR
THE GENERATORS.
FROM THIS PROCESS, A TABLE OF 'DISCREPANCY DIFFERENCES' MAY BE DEVELOPED
WHICH SHOWS THE DIFFERENCE IN THE NUMBER OF TIMES EACH OF THE RELATIONSHIPS
USED IN THE SOLUTION APPEAL WRONG MINUS THE NUMBER OF TIMES THEY APPEAR TO
AGREE. WHEN THtSE DIFFERENCES ARE MINijS, THE RELATIONSHIPS ARE ACCEPTED.
IF THE DIFFERENCE IS PLUS, THE CONDEMNED RELATIONSHIP TS ARBITRARILY
CHANGED IN SIGN AND THE APPROPRIATE SIGNS CHANGED. IF EFFECT, THIS IS AN
ATTEMPT TC FIND ANY RELATIONSHIP WHICH VIOLATES THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE
GIVEN IN THE EQUATION ABOVt! IS TRULY ZF.RO. IT SELDOM HAPPENS THAT THIS
OCCURS, BUT WHEN IT DOES T*!S STRATEGY IS VEKY POWERFUL. IT IS NOT
USEFUL FOrt SPACt GROUPS WITH NO TRANSLATIONAL SYMMETRY (WHERE NO
DISCREPANCIES CAN ARISE).
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10. LASTLY. THE 'GLNS.KATOKS AHE SUBSTITUTED INTO ALL SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS AND
ARF. USED TO GENERATE ALL PHASES POSSIBLE. THESE ARE PLACED IN AN OUTPUT
BINARY DATA FILE- WHICH MAY THEM HE USED ..TO CALCULATE AN E MAP OR AN «F
PHASED FROM STATISTICS' FOURIER MAP.' EACH GENERATED PHASE MAY IN. FACT
HAVE SEVEHAL SEPARATE DETERMINATIONS. WHEN THERE ARE SOME DISCREPANCIES'
IN THESE SEPARAIE DETERMIN<>TI'ONS A RATjO Of AGREEMENT MAY BE SET AND THOSE
PHASES IN DOUBT WILL NOT Bfc ASSIGNED A PHASE..
THE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION OF THE. METHOD DESCRIBES MORE RIGOROUSLY THE
ACTUAL SOLUTION' PROCESS AND THf FORMATION pF 'THE .RELATIONSHIPS 'AND PEDIGREE;
ALL SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS OF THE E'S ABOVE AN ARBITRARY 'VALUE
{USUALLY E GREATER I HAN OR E3U*L TO 1.5 DEPENDING ON COMPUTER SPEED AND TIME)
ARE .GENERATED BY =Si6MA=. rSIKMAr WRITES ALL POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS ONTO
AN INTERiVECIATE SCRATCH FILE. rPHASEr CAN .THEN SELECT .FROM THIS. FILE AN
ARBITRARY. SUBSET OF THE WHOLE ^ET OF S.I CMA-TwO RELATIONSHIPS. FOR PURPOSES
OF THIc DESCRIPTION! THE ORIGINAL SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS ARE' DEALT WITH IN TWO
DISTINCT 'WAYS. THE FIRST SUBS'-T IS TAKEN DIRECTLY FROM THE OUTPUT OF =SIGMA'2=.
THESE ARE REFERRED 10 AS SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS OF 'THE FIRST KIND' AND ARE
EXPRESSED AS — . .
SE(H!St(K)SE(L) = PKJ), P(J). (FIRST KIND) '.' '' : • • - . " _ ;
WHERE J IS THE RELA 1 IONSHI.P CATALOG NUN'BfcH., K, K» AND L" Ar>E" CA.T'Al-OG -NUMBERS
OF THE E»S» St(H) Ib TH£ SIGN OF E(H), PI IS.THE SYMMETRY SIGN (E.G. FOR.
.H..ONE BAR .ALL PI(J) ARE < + ) ) » ,»NO P (J.) IS PROBABILITY THAT. THE J-TH~ ' ' ; '
RELATIONSHIP IS VALiU.
' SIGMA-TWO HELATICMSH'PS OF »THc SECOND KlfJO' ARE NEXT FORMED "AS:
PRODUCTS BETWEEN RELATIONSHIPS OF THE P IHST KIND. WHICH HAyF. A COMMON SIGN
FACTOR (SYMBOLIC PHASil) FOR'THK THIRD VEKSER. W£ EXPRESS THESE AS —' ' ''
SE(H)SF(K.)SE(L)SE(H')SE(K« )SE(L») = PI(I)FKK), P(I), OR P(,K) WHICHEVER Is
SMALLER . . . . . . . . .
WHICH REDUCES.TO . . . "
S£(H)SE(K)SE(H')SE(K') = PKJ), P(J) (SEcOND KIND) ' , .
IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN A HIGH CONFIDENCE LEVEL WITH THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE
SECOND KIND, £<L) IN THE ABOVE EXPRESSION, IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE A VALUE
E31HL TO OR GREATER THAN SOME oRHITRARY L.E\EL (NOTE 1). THE COMBINED SET- OF
KELA'TIONSHIPS Or'THt. FIRST AND SECOND KINO IS REKERKtD TO AS THE 'EXTENDED SET
OF RELATIONSHIPS AKUNG THE SYMBOLIC PHASES. '
E(l) TO. ,E(M5. 'IN DECREASING VALUf. OF E» ;ARt DHF:W'-:D AS ' GENERATORS* i
THAT is. THEIR PHASES VILL Bt SOLVED DIRECTLY. IT is ON THE BASIS Or" M, THE
NUMBER'OF GENtRATORS1 SOUGHT. TMAT THE SELECTION OF RELATIONSHIPS OF THE SECOND
KIND IS BASED. FOR KtLATIONSH!PS OF ' THE FiRST'KiNQ E(H), E(K), AND E(L) ARE
ALL GRF.ATER THAN OR 'cGUAL T.O. E(M). IN RELATIONSHIPS. OF THE SECOND KINfJ, A
COMMON E(L) (=E(L'l) LE5S THAN E(M) IS ELIMINATED TO FORM THE RELATIONSHIP(-ROM A PAIR CF PARENT SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS. £(M+D TO F<N) ARE SEI-'
TO AS 'GENERATED' BtCAUSE THtl* PHASES WILL BE GENERATED IN TERMS OF THE
PHASES OF THE ' GEiMEK ATORS * . T*£ EXTENriED c,ET CF RELATIONSHIPS IS NOW
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LIMITED TO THOSE RELATIONSHIPS INVOLVING OwLY THE GENERATORS AND HAVING P(J)
GREATER THAN SOME. AKUITRARY VAl.uE. FOR OPTIMIZATION, THE LIMITED SUtSFT OF
RELATIONSHIPS IS SOKTED IN THE ORDER OF DECREASING P(J).
THE LIMITED SUBSET OP RELATIONSHIPS IS NOW SOLVED BY ASSUMING THAT
EVERY RELATIONSHIP IN THE LIMITED SUBSKT IS CORRECT (NOTE ?),
EVEKY SIGN OF THE GENERATORS WHICH is DETERMINED is EXPRESSED AS
SE(H) = 0(H) H = 1,2..«...,, M WHERE
THE FUNCTION O < H > ib A PRODUCT OF pi's FROM THE EQUATIONS USED IN THE
INVERSION, AND THE ARBITRARY PMASES PERMITTED BY THE SPACE GROUP. THIS SET OF
SIGNS FOR THE GENERATORS MAY Ht A GOOD FIRST APPROXIMATION To THE CORRECT SET
OF PHASES (NOTE 3).
MOT ONLY UOES THE PR"OUCT OF PI'S IN 0(H) SERVE TO DEFINE THE SIGN OF
E(H), IT ALSO SHOWS EACH PI UPf>N WHICH THE SIGN Op E(H> If, DEPENDENT. FOR THIS
REASON 0<H> IS REFEKRED TO AS THE PEDIGREE OF SE<H). THROUGH THE SET OF THE
M O'S IT IS POSSIBLE. TO FIND ALL SE'S WHICH ARE AFFECTED fly A CHANGE IN ANY
GIVEN PI .
THf. INVERSION PROCESS REQUIRED OivLY M RELATIONSHIPS OF THE COMPLETE
LIMITED SUBSET OH RELATIONSHIPS OF THE FIRST AN'0 SECOND KINO. THE RE'-'AIN'o^R Of
THE RELATIONSHIPS CMN HE USED TO CHECK THE REASONABLENESS or T.H; APPSCXI.'-V.TE
SOLUTION. SOME NUMbtR OF THE w£LATION5H1PS MAY BE FOUND DISCREPANT. THAT IS
SUBSET OF RELATIONSHIPS OF THE FIRST AMD SECOND KIND. THK REMAINDER OF THE
RELATIONSHIPS CAN BL USED TO C"ECK THE REASONABLENESS OF THE APPROXIMATE
SOLUTION. SOME NUMBER OK THE RELATIONSHIPS MAY BE FOUND »DISCR£PANT', THAT is
SE(H)Sc (K)SE.(L) W>T tQUAL TO Pt(J) OR SE (H) SE <«.) S£ (H» ! SE ( K • i NOT EQUAL TO PI(J1
WHILE THE OTHER RELATIONSHIPS '."ILL BE FOUND 'ACCORDANT'. THAT IS
SE(H)SE(K)SE(L) = PKJ) OR SE (H)SE(K )St <H« ) SE (K • ) = PI(J)
THE PROGRAM IS DESIWtO TO 'MODIFY THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO REDUCE THE TOTAL
N'UMiiER OF OISCREPANI RELATIONSHIPS. TO ACCOMPLISH THIS. A SECO'<0 KIM) Or
PEDIGREE is INTRODUCED - THE PEDIGREE OF A RELATAONSHIP. THE ELEMENTS OF THIS
PEUIGREE ARE FOUND *S THE PESUI TANT FACTORS GIVEN BY THE PRODUCTS OF THE
SYMMETRY SIGN AMU THE PEDIGREE OF THE RE'S INVOLVED IN THE RELATIONSHIPS.
THAT IS —
0(H)0(K)0(L)PI(J) OK 0<H)0(K)OIH»)0(K«)PI(J)
THE PEDIGREE OF THE RELATIONSHIP SHOWS EACH PI WHICH WILL INFLUENCE WHETHER
THIS RELATIONSHIP Ib ACCORDANT OR DISCREPANT.
THE ALGORITHM USED FnR MODIFYING THE APPROXIMATF SOLUTION EMPLOYS TWO
COUNTS FOR EACH OF THE PI«S INVOLVED IN THE INVERSION PROCESS. ONE COUNT,
U<J),' IS THE NUMBER OF TIMES Pf('J) APPEARS IN PEUIGKEES O^ DISCREPANT
RELATIONSHIPS. THE OTHER. COUNT, A(J). IS THE NUMBER OF TIV.ES Pl(J) APPEARS !?i
THE PEDIGREES OF ACCORDANT RELATIONSHIPS. WHEN THE COUNTING Is COMPLETED FOR
THE LIs-ITED SUBSET <JK SIGMA-TW') RELATIONSHIPS, THE DISCREPANCY DIFFERENCES.
UELTA(J), ARE FOHMEU.
DELTA(J) = 0(0) - AM) .
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THE LIST OF DELTA'S IS SCANNED FOR THE LARGEST POSITIVE DELTA!J), AND THE PI(J)
ASSOCIATED WITH IT is ESTABLISHED AS THE 'VILLAIN' (NOTE u). SUCH AN EQUATION
IS TERMED A 'CONDEMNED' EQUATION.
AT THIS POINT, EACH SE WHICH CONTAINS THE VILLAIN PI(J) IN ITS
PEDIGREE IS CHANGED TO PRODUCE A NEW APPROXIMATION TO THE PHASES THAT WILL
YIELD FEWER DISCREPANCIES. THF PROCESS CAN BE CARRIED OUT REPEATEDLY BY
SUBSTITUTING THE NEW APPROXIMATION OF THE PHASES INTO THE LIMITED SET OF
SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS UNTIL NO MORE POSITIVE DELTA'S REMAIN. THE SET OF
PHASES WHICH GIVES NO POSITIVE DELTA'S IS ACCEPTED AS A SOLUTION FOR A SET OF
GENERATOR PHASES.
IT IS IMPORTANT TO REALIZE THAT THE SIGN OF THE CONDEMNED EQUATION
HAS BEF.N INVERTED AND THE EQUATION NOT REMOVED FROM THE RELATIONSHIPS USED
IN THE SOLUTION. ONE MAY WISH THROUGH THE USE OF rBADEONs OR =BADSIG= CARDS TO
REMOVE SUCH RELATIONSHIPS FROM USE IN SUBSEQUENT RUNS.
TO DETERMINE THE VALUES OF THE 'GENERATED' PHASES* THE SIGMA-TWO
RELATIONSHIPS ARE LIMITED TO T*E SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS OF THE FIRST KIND
WHICH CONTAIN TWO GENERATOR AN" ONE GENERATED PHASE. IF SE(L) IS THE PHASE TO
BE GENERATED, AND SMH) AND SE(K) ARE KNOWN GENERATOR PHASES, THEN THE
REARRANGED RELATIONSHIP —
SE(L) = PI(J)SE(H)SE<K)
SERVES TO DEFINE THt PHASES SE(L). SINCE ANY PARTICULAR SE(L) MAY BE
DETERMINED MANY TIMES, SOMETIMES RESULTING IN CONFLICTING PHASE VALUES, THE
CURRENT CODE SIMPLY USES THE PHASE VALUE GIVEN MOST FREQUENTLY. SUBJECT TO
A CONTROL PARAMETER* IT LEAVES AS UNDETERMINED THOSE PHASES FOR WHICH EQUAL
NUMBERS OF OPPOSITE VALUES OCCUR,
NOTES
NOTE 1, THIS MINIMUM E-VALUE TS USUALLY THE VALUE OF THE SMALLEST E TO HAVE
ITS PHASE GENERATED.
NOTE 2. SOMETIMES IT IS FOUND THAT NOT ALL SE CAN BE SOLVED FQR UNIQUELY.
THIS IS USUALLY REMEDIED BY EITHER LOWERING THE ESTABLISHED CONFIDENCE
LEVELS OR BY INCREASING THE NUMBER PHASES TO BE USED AS GENERATORS,
SOMETIMES IT IS EXPEDIENT MERELY TO WITHDRAW THE FEW TROUBLESOME
SE'S FROM IHE SUBSET "F GENERATORS.
NOTE 3. THIS IS BECAUSE MOST RELATIONSHIPS INVOLVING SIGNS OF LARGE E'S AND
HAVING HIGH PROBABILITIES ARE EXPRESSING THE 'TRUTH'.
NOTE l». EXCEPT FOR THE ACCORDANT SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS WHICH BY COINCIDENCE
ARE DEPENDENT ON AN EVEN NUMBER OF INCORRECT PI'S* ALL RELATIONSHIPS
DEPENDING UN A VILLAIN PI WILL BE DISCREPANT AND NO ACCORDANT
RELATIONSHIPS WILL BE DEPENDENT ON A VILLAIN Pi. WITH GOOD DATA AND
BY ESTABLISHING A SUFFICIENTLY HIGH CONFIDENCE LEVEL FOR THE
RELATIONSHIPS USED, ACJ) IN GENERAL WILL BE MuCH SMALLER THAN D(J)
FOR A VILLAIN.
ALSO* A CONDITION COULD EXIST IN *HICH TWO OR MORE DELTA'S COULD BE
THE LARGESI NON-NEGATIVE DISCREPANCY DIFFERENCES, THIS CONDITION CAN
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Rt-VlEW — A PROGRAM FOR REVIEWING DIRECT
PH/>SE DETERMINATIONS
THIS PROGRAM WAS WlRTTfN BY G. J. KRUGER AND IS DESIGNED
TO COMpARE THE ACCURACY OF THE DIRECT PHASING METHODS WITH THE FINAL
PHASES CALCULATED FKOM THE RtFTNED STRUCTURE. WHEN USING THIS PROGRAM,
THE BINARY DATA FILt. SHOULD CONTAIN THE RESULTS OF THE PROGRAMS =FC=»
SSINGEN=, AND POSSIBLY =TANGEN= AND =APHAs£=,
IF THE PHASES ESTIMATE!' BY =TAN'GEN= ARE AVAILABLE, THEIR VALUES
ARE COMPARED WITH T"OSE FROM A STRUCTUHE FACTOR CALCULATION AND THE DIFFERENCES
DISPLAYED IN A TABLt AND A GRAPH.
THE STATISTICAL STRUCTURE INVARIANT RELATIONSHIPS SET UP BY =SING£N=
IS IN THE FORM —
PHI(HlrKl,L1> -f PHI (H2,K2,L2) + PHI (H3»Ki,L3) -f PHKSHlFT) = PSI
BY SU&STITUIING THE PHivSE ANGLFS (PHI VALUES) CALCULATED BY =FC =
INTO THE RELATIONSHtP THE ACTUAL VALUE OF PSI CAN BE CALCULATED. FURTHERMORE,
HY USING THE AVERAGING PROCESS IN =APHASE= AN AVERAGED VALUE OF PSI CAN B£
ESTABLISHED. IF THt PHI VALUED ESTIMATED BY =TANG£N= ARE AVAILABLE, AN
ESTIMATED VALUE OF ^SI CAN ALS» BE CALCULATED.
THE STRUCTURE INVARIANT RELATIONSHIPS CAN BE USED IN TwO DIFFERENT
WAYS. EITHER THE SIGMA TWO ASSUMPTION IS FOLLOWED WHERE PSI IS ASSURED TO
b£ ZERn, OP, THE PSI VALUE DERIVED BY THE AVERAGING PROCESS CAN BE USED
DIRECTLY. THE EFFECTIVENESS 0»- THE DIRECT PHASING METHODS IS EXAMINED BY
COMPARING THE ACTUAL PSI VALUES WITH THE SIGMA TWO ASSUMPTION VALUE (ZERO),
THE AVERAGED VALUE, AND THE =T«NGEN= ESTIMATED VALUE.
THE COMPARISON IS DONE IN TWO STEPS. FIKST, THE PSI VALUES FOR
TRIPLETS INVOLVING -E-'S WITH • VALUE GREAjER THAN OR EQUAL TO A MINIMUM
VALUE SET BY THE UStK, IS CALCULATED. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DEVIATIONS
OF HSI FROM ZERO AND THE DEPENDENCE OF THE MAGNITUDE OF THE DEVIATIONS ON
-A- IS THEN DISPLAYtD. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE COSINE(PSI) VALUES FOR
RELATIONSHIPS WITH -A- GREATER THAN OR EOUAL TO A MINIMUM VALUE, SET BY THE
USEH, IS THEN DISPLAYED IN A T»BLE AND GRAPH. UP TO NINE DIFFERENT VALUES OF
-A- CAN BE USED, RESULTING IN i 'P TO NINE GRAPHS FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF -A-.
SECONDLY, A VALUE OF PSI MAY BE DERIVED bY THE AVERAGING PROCESS
IN =APHASE=. WHEN IHESE VALUES ARE USED THE TREATMENT IS SIMILAR TO THAT
USED IN TREATING THt =SINGEN= TRIPLETS. THE DEVIATIONS FROM THE CALCULATED
PSI ARE DISPLAYED FUR THE ZERO-PSI-ASSUMPTlON, THE AvERAGED-PSI• AND THE
TANGENT-REFINEMENT-tSTIMATEO PSI.
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PROGRAM FOR TH£- CALCULATION OF R VALUES
=RLI5T= WAS WRITTEN BY WILLIAM KEEFE IN COLLABORATION WITH J.M.
STEWART.
THIS PROGRAM IS UESIGNt-D TO EXPLORE ON SEVERAL BASES THE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN CALCULATED «ND OBSERVE!' STRUCTURE FACTORS. IT IS DESIGNED TO SEPARATE
THE REFLECTION DATA INTO A NUMBER OF GROUPINGS - SOME AS STANDARD FEATURES OF
THE PROGRAM. THE REb>T AS SPECIFIED BY THE USER. THE STANDARD CLASSIFICATIONS
'ARE - ALL RELLECTIQNS HQO, OKO, OOL, HKO, HCL, OKL, HKL (ALL INDICES \'ON-ZERO)>
THE LEVFL SCALE GROUPS* BY £QU"L 0.1 P'CREwtNTS OF SIN( TH£TA) /LAMBDA, AND BY
GEOMETRIC INCREMENT^ OF THE MAGNITUDE OF F OBSERVED, 0-1, 1-2, 2-1, <j-8» ETC.
HEYOND THESE ONE MAY CHOOSE, THROUGH THE USE OF =CATEGQ= CARDS, MANY OTHER -
POSSIBLE CATEGORIES. THESE CATEGORIES MAY SPECIFY CLASSES OF REFLECTIONS,
RANGES OF SIN(THETA) OVER LAMB»A, F OBSERVpD, INTENSITY, CHI, OR PHI. TH£
OUTPUT IS THEN IN THE FORM OF COUNTS OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF REFLECTION IN EACH
CATEGORY, AND A NUMBER OF R VAl UES. THESE R VALUES TAKE THE FOLLOWING FORM —
1. THE 'CONVENTIONAL' R, TH"T IS, THE S^M OF DELTA F OVER THE SUM OF F
OBSERVED FOR I HE OBSERvEn REFLECTIONS (DELTA F IS FO-FC ) .
2. AN R VALUE FOK THE LESS-THANS. DELTA F IS SET EQUAL TO Z^RO FOR THOSE
REFLECTIONS FOR WHICH IT IS MINUS. THE LEVEL FOR ESTABLISHING A LESS-
THAN IN TERMS OF STANDAR" DEVIATIONS IN THE INTENSITY ABOVE BACKGROUND
WAY BE SET AT CALCULATION TIME.
3. THE SQUARE ROUT OF THE R"TIO OF THF SUM OF THE 'LE^ST SQUARES WEIGHTED
DELTA F SQUARtD OVER THE SUM OF THE WEIGHTED F'S OBSERVED SQUARED.
<t. THE 'CONVENTIONAL' R INCLUDING REFLECTION MULTIPLICITY.
5. THE 'CONVENTIONAL' R UTILIZING I OBSERVED AND I CALCULATED,
6. THE SLOPE OF LN1FO/FC) VERSUS (SIN( THETA) /LAMBDA) SOUARED. THIS
IS AN ESTIMATE- OF TEMPERATURE FACTOR FIT.
7. THE RESCALE FACTOR RATIO WHICH IS TH£ SUM OF F CALCULATED OVER THE SUM OF
F OBSERVED.
8. AM APPROXIMATION OF THE STANDARD ERROR OF AN OBSERVATION OF UNIT WEIGHT.
ONE MAY SELECT . UP TO 500 <:ATEGORIFS (DEPENDING ON MACHINE SIZE) PER
HUN BY MEANS OF =CAIEGO= CARDS. THESE CARDS ALLO'.v FOR A J2 CHARACTER
KOR THE CATEGORY WHICH IS TO Bf SUPPLIED BY THE USER FOR THE CuTPUT
LISTING. A 'fiATCH' TEST FOR H, K, AND/OR L IS ESTABLISHED IF ANY OR ALL OF
THESE FIELDS IS LEF I BLANK THEM ALL REFLECTIONS ARE TESTED FURTHER. IF HOWEVER
A NUMBER IS PUNCHED THEN, ONLY REFLECTIONS WITH THE VALUE(S) PUNCHED WILL BE
INCLUDED IN THE CATEGORY. FOR EXAMPLE, IF ONE PUNCHES 1 IN THE H FIELD, THEN
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THE CATEGORY APPLIES ONLY TO 1"L REFLECTIONS. NEXT, ONE MAY SPECIFY THAT
THE CATEGORY IS TO t(£ BASED ON AN ADDITIVE COMBINATION OF THE MILLER INDICES
HAVING A SPECIFIED VALUE. FOR EXAMPLE, ONE PUNCHES A J* TO INDICATE THE CATE-
GORY IS BASED ON H-t-K AND A 2 TO INDICATE THAT H+K MUST BE EVEN. THE FINAL
ALTERNATIVES FOR CAIEGORIES ARK BASED ON RANGES OF VALUES FOR FIVE POSSIBLE
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC QUANTITIES - 5IN THETA/LAMBDA, INTENSITY, F OBSERVED, CHI,
OR PHI.
THESE POSSIBILITIES SHOUL» PERMIT THE EVALUATION OF STRUCTURES WITH VERY
SPECIAL CATEGORIES OF REFLECTIONS.
THE OUTPUT FOR ALL THE CATEGORIES CONSISTS OF THE VARIOUS R VALUES AND
THE SUMMATIONS WHICH ARE USEU IN THEIR CALCULATION. NOTHING Is PRINTED FOR
CATEGORIES WHICH HAVE MO REFLECTIONS IN THEM. THIS IS TO KEEP THE OUTPUT
AS SHORT AS POSSIBLE..
A PARAMETER MAY bE SET WHICH CAUSES INDIVIDUAL REFLECTIONS WITH A R VALUE
(DELTA F/FOBS) GREA1ER THAN THF VALUE OF TnE PARAMETER TO BE LISTED. THIS
PARAMETER APPLIES ONLY TO OBSEPVED REFLECTIONS.
CAUTION SHOULD BE EXERCISED IN THE USE OF THE OPTION WHICH AUTOMATICALLY
PRINTS THE R VALUES FOR ALL CLASSES OF INDICES TAKEN ONE AT A TIME. THAT IS
TO SAY ALL REFLECTIONS FOR H=0, THEN 1, THEN 2» THROUGH K=0» THEN 1, THEN L=l,
tTC. FOR AN ORTHORnOMHIC CASE WITH MAXIMUM H, K» AND L OF 9fl, THIS GIVES 1000
CATEGORIES OF 5000 LINES WHICH IS ABOUT 100 PAGES OF OUTPUT. THIS OUTPUT IS
USUALLY LARGE AND UNSE.LECTIVE. THE =CATEGO= CARD MAY BETTER BE USED TO TAILOR
THE OUTPUT TO THE COMPOUND AT "AND,
IN ORDER TO CALCULATE THE R VALUES AS A FUNCTION OF CHI AND PHI, IT IS
NECESSARY TO SUPPLY THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX USED BY =DIFSET= (WHICH SEE).
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SINGEN — A PHOGRAM FOR DEVELOPING SIGMA-TWQ
STRUCTURE INVARIANT RELATIONSHIPS
WITHIN THt X-RAY SYSTEM, TH£NE HAVE BEEN THREE PREVIOUS SIGMA-TWO
PROGRAMS. THE FIRSI «Y H. AMMON WAS REWRITTEN BY J.STEWART, R. CHASTAJN,
AND E. C, BOONSTRA AND USED AS =SIGMA2= AND-AIMED PARTICULARLY *T THE
CENTROgYMMETRlC CASt. AT THE VAME TIME, ANOTHER PROGRAM. =SI6MA=, WAS
DEVELOPED BY SYD HALLf AIMED PARTICULARLY AT THE ACENTRIC CASE ANO USING A
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFEKtNT ALGORITHM FROM =SIGMA2=. BOTH PROGRAMS GAINED THEIR
SPEED THROUGH DIFFEKtNT TECHNIQUES WHICH HAVE PROVEN TO BE COMPATIBLE. THUS,
THIS PROGRAM is A RUSULT OF COMBINING THESE TECHNIQUES INTO A NEW GENERALIZED
PROGRAM FOR THE GENtRATioN OF SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS.
PROLOGUE
THIS PROGKAM IS DESIGNED TO FIND THE REFLECTION?; WHICH HAVE INDICES
SATISFYING THE CONDITION —
HI •«• H2 + H3 = 0
Kl -f K2 + K3 = 0 !
LI + L2 + L3 = 0 ;
WHERE (HN, KNf UN) IS THE VECTOR FOR THE NTH REFLECTION. THE VALUES OF
IHN, KM, LN) MUST ENCOMPASS AH POSSIBLE REFLECTIONS IN THE LIMITING SPHERE.
IN ORDER TO RELATE I HE ASYMMETRIC SET OF REFLECTIONS SUPPl IED TO THE
REFLECTIONS WHICH SATISFY THE ABOVE CONDITION, IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO APPLY A
SYMMETRY TRANSFORMAIION (SEE l.GtNERL),
THESE COMBINATIONS Of REFLECTIONS GIVE RISE TO THE STATISTICAL
STRUCTURE INVARIANT RELATIONSHIP —
PHI(H1,KJ.,L1) + PHI(H2rK?,L2) + PHI (H3, K3> L3) + PHI(SHIFT> = PSI
THE VALUE OF THE PESTDUAL VAPIABL^i PSI, IS OBTAINED IN TWO DISTINCT
WAYS, WHEN THE PROUUCT OF THE THREE E(HN,KN,LM VALUES IS LARGE, PSI IS
APPROXIMATELY ZERO. MOREOVER, EVEN WHFN THE E PRODUCT is SMALL» THE AVERAGE
VALUE OF PSI OVER MANY RELATIONSHIPS TENDS TO BE ZERO. THE OTHER WAY IS TO
ESTIMATE PSI BY MEANS OF A MORV COMPLICATED AVERAGING PROCESS.
THESE RELATIONSHIPS "AY BE TREATED IN A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT WAYS
TO DETERMINE A SET OF PHASES FOR A GIVEN STRUCTURE.
1. IN THE EVENT THAT NUMERIC PHASES ARE TO BE USED DIRECTLY IN DETERMINING
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FURTHER VALUES, IT is FTRST REQUIRED TO SPECIFY THE CELL ORIGIN AND
ENANTIOMORPH (WHERE NECtSSARY). INFORMATION FOR THE CELL SPECIFICATION
IS PRODUCED BY THE =SIN«£N= PROGRAM. WHEN THE SPECIFICATIONS ARE
FOLLOWED, ONt MAY THEN USE THE RELATIONSHIPS TO MANUALLY GENERATE OTHER
PHASES.
MANUAL GENERATION OF PHASES USING THE SYMBOLIC ADDITION PROCEDURE is
ALSO POSSIBLE THOUGH THIS MAY NOT BE NECESSARY IF SOME Qf THE
METHODS DESCKIBED BELOW ARE EMPLOYED.
2, IN THE CENTRUSYMMETRIC CASE, THF RELATIONSHIPS FROM =SING£N= MAY BE
USED DIRECTLT TO FORM A SET OF EQUATIONS. THE SOLUTION OF THESE
EQUATIONS IS DESCRIBED TN 1.PHASE. THIS METHOD OBVIATES THE NEED TO
MAKE AN A PRIORI DEFINITION OF THE
 0RIGIN.
3. THE PROGRAM =TANGEN= MAT BE USED TO GENERATE A SET OF PHASES STARTING
WITH A SMALL NUMBER OF ^UMERlC VALUfS (OFTEN JUST THOSE SPECIFYING THE
UNIT CELL).
THE METHOD OF CALCULATION
=SIINiGEN= CARRIES OUT THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS —
1. THE SYMMETRY INFORMATION is PLACED IN STORE IN THE FORM OF ROTATION
MATRICES (TRANSLATION VECTORS APE NOT USED). THE WHOLE SET OF
ROTATION MATKICES IS DEVELOPED BY TAKING FRIEDEL'S LAvJ INTO ACCOUNT.
2. IF THE SPACE GROUP UNDER STUDY HAS A CENTERED LATTICE, THE ROTATION
MATRICES ARE TRANSFORMED TO THE EQUIVALENT PRIMITIVE LATTICE.
3. THE CHARACTERISTIC MATRIX is CALCULATED BY SUBTRACTING THE IDENTITY
MATRIX FROM tACH ROTATION MATRIX IN TURN. THE RESULTS OF THESE
SUBTRACTIONS AKE THEN SEARCHED COLUMN BY COLUMN FOR THE SEMINVARIANT
VECTORS AND MODULI.
<+. A SUMMARY IS PRINTED GIVING THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION —
A, PRIMITIVE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
B. STRUCTURE SEMINVARIANT VECTORS AND MODuLI
C. ORIGIN DEFINITION DETERMINANT
D, ENANTIOMORPH DEFINITION.
5. THE A-VALUE AND THE PROBABILITY RELATIONSHIP FOR THE CENTROSYMMETRIC
CASE AKE GIVtN AS —
A = 2.0*SIG3*SIG2**(-1.5)*/E1*E2*E3/
AND PKOB = 0.5 + 0.5(0.5*AJTANH,
THE A-VALUES ARE ALSO SUMMED TO PROylOE A SENSITIVE MEASURE OF THE
IMPORTANCE OK A GIVEN REFLECTION IN THE INTERACTION PROCESS. THE
VALUE OF -A- MAY BE USE" IN PLACE OF THE ACTUAL PROBABILITIES IN
SUBSEQUENT CALCULATIONS BECAUSE THEY ARE A FASTER VARYING QUANTITY
PROPORTIONAL TO THE PROHABILITY.
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6. THE (H.K.L) bORT ORDER t-OR THE SIGMA-TWO SEARCH IS ESTABLISHED FROM THE
MAXIMUM VALUES OF H»K, ANO L AS SUPPLIED AT =OATRDN= TIME, THIS SORT
ORDER IS SUCH THAT STORAGE WILL BE IN AS MANY SMALL GROUPS AS POSSIBLE.
THUS. IF H MAXIMUM IS L"RG£, K "EDIyM, AND L SMALL THERE WILL BE
SET UP A LARffc NUMBER 01- GROUPS OF CONSTANT H AND CHANGING K . AND L.
THUS, H IS THE PRIMARY*. K THE SECONDARY. AND L THE TERTIARY SORT INDEX.
IN ADDITION, EACH GROUP OF H IS BROKEN DOWN BY PARITY OF H, K, AND L.
7. ALL REFLECTIONS ABOVE A SPECIFIED E VALUE ARE LOADED. DURING THIS
LOADING PROCEDURE, THE DEFLECTION SYMMETRY OPERATION CODES (SYMOPS)
ARE EXTRACTED FROM EACH REFLECTION RECORD. THESE SYMOPS ARE USED TO
GENERATE THE ASYMMETRIC REFLECTION AND ITS SYMMETRICALLY RELATED
EQUIVALENT REFLECTIONS. IF THE MAGNITUDE OF H. K, L IS CHANGED BY
THE SYMMETRY TRANSFORMATION, THE RESULTING REFLECTION is STORED
SEPARATELY. ALL REFLECTIONS OF THE SAME MAGNITUDE OF H, K, L ARE
STORED TOGETHER WITH 'POINTERS TO Tf-£ FIRST AND LAST HKL-SIGNS AND
PHASE SHIFTS (RELATIVE TO THAT ASYMMETRIC REFLECTION) WHICH HAVE! BEEN
STORED IN A NON-REDUNUANT SYMOP TABLE,* THESE DIRECTORS ARE STORED IN
A PACKED WORU (SEE l.GEMERL).
8, CERTAIN REFLATIONS MAY HAVE RESTRICTIONS ON TH£IR PHASE VALUES. THIS
IS DUE TO THt SYMMETRY OF THE SPACE GROUP (E.G. IN CENTROSYMMETRIC
CASES, ALL PHASES ARE 0 OR PI). THIS INFORMATION IS STORED WITH EACH
REFLECTION.
9, THE MAXIMUM VALUES OF THE SECONDARY AND TERTIARY INDICES ARE DETERMINED
FOR EACH VALUE OF THE PRIMARY SORT INDEX PLUS THEIR PARITY GROUP. THIS
is TO DEFINE THE LIMITS OF THE SEARCH FOR <H3,X3rL3) .
10. ALL E VALUES ARE ASS1GNFD A SYMBOL NUMBER IN DECREASING ORDER OF E.
A TABLE IS THEN PRINTED SHOWING ALL THE ASYMMETRIC REFLECTIONS AND
THEIR SYMMETK1CALLY RELATED EQUIVALENT REFLECTIONS. IN THIS TABLE IS
DISPLAYED THt PHASE SHII-T INFORMATION, PHI (SHIFT), WHICH ARISES FROM THE
SPACE GROUP SYMMETRY.
11. A POINTER TABLE IS DEVELOPED WHICH SERVES TO POINT TO THE CORE REGION
IN WHICH THE INFORMATION ABOUT ANY (H3,K3»L3) REFLECTION MAY BE FOUND.
THIS POINTER TABLE GIVE? RISE TO A MAJOR SOURCE OF EFFICIENCY IN THIS
SIGMA-TWO ALGORITHM.
12, THE SEARCH FOR THE SIGMA-TWO RELATED REFLECTION INVOLVES FIVE BASIC
STEPS.
A. EVERY ASYMMETRIC REFLECTION is USED AS AN HI»KJ.,UI IN ORDER OF
SYMBOL NUMBER. ... .
B. IN TURN, EACH (H1,K1,L1) IS COMBINED WITH ALL OTHER ASYMMETRIC
<H2,K2.Lii) OF EQUAL OR LOWER SYMBOL NUMBER. THESE COMBINATIONS
PRODUCE A POSSIBLE <H3,K3»L3>.
C. ALL THE b»IGN COMBINATIONS FOR EACH (H2,K2»L2> REFLECTION ARE
GErtERATEU AND COMblMED WITH THE . ASYMMETRIC (H1,K1,L1> TO PRODUCE
OTHER POSSIBLE <H3,K3,L3> REFLECTIONS.
D. USING THt. PRIMARY S»RT INDEX FOR (H3,K3,L3V AND ITS PARITY. A
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POINTER is ESTABLISHED TO INDICATE THE PLACE IN THE TABLE TO BEGIN
THE SEARCH. THE MAGNITUDES H3,K3,L3 ARE THEN SOUGHT.
E. WHEN THEKt IS A MATCH ON MAPNITyOE OF H3»K3»L3, THE SIGNS ARE
GENERATEU AND THt FINAL COMPARISON MADE.
13. WHEN A SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIP IS FO|jND, THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS
GENERATED —
A. THE PHASE SHIFT ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRANSFORMATION OF (H2.K2.L2)
AND <H3,K.3,L3) TO T«£IR ASYMMETRIC EQUIVALENT REFLECTION IS
UNPACKED. THESE ARfr SUMMED TO GIVE THE TOTAL PHASE SHIFTt
PHI(SHIFT), OF THE RELATIONSHIP, ALL THE PHASES ARE* AT THE SAME
TIME, HEI-ERRED TO TH£ ASYMMETRIC REFLECTION PHASES AND STORED AND
PRINTED tIF REQUESTED/ AS RELATIONSHIPS OF THE FORM —
+ /- PHKSN2) +/- PHKSN3) +/- PHI(SHIFT)
SNN REFEKS TO THE SYMBOL NUMBER OF THE NTH ASYMMETRIC REFLECTION.
B. THE PROBABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH EACH RELATIONSHIP IS DETERMINED
bY TABLE LOOK-UP.
C, ALL OF THIS INFORMATION FOR THE NON-REDUNDANT RELATIONSHIPS, IS
WRITTEN UN =NFILEB= OR =NFILEE= FOR FUTURE USE. A NON-REDUNDANT
LIST IS ON£ IN WHICH NO SIGMA-TW0 RELATIONSHIP APPEARS MORE THAN
ONCE. H IS POSSIBLE TO SPECIFY* FOR PRINTING ONLY, THAT A
REDUNDANI LIST BE GENERATED AS WELL. A REDUNDANT LIST DISPLAYS EACH
SYMBOL NUMBER AS <H1,K1,L1), THEN AS (H2»K2,L2>» AND FINALLY AS
<H3,K3,L4>, BUT NOT NECESSARILY IN THAT ORDER. THIS IS STRICTLY
FOR CONVENIENCE IN '.'ANUAL PROCEDURES.
1<*. STATISTICS CONCERNING THE NUMBER OF NON-REDUNDANT INTERACTIONS FOR EACH
ASYMMETRIC REFLECTION A*£ KEPT. THIS INFORMATION IS PRINTED AT THE END
OF THE RUN.
FOR EVERY ASYMMETRIC REFLECTION, ITS ORDER OF SYMBOL NUMBER (THAT is,
DECREASING E MAGNITUDE) IS (H,K»L), /£/• PARITY GROUPt NUMBER OF
TRIPLETS INVOLVING THIS REFLECTION, THE SUM OF THE -A-«S, THE PHASE
RESTRICTION, THE PRIMITIVE CELL INDICES. THE VECTORS (U,V,W) AS DEFINED
IN THE CELL SPECIFICATION INFORMATION, AND WHETHER OR NOT THIS
REFLECTION IS A STRUCTURE SEMINVARIANT ARE ALL PRINTED.
ORIGIN DEFINITION
IN THE COURSE OF THE DETERMINATION OF A CRYSTAL STRUCTURE BY
STATISTICAL METHODS* THE PHASES WHICH ARE DETERMINED WILL ULTIMATELY DEPEND
UPON THE POSITION OK THE ATOMS IN THE UNIT CELL EXPRESSED RELATIVE TO A GIVEN
POINT IN THE CRYSTAL LATTICE CALLED THt ORIGIN. THE SPACE GROUP CHOICE FOR
A GIVEN CRYSTAL DESCRIBES THE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS FOR THAT GROuP IN TERMS OF
A SET OF EOUIPOINTS. THESE ARS DISCUSSED IN THE SYMMETRY SECTION OF l.GENERL
AND DISPLAYED IN THt INTERNATIONAL TABLES, VOL. 1.
THERE EXIST POINTS OTHER THAN <0,0,0> IN A UNIT CELL WHICH ARE
IDENTICALLY EvJUlVALt-NT WITH RESPECT TO THE SYMMETRY ELEMENTS (ROTATION
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MATRICES) OF THE SP«CE GROUP. THESE POINTS ARE EOUIVALENT ORIGINS TO
(0.0,0) AND ARE CHAKACTERI2ED *Y TRANSLATIONS WHICH GIVE PISE TO NO
CHANGE IN THE MAGNIIUUE OF F, HUT MAY CHANGE ITS PHASE. THUS, A TRANSLATION
IN DIRECT SPACE GIVtS RISE TO /> PHASE CHANGE IN RECIPROCAL SPACE (SEE LIPSON
AND TAYLOR, FOURIER TRANSFORMS).
FOR EXAMPLE, IN THE SPACE GROUP PlBAR, THERE ARE EIGHT EQUIVALENT
ORIGINS CORRESPONDING TO (0,0,<U, (1/2,0,0), (0,1/2,01, (0»0,l/2), (1/2,1/2,0>»
(1/2,0,1/2), (0,1/2,1/2), (1/2,1/2,1/2). OTHER EXAMPLES ARE SHOWN IN TABLE 1
OF H. HAUPTMAN AND O. KARLE, ACTA CRYST., g, 1*5(1956).
IN ORDER 10 FIX AN ORIGIN, THE PHASES OF CERTAIN REFLECTIONS MUST BE
ESTABLISHED SUBJECT TO THE CONSTRAINTS DISCUSSED BELOW. THERE EXIST TWO
SUBSETS OF REFLECTIONS WHICH MUST BE CONSIDERED AND IDENTIFIED. THE FIRST
IS THAT SU3SET WHICH DOES NOT CHANGE PHASE WHEN THE ORIGIN CHOICE CHANGES.
THESE REFLECTIONS AK£ SAID TO ^AVE SEMINVApIANT PHASES. THE DETERMINATION
OF THIs SUHSET ASSUMES A FIXED FUNCTIONAL FORM FOR THE SPACE GROUP. THE OTHER
SUBSET'OF REFLECTIONS HAS PHASES WHICH ARE DEPENDENT ON THE CHOICE OF ORIGIN.
THE REFLECTIONS WHII.H ARE USED TO SPECIFY ORIGIN MUST BE CHOSEN FROM THIS
SECOND SUBSET.
THE REFLECTIONS THAT HAVE A SEMINVARIANT PHASE MAY BE DEFINED
EXPLICITLY IN TERMS OF THE SEMINVARIANT VECTORS AND MODULI. THESE VALUES
ARE GI\/EN IN THE PAPER BY J. K<\RLE, PROC. I.U.CR. INTERNATIONAL SUMMER
SCHOOL ON CRYSTALLOO.RAPHIC COMMUTING, OTTAWA, AUti. 1969 IN 'CRYSTALLOGRAPHlC
COMPUTING', (ED. F.H. AHMED), ^UNKSGAAPD, 1970.
THESE SETb ARE DISPLAYED BY =S1NGEN= ACCORDING TO THE SYMMETRY
SUPPLIED AT =DATRDN= TIME.
LET THE MATRIX OF THF J SEMIMVARIANT VECTORS BE SV(J), THEN THE
PRODUCT OF THIS MATKIX WITH THh PRIMITIVE VECTOR <H,K,L) = H OF A GIVEN
REFLECTION GIVES A VECTOR WHICH TAKEN TO THE BASE MODULO OMEGA, W(J), GIVE A
VECTOR < U » V » W ) . IF ALL UVW AR»- ZERO, THE REFLECTION H HAS A SEMINVARIANT
PHASE AND CANNOT BE USED IN ORIGIN SPECIFICATION. IF THE SPACE GROUP IS
CENTERED, THEN THE PRIMITIVE VtCTOR H MUST BE OBTAINED BY TRANSFORMATION OF
THE REFLECTION INDICES.
CONSIDER I HE EXAMPLE OF THE SPACE GROUP P48AR.
SEMINVARIANT VECTOR — (H+K,L)
pi»BAR HAS THE
SV =
1 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
AND THE MODULI --"U,2)
i • * I
2
2
0
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CONSIDER THE TWO REH-ECT10NS (1.1*1) AND
(A) REFLECTION (l.lrl)
1
0
0
1
0
0
t
0
1
0
•
*
• •1
1
1
• •
•
1
» "•
*.
*
• t
2
1
0
* •
t * » »
, 2 .
MOD . 2 .
.0.
» » • •
. V .
. W .
WHICH is A NON STRUCTURE SEMINVARIANT SINCE U, V> AND W ARE NOT ALL ZERO,
(B) REFLECTION <l,l»i*)
1
0
0
1
0
0
•
0'
«
0
«
41
1
• •1
1
«*
• *
t
•
• "•
•
•
• • f
2 .
i* ,
0 .
. • •
•
2(f
0
•
MOD
• •
2
2
0
. .
• » •
• "
= . o
. n
* • •
* • *
. U
= . V
. w
* • •
WHICH IS A STRUCTURE SEMINVARIANT.
IT IS NECtSSARY TO FIX J LlNEARLy INDEPENDENT NON-STRUCTURE
INVARIANT PHASES IN ORDER TO DEFINE THE ORjGIN» WHERE J IS THE NUMBER OF
SEMINVARIANT VECTOR^ (USED IK SV).
IN PRACTICE, THE VALUES OF (U,V,vj> WHICH ARE UNDER CONSIDERATION.
ARE ENTERED INTO A u by J DETERMINANT WHOSE VALUE MUST BE +1 OR -1. THIS IS
THE TEST OF LINEAR iNDEpENDENCt.
MANY REFLtCTIONS WILt- MEET THE CRITERIA GIVEN ABOVE. HOWEVER, THERE
MAY BE ADDED RESTRICTIONS ON T*E VALUES OF PHASES DUE TO THE SYMMETRY OF THE
GIVEN SPACE GROUP. CARE MUST *E TAKEN IN THESE INSTANCES SO THAT THE VALUES OF
THE RESTRICTED PHASt-S ARE NOT VIOLATED. E.G., IN ACENTRIC SPACE GROUPS WITH
CENTRIC PROJECTIONS* THE PROJECTION REFLECTIONS WILL HAVE RESTRICTED PHASES.
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IF GENERAL PHASES ARF TO BE USED AS ORIGIN DEFlwERS» GREAT CARE MUST
BE TAKFN SO THAT THt CHOICE WI!L NOT VIOLA-JE. THE RESTRICTED PHASES. AS A
PRACTICAL MATTER IT IS BEST TO CHOOSE RESTRICTED PHASES WHENEVER PERMISSIBLE.
ENANTIOMORPH OEFIMIUON
IN NON-CENTROSYMMETRIC SPACE GROuPS, THE CHIRALITY (I.E. LEFT OR
RIGHT HANDEDNESS) 0»- THE STRUCTURE IS UNKNOWN IN THE ABSENCE OF ANOMALOUS
DISPERSION. THE PH«SES OF THE REFLECTIONS OF A GIVEN STRUCTURE (L) ARE THE
INVERSE OF THE PHASc-S FOR THE FNANTIQMORPHlC STRUCTURE (D). THAT IS» EVERY
Phl(L) = -PHI(D)
SINCE THE STRUCTURE »-ACTOR MAGNITUDE DOES NOT DISTINGUISH BETWEEN
THE ENANTIOMORPHS, IT is NECESSARY TO DEFINE EXPLICITLY WHICH PHASE SET, PHI<L>
OR PHI(D). IS TO BE USED, THIS IS DONE HY ESTABLISHING THE SENSE OF AT LEAST
ONE PHASE WHICH IS KNOWN TO BE SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM ZERO OR 180
UEGREEs. IN CERTAIN CASES WHE~ ORIGIN DEFINING PHASES ARF NON-ZERO OR
NON-PI, THE ABOVE Rt-QUlREMENT HOES NOT HOLD. THIS IS DISCUSSED BELOW. IN ANY
CASt, «LL REFLECTIONS NOT USED TO DEFINE ~h£ ORIGIN ARE ELIGIBLE FOR USE TO FIX
TUc EN/SNTIOM'CKPH AND IT REMAINS ONLY TO FIND WHICH ARE CAPABLE. IN THE CASE
WHEKc THE ORIGIN DEFINING REFLECTIONS ALL HAyE UNRESTRICTED PHASE VALUES ONE OF
THEM MAY BE SET TO 45 DEGREES BATHER THAN ZERO. THIS NiAy BE A LESS PRODUCTIVE
PROCEDURE IF THE ORiGIN DEFINING REFLECTIONS DO NOT INTERACT IN A SUBSTANTIALLY
PRODUCTIVE WAY.
IN PRACTICE, THE N',ETM00 USED TO DEFINE THE ENftNTlOMORPH IS IMPOSED
BY THE SPACE b*OUP SYMMETRY. IF THE SPACE GROUP HAS VANY CLASHES CF RESTRICTED
PHASES, IT MAY BE POSSIBLE: TO USE ONE OF THESE REFLECTION'S TO DEFINE ;H"
tWANTIriVORPH. IN THIS CASE IT IS ESSENTIA! THAT TH£ PARITY Gr,cUP CO!-:TA IN \NS
THIS RESTRICTtD REFLECTION CONf-'OKM TO 1HL FOLLOWING COt\Dj-lON. A pl-iAS^
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH PARITY GROUP CAN UE GENERATED DIRECTLY Fi>.o« THE LINEARLY
UEr-.iMDEMT PARITY GROUPS OF THE ORIGIN DEFINING REFLilCTlONS. GENERATED PHASES
ivWICH ARE CCNTRAUICIORY .TO THE RESTRICTED PHASE VALUES OF THAT PARITY CROUP
SPECIFY THc POSSIcLc LNANTIOMO"PH DKF1MING REFLECTIONS. .".G., IF THii
ORIGIN DEFINErtS IN 1 HE SPAC£ G'-'OUP f'?l?l2i WERE: TAK£.N FRC^ (U,U«0)r iU,0>0)»
AiMO {U,0»U)r THEY MAY 8E ASSIGNED THE RESTRICTED PHASES 90i 0, 90 DEGREES
RESPECTIVELY. THE KEM6INING PARITY GROUPS OF RESTRICTED REFLECTIONS MAY RE
OBTAINED BY COMBINAIIONS OF THPSE THREe REFLECTIONS. THE TABLE SHOWS PREDICTED
PHASES FOR ALL PARIiY GROUPS OTHER THAN THOSE DEFINED BY THE ORIGIN. (NOTE
THAT THIS is A SPECIFIC EXAMPLC AND NOT A GENERAL TABLE — OTHER ORIGIN CHOICES
GIVE RISE TO OTHtR HHASE CONFIGURATIONS.) WHEN THE PREDICTED PHASE AND THE
RESTRICTED PnA$£S AKL Olf-FtKtNT, THE RhFLEcTlCNS IN THIS GROUP ARE ELIGIBLE FQ»
USE IN DEFINING THE ENANTIOMORHH. THIS TABLE IS FOUND OH THE NEXT PAGE.
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GROUP PARITY oROUP OF RESTRICTION DERIVED FROM PREDICTED POSSIBLE
RESTRICTED PHASES IN DEGREES COMBINATION PHASE DEFINER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
»
9
10
11
12
U
U
0
G
U
G
U
0
0
G
G
0
U
0
U
U
G
0
0
G
U
G
0
G
0
U
U
0
0
U
G
U
G
0
G
G
90 <O.D.)
90 <O.D.)
90/270
0/1*0
90/?70
90/?70
0 (0.0.)
0/1*0
90/J?70
0/1"0
0/1*0
0/1*0
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
7
1
,2
,2,2,7
,1.2.2.7
,7
,1.2.7
,7
,1
.7
,1.7.7
0/180
90/270
0/380
90/270
90/270
90/270
0/180
0/380
0/180
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
THUS, FOR THIS TYPE «'F SPACE GRO(jP WITH MANY RESTRICTED PHASES. ONE
DEFINES THE ORIGIN PHASES THEN PRODUCES A POSSIBILITY TABLE SIMILAR TO THE
ONE SHOWN IN ORDER 10 IDENTIHY REFLECTIONS SUITABLE FOR DEFINING THE
ENANTIOMORPH,
IN SPACE bKOUPS WHERF' THE USF OF A PROCEDURE LIKE THE ONE A130VE
IS NOT POSSIBLE, A t-ENERA|_ PHA^E MUST BE UjED TO DEFINE THE ENANT I OKORPH.
THE CRijX OF THE PROBLEM IS TO UNO A GFNERAL REFLECTION WITH A PHASE MAGNITUDE
WHICH DIFFERS SIGNII- ICANTLY FROM Q OR 180 DEGREES. ONCE SUCH A REFLECTION
IS OBTAINED, THE ENANTIOMORPH IS DEFINED BY ASSIGNING A <;lGN TO THE MAGNITUDE.
ONE METHOD OF OBTAINING A SUITABLE REFLECTION IS FROM INTERACTION
OF THE ORIGIN DEFINING REFLECTIONS. WHFN PHASE ESTIMATES OF A GENERAL
REFLECTION ARt BOTH 0 ANU 160 DEGREES. THIS IMPLIES THAT THE TRUE PHASE IS
bETWEEN THESE TWO VALUES. THIS REFLECTION IS THEN A CANDIDATE FOR USE AS
AN ENANTIOMORPH DEFINING REFLECTION AT THE INITIAL VALUE OF 90 OR 270 DEGREES.
THE MAGNITUDE MAY NUT HE EXACTLY CORRECT, BUT GENERALLY IS * SUFFICIENTLY
GOOD APPROXIMATION 10 PERMIT FURTHER GENERATION OF PHASES.
THESE PHASES WILL BE CONSISTENT ^ITH THE ONE ENANTIOMORPHIC
STRUCTURE. AS THE OENERATION EXPANDS, THE VALUE OF THE ENANTIOMORPH DEFINING
PHASE MAY BE REFINED TO ITS.MO»E CORRECT VALUE.
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PHASE ESTIMATION AND REFINEMENT BY REPEATED TANGENT ITERATION
THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY SYU HAUL TO TAKE THE OUTPUT OF =SINGEN=
AND, Fi?OM A SMALL StT OF STARTTNG PHASFS, OFTEN ONLY THE ORIGIN AND
tNANTIO-MORPH DEFINING REFLECTIONS, PRODUCE A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF PHASES TO
PERMIT STRUCTURE SOLUTION.
THE PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CALCULATE THE FOLLOWING RELATIONSHIP -
SUMMATION/W*E(H2)*E(H3)*SIN(PHI(H2>4-PHI(H3) )/
TAN(PHI (-HI) ) = ---------------------------------- '• --------- - ------- —
AT ICN/W*E ( >*2 ) *E ( H3 ) *COs ( PHI ( H2 ) +PH I ( H3) ) /
WHERE PHI (-HI) is THE PHASE ASSOCIATED WITH THE NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTOR, E,
OF REFLECTION (-HI) AND WHERE W IS A WEIGHT NORMALLY TAKEN AS ONE. IF A
VvEIGHTF.n TANGENT FORMULA IS SPECIFIED THEN —
W = 0.5 + 0.t>TANH(0.5*EC(Hl)*EC(H2)*EC(H3>*SlG3/SIG2**1.5)
V.'KERE FC IS THE AVERAGE R.M.S. VALUE Of THE NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR IN THE
TANGENT. FORMULA. (-HI) IS A VCTOR IN RECIPROCAL SPACE ( -HI , -Kl , -LI ) .
APPLICATION OF THE FORMULA TO STRUCTURE SOlUTION REQUIRES THAT NUMERICAL
VALUES OF THE PHASES (PHI) OF SEVERAL (OR MANY) HIGH E VALUE REFLECTIONS WITH
VECTORS (H2) AND (H-i) HE ESTIMATED OR ESTAPLISHEO BEFOREHAND. THE FORMULA
THEN BECOMES USEFUL WHEN THEHE ARE A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF « KNOWN* PHASES
FOR REFLECTIONS WHICH INTERACT TO PRODUCE NEW ESTIMATES OF THE VALUES OF
PHI (-HJ) OR ln-HERE II CAN BE USf-'D TO REFINE A .KNOWN' VALUE OF PHI(-Hi)
•IN TERMS OF OTHER KNOWN PHASES. FROM. THE FOREGOING, ONE MAY SEE THAT
IT IS NECESSARY TO bEGIN THE USE OF =TANGEf,-r WITH AN 'INNER SET' OF PHASES
WHICH INTERACT TO PRODUCE AN 'tXPANDED SET'. THIS MAY IN TURN BE USED TO
EXPAND AND REFINE THE NUMBER 0<- 'KNOWN' PHASES. THE INITIAL INNER SET OF
PHASES MUST BE DERIVED FROM SO"E CONSIDERATION OTHER THAN rTAMC,EN= ITS'LF.
ONE WAy IS SIMPLY BY USE OF A "^ ET OF CAREFULLY SELECTED ORIGIN DEFINING
REFLECTIONS (SEE l.blNGEN). THIS, HOWFVER, IS SOMETIMES NOT SUFFICIENT TO
PRODUCE FURTHER KNOWN PHASES B^ SUCH AN EXPANSION. ANOTHER METHOD INVOLVES
USING PHASES FROM A PARTIAL STHUCTURE CALCULATED BY =FC= WHICH =TANGEM=
ACCEPTS FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE. OTHER STATISTICAL METHODS ARE DISCUSSED
UNDER I.SINGEN AND i. PHASE. T«E SYMBOLIC ADDITION PROCEDURE CARRIED OUT
USING THE OUTPUT LISTS OF =SINf=EN= MAY BE FRUITFUL IN PRODUCING FURTHER
PHASE FSTIMATc.5 IN ORDER TO PROCEED WITH THE =TANGEN= PROCESS.
ONCE A USEFUL INNER SET . OF PHASES IS ESTABLISHED, THE PROGRAM Is
APPLIED IN A CYCLIC FASHION BASED UPON CERTAIN RESTRICTIVE CRITERIA UNDER THE
CONTROL OF THc USER. DEPENDING UPON HOW THE CRITERIA ARE SET (J? , THE ATTEMPT
TO EXPAND THE INNER SET OF PHASES MAY HE UNPRODUCTIVE. IF THE CRITERIA ARE
TOO RESTRICTIVE AND STRINGENT "«0 NEW PHI (-HI) WILL BE GENERATED. ON THE
OTHER HAND, TOO PERMISSIVE CRITERIA MAY PRODUCE MANY ERRONEOUS PHASES AND
IN TURN THESE WILL t<E USED TO PRODUCE EVEN MORE WHICH WILL RESULT IN AM
UNINTERPRETABLE E MAP. WHEN THE LIMITS ARE SET CAREFULLY, THERE WILL BE A
STEADILY INCREASING NUMBER OF ACCEPTED NEW PHASES IN EACH CYCLE AND CONVERGENT
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iNT OF ALL PKEVIOUSLY ESTIMATED PHAr,£s. IT N'AY BE SEEM FROM TKF TAN3ENT
t-ORMULA THAT THE VALUES OF PHASES MAY ^E HEflNEO IN TERMS OF THE REST, SINCE
THE RANGE Of THE SUMMATIONS WII L BE INCREASED AS THE NUMBER Or THE PHASES IN-
CLUDED IS INCREASED. THIS PROCESS MUST HE RESTRICTED IF THE TRUE SOLUTION IS
TO UE aCHIEVED BECAUSE WHEN THI- INNER SET GROWS VERY LARGE AMD THE E VALUES
ARE ALLOWED TO GET bMALL, THE FORMULA BEGINS TO GIVE ERRONEOUS RESULTS.
SUCCESS WITH THE ME i HOD THUS REQUIRES AN APPROPRIATE REASONABLE INNER SET
OF PHAcjF.S AND DEPENDS ON CAREFi'LLY DEFINED RESTRICTIONS BEING APPLIED
EXPANSION AND REFINEMENT OF THE
IT IS PREFERABLE THAI THE INNER sET tJE A LIMITED NUMBER OF WELL
ESTABLISHED NUMERIC PHASES <SA" £*-iO) RATHER THAN A LARGE NUMBER. A LARGE
NUMbER OF STARTING HHASES, WHETHER THEY ARE POOR OR GOOD ESTIMATES, MAY NOT
LEAD TO CONVERGENCE DUE TO THE LARGER NUMBER OF LOW PROBABILITY INTERACTIONS
THEY ART INVOLVED IN.
AT TIMES UNE KAY SEE THAT THE INNER SET EXPANDS IN A VERY PROMISING
WAY IN THE FIKST ONt OR TWO CYCLES. BUT, IN SUCCEEDING CYCLES SHOWS
SIGNS OF DIVERGENCE (VALUES OF UEO - EC1/EO) INCREASE). ONE MAY BY USE OF
THE =BDFPHI= CARD CONTROL THE COURSE OF EVENTS AND POSSIBLY PREVENT THE
DIVERGENCE. TO DO IHIS, =TANG-:N= IS RUN ONLY THROUGH THE PROMISING CYCLES
AMO THFM RER|.|M USINt> ITS OWN OUTPUT THHOi;Gb CONTROL OF A
 =BDFPHI= CARD WHERE IT
MAY B£ SPECIFIED THAT THE IMNE" SET HE HELD FIXED FOR ADDITIONAL CYCLES.
THE PROGRAM OPERATES IN TWO DISTINCT MOOES, FIRSTLY, A 'CYCLE1
HOR WHICH ONE DEFINLS THE LOWEST MAGNITUDE OF E IS TO BE UTILIZED IN THE SECOND
MODE. SECONDLY, AN 'ITERATION', FOR WHICH ONE DEFINES ALL NEW PHASES WHICH
CAN BE GENERATED FROM KNOWN PH«SES FOR E MAGNITUDES ABOVE THE CURRENT CYCLE
THRESHOLD. DURING. AN ITERATION ALL VALUES (-HI) WHICH MAY BE DISCOVERED
FROM (H2) AND (H3) *KE ADDED TO THE LIST OF KNOWN PHASES. THEN ALL ASE
USED TO REFINE THE VALUES OF ALL THOSE CURRENTLY IN THE LIST. ,
ANY GIVEN CYCLE WILL BE TERMINATED WHEN A SPECIFIED NUMBER OF
ITERATIONS (MAX. OF bO) HAS BEEN COMPLETED OR THAT SUCCESSIVE PHASE ESTIMATES
HAVE CONVERGED, OR OSCILLATE, BETWEEN SPECIFIED LIMITS OF THE RATIO —
Et08S.WAV.
A NEW PHASE IS ACCEPTED AS USEFUL AND VALID, IF, DURING THE ITERATION
PROCESS....
1. THE PHASE HAS NOT ALTERED IN THREE SUCCESSIVE ITERATIONS BY MORE THAN
A SPECIFIED LIMIT (E.G. 100 DEGREED)
2. A RESTRICTED PHASE ESTIMATE HAS NOT DEVIATED FROM ITS PERMISSIBLE
VALUES BY MURE THAN A SPECIFIED LIMIT (E.G. 75 DEGREES)
3. THE CALCULAIED E VALUE (= AVERAGE R.M.S. VALUE OF THE NUMERATOR AMD
DENOMINATOR IN THE TANC-ENT FORMULA) IS NOT LESS THAN THE SPECIFIED
LIMIT (E.G., 0.5)
H, THE NUMBER up TRIPLETS USED TO ESTIMATE A PHASE MUST EXCEED THE
SPECIFIED LiMIT (E.G. 1 OR 2) .
IF A REFLECTION VIOLATES ONE 0^ THESE CRITERIA, IT IS NOT USED IN THE
SUCCEEDING ITERATION, ALTHOUGH ITS VALUE WILL BE REASSESSED. IN THIS WAY,
A SUSPECT PHASE ESTIMATE IS TEMPORARILY SUPRESSEO AND PREVENTED FROM
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CONTRIPUTING TO THE PHASING PROCESS.
A NEW CYCLE MAY BE INITIATED AT THE END OF A SEPIES o^ ITERATIONS.
THE NEw CYCLE WILL INCLUDE REFLECTIONS WITH LOWER E MAGNITUDES. SINCE NO
REFLECTION OF E VALUE LOWER TH«N THE CURRENT CYCLE LIMIT IS INCLUDED IN ANY
ITERATION, IT IS IMPORTANT TO "OTE THAT THE! INNEK SET OF STARTING PHASES MAY
NOT APPEAR IN THE FiKST CYCLES UNLESS THE MINIMUM E MAGNITUDE IS SET PROPERLY.
THE PHASES UF REFLECTIONS USED TO INITIATE THE PHASING PROCESS (I.E.
STARTING PHASES) MAY BE ENTERED SEPARATELY ON CARDS OR FROM A BINARY DATA FILE
OUTPUT FROM AN =KC= OR PREVIOUS =TANG£N= CALCULATION OR FROM =APHASE=. IN THE
FIRST CASE, STARUNto PHASES ARF. EXTRACTED ONLY WHEN THE ASSOCIATED F CALC
VALUE EXCEEDS THE PKODUCT (P*K*F(RED), WHERE P IS THE FRACTION OF THE COMPLETE
STRUCTURE KNowN, ANU K IS THE OVERALL SCALE FACTOR SPECIFIED AT INPUT TIME
(OH EXTRACTED FROM KECORU 7 OF THE BDF),
STARTING PHASES WHICH nEFINE THE POSITION OF THE ORIGIN IN THE UNIT
CELL SHOULD BL FIXED THROUGHOUT THE PHASING PROCESS. SIMILARLY* THE PHASE
INTENDED TO DEFINE I HE ENANTIOMORPH OF THE STRUCTURE (NECESSARY ONLY IN
ACENTRIC CASES) SHOULD ALSO BE FIXED IN THE EARLY CYCLES, EVEN IF ITS VALUE
IS NOT KNOWN ACCURAIELY.
THERE IS ALbO THE PROVISION TO SUPPRESS PARTICULAR REFLECTIONS IN THE
E LIST SO THAT THEIK PHASE IS HSTIMATED HUT NOT USED IN PHASING PROCESS. THIS
MAY BE NECESSARY IF CERTAIN HEf-LECTIONS ARE EXPECTED OR HAVE PROVEN TO BE
UNSUITABLE Fort PHASt EXTENSION PURPOSES IN THE EARLY STAGES. THIS IS OFTEN
THE CASE WITH AXIAL REFLECTION^.
ONCE THE ITERATIONS OF THE REQUESTED CYCLES HAyE BEEN CARRIED OUT, THE
FINAL ACCEPTED REFINED PHASES "RE WRITTEN jN THE OUTPUT BTNARY DATA FILE.
THIS FILE MAY THEN BE USED IN CONJUNCTION I..ITH =FOURK= TO CALCULATE AN .
•E MAPI OR AN 'FO PHASES FROM STATISTICS' MAP TO BE SEARCHED FOR THE STRUCTURE.
CHOOSING THE BEST StT OF CELL DEFINING REFLECTIONS
THE FORMAL RULES FOR SELECTING TH£ REFLECTIONS WHOSE PHASES MUST BE
FIXED IN ORDFrl TO SPECIFY THE.TELL ORIGIN AND ENANTlOMQRPH, HAyE BEEN DISCUSSED
EARLIER IN =S1NGE.N=. HOWEVER, THERE IS l'S;i'»LLY A LARGE N! iMBEK OF REFLECTIONS,
ANU COMBINATIONS OF REFLECTIONS IN THF E-LlST THAT CAN Be USED FOR THIS
PURPOSE. IF THE Slt-MA TWO STRUCTURE INVARIANT RELATIONSHIPS hERE EXACT If
WOULD NOT MATTER WHICH SET WERr USED, AS ALL MUST ULTIMATELY LE^D TO A
CORRECT EXPANDED PH«SE SET. THIS IS NOT THE CASE. THE RELATIONSHIPS ARE
STATISTICAL AND USUALLY CONSIDERABLE CARE MUST 3£ TAKEN TO SELECT THE STARTING
SET WITH THE HIGHESI PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS. THE SUCCESS OR FAILURE TO EXTEND
THE INNER SET OF PHASES CORRECTLY IS 01-TEN DETERMINED IN THE VERY EARLIEST
INTERACTIONS. UNLESS'THERE is SUFFICIENT REDUNDANCY AT THIS STAGE A SINGLE BAD
ESTIMATE IN THE FIR^T ONE OR TWO ITERATIONS CAN PEJRMEATE THE ENTIRE PHASING
PROCESS. IT IS OF URST IMPORTANCE THfREFoRE TO SELECT THE SET OF CELL
DEFINING REFLECTIONS, AND OTHEH REFLECTIONS USED TO INITIALIZE =TANGEN=, SO AS
TO FACILITATE BOTH I HE HIGHEST PROBABILITY OF EARLY SINGLE SIGMA TWO
RELATIONSHIPS, AND THE RAPID INTERACTION Of THESE PHASES FOR EARLY REDUNDANCY.
THERE ARE A NUMBER Or PROCEDURES FOR CHOOSING THE »BEST« STARTING SET
(SEE HALL, 1970). A RELATIVELY SIMPLE METHOD WHICH HAS MET WITH CONSIDERABLE
SUCCESS WHEN USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH rTANGEN= WILL SE DESCRIBED BRIEFLY HERE.
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THE BASIC STEPS ARE AS FOLLOWS—
I/ USING IHE SUMMARY OF STRUCTURE INVARIANT RELATIONSHIPS OUTPUT
FROM rsINGENr, SELECT BETWEEN 10 AND 2(1 (DEPENDING ON THE STRUCTURE SIZE)
REFLECTIONS WHICH AHE ELIGIBLE FOR USE AS STARTING PHASES, AND HAVE THE HIGHEST
'SUM OF-A-S' VALUES. FOR EXAMPLE, IN THE c,PACE GROUP P(2S'jBl, 2SU81, 2SUB1)
THESE v-'OULO BE THE UKL, HQL AN" HKQ REFLECTIONS, AND IN P(2Su6l>, THE HQL AND -
HIL REFLECTIONS. SOME OF THESF PHASES CAN BE IMPLICITLY SEMINVARIANT (STATED
IN THE R.H.S. OF THt SUMMARY =SINGENr) SINCE, ALTHOUGH THEY ARE INELIGIBLE FOR
ORIGIN DEFINITION, IHEY CAN BE USED TO FIX THE ENANTIOMORPH OR FOR OTHER
STARTING PHASES.
2/ LIST THE SELECTED REFLECTIONS AS PHASE NO., H,K,L, AND PHASE
RESTRICTION, IN A COLUMN ON-TH* L.H.S. OF A SHEET OF PAPER.
3/ FOR NONCENTROSYMMfeTRIC SPACE GROUPS* REPEAT \/ AND 2/ FOR
REFLECTIONS IN THE NUMMARY THAT ARE N')T *DlR£CTLY* ACCESSIBLE FOR USE IN THE
INITIALIZATION OF rlANGEN= "(US''ALLY DUE TO THE UNRESTRICTED NATURE OF THEIR
PHASES), BUT HAVE HIGH 'SUM OF -A-S' VALUEs.
U/ THESE LISTS SHOUL" NOW CONTAIN THE REFLECTIONS THAT FORM THE
LARGEST NUMUEK, AND/OR THE MOST PROBABLE, SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS. SUBSEQUENT
STEPS WILL ATTEMPT to FIND WHICH OF THESE REFLECTIONS FORM THE LARGEST NUMBER
OF RELATIONSHIPS AMON3 THEMSEL»ES. SUCH INTERACTIONS ARE ESSENTIAL SO THAT
REFLECTIONS IN THE CIRST LIST tC.F, I/ AND 2/1 PROVIDE EARLY PROLIFERATION OF
RELIABLE PHASES. THIS PROPERTY IS ALSO IMPORTANT IN THE SECOND LIST <C. F. 3/>
AS THESE REFLECTIONS INVARIABLY PROVIDF RELATIONSHIPS CRITICAL TO THE RAPID
EXPANSION OF THE INNER PHASE StT. IT SHOULD BE REMEMBERED THAT IN ALL
NONCENTROSYMMETRIC SPACE GROUPS THE REFLECTIONS WITH UNRESTRICTED PHASES
DOMINATE THE STRUCTURE INVARIANT RELATIONSHIPS. IT IS THEREFORE IMPORTANT
THAT UNRESTRICTED PHASES SHOUL"-' BE ESTIMATED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE SINCE THIS,
IN ADDITION TO ENABLING A MORE RAPID ACCESS TO ALL REFLECTIONS, ENSURES THAT
THE ENANTIOMORPH INFORMATION is RAPIDLY PROPAGATED TO THE REFLECTIONS WITH
NONZERO OR NONPI PHASE VALUES.
5/ USE THt STRUCTURE INVARIANT RELATIONSHIP INFORMATION FROM
=SINGEN= TO FIND WHICH RELATIO*'SHIPS INVOLVE MORE THAN ONF REFLECTION IN THE
LISTS ALREADY PREPAKEU. TAbuL»TE UN ROWS ON THE LISTS) THE PHASE NOS. OF
REFLECTIONS WHICH AKE IN SUCH »ELATIONSHIPS, REMEMBERING TO CROSS REFERENCE
<E. G. IF THE HORIZONTAL LIST OF REFLECTION PHASE NO. 5 CONTAINS PHASE NO. 37,
THEN THE LIST OF PHASE NO. 37 "UST CONTAIN sj.
6/ ON COMPLETION OF THIS SEARCH, THE LISTS SHOUl D REFLECT THE EXTENT
AND DIpF.CTION OF INTERACTIONS TNVOLVING THE SELECTED REFLECTIONS. IN THE FIRST
LIST, THE REFLECTIONS SHOWING THE MOST EXTENSIVE INTERACTIONS (THE LONGEST
KOWS) SHOULD NOW BE CONSIDERED AS THE K.OST SUITABLE CANDIDATES FOR ORIGIN AND
ENANTIOMORPH QEFINIIION. THESF REFLECTIONS MUST OF COURSE, COMPLY TO THE
FORMAL CONDITIONS REQUIRED FOR ORIGIN DEFINITION (STIPULATED AT THE START OF
=SINGEN=). OFTEN A COMPROMISE BETWEEN REFLECTIONS SATISFYING THESE
REQUIREMENTS AND THOSE MOST SUITABLE IN THE SELECTED LISTS, IS NECESSARY. IT
IS OBVIOUSLY MOST DtSIRABLE TH»T SEVERAL OF THE STARTING REFLECTIONS INTERACT
WITH EACH OTHER 1MML01ATELY ANO THIS SHOULD BE AN OVERRIDING COMSIDEKATION.
?/ IF THE 'BEST' CELl DEFINING PHASES 00 NOT EXTEND RAPIDLY ANO
PROLIFlCALLY AMONGS1 REFLECTIONS USED IN THE FIRST =TANGEN= CYCLE (TOP 50-100
E-VALUES) ADDITIONAL STARTING PHASES MAY HAVE TO BE USED. THE PREPARED LIST
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SHOULD ALSO BE INVALUABLE FOR THIS PURPOSE. ONE CAN USE EITHER A RESTRICTED
PHASE FROM THL FIRSI LIST* ASS'GNING THE TwO POSSIBLE NUMERICAL VALUES IN TWO
DIFFERENT rTANGEN= KUNS (N. b. FIRST CHECK IF ONt. OF THESE VALUES IS
INDICATED IN A LIMIlED SYMBOLIC ADDITION PROCEDUKE), OR AM UNRESTRICTED'
PHASE WITH NUMERICAL VALUES FROM o TO 350 DEGREES IN INTERVALS OF 45 DEGREES.
CRITERIA FOR RECOGNIZING WHICH =TANGEN= CALCULATIONS ARE SUCCESSFUL ARE
DISCUSSED BELOW.
RECOGNIZING CORRECT PHASE CONVERGENCE
THE INITIALIZATION 0<- THE TANGENT ITERATION PROCESS WITH A LIMITED
NUMBER OF CORRECT NUMERICAL PHnSES DOES NOT GUARANTEE THAT THE EXPANDED SET OF
PHASES WILL Bt. CORRt-CT. THIS »"AY BE DUE TO A NUMBER OF THE FACTORS VvHICH HAVE
BEEN DISCUSSED EARLIER. IT is INTENDED HERE TO OUTLINE HOW ONE CAN TELL IF THE
TANGENj CALCULATION HAS SUCCEEDED, AND THAj THE OUTPUT PHASES ARE CORRECT,
BEFORE THE E-MAP HAb BEEN CALCULATED. THE ABILITY TO DISTINGUISH A CORRECTLY
REFINEn PHASE SET FKOM AN INCORRECT ONF IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT WHEN THE
=TANGEN= CALCULATION IS REPtATf-D WITH A NUMBER OF ALTERNATIVE STARTING SETS.
SUCCESSIVE =TANGEN= HUNS ARE NI-CESSARY WHEN ONE OR MORE OF THE STARTING
PHASES IS UNKNOWN AND MUST BE PERMUTED THROUGH A NUMBER OF NUMERICAL VALUES.
THE =TANGtN= OUTPUT CONTAINS AT LEAST FOUR PARAMETERS THAT MAY BE
USED To APPROXIMATELY GAUGE CONVERGENCE TO A CORRECT PHASE SET. NEVERTHELESS,
IT SHOULD HE STRESSED THAT THESE PARAMETERS ARE STATISTICAL AND CANNOT 3E
TAKEN AS PRECISE INDICATIONS Oi- THE CORRECTNESS OF A PHASE SET. IN ORDER OF
SENSITIVITY, THESE ARE
I/ THE AGREEMENT FACTOR ( AV. (EO-EO/AV. (EOM , WHICH IS LISTED
FOR EACH ITERATION, SHOULD RIS*: AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH MEW CyCLE AND THEN
DECREASE TO A CONSTANT VALUE. AFTER THE LAST CYCLE THIS VALUE SHOULD R£ AT
ITS LOWEST AND HAVE A VALUE WHICH IS OFTEN LESS THAN 0.19. IN COKPAP:NG
DIFFERENT =TANGEN= KUNS THE PH«SE SET WITH THE LOWEST AGREEMENT FACTOR SHOULD
BE USED TO CALCULATt THE FIRST Er-MAP.
2/ THE DISTRIBUTION OF RESTRICTED AND UNRESTRICTED VALUES SHOULD BE
RELATIVELY EVEN IN A CORRECT P^ASE SET. SOME IMBALANCE IN THE NUMBER OF
SPECIFIC. RESTRICTED PHASE VALUKS IS PERMISSIBLE BUT THE UNRESTRICTED PHASE
DISTRIBUTION SHOULD NOT BE PEAKED ABOUT PARTICULAR VALUES. THE LATTER EFFECT
IS USUALLY Due. TO INADEQUATE DEFINITION OF THE ORIGIN OR ENANTIOMORPH BY THE
STARTING PHASES, OR INSUFFICIENT RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THESE PHASES.
•?,/ THE ABSOLUTE FIGURE OF MERIT BASED ON THE VALUE OF GERMAIN, MAIN
AND WOOLFSON (1971) COMPARES THE EXPECTED AND ESTIMATED PHASE STATISTICS.
THE LARGEST FIGURE Of MERIT (W'THIN THt RAr-jGE 0.95-1.20) SHOULD REFLECT THE
PROBABILITY THAT THt. EXPANDED ^HASE SET IS.CORRECT.
U/ THE RAIIO ( AV. (KOJ/AV. (EC)) SHOULD HAVE A VALUE CLOSE TO 1.0
FOR THp FINAL SET 01- REFINED PHASES, PROVIDED THIS SET IS LARGE ENOUGH (EMIN
SHOULD BE 1.2 TO !.<+).
THERE ARE A NUMBER OK OTHER LESS CONSISTENT INDICATIONS OF A
'SUCCESSFUL' =TANGEN= CLACULATION. HERE ARE SEVERAL ~
A) THE STARTING PHASf-.S SHOULP RAPIDLY EXPAND TO PHASE ALL OTHER
PHASES IN THE FIRST OR SECOND CYCLES (E-THRESHOLDs).
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B) ALL 'D^HIt VALUES DECREASE TOWARDS ZERO ( 0-5 DEGREES) AFTER TWO
OH THRpE CYCLES.
o MULTIPLE ESTIMATED OF A PHASE SHOULD NOT -BE CONTRADICTORY so THAT
THERE WE FEW VEKY LOW EC VALUFS (MARKED T> OR RESTRICTED PHASE CONFLICTS
(MARKED R).
D) THERE bHOULO BE AM ABSEN'CB OF INDIVIDUAL PHASE OSCILLATIONS
(MARKED 0) ANO OF OVERALL OSCULATIONS FROM ITERATION TO ITERATION (DETECTED
SY THE (AV. (EO)/AV. (EC)) RATIOS) IN THE FINAL CYCLES.
REFERENCES
1. GERMAIN r G'» MAIN, P. A"'0 WOOLFSON, M.M. (197D ACTA CP YST, A27.368
2. S.R. HALL (1*70) CRYSTALLOGRAPHY COMPUTING (F,R. flHMED, ED.) MUNKSGAARD
COPENHAGEN.
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PREPARATION OF PRINTED COPIES OF THE WRITE-UP
THE =WRITEU= PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO PREPARE PRINTED COPIES OF THE
tvRITE-yP OF THE SYS I EM FROM PUNCHED CARDS. EACH PROGRAM CALLING CARD MNEMONIC
IS USED TO GIVE A CHARACTER PAWE CODE. THREE KINDS OF PAGES ARE EXPECTED
l.XXXXXX-NNN, 2.XXXXXX-ANNr ANH 2.XXXXXX-BNN. THE X'S ARE THE CHARACTERS,
THE N»S ARE sEQUENCt NUMtJERS. THE 1 SECTION OF THE MANUAL IS GENERAL
DESCRIPTION. THE 2-« THE CARD ORDER ANU FILE REQUIREMENTS, AMD THE 2-8 TH£ CARD
FORMAT SECTION. EA(-H SECTION IS THEN UEFlNED AS AN ELEMENT.
THE BODY OF THE WRITE-UP MUST LEAVE COLUMN ONE FOR CARRIAGE CONTROL.
BLANK MEANS SINGLE SPACE, o (ZI-RO) DOUKLE CPACE. AND i MESNS START A NEW PAGE.
THE GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF EACH PROGRAM, IN PART }» HAS THE FOLLOWING
FORMAT. (NOTE THE FORMAT OF THIr. CARD IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE =ELEM£NT= CARD.)
COLUMNs-
000000000111111U1122222222223.^33333333<t^<+4<+Uit4<+4555i>55555566666666667777777777
ELEMENT
1
0
0
0
1.EXAMPL- 1
=EXAMPL= - «N EXAMPLE PROGRAM WRITE-UP
0 THIS PROGRAM IS NON EXISTENT IN THE X-RAY SYSTEM. BUT ITS WRITE-UP
NEVERTHELESS SERVEb TO AID AS AN EXAMPLE FOR THE USER WISHING TO DESCRIBE
THE FUNCTIONS ANO LIMITATIONS OF HIS PROGRAM. EQUATIONS OF SIGNIFICANCE
USED WITHIN THE CALCULATION SHOULD BE GIVEN WHERE POSSIBLE.
0 NOTE THAT ESOTERIC CHARACTERS WHICH ARE AVAILABLE ON SO^E PRINTERS
ARE NOT UNIVERSAL «ND ONE SHOULD RESTRICT ONESELF TO USE OF 0-9 A-Z / *
• » • - ( ) ' . .
ENDELT
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THE CARD ORDER AND FILt REQUIREMENTS (2-A) AND THE CARD FORMAT SECTIONS
HAVE THE FOLLOWING t-ORMAT.
COLUWs-
000000000111111 111 li!2222222223*33333333'*'»4im4<H+<+5555555555666f,666&667777777777
1234567890123456789Ul234567890l23i*567890123'«5678901234567fl90l23t*567a90123i+56789
ELEMENT
1 2.EXAMPL-A 1
u
0
OA.
0
0
0
0
0
CP.RD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =EXAMPL =
EXAMPL PROGRAM CALLING CURD
END END CAKD
PROGRAM
POSSIBLY REAUS =NFILEA= *****
C***** NEVER WRITES =NFILEB= *****
1 2.EXAMPL-B 1
U
0
OB. CARD FORMATS FUR =EXAMPL= PROGRAM
u
o ,
OOPERATION CARDS ARt DESCRIBED IN SECTION
 ?.G£NERL-A, AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.6ENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
OEXAKPL _ PRQCiRAM CALLING CARD.
PORMAT ( A2»A(4»1X, A2» A^)
0 COLS SPECIFIED BUNCHING OR FUNCTION CF THE FIELD
1-6 EXAN'PL
8-15 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
OENO •' - R;ND CARD,
FORMAT (A2»Ai»)
0 COLS SPECIFIED BUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 ENO
H-6 BLANK (NOIE THAT COLUMNS WHICH ML!ST BE BLANK ARE SO DESCRIBED -
IGNORED COLUMNS ARE NOT REFERENCED)
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=WTAN«L= - A PROGRAM TO ANALYZE WEIGHTING SCHEMES
=WTANAL= WAS ORIGINft_LY WRITTEN BY PETER wOODyjARO AND ADAPTED TO
SYSTEM FORMAT BY JOHN BALDWIN.
THE PURPOSE OF THIS ^ROGRAM IS To EXAMINE SUM <W*DELTA SQUARED) AND
SUM (DELTA SQUARED) AS A FUNCTTON OF THE PARAMETERS FOBS, SIM THETA, OR LAYER
INDEX. FURTHER. IT ALLOWS A SEPARATE ANALYSIS OF REFLECTIONS FOR WHICH FOBS is
LESS THAN A SHECIFIC.D THRESHOLD VALUE (AS A FUNCTION OF FOBS>, AND ALSO OF LESS
THANS <AS A FUNCTION OF SIN THFfTA J . IN EAcH OF THESE TWO CASES' REFLECTIONS
ARE SUB-DIVIDED AS 10 WHETHER F OBSERVED Is GREATER OR LESS THAN F CALCULATED.
THE INPUT DATA SPECIt-IES THE WAVELENGTH OF THE RADIATION USED. BY
CHOOSING A LAMBDA VALUE OF 1.0 THE SINF THETA ANALYSIS WILL BE
IN. TERMS OF SIM THE I A OVER LAM"DA. UP TO ?0 INTERVALS ARE ALLOWED FOR EACH
ANALYSIS EXCEPTING ! HAT FOR LAYER INDEX. IN THIS CASE, A MAXIMUM OF Hi LAYERS(E.G. ANY ONE OF H,*»L FROM -2" THROUGH +20) 15 PERMITTED AND THE USER MUST
SPECIFY THE LARGEST OCCURRING NEGATIVE
DURING THt'SCAN THROUGH THE BINARY FILE. THE FOLLOWING ARE SUMMED -
F 0«S, F CALC, DELTA* DELTA SQUARED, W*DELjA SQUARED AND NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS
- FOR PARAMETER INTERVALS DEFINED BY THE UsER. NOTE THAT 'LESS-THANS' ARE ONLY
INCLUDED IN ONE TYPt OF ANALYSTS.
THE METHOU OF DEFINING THE PARAMETER INTERVALS MEANS THAT THE FINAL
OUTPUT FOR THAT INTERVAL IS AN ANALYSIS OF REFLECTIONS FOR WHICH THE ACTUAL
PARAMETER VALUE IS LESS THAN THE CHOSEN INTERVAL VALUE. THUS, WITH F DBS
INTERVAL VALUES OF 10.0, 20.0, 50.0. REFLECTIONS WITH F OBS LESS THAN 10.0
WILL BE LISTEO AGAINST 10.0. THOSE IN THE RANGE 10.0 TO 20.0 AGAINST 20. 0 AND
SO ON. THUS, IF THt FIRST INTERVAL VAI UE FOR F OBS IS KAOE TO BE THE SAME AS • •
THE THRESHOLD VALUE» ALL REFLECTIONS WITH f OBS LESS THAN THIS VALUE WILL BE
GENERALLY ANALYSED IN THE F Otl? ANALYSIS ArjD IN MORE DETAJL- IN THE SMALL F OBS
ANALYSIS. FURTHERMORE, THE MAXIMUM SPECIFIED INTERVAL VALUE FOR ANY PARAMETER
SHOULD BE CHOSEN TO bE GREATER THAN THE LARGEST VALUE, (IF IT IS NOT, THE
HIGHEST INTERVAL VALUE WILL ALSO INCLUDE THE REFLECTIONS ABOVE THE TOP OF ITS
RANGE,) IF THE SEKltS OF THE INTERVAI VALUES IS CHOSEN «;<jCH THAT IT IS NOT
MONOTONIC INCREASING, THEN AT LEAST OWE INTERVAL VALUE WILL NOT CONTAIN ANY
REFLECTIONS. THE PROGRAM MAKFS NO CHfcCK FOR THESE CONDITIONS.
EXTINCT REFLECTIONS ORE NOT ANALYZED.
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=WTLSSQ= - REVISE WEIGMJS FOR LEAST SQUARES
=WTLSSO= WAS ORIGINALLY WRITTEN BY ANN KERR AND ADAPTED TO SYSTEM
FORMAT BY JOHN BALDWIN. MICHAtL SCHNEIDER EXTENDED THE PROGRAM'S USEFULNESS
bY INCLUCING ADDITIONAL WEIGHTING SCHEMES.
THIS PROGKAM IS DESIGNED TO COPY A BINARY DATA FILE CHANGING ONLY THE
WEIGHT ASSIGNED TO C.ACH REFLECTION. IT UTILISES W, THE WEIGHT CURRENTLY IN
THE BINARY DATA ULt AND THEREFORE CARE SHOULD BE. TAKEN THAT THE ORIGINAL VALUE
OF W Ic, NOT OVERWRIITEN UNTIL « SATISFACTORY NEW WEIGHTING SCHEME IS OBTAINED.
IN THE EAKLY STAGES nF REFINEMENT. ARTIFICIAL WEIGHTS MAY BE .
EMPLOYFD IN ORDER TO ACCELERATE. REFINEVENT, FOR EXAMPLE. DOWN-WEIGHTING HIGH
ORDER REFLECTIONS OK THOSE WITH SMALL F CALCULATED.
DURING THt. LATTER STAGES OF REFINEMENT. WEIGHTS SHOULD BE RELATED
TO THE ACCURACY OF I HE STRUCTURE FACTORS. THIS MAY BE DOME IN ONE OF TWO WAYS.
FIRST. THE WEIGHTS.COULD REFLECT THE PRECISION OF THE DATA, E.G.. SIGMA(F),
OR SIGvA(I) FOR UAT« COLLECTED ON A DIKFRACTOMETER. THE SECOND METHOD IS TO
USE A SCHEME WITH A VERY SMALL NUMBER CF PARAMETERS IN RELATION TO THE DAT*.
AN!) ADJUSTED SO THAI THE AVERAGE W*DELTA**2 IS AbOUT THE c;AME FOR SIMILAR :
SIZED GROUPS ANALYZtU IN A SYSTEMATIC WAY, E.G., BY RANGES OF F OBSERVED, OR
Slr,'(THp.TA) . IN THIb WAY, THt WEIGHTS WILL ALLOW FOR SYSTEMATIC EXPERIMENTAL
ERRORS NOT PARALLELtD IN THE CALCULATED MODEL AND DEFECTS IN THE MODEL NOT
PARALLELED IN THE DATA.
THE X-RAY SYSTEM ALLOWS THE USER TO CHOOSE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
SCHEMED BY DEFINING THE VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS - A» B, C, ETC.
1. W = 1.0/lA + B*SIGMA(^OHS)**2 *C/(OLO WEIGHT) •»• 0*F08S + E*F08S**2 +
G*FCaS**H 4 J*S1N(TH£TA))
THIS ALLOWS" THE USEK 10 DEVELOP A POWER SERIES TYPE SCHEME. REDUCED
FORMS AKE AVAILABLE IN SCHEMES 2 AND 7.
2. W = 1.0/IA •»• B*FOBS + C*FOBS**2/(OLD WEIGHT) •»• D*FOBS**6 +
E*SIN(IHETA) )
THE E*SIN(IHETA) TERM WILL BE USEFUL IN TH£ EARLY STAGES OF REFINE-
MENT WHEN IHE PHASES nF THE HIGH ORDER REFLECTIONS ARE UNCERTAIN.
(SEE SCHEMt. 7) .
3. THIS SCHEME. GIVES UNIT WEIGHTS TO MOST REFLECTIONS BUT DOWN-WEIGHTS
THOSE WITH LARGE F<OBS) AND/OR SMALL SIN(THETA) VALUES. REFLECTIONS
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WITH A SERIOUS UNCERTAINTY OF PHAsE (E.G., IF ABs<FCAi_C) IS LESS THAN
0.33*FOBS) CAN BE REMOVED FROM THE REFINEMENT. THIS SCHEME IS OFTEN
USEFUL WITH DATA OBTAINED FROM A
 LINEAR DIFFRACTOMETER .
IM = X*Y
IF A*FUBS IS GREATER THAN /FCALC/ THEN WEIGHT IS 0.000000001.
B = SIN(THETA) LI*"IT — IF SIN(THETA) IS GREATER THAN B, X = 1,
ELSE X = SIN(THETA)/B.
C •= FOBS LIMIT — IF C IS GREATER THAN FOBS, THEN Y = i, ELSE
Y = C/FCOBS)
*NOTE _- B SHOULD NUT HE ZERO.
i*. IF FOBS IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO A, W = (FOBS/A) **2, ELSE
W = < A/FOBS )**2
REFLECTIONS WITH FOBS = A ARE GIVEN MAXIMUM WEIGHT.
5. IF FOBS IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO A, W = 1, ELSE W = < A/FOBS) **2
SMALL REFLATIONS ARE GIVEN CONSTANT WEIGHT. IN HUGHES' ORIGINAL
TREATMENT, 'A =
6. W = 1.0/d + ((FOBS - B)/A)**2J
REFLECTIONS WITH FOBS = B ARE GIVEN MAXIMUM WEIGHT, BuT IF A IS
VERY LAKGE, THE WEIGHTS ARE CONSTANT.
7. W ='l.O/(A + FOBS •»• B*FOBS**2 + C*FOBS**3)
CRUICKSHANK. SUGGESTS THAT A r 2*F(MIN), B = 2/F(wAX), AND C j= 0
ARE USEFUL. :
A LARGE VALUE OF C, S»Y C r 5/F(MAX)**2, MAY HELP DOWN-WEIGHT LARGE
FOBS SUBJECT TO EXTINCTION. THESE VALUES MAY PROVE USEFUL IN SCHEMES
1 AND 2.
8. W = A/AMAX1 (SIGMA(F), (BfFOBS + c), <D*G + E)J WHERE G IS FRELM.
FOR A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THIS (UMV. OF WASHINGTON) SCHEME,
SEE l.DATRUN.
9. W = 1.0/SIt.MA(FREL)**2
10. W = l,0/SieMA(i)**2
*NOTE-- SCHEMES 9 AND 10 REQUIRE THE SIGMA VALUES TO HAVE BEEN INCLUDED AT
=DATRDNs TIME.
11; W = A I.t., PRODUCES CONSTANT WEIGHTS.
IT IS POSSIBLE TO SUPPLY A MAXIMA ALLOWABLE WEIGHT FOR ANY REFLEC-
TION, THUS PREVENTING ERRORS IM SUBSEQUENT LEAST SQUARES REFINEMENTS.
IN ADDITION TO ASSIGNING NEW VALUES TO THE WEIGHT OF EACH REFLECTION,
IT IS POSSIBLE TO MODIFY THE LHZSS-THAN STATUS" OF A REFLECTION BY DEFINING A
NEW THRESHOLD VALUE (SEE 'LESS-THANS' , l.GENERL).
A SUGGESTED USE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO MAKE A PRELIMINARY RUN WITH
THE APPROPRIATE WEIGHTING SCHEME USING DEFAULT RANGES 0? FOBS AND SIN(THETA)
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AND WRITING ON TO A SCRATCH FILE FOR =MFILE8r. REPEATED USE OF THE PROGRAM
(POSSIBLY IN CONJUNCTION WITH =WTANAL=) WI|_L THEN ALLOW MORE SATISFACTORY
RANGES TO HE CHOSEN UNTIL THE I'ESIRED SERIES OF WEIGHTS IS OBTAINED. ONLY
AT THIs STAGE SHOULD THE OUTPUT BINARY DATA FILE BE SAVED. A GOOD RULE OF
THUMB IS THAT WHEN I HE MAXIMUM AVERAGE W*DELTA**2 IS EQUAL TO, OR LESS THAN,
TWICE THE MINIMUM V«LUE, A REASONABLE SET OF WEIGHTS HAS BEEN OBTAINED.
THE PROGRAM PRODUCES A MONOVARIAjE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED WEIGHT-
ING SCHEME AS A FUNCTION OF FOHS AND OF SlM(THETA) AT SPECIFIED INTERVALS, AND
THEN USES THESE SAMt INTERVALS TO PRODUCE A BIVARIATE ANALYSIS. FOR THIS
REASON THE INTERVAL^ CHOSEN WILL USUALLY BE LARGER AND FEwER THAN THOSE USED IN
=WT«NAL=. LESS-THANS ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THESE ANALYSES, BUT IT IS POSSIBLE TO
WEIGHT THE LESS-THANS WITH A CONSTANT WEIGHT, OR BY THE EQUATION CHOSEN, OR TO
GIVE THEM NEGLIGIBLE WEIGHT IF FOBS ,GT. FcALC, AND BY THE EQUATION IF FCALC
.GT. FoBS. THE PROGRAM PRINTS OUT MINIMUM WEIGHT, MAXIMUM WEIGHT, AND AVERAGE
W*[)ELTASO FOR BOTH I HE QBSERVEn REFLECTIONS AND THE LESS-THANS.
2.TOC
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TABLE OF CONTENTS- PART 11
INPUT DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH PROGRAM ARE GIVEN IN TWO PARTS.
TriE'FIpSTr NUMBERED 2.XXXXX-A, IS A CARO ORDER AND FILE HANDLING SUMMARY*
AND THE SECOND. 2.XXXXX-8, GIVhS THE DETAILED CARD FORMATS.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM ;
DIFFRAC IOMETER ABSORPTION CORRECTION
SEARCH <->F S1GMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS FOR A SET OF POSSIBLE PHASES
(ACENTRIC CASE)
GENERA I ION OF BOWED ATOM POSITIONS
DETERMINATION OF CONTACT AMD BOND DISTANCES AMD ANGLES WITH
ESTIMATED ERRORS
GENERAL CRYSTALLOGPAPHIC LFAST SQUARES PROGRAM
TREATMENT OF DIFFR»CTOMETER DATA
PKEPARAI ION OF BINARY DATA FILE AND PRELIMINARY TREATMENT OF
DATA ANU SYMMETRY
PKEPARAI ION OF SORTED DIFFP ACToMETER SETTING CARDS
GENERATION OF SETTTNGS FOR GATHERING DATA QH AN AUTOMATED
DIFFRAC IOMETER
DUMP OR COPY THE BINARY DATA FILE
STRUCTURE FACTOR C»LCULATION
FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS TO GIVE PATTERSON, VECTOR, ELECTRON
DENSITY > DIFFERENCE OR E
ABSORB
APHASE
BONDAT
HONQLA
CRYLSQ
UATC05
OATRDN
DIFPCH
DIFSET
DUMCOP
FC
FOURS
LISTFC
LOADAT
LSOPL
MODIFY
NORMS?
LISTS STRUCTURE FACTORS FOR PUBLICATION
LOAD ATOMIC PARAMETERS INTO THE BINARY DATA FILE
CALCULAI ION OF EOU"TIONS OF 3-D1MENSIONAL PLANES AND LINES
BINARY UATA FILE EDITING AND GENERATION OF PSEUDo DATA
PRELIMINARY DATA SCALING, CALCULATION OF QU&S! -NORMAL I ZED
2.TOC 2 12904/22/72
PtKPIK
PHASE
REVIEW
RUST
SINGEN
STEPRF
TANGEN
WRITEU
WTANAL
WTLSSQ
STRUCTUKt FACTORS (E), AND ESTIMATION OF OVERALL TEMPERATURE
FACTOR
LEAST SUUARES REFINEMENT OF CELL PARAMETERS FROM TW° THETA DATA
SEARCH COURIER MAPS FOR PEAKS
SEARCH OF SIGMA-TWn RELATIONSHIPS FOR A SET OF POSSIBLE PHASES
(CENTRIC CASE)
EVALUATION OF DIRECT PHASE DETERMINATION
LISTS R VALUES FOR VARIOUS ZONf.S AND OTHER REFLECTION CLASSES
FORMS TRIPLES FOR PHASE DETERMINATION (CENTRIC OR ACENTRIC)
STEP REFINEMENT
USE CF I ANGENT FORMULA TO CALCULATE PHASES
GENERATION OF WRITF-UP
AiMALYSIb OF LEAST SQUARES WEIGHTING SCHEMES
REVISION OF LEAST SQUARES WEIGHTING SCHEMES
2.GENERL-A 1 120
04/23/72
LIST OF OPERATION CARDS
ENDFIL WRITES REMARK =END OF OUTPUT FILE- AND WHITES ONE END-OF-FILE MARK.
KEwINDS ULE =NTOUT- AND REDEFINES =NTOUT= TO -NTCUT>V'=.
NOTE - ir (NTOUT) = (*'TOUTM) THE =£NDFIL= CARD IS IGNORED.
(THESE FILE DESIGNATIONS ARE DEFINED IN l.GENEPL.)
THIS CARU SHOULD FOLLOW'THE APPROPRIATE =END= CARD.
FILES ASSIGNS FILE UNIT DESIGNATIONS. THIS WILL USUALLY PRECEDE A PROGRAM
CALLING CARD.
FINISH CAUSES IMMEDIATE RETURN TO LAPORATORY SYSTEM (IF ANY). MUST BE
USED WITH ANY LABORATORY MONITOR WHICH DOES NOT USE END-OF-FILE
MAKKS BEitoEEN JOBS (E.G.- BELL).
THIS CARU MUST OCCU* AT THE AbSoUUTE END OF A DATA DECK.
REMARK INSERTS REMARKS ON TH*- PRINTED OUTPUT.
RESTART CAUSES REINITIALIZATION OF SYSTEM FILE ASSIGNMENTS* CLEARS TITLE •
TO BLANK» RESETS PARE COUNT TO ZERO, ETC. (REFER TO l.GENERL). -A
=RESTART= CARD SHOULD ONLY APPEAR AFTER AN =END= CARD.
SAVE CAUSES UNLOADING OR PHYSICAL DISCONNECTION- OF THE SPECIFIED LOGICAL
FILES. I HIS SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED UNTIL THE END OF THE RUN, AND
SHOULD USUALLY BE PRECEDED HY A =RESTART= CARD.
TITLE FILLS IN PAGE TITLE. NEW =TITLE= CARD CHANGES STORED TITLE.
=F<ESTART= CARD INITTALIZES STORED TITLE TO BLANKS.
VERIFY CONTROLS LISTING OF ALL DATA INPUT CARDS ON =NTOUT= AS THEY ARE
ENCOUNTEKtD.
2.GENERL-B 1 131
01/22/72
LARD FORMATS FOR SYSTEM OPERATION CARDS
ENDFIL - END FILE OUTPUT (FILE =NTOUT=),
FORMAT
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
.1-6 ENDFIL . .
FILES - SET VALUES FOR LOGICAL FILE DESIGNATION NUMBERS. A BLANK FIELD
IN'PLIES NO CHANGE IN «IVEN FILE DESIGNATION. REMEMBER THAT =NFlLEA:
AND =NFILEU= ARE INTERCHANGED AUTOMATICALLY AFTER EACH PROGRAM CALL.
FORMAT
COLS
1-5
6
7-9
10-1^
13-15
16-lp
19-21
22-2t*
2b-27
20-30
31-33
3^ -36
37-3q
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
FILES
BLANK
FILE
NTIN
NTOUT
NFILEA
NFILEB
NFILEC
NFILEO
NFILE£
NFILEF
NFILE6
NFILEH
NFILEI
NFILEJ
PURPOSF
C«HD INPUT (FROM CARP
PKINTED OUTPUT (TO LINfc. PRINTER)
INPUT BINARY X-RAY DATA FILE
OUTPUT BINARY X-RAY DATA FILE
PUNCH CARD OUTPUT (TO CARD PUNCH)
S^ARE OFFI.IN^ PRINT OUTPuT FILE
SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINKS
SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINKS
SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINKS
SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINK.S
SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINKS
SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINKS
FINISH - RUN TERMINATION CARD.
FORMAT <A2.Aui
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION Of- THE FIELD
1-6 FINISH
REMARK - REMARK CARU. A =REMA°K= CARD IS uSED TO INSERT A REMARK ONTO THE
PRINTED OUfPUT ON =NT»UT= AT ANY TIME.
FORMAT (A2.i9A"+,A2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 REMARK
7-80 ALPHANUMERIC INFORMATION FOR REMARK
2.GENERL-B 2 132
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RESTART - REINITIALIZE SYSTEM.
COLS SPFCIFIED PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-7 RESTAKT
SAVE - PHYSICALLY REMOVE THE SPECIFIFD DATA FILE FROM THE COMPUTER. WILL
NOT nvORK FUR ALL MACHINES.
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-4 SAVE
5-6 BLANK
7-9,10-12»li-15r ..... 4*0-1*2 ""UMBERS OF LOGICAL FILES TO BE REMOVED. FIRST
BLANK FIELD TERMINATES SCAN OF CARD.
TITLE - FOR HEADING PAGES ON THE PRINTER OUTPUT (=NTOuT=). SHOULD BE USED
AT THE STA*T OF EVERY RUN AND AFTER EVERY =kESTA«T= CARD. INCLUDE
REASON FOR RUN.
FORMAT <A2, i8A<+)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 TITLE
6 BLANK
7-74 ALPHANUMERIC INFORMATION FOR PAGE TULE
VERIFY - CONTROLS LISTING OF ir'PUT CARDS AT THE TIME THEY ARE ENCOUNTERED
(=RESTART= RESETS THIS FLAG TO SUPPRESS LISTING).
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR JUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 VERIFY
9 BLANK/1 FOR (DO)/(DO NOT) LIST INPyT DATA CARDS
2.ABSORB-A 1
OU/22/72
A. CARD ORDER SUMM«RY FOR =ABSOR8r PROGRAM
ABSORB PROGRAM CALLING CARD
CELL UNIT CtLL PARAMETERS
ORREF CRYSTAL ORIENTATION DEFINITION
*FACE CRYSTAL DESCRIPTION IN TERMS OF PHI, CHI AND DISTANCE
*FACEPT CRYSTAL DESCRIPTION USING 3 POINTS PER FACE
**HKL
END
STANDAKO SYSTEM REFLECTION CARD
*THE CPYSTAL FACE DATA MUST BE INPUT USING EITHER =FAC£= OR =FACEPT= ;
CARDS. THESE TTPES CANNOT BE MIXED.
**THE STANDARD HEFLECTION CARD CAN ALSO BE BLANK IN COLS 1-6.
*****REFLtCTION OUTPUT FILK (IF SELECTED) VvILL SE =NFji.EG =
2.ABSORB-6 1 I3*v
01/22/72
8, CARD FORMATS FOK =ABSORB= PROGRAM
ABSORB - PROGRAM CALLING CARD.
f 3I5.5Xr I5fFl0.5»f-'6.2fF9.5>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 ABSORB
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-2n LINEAR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT IN C,v,**-l
21-25 NUVBErt OF- GKID POINTS 10 BE CALCULATED ALONG X <Nl)
26-30 NU^BEH OF GKID POINTS TO HE CALCULATED ALONG Y <N?J
31-35 NUMBER 01- GI-UU POINTS TO HE CALCULATED ALONG 2 (N-^)
(Nl*N2*N3 MUST NOT EXCEED H0°6)
**I-i»5 0/1/2 FOK RtFLECTION OUTPUT ON NFIuEG/NFlLEC (CARD?) /NOTHING
«»&-bF RADIATION WAVELENGTH ( ANGSTROM?; )
56-61 PHI VALUE (UEGREES) OF REFLECTIONS MEASURED AT CHI = 90.0 DEGS
62-70 MULTIPLIER 10 CONVERT INPUT CRYSTAL DIMENSIONS TO CM
(0 OK BLANK = 1.0)
CELL - CELL PARAMtTERS
FORMAT (A2»Ai|, /X,3F8.3r3F«.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-4 CELL
lt-2i A (ANGS)
22-2° 3 (AN6S)
30-37 C (ANOS)
3B-46 ALPHA <OEGS)
47-55 BETA (DEGS)
56-6U GAMMA (DEGSJ
ORREF - CRYSTAL ORIENTATION
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 ORREF
11-13 H OF PRIMARY ORIENTING REFLECTION
14-16 K
17-19 L
21-30 CHI (OEGS)
31-HO PHI (UEGS)
Ul-43 H OF SECONDARY ORIENTING REFLECTION
0"/22/72
44-46 K
47-49 U
51-60 CHI (DEGS)
61-70 PHI (OEGS)
FACE - CRYSTAL FACt DEFINITIO" FOR FACE IN DIFFRACTING POSITION
FORMAT <A2rA4,4X,3F10.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK ^UNCTION Of THE FIELD
i-4 FACE
ll-2p CHI (DEGS) REQUIRED TO PLACE CRYSTAL FACE IN DIFFRACTING POSITION
21-30 PHI (OEGS) KEQUIRED TO PLACE CRYSTAL FACE IN DIFFRACTING POSITION
31-40 DISTANCE FROM FACE TO SOME POINT INSIDE THE CRYSTAL IN CMS
**NOTE - THE UISIANCE NEED r.'OT BE IN SPECIFIED IN CMS IF THE APPROPRIATE
CONVERSION FACTOR IS PLAC£D IN COLS 62-70 Of7 THE =ABSORB= CARD.
FACEPT - CRYSTAL FACE DEFINITION WITH 3 POINTS PER FACE
FORMAT (A2,A2,i2f9F8.4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 FACEPT
7-8 -1/0 FOR FAKE FACE TO ^E USED ONLY FOR CRYSTAL ORIENTATION/
NORMAL OR ORIENTATION FACE
Xl
COORDINATES (CM) FOR POINT 1 IN Mi ARBITRARY.
KIGHT-HANl'ED, CARTESIAN SYSTEM
Q-16
17-21+ Yl
2b-32 21
33-40 X2
ul-itfl Y2
4SJ-56 Z2
•57-64 X3
65-72 Y3
73-80 23
**NOTE - TH£ COORDINATES MAY RE CONVERTED TO THE CM SCALE USING THE
CONVERSION FACTOR TN COLS f-2-7() OF THE =A8SOKB= CARD.
**»NOTE WELL - int. PRIMARY A^D SECONDARY ORIENTING .REFLECTIONS ON THE
=0«REF= CAKU "UST bE THE INDICES OF THE FACES SPECIFIED ON
THt 1ST AND 2^0 =FACEPT= CARDS.
COORDINATES <CM) FOR POINT 2
COORDINATES (CM) FOR POIt;T 3
HKL - STANDARD STSTEM REFLECTION CARD (SEE rDATRDN FOR DETAILS AND
CARD FORMAI). THE CARn IS READ USING FORMAT(3A4.Al»3I3»3(2A4»
Al) ,A4.Al,i!A4»7X,2A4.»3>.
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF JHE FIELD
1-3 HKL
7-13 ANYTHING
1^-lfi H
17-19 K
20-22 L
23-62 ANYTHING
70-eo ANYTHING
2.ABSOR8-B 3 .136
Ot/22/72
**NOTE - THE ONLY DATA USED 'S H,K,L. THf DATA CONTAINED IN THE
rANYTHINOr COLUMNS JS REGURGITATED UNCHANGED TO THE OUTPUT
FILE, THt ABSORPTION CORRECTION IS PLACED IN COLS 63-69.
END - END CARD
FORMAT <A2»A(*i
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING
1-3 END
2.APHASE-A 1 137
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A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =APHASE= PROGRAM
APHASE PROGRAM CALLING C»RU
*PHI OEFINIIION OF STARTING REFLECTIONS
*IGNORE DELETION OF A RELATIONSHIP
*HOLD WITHOLOIfJG A RELFECTION FROW THg SIMPLIFICATION PROCESS
END END CAKU
* THESE: CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
***** READS =i\FILEA = *****
***** WRITES =NFILEt)= *****
***** OPTIONALLY RE«DS =NFILEEr AND WRITES =NFILEF= (SEE COL. 15 OF =APHASE:
CARD) *****
***** SCRATCHES ON =NFILEG= ANt> =NFILEH= *****
2.APHASE- 1 13rt
04/22/72
01/03/71
B. CARD FORMATS FOK =APHASE= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARUS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2 GENERL-A. AND THEIR FORMATS
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.fc£NERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS Is DICTATED 3Y
THEIR FUNCTION.
APHASE - PROGKAM CALLING CARD,
COLS
1-6
8-13
16-20
21-25
?6-3n
31-35
51-55
56-6(1
61-65
66-70
72
73
7**
75
76-80
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR f-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
APHASE
COMPOUND IL>r-NTIFICAT10M CODE
(BLANK)/(1) TO ENTER BINARY DATA AND rSINGEN= FILES FROM <=NFILEA= AND
=NPILtE=)/(=MFILEA= ONLY) IN HQTH CASES =NFIL£A= MUST CONTAIN E-VALUtS
PRODUCED BY =NORMSF=
MAXIMUM PHANS NO. TO BF CONSIDERED AS A POSSIBLE =GENER ATOR= ( BLANK=100 >
MINIMUM NUMbcR OF =GENf: RATORS = REQUIRED FOR THIS CALCULATION (BLANKrQ)
MINIMUM NUMBER OF STRUCT. INV. RELATIONSHIPS A PHASE M(jST APPEAR IN TO
FORM A =G£NtRATOR= (bL»NK = 5)
MAXIMUM PHAbE NO. <N3) CONSIDERED jN THE FORMATIOM OF STRUCT. INV,
RELATIONSHIPS OF THE TYPE — ( PHI 1+pHI 2+PHI 3+PHIU ! (HLANK=9999)(BLANK>/(i) ENTER FROM =NFILEE= OR TNFILEA= TRIPLETS WITH (BOTH RESTR-
ICTED AND UNRESTRICTED PHASES )/( RESTRICTED PHASES ONLY)
(BLANK)/(l)/(2) CALCULATE (S.I. AVERAGES TO ESTIMATE -PSI- AND SOLVE
FOR -PHI-! /(S.I. AVERAGES FOR -PSI- ONLY) /(SOLVE FOR -PHI- ASSUMING
-PSI- IS ZEKO)
MINIMUM A-V^LUE OF TRIPLET USED IN CALCULATION (BLANK = 0.5)
A-THRESHOLD OF TYPE2 TRIPLETS TO Co'JNT TOWAKOS DEFINING rGENERRTORSr
(BLANK =MIN,A-VALUE)
E-THRESHOLD OF THE -U- AND -S- AVERAGES (BLANK r 1.3)
NUMBEK OF TKlPLETS PER GROUP OF CONSTANT A TO ESTIMATE SCALES M AND K
U4 TH£ M(O-KS) FORMULA (BLANK = 50)
MAXIMUM DEViATION OF A -PSI- VALUE (IF RESTRICTED) 6£FO^£ IT IS KARK£0
UNRELIABLE t-OR THE =SOi VE= PROCESS (BLANK = 60 DFGREF.S)
NOT)/(DO) PRINT SUMMARY OF =G£N£RATOkS=
NOT)/(DOj PRINT TRIPLETS SORTED ACCORDING TO A-VALUE
NOT)/(DO) PRIMT -PSI- VALUES AND AVERAGES
NOT)/(DO) PRINT SOLVE PEDIGREE TABLES
(BLANK) / (1 )
(BLANK)/ (1)
( B L A N K ) / ( 1 >
!3LANK) / (1 )
THE VALUE T
DEGREES bY '.
(DO
(DO
(DO
(DO
BE USED T1"1 TEST DISCREPANCIES. YH*T IS THE NUMBER OF
HICH A GENKRATEO PHASE CAN DIFFER DURING THE SOLUTION AND
STILL BE CONSIDERED NON-CONFLICTING. BLANK IS SET TO 15 DEGREES.
PHI - CARD TO DErlNE GIVEN PHASES
FORMAT <A2.A4,lX,I3»5X,3IbtF5.0r 15)
COLS
1-3
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
PHI
2.APHASE- 2 139
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4-6 ' BLANK
7-10 E-LIST SERIAL NO. OF REFLECTION
ll-2o H INDEX
21-25 K INDEX
26-30 L IND£X
33-40 PHASE IN DECREES
41-45 (N) TO FIX PHASE FOR N CYCLES WHEN USING THE PHASES DETERMINED BY
 K
=APHASE= AS THE STARTING REFLECTIONS IN =TANGEN=
IGNORE - TO CAUSE THE DELETION OF CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS FROM USE IN
SOLVING FOK GENERATORS.
FORMAT (A2f Ai4»3X»14I5>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 IGNORE
11-15 CATALOG OR bERIAL NUMBER OF RELATIONSHIP TO BE IGNORED. THE PROGRAM
MUST HAVE Ht-EN RUN ONCK IN OROKR TO DISPLAY THESE NUMBERS.
16-20 r 21-25» ..... • 76-80 A«E ALL USED JN THE SAME MANNER. THE FIRST
BLANK FIELD TERMINATES THE SCAN,
HOLD-
 T0 CAUSE CERTAIN GENERATORS TO BE SOLVED FOR But NOT TO BE USED TO UPDATE
OR SOLVE FOR OTHER GENER"TORS. IN EFFECT* IT MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO PLACE
rGENERATED= Rt-FLECTIONS oMONG THE GENERATORS.
'FORMAT! A2» A4»4
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR i-uNCTlON OF THE FIELD
1-4 HOLD
11-15 SYMBOLIC PH«SE OF REFLECTION TO BE =HELD=.
16-20 , 21-25» ..... > 76-80 ALL USED IN THE SAME MANNER. THE FIRST BLANKFIELD TERMINATES THE SrAN.
***NOTE THAT THE COMBINED MAXIMUM NuMBER Of SYMBOLIC PHASES HELD AND
SIGMA RELATIONSHIPS IGNORED MAY NOT EXCEED 200.
END - END CARD.
FoRMAT(A2»A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
4-6 BLANK
2.BONOAT-A 1 140
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A. CARD OROEK SUMMARY FOR =BOK)AT = PROGRAM
BONDAT PROGRAM CALLING CAHD
*CELL CELL PARAMETERS IF NO BINARY DATA FILE — NOT ALLOWED WITH BDF
*ATOM ATOMIC PARAMETERS MOT REQUIRED WITH BINARY DATA FILE —
WILL SUHERCEDE OR ADD TO LIST IF USED WITH BDF.
CALCAT CALCULAIE ATOMS FR"M GIVEN ATOMS IN SPECIFIED CONFIGURATION —
THESE CARDS ARE REPEATED FOR EACH OF THE GENERATED ATOMS REQUIRED,
END END CARD
***** READS =NFILEA= *****
***** OPTIONALLY WRITES =NFILE*= *****
***** OPTIONALLY WRITES CARD IMAGES ON =NFiLEC= *****
2.BONDAT-B 1
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B. CARD FORMATS FOK =80NDAT= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A. ADN THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVtN IN.SECTION 2,t>ENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS Is DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
BONUAT - CALLING CARD FOR BONDED ATO* CALCULATION PROGRAM
FORMAT (AIrA4.1X,A4»A2»lXrIl»2(lX,ID)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR t-UNCTlON OF THE FIELD
1-6 BONDAT
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
15 (BLANK)/(1) (EXPECT BINARY DATA FILE AND NFlLEA)/(CARDS ONLY)
17 (BLANK)/(1) :00 NOT)/(DO) PUNCH ATOM CARDS FOR GENERATED ATOMS
19 (BLANK)/(1) (DO NOT)/<DO) WRITE UPDATED BINARY DATA FILE (COL. 15
MUST BE'bLANK IF COL. 19 IS 1)
CELL _ CELL CONSTANT CARD
FORMAT (A2»A4tlX,A4rA2»3FP.3.3F9.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-4 CELL
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-21 A CELL DIMENSION
22-29 B CELL DIMENSION
30-37 C CELL DIMENSION
38-46 COS ALPHA
47-55 COS BETA
56-64 COS GAMMA
NOTE .... DIRECT LELL CONSTANTS AND COSINES OF ANGLES ONLY
ATOM — ATOM PARAMEIER CARDS
FORMAT (A2»A4rlX,A4»A2»3FH,4)
COLS APECIrlED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 ATOM
8-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION COi'E (SEE l.GEr.'EHLl
14-21 X PARAMETER IN FRACTION OF A CELL EDGE
22-29 Y PARAMETER IN FRACTION OF B CELL EDGE
30-37 Z PARAMETER IN FRACTION OF C CELL EDGE
CALCAT — SPECIFIC ATOM CALCULATION CARD
FORMAT (Aiif A4,1 * > A4 , A2 • F7. », 7 (1X, A4, A2) »2F5.0 )
2.BONDAT-B 2
Ot/22/72
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIEl.D
1-6 CALCAT
8-13 CALCULATION TYPE MAY Bfc SPECIFIED EITHER AS RIGHT JUSTIFIED 1,2,3,U,5»
6,7, OR 8 OK AS CODES LINEAR, TRIGON, TETCHN, TETERM, sQRPLN, OCTHED,
HEXGNL, OR toENRAL AS DESCRIBED IN i.BONOAT.
14-2Q DISTANCE OF ATTACHMENT OF GENERATED ATOMS
CALCULATION TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 78
22-27 NAME O F P I R R R R R R R R
?9-34 NAME O F P 2 R R R R R R R R
36-41 NAME O F P 3 R R R R R R R
43-48 NAME F O R P 4 R R H R R R R R
50-55 NAME FOR P5 R R R R R
57-6? NAME FOR P6 R R R
64-69'NAVE FOR P7 K
70-7u ALPHA(l) IN PLANE ANGLfr
75-79 ALPHA(2) — ANGLE OF ELEVATION
THE NAMES PI THROUGH P7 REFER TO THE POINTS DESCRIBED IN I.BONOAT.
THEY MAY-BE LEFT BL*NK IF NOT REQUIRED FOR THE PARTICULAR BONDING SITUATION,
IN ALL OTHER RESPECIS THEY MUST OBEY THE RuLES OF ATOM NAMING GIVEN IN
l.GENERL. TH£ R IN THE COLUMNS ABOVE SHOW WHICH ARE REQUIRED NAMES IN EACH
GIVEN CASE.
END — END CARD
FORMAT (A2»Ato
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
4-6 BLANK
2.80NDLA-A 1 iu3
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A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR rfcJONOI-A = PROGRAM
60NDLA PROGRAM CALLING CARD
*CELL CELL DIMENSIONS
*C£LLSD STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF CELL PARAMETERS
*LAfICE LATTICE TYPE
*SYMTRY SYMMETRY OPERATION
*ATRAD SH.T AIOMIC RADII
*ATOM ATOM PARAMETERS
*GRIO GRID INFORMATION - REQUIRED ONLY IF =ATOMG= CARDS ARE USED
J
*ATOMO SUPPLY ATOM GRID PARAMETERS - REQUIRES PRESENCE QF A =GRID= CARD
*LJOND PRODUCE A SPECIFIC BOND DISTANCE
*ANGLE PRODUCE A SPECIFIC BOND ANGLE
END END CARD
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
***** OPTIONALLY READS rNFILEAr (SEE NOTE) *****
***** OPTIONALLY PUNCHES CARDS ON =NFILEC= (SEE COLS 46~50 OF =BONDLAr
CARD, AS WELL AS =8UND= AND sAwGLE = CARDS) *****
- THE ABSENCE OF A =CELL= CARD IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE =SQNDLA= CARD
WILL CAUSE =NFILEA= TO HE READ. THE PRESENCE OF A =CELL= CARD IN
THAT POSITION WILL IMPLY NO INPUT BINARY DATA FILE.
2.BONOLA-B 1
04/22/72
B. CARD FORMATS FOH =BONDLA= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION a.GENERl—A» AND THEIR FORMATS AR£
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.bENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CAsDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
BONDLA - CALLING CAHD.
FORMAT (A2»A4,lX,A2»A4fI2»3F10.3,I5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR "-UNCTION OF 7He FIELD
1-6 BCNOLA
.8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-15 (BLANK)/!!) FOR (PRINT)/(SUPPRESS) ANGLE INFORMATION
16-2S MAXIMUM CONiACT DISTANCE (BLANK = 3..50)
26-35 MAXIMUM HONU DISTANCE (BLANK = 1.80>
36-4-5 MINIMUM BOND DISTANCE (BLANK = 0.03)
46-bO !3LANK)/(1) COR (DO NQT)/(DO) PUNCH =ATOM= CARDS ON =NFILEC= FOR ALL
BONDED ATOMb. THIS AL! OWS FOR THE PRODUCTION QF A CONNECTED SET OF
ATOMS.
CELL - CELL CONSTANT CARO.
FORMAT (A2» A4,1X, A2»At»3F?., 3»3F9.S) :
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-4 CELL
s-6 BL.-'.NK
3-13 COMPOUND IDtMTIFICATlO^' COD£
14-21 A CELL. DIMEN'JION OR A* RcCIHROrAL CfLL DIM-~NSION
22-29 B CELL DIMENSION OR t>* RECIPROCAL CELL DIM£;J£IO^
50-37 C CELL DIMENSION OR C* RECIPROCAL CELL DIMENSION
30-46 COS ALPHA 0« ALPHA IN DEGREES OR COS ALPHA* OR ALPHA* JN DEGREES
47-55 COS BETA OR BETA IN UEGR££S OR COS BETA* OR BETA* IN DEGREES
56-64 COS GAMMA 0« GAMMA IN I'EGREES OR COS GAMMA* OR GAMMA* JN DEGREES
NOTE... QUANTITIES MUST BE EITHER ALL IN DIKECT SPACE OR ALL IN
'RECIPROCAL SPACE. ANGLES MUST *ALL* GE GIVEN AS EITHER
COSINES OR IN PEGREES.
CELLSD - STANDARD Dt-VIATION OF UNIT CELL PARAMETERS.
FORMAT (A2»A4,1X,A2,A4.3F".3»3F9.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR i-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b CELLSU
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATIOM CODE
14-21 STANDARD DEVIATION IN M CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
22-2P STANDARD DEVIATION IN M CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
30-3? STANDARD DEVIATION IN C CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
38-46 STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS ALPHA CELL DIMENSION
2.BONDLA-B 2 ](j5
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U7-55 STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS BETA CELL DIMENSION
56-6t* STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS GAMMA CELL DIMENSION
LATICc - CtfJTKICITY IDENTIFICATION CARD.
FORMAT <A2.A4,2X.Ai,2xf AI >
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^'UNCTION OF -[HE FIELD
1-6 LATICE
9 C = CENTRIC CELL* A = ACENTRIC CELL
12 DESIGNATION' OF LATTICE TYPE P,I,R,F»A,B,C - ONE OF THE FOREGOING MUST
BE PUNCHED
SYMTRY _ SYMMETRY OPERATION CAPD.
FORMAT (/,2»Ai*,b6AD
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR HJNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 SY"-"TRY
7-72 GENERAL EQUIVALENT POSITION. THE SYMMETRY OF THE SPACE GROUP IS
INDICATE!.) BY SUPPLYING THE SET OF GENERAL EGUIV-^LrNT POSITIONS. EACH
EQUIVALENT POSITION IS SPECIFIFD ON A SEPARATE =SYMTRY= CARD. A SIMPLE
RULE iS THAI ANY Gfc.NERnu EQUI V'LKNT POSITION IN TKfT INTERNATIONAL
TABLES MAY oE WRITTcN v'EKbATIM WITH THE H-OLLOWING CONVENTIONS!
(1) MINUS SIGNS PRECEDE THE NEGATIVE QUANTITY* F.G. -X FOR X-BAR
(2) FRACTIONS ARE WRITTEN WITH THE SLASH, E.G. 3/2 F0« ONE-HALF
(3) BLANKb .-.RE IGMORrD.
NOTE.. 1/2-* OR -X+l/2 ARE BOTH ACCEPTABLE FORMATS.
NOTE.., DO NOT PUNCH A*'Y OPF-RATIONs THROUGH THE CENTER IF SPACE GROUP
•IS l-OOED CENTRIC ON =LATICE= CARU.
(SEE STATEMENT ON SYMMETRY IN j.GENERL)
ATRAD - SET ATOMIC RADII CAKU.
FORMAT (A2»Att, 1X,AU.4X,3F10.3>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 ATPAD
6 BLANK
fl-11 ATOM TYPE (iEE 1.GENERL)
16-2^ CONTACT RADIUS IN ANGSTROM UNITS
26-35 BCN;0 RADIUS -IN AN6STSO" UNITS
3&-U? MINIMUM BONO RADIUS IN ANGSTROM UNITS
N»B. THESE «RE RADII—THE QUANTITIES IN THE =BQNOLA= CARD ARE DIAMETERS
ATOM OR ATOMG - ATOM PARAMETER CARD.
AN rATOMGr CARD IS IDENTICAL TO AN =ATOM= CARD SAVE THAT THE X, Y. Z,
ARE DIVIDEU BY THE TH«EE P«RA-v'ET£kS SUPPLIED ON A =GRlD= CARD - USED
TO AVOID CONVERTING F"URIER MAP COORDINATES.
FORMAT (A2»Ait,ix»Au»A2>3FK.i*,iix,^Fa.s)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR t-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 ATOM OR ATOMG
6 BLANK
R-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (S»-"E l.GENF.RL)
l"*-2l X °ARAKETER IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL EDGE
22-29 Y PARAMETER IN FRACTIONS OF B CELL EDGE
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30-3? 2 PARAMETER IN FRACTIONS OF C CELL EDGE
' 4^-56 STANDARD DEVIATION IN v
b7-6j; STANDARD DEVIATION IN Y
65-7? STANDARD DEVIATION IN /
GRID - FOURIER GRID CARD.
FORMAT <A2,A4,/x,3i«*)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-4 GRID
5-6 BLANK
14-17 Nl>"3£K OF GKID POINTS "LONG. A AXIS
18-21 NUMBER OF GKID POINTS OLONG B AXIS
22-25 NUMBER OF GKID POINTS «LONG C AXIS
BONO _ CALCULATE « SPECIFIED 'BONO' DISTANCE.
FORMAT
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-4 BOND
5-6 BLANK
8-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION OF FIRST ATOM
15-20 ATOM IDENTIFICATION OF BONDED ATOM
ANGLE - CALCULATE « SPECIFIED 'BOND' ANGLf.
FoPMAT (A2»A4»4(1X,A4rA2))
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 ANGLE
6 BLANK
6-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION OF FIRST BONDED ATOM
lb-2o ATOM IDENTIFICATION OF SECOND HOMOcD ATOM
22-27 ATOM IDENTIFICATION OF THIRD BONDED ATOM
29-34 ATOM IDENTIFICATION OF FOURTH HGNOtO ATOM
NOTE - IF THE FIRST THREE FIELDS ARE SPECIFIED. THE CENTRAL ATO^ MUST EE
SECOND. IF FOUR FIELDS ARE SPECIFIED, THE FIRST AKD SECOND DEFINE ONE
LINE. THE THiKD AND FOURTH THE SECOND AND ATOMS Ty,'0 AND THREE ARE
PRESUMED TO OE TOWARD TME APEX OF ThE ANGLE TO BE CALCULATED,
WH&NEVtR =SONU= OH =ANGI.E= CARD? ARE SUPPLIED, Th'Ev WILL CAUSE
CCSPESPONUIN'o CARUS TO "E PuNCrifc.D CONTAINING THE RESULTING BOND LENGTHS
AND ANGLES WITH THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS.
END - END CARD.
FORMAT
COLS
1-3
4-6
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
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A. CARD ORDEH SUMMARY FOR THE rCRYLSQr PR0GRAM
END
CRvLSQ PROGRAM CALLING ORO
*SC£LE SCALE CARD FOR f RELATIVE DATA
*GROUP GROUP KEFINEMENT
*IDMOL IDENTICAL'MOLECULK REFINEMENT
*EXTINC ' 'ISOTROIC' EXTINCTION CORRECTION
*MAXKKL PUTS LIMITS ON H,*,L, OR SIN THETA FOR THIS RUN ONLY
*ATOM ATOM StLECTION CA^O
*BLOCK MATRIX BLOCKING C"RD
*R£F TURN ON REFINEMtNT OF SPECIFIED PARAMETERS
+ NOPEF SHUT Oi-F REFINEMENT OF SPFCIFIED PARAMETERS
*CONSTR CONSTRAINS ONE PARAMETER TO Bfc: A FUNCTION OF ANOTHER
*SPECIA SPECIAL POSITION CARD
*DIS:1ER DISPERSION FACTOR CARO
*RcLEAS KELtASt ALL CONSTRAINTS RPAD FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE FOR A
SPECIFIC ATOM
END CAKU
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
NOTE 1 - IF NO ATOM CARDS ARE PRESENT, ALL THE ATOMS IN T^E BINARY FILE ARE
USED, IF «NY ATOMS A»E SPECIFIED BY CAKDSi ONLY THOSE SPECIFIED ON
THE CARDS «RE StLECTE" FROM THE BINARY FILE. IF THERE ARE TOO MANY
ATOMS IN THE FILE FOR THE STORAGE CAPACITY, CARDS WILL BE EXPECTED.
NOTE 2 - IF ALL REFINEMENT RESTRICT10N CARpS ARE LEFT OUT, REFINEMENT
WILL BE ON ALL POSlTI"NALi SCALE, ANO THERMAL PARAMETERS.
HOWEVER, NU SCATTERING FACTORS, OR POPULATION PARAMETERS WILL BE
SET TO REFINE.
2tCRYUSQ-A 2
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NOTE 3 - CARDS AHE KtAU IN TWO DIFFERENT BLOCKS --
A. FIKST MUST CO"E ALL =SCALE=, =ATOM=, =GROUP=, =IDMOL=.
=E*TINC=» =MAXHKU= CAKDS
6. THtN MUST COMt ALL THE REsT, E.G. =BLOCK=, =REF=, =NOREFz,
=CUIM5TR=i =SPRCIA=, =DISPER=. =END=
=NFILEA= *****
*****
 WRITES =NFILEb= *****
***** OPTIONALLY WRITES =NFILEt= (SEE COLS t^ -45 OF =CRYLSO= CARD) *****
***** OPTIONALLY PUNCHES CARDS ON =NFILEC= (SEE COLS HQ-Hl Of =CRyLSG= CARO) **
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B. CARD FORMATS FOK THE rCKYLSQr PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS. ARE .DESCRIBED JN SECTION 2.GENERL- Af AND THEIR FORMATS AR£
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.^ENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS Is DICTATED BY
THE 13 FUNCTION.
CRYLSO - CALLING CAKL) FOR THE CRYSTALLOGRApHlC LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM
FORMAT < A2 »Au,ix,A2 i A4» i-ynx,ii) »gx,i+Fb.o)
COLS. SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION Qf- THE FIELD
1-& . CRYLSu
P-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATIO" CODE
>.5 rju^BEK OF CYCLES (BLAN* =i>,
17 (0>/(i)/'(2) = RtrIi>:K*E'"T UASED ON
THE.
(F ) / (F**2 > / ( 1 >
.vNEMGNICS IN THE FINAL P-ARENTKESES
IMf'UT SPECIFICATIONS ON THE OUTPUT
****MOTE - IN THE HOLLOWING >I£LDS»
ARE UStU TO IDENTIFY THE
LISTING.
19 (0)/(l)/(2)/(3) = (OVERALL)/! ISOTRoPIC)/(ANISOTROPlC) /(MIXED)
T2>'P-RATUK£ FACTORS = ( OVi-iL) ( ISO ) ( AN?0 ) ( MI XD )
****i-!OTK - THt PROGRAM CONVERTS AS REQUIRED. IN THE MIXED MODE,
CONVERSION IS ACCOy:PLIcHED VIA A rficlFr CARD,
21 (Ol/il) = (KtrlNE THE *-.CALE FACTORS SEPAKATELY) / (REFINE THEM TOGETHER)
= (SEPRi/(U«IT)
23 (0)/!l)/(2)/(3) = (USE UNIT WEIGHTS) / ( TAKE WEIGHTS FROM THE BINARY
DATA FILE) = (UNIT ) / (F I LE 1 / (CALCULATED ) / I 1/S IGMAI j
?^> (0)/!1) (FULL MATRIX 0" AS SPECIFIED BY =BLOCK= CARDS )/( BLOCK-DIAGONAL I
REFINEMENT = (FR£E)/(BL.CK)
2? (0)/!1) = (X-KAY)/(NEU!KC,M) DATA = ( XRAY) / (NEUT )
29 (0>/(1) = (^0 NOT)/(UO> CONSIDf-R IsCTROPiC EXTINCTION = (NONE/ISO)
31 (0)/(l)/(2) = (DO NOT t IST)/(LIST THE REFLECTIONS FOR fcHICH THF
WEIGHTED DEt-TA-F IS GRFATER THAN Tj-E REJECTION PARAMETER) / (LIST
REJECTED KEH LECTIONS) = ( NOr:E ) / (GRrR ) / (RJCT )
****NOTc - DONE IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE REJECTION PARAMETER IN COLUMNS
71-75 OF THIS CARD.
33 (0)/(l)/(2)/(3) = (LIST THE CORRELATION MATKIX ON THE L^ST CYCLE)/
(EVERY CYCLt)/(NOT AT «LL)/(Du^P THE DIRECT AND INVERTED MATRICES AND
THE VECTOR rOR EACH CY''LE) = ( L. AST ) / ( ALL ) / (NO) / (DuMP)
35 (0)/(1) = (IERMINATE W^EN CONVERGENCE , I .£. A DECREASE IN R OF LESS THAN
0.01 PERCENI, IS ACHIEVED OR ELSE WHEN DIVERGENCE OF R OF GREATER THAN
0.2 OCCUHS)/(DO NOT) = (Y£S)/(NO)
37 (0)/(l)/(2) = (RESET T^MPERATUKE FACTORS iVHICH GO NON POSITIVE
DEFINITE)/( IESMINATE W^EN A TEMPERATURE FACTOR GOfS NON POSITIVE
DEFIN1TE)/(WRITE MESSAGE AND CONTINUE! = (RESET >/( STOP )/{ GO)
39 (C)/(l)/(2) = (LIST REFLECTIONS ON THE LAST CYCLE ) /(EVERY CYCLE)/(DO
NOT LIST) = (LAST)/(ALI.)/(NO)
Hi (0)/(l)/(2) = (DO NOT K'UNCH NEW PARAMETER CARDS)/(ONLY ON THE LAST
CYCLE) /(ON tVERY CYCLE! = ( NO ) / ( LAST ) / ( YES )
i*3 (0)/(l)/(2) = (NO PARTJAL CONTH IBUTlON) /( APPLY THE PARTIAL
CONTMbUTIONJ/fESTABLI^H AND APPLY) = ( NO ) / ( APLY ) / ( E-t-A)
45 (Q)/(i) = (UO NOT SAVE THE CORRELATION MATRIX ON iNFILEEr ) / ( 00 ) =
(NO) /(YES)
i»7 REFLECTION bKIP FACTOR, N. CONSIDER ONLY ONE IN EACH N REFLECTIONS.
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N CAN HAVE A VALUE IN THE RANGF 0 THROUGH 9 ( 0 OR 1 MEANS CONSIDER.
EVERY REFLECTION)
**9 (0>/(1> = (CONTRIBUTE r.NLY THOSE LESS-THAN REFLECTIONS WHICH CALCULATE
GRFATcR THAN THE OBSfcR'.'EO ) / ( DO NOT CONTRIBUTE ANY LESS-THAN
REFLECTIONS) = (GRTRJ/iNO)
51 <0)/<l)/(2)/(3>/<4) = <DO MOT TYPE REFLECTIONS AS 08SERVEOS OR LESS-
THANS)/(TYPtfBASED ON ^IGMA f, BUT DO NOT ALTER THE BINARY DATA FILE)/
iTYPEr BASED ON SIGMA F , BUT Al TER TH£ BINARY DATA FILE)/
(LIKE 1 HUT bASED ON SIGMA I) / (LIKE 2 H'JT BASED ON SIGMA I)
= <NO)/(YES-SI'6MA F)/t^AVE-SIGf*A F ) / ( YES-SIGMA I ) / < SA VE-SIGMA I)
**** NOTE-UONt IN CONJUNfTION WITH CyTOFF PARAMETER IN COLUMNS 76-00 OF
THIS CARD.
61-&5 DAMPING OR tNHANCING FACTOR FOP PARAMETER SHIFTSCBLANK OR 0,0 = 1.0)
66-7o DO NOT COI^TrUBUTE A REFLECTION TO THE MATRIX IF ITS WEIGHTED OELTA-F IS
LARGER THAN THIS QUANTITY (B'_AMK = 10**B)
71-7s; REJECT ION PARAMETER! SEt- COLUMNS 30-31) (BLANK = 2.0)
76-80 CUTOFF PARAMtTER (MINIMUM NUMBER OF SIGMAS REQUIRED FOR CLASSIFYING
A REFLECTION AS OBSERVt.D) (SEE COLUMNS 50-51)
SCALE - SCALE CARD FOR F RELATIVE DATA.
FORMAT (A2tA^,HO.<+*I4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 SCALE
6 BLANK
7-16 SCALE FACTGK TO APPLY TO F REL.'-TIVF
17-2.3 GROUP IDENTiF'iCATlON (1-64) " '
GROUP - GROUP REFINEMENT
FORMAT (Agtft^
COLS S"V"CIFIEU PUNCHING OK (-'UNCTION Of- THE FIELD
1-5 GROUP
o-ii ATOM IDENTIFICATION OF LEADING ATOf/,
lft-2p TEVFEV.ATUKE F A C T O R TYPt- , ( C / l ) FOK ( OVRL/ISOTROPIC )
21-25 NUr''Br.,-< OF A I QMS IN TH£ GROfP
26-3o JO/J/N) = («JROUP/FIRST IDMOL/N-TH IDMOL)
***** NOTE — !-'EMbfc.K5 Or A G^OUP OR AN IDENTICAL MOLECui E SHOULD FOLLOW
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE LEADIM- ATOM. *****
IDMOL - IDENTICAL MOLECULE REFINEMENT
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR rUNCTION Of- THE FIELD
E-13 ATOM IDENTJrlCATION OF LEADING ATOX
l&-2n TEMMtVATUKf FACTOR TYP1- . (0/1) FOR (OVRL/ISOTROPIC)
21_2= NUVHErt OF A I CMS IN THE GROUP
26-3Q (0/1/N) = (tROUP/FIRST IDMOL/N-TH IDMOL)
***** SEE NOTE AT =GROUP= ABnvEr *****
EXTINC - ISOTROPIC t-XTINCTION CORRECTION
FORMAT
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION CF |HE FIELD
1-6 EXTINC
7-16 AS X.XXXXE-NN WHERE X.XXXX IS THE MANTISSA, £ AND - ARE REQUIRED
AND NN IS THE POWER OF 10 TO CHARACTERIZE THE NUMBER. SEE LARSON,
OTTAy.A CRYS I ALLOGR A»>HIC COMPUTING CONFERENCE » 1969. A STARTING
VALUE OF O.U IS USUALLY ACCEPTABLE,
WAXHKL - LIMITS FOR DATA SET F"R THIS RUN ONLY,(A2»Ai*, YX,3i<*,2FB.")
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 MAXHKL
It._l7 MAXIMUM H TU BE USED
16-i:i MAXIMUM X TO 3E USED
22-25 MAXIMUM L TU bE USED
?6-33 MAXIMUM SIN ITHET A ) /LAMBDA (BLANK = 0.7)
3^-41 MINIMUM SINITHETA)/LAM*DA (BLANK = 0.0)
ATOM - ATOM SELECIION CARD.
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
l-'4 ATOM
5-6 BLANK
8-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (SFE l.GENFRL)
BLOCK - MATRIX 'BLOCKING CARU. BLOCK THE MATRIX PRIOR TO THE FIRST PARAMETER
OF THIS AIOM.
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-5 BLOCK
6 BLANK
8-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (S»"E l.GENFRL)
H£F OR NOREF - SKT .HAKA.XETER KHFINEMENT IF IT IS TO BE DIFC£RE;NT FROM THAT
ALREADY SEI IN THE UATA FILE.
FORMAT <A2,A<+,ix,A<i, A2»i3«3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR (-UNCTION OF
 TH£ FIELD
1-5 R£F OK NOREf
6 BLANK
8-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION ( S^ E l.GENFRL). IF OLANK, THE CARD APPLIES TO
ALL ATOMS. IF ONLY ATOM TY^E IS GIVEN, THE CARD APPLIES TO ALL ATOMS
Of THii GIVEN TYPE.
NOTE - IF COLS It-Si: ARE BLANK IN THE CASE OF THE =NQR£F= CARD, ALL PARAMETERS
FOR THF INDICATED A I OM OR ATOM<; WILL BE HELD INVARIANT
lt-16 EACH FIELD MAY CONTAIN BLANKS OR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LEFT JUSTIFIED
SYMBOLS.
* SCL SCALE FACTOR
* UOV OVERALL TEMPERATURE FAcTQR
* E EXTINCTION PARAMETER
X
Y
2
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PP POPULATION PARAMETER
SCT NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTOR
DFR REAL DISPERSION PARAMETER
DPI IMAGINARY DISPERSION PARAMETER
U 1SOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR
Ull -
U22
U33
U12
U13
U23
* THF.SE CARDS MUST HAVE -GNR'_= IN COLUMNS 8-11 (EXCEPT THE UCV WHEN USED
'IN THE MIXED TEMPERATURE FACTOK MODE TO CORRECT A PARTICULAR ATOM TO
THE OVERALL MODE) .
17-1Q, 20-22, 23-25, 26-28r ?9-3l , 3?-34, 35-37, 36-40, 41-43, 44-16, 47-49,
50-52 (SYMBOL FROM ABOVE LIST)
NOTE - WHILE IN THE MIXED TEMPFRATURE FACTOR MODE, THE T. F. MODE OF REFINEMENT
FOR ANY ATOM MAY BE ALTERED VI« A =REFr CAp.D (E.G., THE CONVERSION FROM
ANISOTROPIC TO iso^-to^ic is ACCOMPLISHED BY INCLUDING A =REF= CARD CONTAINING
A U FOR THE PARTICULAR ATOM).
CONSTR - IMPOSE A CONSTRAINT BETWEEN THE SPECIFIED PARAMETERS. THE CONSTRAIN-
ING EQUATION IS —
P(SUb) = F*P<HEM T S
WHERE 'r A'MD S ARE FLOATING POINT NUMBERS , P(SUB) IS THE SUBJECT
PARAMETER, AMD P'.REF) IS THE REFERENCE PARAMETER
( A a , A4 , IX , A4 , A2 , IX , .«(* , ^ 2 > 2 A3 , Ux", 2F10 . 2 )
.CWLS SPPC IF I EU PUNCHING OK ^UNCTION Of- THE FIELD
1-6 CONSTR
fi-13 ATOM iUENTIf ICATION (S"r.E l.GEMFRL) CF S'JtiJECT ATOM . '
15-2p ATOM IDENTIFICATION (S-E l.GENFRL) OF REFERENCE ATOM
21-2? PARAMETER 0^ SUBJECT A10NHSEE =REF=/=NOREF=) , •
2M-26 PARAMETER 0^ REFERENCE ATOy(S£K =REF=/=NOREF=)
3i-i»n 7 FOR CONSTKAiNING tGU^TION
m-5o S FOR CONSTKAINING tau»TIO.M
PEC I A - SPECIAL POSITION CARO. ONE NEEDED FOR EACH ATOM IN A SPECIAL POSITION
FORMAT (A2, Alt', 1*,A4,A2» 2X,«(r it. 0,A1) ,F5.0)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR f-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 SPEC I A
fj-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (SfcE l.GFNF.RL)
IU-IK BLANK
16-20 X SECTION (btii NOTE 1
21-25 Y SECTION (bEE NOTE 1
26-30 Z SECTION (bEE NOTE 1 HELOW)
31-35 Ull SECTION (SEE NOTE 1 BELOW)
3b-4o U22 SECTION (SEE NOTE 1. BELOW j
4i-45 U33 SECTION (SEE NOTE 1 SELOW)
46-5C U12 SECTION (SEE NOTE. 1 UELOW)
51-55 U13 SECTION (SEE NOTE 1 BELOW)
55-60 U23 SECTION (SEE NOTE 1 BELOW)
61-65 THE POSITION MULTIPLICITY
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NOTE 1 - THESE NINE DOUBLE FIELDS ARE USED FOR SPECIFYING THE SPECIAL POSITION.
EACH DOUBLE ("IELU REQUTRES FIVE COLUMNS <F4.0»A1). THE FIRST
FIELD POSSIBLE CONTAINS A NUMflfR AND THE SECOND A LETTER CR ZERO.
CONSIDER THt SPECIAL POSITION X, 2X» 1/U FROM VOL I OF THE INT.
TABLES. THIS RESTRICTION ON REFINEMENT IS ENTERED IN THE FOLLOWING
WAY
COLUMN 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 0
X 2 X I
WHERE ! IS USED TO STIMULATE THAT THE SPECIFIED PARAMETER IS TO BE HELD
INVARIANT. l(- A PARAMEIER IS TO b.E ZERO AND ALSO HELD INVARIANT, A ZERO
is PLACEU IN THE SECOND FIELD. **NOTE** AT LEAST ONE SPECIAL POSITION
PARAMETER MUST BE PREFIXED HY A ONE OR A BLANK.
SPECIAL POSITION CONSTRAINTS ON THE ANISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR
PARAMETERS «KE ENTERED IN THE SAME WAY WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT TH£
X IS RcPLACtO BY 'A« A*>D/OR «13' . IF Ull IS TO B£:EQUAL TO U22» Ul3 IS
TO BE EQUAL TO U23» AN" U12 IS TO BE SET EQUAL TO ZERO'f THE FOLLOWING
WOULD BE EN I EKED INTO COLUMNS :'l THROUGH 60—
COLUMNS 3 3 3 3 3 3 * 3 3 * » < * U i » 4 U < * » t ' * H 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6
1 2 3 t 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9 0
**NOTE** WHEN SPECIAL POSITIONS ARE PRESENT, THE CORRECT DERIVATIVES ARE
CALCULATED FOR THE SPECIAL POSITION PARAMETERS.
DISPER - TEMPLETON UISPERSION CORRECTION CARD.
FORMAT
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-6 DISPEK
fi-11 ATOM TYPE <i>EE l.GENERl)
lt-2i DELTA FJ PRIME
22-2P DELTA FJ DOUBLE PRIME
RELtAS - RELEASE ALL CONSTRAINTS READ FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE ON A PARTICULAR
ATOM.
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
fl-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (S^ E l.GENFRL).
END - END CARD.
FORMAT (A2»A»*)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
U-6 BLANK
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A. CApD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =OATC05= PROGRAM
OATC05
SYMTRY
*SYSABS
*ATTENU
PROCES
END
PROGRAM CALLING CARD
GENERAL EQUIVALENT POSITIONS FOR LAUE GROUP. ONE CARD PER
OPERA I ION EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF X, Y, Z MUST BE SUPPLIED.
INCLUDE -X» -Y» -Z OPERATIONS IF FRIEDEL'S LAW PAIRS ARE TO BE
AVERAGED.
INDICATE SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES
SET VALUES FOR AUTOMATIC ATTENUATORS (NOT OPTIONAL WHEN
ATTENUATORS ARE
INDICATES DIFFRACTOMETER TYPE AND NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS TO
PROCEbS
END
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
OPTIONALLY PUNCHES CARDS ON =NFU.EC = (SEE COLS 1H-15 OF rOATC03= CARD) **
***** =NFILEF= ... UIFFRACTOMETER DATA TAPE <INPUTJ
***** =NFILEI= ... =HKL= CARD TMAGE OUTPUT (SUITABLE FQR =DATRDN= INPUT)
***** =NFIUEE= ANO =NFILEG= ... SCRATCH FIi.ES
S.DATCOb-8 1
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8. CAPD FORMATS FOK zDATC05= ^ROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIbEU IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A. AND TKEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVtN IM SECTION 2.t>hNERL-b. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
OATC05 - PROGRAM CALLING CARD.
FORMAT (A2»/>'4»lX,A2,At>,I2»i*F5.2»lX,Alf I2» 31 1 r 3X, I2» 3F<+ . 1 , II , F6. 0 .
S F<i.O,l2rF3.H2,2Il)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR JUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 -DATC05
8-13 COMPOUND IDcNTIFICATIO"' CODE
l"+-l5 (0>/U)/<2> FOR (NO SPtCIAL REFLECTION OUTPUT)/
(PUNCH =HKL= CAROS ON =NFILEC=)/
(WRITE =HKL = CARD IMAGES ON =NFlLEI=)
16-20 NUVBEK OF SIANDARD DEVIATIONS ABOVE BACKGROUND TO DEFINE CLEARLY
OBSERVED KEi- LECTION'S ("LANK = 3.0)
21-25 X CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR CALCULATION OF SIGKA(j). SEE 1.DATC05
2b-3n N FOR DEt-IiNITIONS.
31-35 NU^BEK OF SIANOARO DEVIATIONS BETWEEN THE VALUES OF THE FIRST AND
SECOND BACK.t.ROUNO WHICH SHOULD 8t FLAGGED ON THE OUTPUT LISTING
(BLANK = 10.0)
37 CHARACTER TO DELIMIT. COUNTING STATISTICS ON GRAPHS OF STANDARDS
tl (l)/(ii)/(3) (-OR H I HUE* VARIES (MOST)/(NEXT MOST) /(LEAST ) RAPIDLY
42 SORTING FREUUENCY FOK K INDEX
43 SORTING FREUUcNCY FOR L INDEX
i<6-47 LAUE GROUP INDICATOR
1 1 BAR (ALTERNATE 1)
HKL — H.GE.O. OKL — K.GE.O, OOL. — L.GE.O
2 1 HAR (ALTERNATE 2)
HKL — K.GE.O» HOL — L.GE.Or HOO — H.GE.O
3 1 HAR (ALTERNATE 3)
HKL — L.GE.O, HKO — H.GE.O, OKO — K.GE.O
4 2/M (ALTERNATE: i>
HKL — K.GE.O «ND L.GE.Oi HKQ — H.GE.O
5 2/M (ALTERNATE 2>
HKL — H.GE.O «ND K.GE.Or O^L — L.GE.O
6 MMM
HKL — H.GE.Or K.GE.O. AND L.GE.O
7
8
9
HKL — H.GE.O. L.GE.O, WITH K.GE.O IF H.EQ.O OR K.GE.l IF
H.GI .0
HKL — H.GE.O. K.GE.O. L.GE.O WITH H.GE.K
3 HAR
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HKL — H.GE.Of L.GE.O. WITH K.GE.O IF H.GE.O OR K.GE.l IF
H.GI .0. HKO — K.GT.H
10 3 BAR M
HKL — H.GE.O. L.GE.fl, WITH H.GE.-K IF K.LE.O OR H.GE.2K IF
K.GI .Of HKO — K.GE.O
11 6/M
HKL — H.GE.Of L.GE.Of AND K.GE.O WITH K.EQ.O IF H.EQ.O OR
H.GI .K IF H.GT.O
12 6/MrtM
HKL — H.GE.O. K.GE.Of AND L.GE.O WITH H.GE.2K
13 M3
H.Gt.Of K.GE.Of AND L.GE.O WITH L.GE.H ANn WITH K.GE.H IF
L.EU.H OR K.GT.H IF L.GT.H
HKL — H.GE.Of K.Gh.O, AND L.GE.O WITH K.GE.L AND L.GE.H
48-5i NUV8EH OF TtN THOUSANDS OF OECSCOUN'TS WHICH SHOULD CAUSE A REFLECTION
TO BE FLAGGED AS CUT Qt-~ BOUNDS U.f. BEYOND REASONABLE KNOWN MAXIMUM
INTENSITY) (b-LANK =10.0)
52-55 NU'-'.SErt OJ- COUNTING STATISTIC STANDARD DEVIATIONS EETivEEN A PAIR OF
MEASUREMENTS OF A SiNGtE REFLECTION THAT SHOULD CAUSE ACCEPTANCE OF
THE HIGHER VALUE INSTE»D OF ACCEPTANCE OF THE AVERAGE V*LUE OF THE TWO
(BLANK = 5.U)
56-59 NUMBER OF CALCULATED STANDARD PEVUTIONS FROM THE MEAN TO CAUSE
REJECTION 0^ SOME OF A GROUP 0*-' 3 OR MORE MEASURED INTENSITIES OF T'Hf-'
SAVE KEFLECIION (BLANK =3.0)
70 <0>/U!/12) FOR (LIST ALL REFLECTION INFOKMATlON) / ( LIST ONLY SORTED
AVERAGED REI-LECTIONS>/(LIST NO REFLECTIONS)
79 (0)/(1! FOR (AUTOMATIC)/(NON-AUTOMATIC) AJySTMENT REQUIRED FOR DRlFT
IN STANDARD REFLECTIONS
SYVTRY - CARDS TO GiVE SYMMETRv OPERATIONS OF LAUE GROuP.
NOTE- INCLUDE BOTH Xf Y» Z AND -X, -Yf ~i IF FRIEDEL'S LAW PAIRS ARE
TO Bfc. AVEKAGEO,
!12( A2r"t! )
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-6 SYMTRY
7-72 GEMERAL EQUIVALENT POSTTION. THE gYMMETKy OF THE SPACE GROUP IS
INDICATED BY SUPPLYING THE SET OF GENERAL EQUIVALENT POSITIONS. EACH
EQUIVALENT HCSITION IS SPECIFIFD ON A SEPARATE SYMTRY CARD, A SIMPLE
RULE iS THAI ANY GENERAL EQUIVALENT POSITION IN THE INTERNATIONAL
TABLES MAY ME WRITTEN VERBATIM WITH THE! HOLLOAING CONVENTIONS.
(1) MINUS SIGNS PMECt-DE THE NEGATIVE QUANTITY. E.G. -X FOR X-SAR
(2) FRACTIONS ARE WRITTEN WITH THE SLASHf E.G. 1/2 FOR ONE-HALF
(3) BLANKb ARE IGNORbD.
NOTE.. 1/2-X OR -X-H/2 ARE BOTH ACCEPTABLE FORMATS.
SYSABS - SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES C«RD.
FORMAT (^ ,2. AH, ix,A2.AUf7x, 23U)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR t-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 SYSABb
R-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATIOM CODE
21-43 VALUE OF 'X' FOR APPLICATION OF SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES TEST. ONLY THOSE
COLUMNS CORRESPONDING TO TESTS TO p£ APPLIED SHOULD BE NON-ZERO.
21 HKL ABSENT IF H-t-K = XN-rl
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22
23
24
25
26
27
2«
2S»
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HHL
HHL
HHL
HHL
OKL
OKL
OKL
HOL
HOL
HOL
HKO
HKO
HKO
HHO
ABSENT
AbSENT
AbSENT
ABSENT
ABSENT
ABSENT
AcJSENT
ABSENT
ABSENT
ABSENT
ABSENT
ABSENT
AbSENT
AbSENT
AbSENT
AbSENT
ABSENT
ABSENT
ABSENT
IF
IF
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
If-
iF
IF
IF
if
if
if
if
if
if
H+L=XN+1
K-t-L = XN+l
ALL H+K, H-t-L, K+L=XN+1
H+K+LrXN+l
-H+K+L=XN+I
H=XN-H
L=XN+1
H-fLrXN-H
2H+L=XN+1
K=XN+1
L=XN+1
K+L=XN+1
HrXN+1
L=XN+1
H+L=XN+1
H = XN-H
K=XN+1
H+KrXN+1
H=XN+1
HOO ABSENT IF H=XN+1
OKO ABSENT IF K = XN*1
OOL ABSENT IF L = XN-*-l
ATTENU - ATTEND
FORMAT (A2»A<«,'*x,9F7.u)
COLS
1-6 -
11-17
18-2jj
25-3!
32-3p
39-45
16-52
S3-59
60-66
67-73
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
ATTENU
ATTEtsiUATOR t -ACTOR
( I . E . l . C )
ATTENUATOR l-ACTOR
NOTE - THE FIRST ATTENUATOR DOES NOT
REFER TO THE OPEN SLOT AND THUS IT MUST
NOT BE 1.0.
ATTENUATOR FACTOR
ATTENUATOR l-ACTOR
ATTENUATOR
ATTENUATOR
1 (ATTENUATOR FACTOR ZERO IMPLIES NO ATTENUATOR)
2
3
HACTOR
l-ACTOR
ATTENUATOR l-ACTOR
ATTENUATOR l-ACTOR
ATTENUATOR l-ACTOR 9
PROCES - DIFFRACTOMLTER IDENTIFICATION CARD.
FORMAT (A2»Ai*fiX,Ii,I5f4X.Il,5X.FS.O»3l5,F10.5>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR f-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 PROCES
10 Ul/<2)/<3> FOR (PICKED WITH G. LENHERT MAGNETIC TAP£ FORMAT)/
(PICKED WITH OLD MAGNETIC TAPE FORMAT)/
(SIEMENS MAGNETIC TAPE)
H-IF EXTERNAL REI-LECTION SEnuENCE Nl.iMHEK TO INDICATE NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS
TO PROCESS (BLANK INDICATES WHOLE FILE)
20 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (NO PR I N'T ) / ( PR INT ) INPUT IMAGES
26-3Q TIME SECONOb FOR BACKGROUND (TIME OF ONE BACKGROUND)
?l-35 EXTERNAL REFLECTION NUMBER TO HEGlN DELETION OF REFLECTIONS
36-4»o EXTERNAL REFLECTION NUMBER TO FNO DELETION OF RErLECTlONS
11-^5 NUMBER OF INPUT DATA FILES (BLANK = 1, USUAL VALUE)
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46-55 'MINIMUM REFLECTION SCAM TIME IN SECONDS (IF THE RECORDED REFLECTION
SCAN TIME IS LESS THAN THIS QUANTITY, THE REFLECTION WILL BE REJECTED)
END - END CARD,
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 ENP
i*-6 BLANK
2.DATRDN-A 1
04/22/72
A. CARD ORDEK SUMMARY FOR =DATRDN= PROGRAM
PROGRAM CALLING CARU
*LABEL FILE IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION
CELL UNIT CELL PARAMETERS
*CELLSO STANDARD DEVIATION OF UNIT CELL PARAMETERS
ESTABLISHES LIMITS ON H, K, L» r,R SIN
FORMFX ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTORS FOR X-RAYS. GROUPED BY ATOM TYPE
BY INCREASING • (SIN IHETAJ/LAKHDA (AT LEAST 10 AND NO MORE THAN
10 ENTRIES PEW ATOM TYPE).
(Or<i
FCHMFiS! ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTORS FOR NEUTRONS
(Of!)
FCf<MOM GENERATION OF ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTOKS FOR X-qft
LATICE SPECIrlEb Cfc'NTROSYM^ETRY ANU LATTICE TYPE
SY.XT^Y Svi'i.v.ETKY OPERATIONS FOR THE SPA-^ GHOUP. UP TO 48 ALLOWED.
MUST HAVC. AT LEAST nN£ =SYMTRY= CARD (I.E. X,Y»Z)
*OISPEfi TEMPLE70N DISPcRSIO^' CORRECTION ( ONE PER ATOM TYPE)
*GRID. ONE MAY SPECIFY A DKSIREU GRID INTERVAL TO 3E USED LATER
6Y THE FOURIER PROGRAM. IF IT IS LEFT OUT THE DATA
REDUCTION PROGRAM CALCULATES A SET OF INTERVALS BASED
UPON THE CELL 01 MENTIONS
CONDIT ' CONDITION CARD TO K*-:Y CALCULATIONS
FROM THIS POINT ONWARD, THE CARD ORDER IS DETERMINED BY THE DATA
UNDER CONSIDEKATJON (I.E. DEALER'S CHOICE) AND CARDS WITH THE FOLLOWING
UESIGNATIONS ARE PEKMiTTED...
*ABSBON BOND ABSORPTION CORRECTIONS (MUST BE GROUPED FOR EACH
DIFFERENI CRYSTAL 0" LEVEL PY PLACING IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO
REFLECTION OF THAT LEVEL)
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*SCALE SUPPLIES ERROR, WEIGHTING, AND SCALING DATA
f, .
*CONDIT SETS UP CODES BASED ON CAMERA TYPE CALCULATIONS TO BE PERFORMED
*FORMAT ACTUAL FUKMAT FOR UNUSUAL REFLECTION INPUT
*REFIN INSTRUCTION CARD FOW UNUSUAL REFLECTION INPUT
*ENDOBS SIGNALS I HAT REFLECTIONS WHICH FOLLOW ARE SYSTEMATICALLYABSENT. ONLY REQUIRED WHEN A SHARPENED ORIGIN-REMOVED
PATTERSON (VECTOR MAP) IS TO BE CALCULATED
IF REFLECTIONS AFTER =END08Sr CARD ARE IN A DIFFERENT FORMAT FROM
THE ONES PRECEDING, THEN =CONL»IT= AND/OR =FORMAT= CARDS WILL BE
NECESSARY.
*REFIN USE THE =HEFIN= CARD WITH Cf-RE. THE SPECIAL REFLECTION DECK
'SPECIFIED MUST FOLLOW NEXT AFTER THE =REFIN= CARD OR CONTROL
WILL BE LOST
*HKL REFLECTION CARDS
END END CARD
* THE$E CARDS ARE;OPTIONAL '
THE FACT THAT THt VARIOUS C«RDS CAN BE OPTIONALLY USED AT ANY TIME
PERMITS CHANGES IN SCALE, ABSORPTION CORRECTIONS' OR EVEN CONDITIONS
(E.G. V/EISSENHERG, PRECESSION, ETC.) DURING THE COURSE OF THE PROCESSING
OF REFLECTION CARDS
***** OPTIONALLY READS =NFILEA= (SEE COLS j5 AND 19 OF =DftTRDN= CARD) *****
***** WRITES =NFILEb= *****
****OPTIONALLY READb =NFILEl= (SEE COLS 6-9 OF =REFIN= CARD)****
2.DATKDN-6 1 lf.,1
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B. CARD FORMATS FOK rDATRDN= HROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A. AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.OENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
UATHU:\ - CALLING CArfU FOR DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM.
FORMAT <A2.A4riX,A2.A4,5I?>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR MJNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 NATRON
8-13 SIX COLUMNS Or HOLLERITH PUNCHING oR BLANKS TO IDENTIFY COMPOUND —
THIS iUENTIUCATION IS CHECKED BY vA«!OUS PKCGftAy.S FOR CONSISTENCY,
SO CHOOSE C-KLFULLY ANi' KEMEMBER YOUR CHOICE. TAKE GREAT CASE TO
LOCA-c BLANKS IN THE S"ME WAY EVERY SUCCEEDING TI'-'E THE COMPOUND 1,0,
is PUNCHED.
1**-I5 (OLA\'K)/(i) (NQJ/tYES) AN OL"'UAjA FILE CN =NFIL£A=
16-ly (fiLAN<\)/(i; (DO/U'O MOT) LIST REFLECTION INFORMATION
IB-la (BLANK)/(i) (DO NOT)/rDO) EXPECT TO EDIT REFLECTIONS (FORCES THE
NEED FOR PRC-VIOUS DATA FILE ON =NFlLEA = )
20-21 KAvlMOM .\U''.BEK OF SCAL^ GROUPS IF MORE THAN 1 (UP TO bH ALLO.vER)
THIS i\U:-'.BER SHECIFIKS THE TOTAL. NU.vWER TO BE SUPPLIED. EACH SCAL^l
CARD MUST H«Vt A UNIGUfc NUV.UER IN cOL. 20 LtSS THAN OR EQUAL TO THIS:
NU"-8EK. USUALLY USEU KOR LAYERED plLM DATA ViHERE CROSS SCALING IS MOT
KNOWN.
22-23 NOT YtT USEU
LABEL - FILE LABELING CARD. USED TO IDENTIFY BINARY DATA FILE.
FORMAT («2»Au,i6Ai;)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR I-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 LAHEL
6 BLANK
7-70 ALPHANUMERIC INFORMATI"N TO BE USED AS FILE LABEL
CELL - CELL CONSTANT CARD.
FORMAT («2, Ai+, IX, A2i Ai4.3Ff ,3i3F9.5»F7.0)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK i-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-4 CELL
5-6 BLANK
P.-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-21 A CELL DIMENSION OR A* RECIPROCAL CELL DIMENSION
22-29 B CELi- DIMENSION OR b* RECIPROCAL CELL DIMENSION
30-37 C CELL DIMENSION OR C* RECIPROCAL CELL DIMENSION
38-i+f;, COS ALPHA 0« ALPHA IN DEGREES OR CoS ALPHA* OR ALPHA* IN DEGREES
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K7-55 COS BETA OR bETA IN DECREES OK COS BETA* OR BETA* JN DEGREES
56-64 COS GAMMA OK GAMMA IN t'EGREES OR COS GAMMA* OR GAMMA* IN DEGREES
65-71 F(0»0>0)
NOTE... QUANTITIES MUST BE EITHER ALL IN DIRECT SPACE OR ALL IN
RECIPROCAL SPACE. ANGLES MUST *ALL* BE GIVEN AS EITHER
COSINES OR IN I'EGREES.
CELUSD - STANDARD DEVIATION OF UNIT CELL PARAMETERS.
(A2»A4flX,A2.A4,3Ffl.3,3F9.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 CELLS'-)
6-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
]U-2i STANDARD DEVIATION IN A CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
22-2Q STANDARD DEVIATION IN H CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
30-3? STANDARD DEVIATION IN C CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
33-46 STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS ALPHA CELL DIMENSION
47-55 STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS BETA CELL DIMENSION
56-64 STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS 'GAMMA CELL DIMENSION
MAXHKL - LIMITS FOR FOURIER SUMMATION.
FORMAT <A2,A4. /X,3I4,2F8.'4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF yHE FIELD
1-6 MAXHKU
14-17 MAXIMUM H TU HE USED
18-21 MAXIMUM K TU BE USED
22-25 MAXIMUM L TO BE USED
26-33 MAXIMUM SIN< THET A ) /LAMBDA (BLANK = 0.7>
34-41 MINIMUM SIN ( THETA) /LAMHDA (BLANK = 0.0)
FORMFX - ATOMIC SCAITERING FACTORS FOR X-RAYS.
FORMAT (A2« A4t 1X> A4,2X»F7.5«F8.3» 1 OA4)
- COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 FORMFX
8-11 ONE TO FOUR CHARACTERS TO IDENTIFY THE ATOM TYPE. TO AVOID ERRORS
LEFT JUSTIFICATION is HECOMMENUED (SEE I.GENERL)
14-20 SIN(THETA)/LAM8DA
2l-2fl ATOMIC SCATIERING FACTOR
2^ -68 SOURCE REFEKENCE CONTINUED FROM CARD TO CARD
FORMFN - ATOMIC SCAITERING FACTORS FOR NEUTRONS.
FnRMAT (A2»A4rlX,AH,2X»F7.5»F8.3,]OA4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH (-'UNCTION OF THE FIELD
5-6 FORMFN
3-11 ONE TO FOUP. CHARACTERS TO IDENTIFY THE ATOM TYPE, TO AvOID ERRORS
LEFT JUSTIFICATION IS «ECCMMENUEU (SEE l.GENERL>
21-2R COHERENT ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTOR
29-68 SOURCE REFEHENCE
FORMGN — CALCULATION OF ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTORS FOR XRAYS FROM NUMERICAL
HARTREE-FOCK WAVE FUNCTIONS
FORMAT (A2»A4,1X,A4»2X»9F7.4)
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 FOPMGN
8-11 ONE TO FOUR CHARACTERS TO IDENTIFY THE ATOM TYPE (SEE l.GENERL).
l**-2o COEFFICIENT A<1)
2i-27 COEFFICIENT b(l)
23-34 COEFFICIENT A(2)
35-41 COEFFICIENT B(2)
42-ua COEFFICIENT A(3)
«y-55 COEFFICIENT B(3)
56-62 COEFFiCIENT AU)
6^ -69 COEFFICIENT B(U)
70-76 COEFFICIENT C
THE COEFFICIENTS NEEDED IN COLUMNS lif-62 ARE THOSE SUPPLIED BY
CROMEK AND MANN, ACTA CRYST. (1968). A24»32l
F0« ELEMENTS C, N, 0, H, S, CL, THE COEFFICIENTS ARE STORED BY THE
PROGRAM AND COLUMNS 14-62 CAN K£ LEFT BLAriK IF THF ATOM TYPE IS
SPECIFIED Ab ONE OF THr. AbOVE LEFT JUSTIFIED SYMBOLS. H OF STEWART ET.
AL. IS ALSO STORED (.NOT GENERATED).
LATIC£ - CKNTaiCiTY XDENTIFICAI ION CARD.
FORMAT jA?i,-A<^x,Ai,2x,Ai>
COLS SPeCIFIEU PUNCHING OR JUNCTION OF jHE FIELD
3-6 LATIC£
9 C = CiNTHlC CELL' A r ACENTRIC CELL
12 DESIGNATION GF L-'TTICE TYPE P , 1 , R , F> A , B , C ONE OP THE FOREGOING MUST
B'£ HUNCHED
SYWTRY - SYMMtTKY O^tirJATION CA'-'O.
rOR.v-AT (A2.A4,fa6Al)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF rHE FIELD
1-6 SY'-Tf(Y
7-72 OEH-RAL £OJiVALE^T POSITION. THE cYtf-v;!: TftY OK THE SPAC" G^OUP IS
BY SfJI-'f'LYIWG TH;-I c;rr
 c,v cE'-JEHAL EOu'VALhHV f'C^i T IGW'i, SACH
r^OSi'TIOr-i IS SP£C IF !•• 0 ON: A SEPARATE SYMTRy C--RO. A SIMPLE
H IS THAI ANY GENi£R«L EOUIVALEI'JT POSITION IN THE INTERNATIONAL
TABLES Mf'Y BE WRITTEN './ERrtATIM WITH THE FOLLOWING CONVENTIONS.
(1) MINUS SIGNS PKECtOE THE r-'EGAUVE GUANriTYt E.G. -X FOR X-BAR
(2> FRACTIONS AftE WHf.'TEN WITH THE SLASH, E.G. 1/2 F0« &NE-HAL.-
(3) SLAiMKS AK£ IGNORt-D.
NOTE.. 1/2-X 03 -XH-1/2 ARE BOT« ACc£PT'M>'-E FORMATS.
NOT£t<. OO NOT PUNCH AMY OPERATION^ THROUGH THE CENTER IF SPACE GROUP
IS CODED CENTRIC ON =LATICE= CARU.
(SEE STATEMENT ON SYMMFTRY IM I.GENERL)
OISPER - TEMPLETON U1SPERSION LOKRECTION CARD.
FORMAT (A2»AU.1X»A4,2X»2FH,3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 DISPER
f l-11 ATOM TYPE (i>E£
2.D'ATRDN-6
Ot/22/72
14-21 DELTA FJ HR1ME
22-2Q DELTA FJ DOUBLE PRIME
GRID - FOURIER GRiU CARD.
FORMAT < A 2 » A « * » / x , 3 i < n
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-U GRID
5-6 BLANK
1<*-17 NUMBER OF GKID INTERVALS ALONG THE X AXIAL DIRECTION
lfi-2l GRID INTERVALS ALONG Y AXIAL DIRECTION
22-25 GRID INTERVALS ALONG 2 AXIAL DIRECTION
CONDIT - CONDITION CARD. SETS-t'P CALCULATIONS CODES.
FoRMAT <A2»Ai+i /X,2F8.5»8Xt9I3»Fp,5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR (-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 CONDIT
14-21 WAVELENGTH IN ANGSTROM UNITS
22-29 MAXIMUM VALUE OF SIN T^ETA FOR THE CONDITIONS OF OBSERVATION. THIS
is THE: ACCUKATE VALUE OF SIN MU FOR THE PRECESSION METHOD.
***6E PRKCIbE - USE THK TRUE EXPERIMENTAL MAXIMUM, NOT SIMPLY 1.0***
38-<+o <D/<2) (X-RAY)X(NEUTKON) DIF-FRACTOMETtR DATA
4l-<*3 1/LP SWITCH —
1 - POWDER SPECTROMETER
2 - SPt-CTROMETFR WITH EULfTRIAN CRADLE GEOMETRY AND TWO THETA SCAN
3 - EQU1-INCLIMAT10N WEISSENBERG
4 - PRtCESSICN
a - NOKMAL BEAM
6 - FLAT CONE
7 - EQUAL CONE
6 '- OSCILLATION
9 - DO NOT APPLY " 1/LP CORRECTION
UU-46 (l>/(2> FCK (00)/<UO NOT) TAKE SQUARE ROOT OF INTENSITY i47-1+9, 50-52r 53-35 MILLER TNDICES OF THE PLANE NORMAL TO THE BEAM AXIS
AT ZEKO UE6KLES M'J. FOR THE PKECEsSION METHOD, FOUR ABOVE. FOR
3.5»6»7 OR tt ABOVE THESE MUST f£ THE GENERAL ROTATION AXIS DEFINED
THE ROTATION AXIS. FO* EXAMPLE, CORRECTION FOR WEISSENBERG DATA FROM
A CRYSTAL MOUNTED TO ROTATE ABOUT THE B CELL AxlS USE OlO.
FOR EXAMPLE IN THE PRECESSION METHOD FOR A MONQCLINIC CRYSTAL -
**
** * — 010 PLANE
BiAM
AXIS
-*— *
* **
* **
**
(E.G. IF BE«M IS COMING ALONG 'B» AXIS, THEN THIS PLANE IS THE 010
PLANE)
2.DATRDN-3 5 165
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56-5g. 59-6l» 62-61; MILLER INDICES OF TnE PLANE NORMAL TO THE
SPINDLE AXIS-. (NOT NEt-DED FOR WEIsSENBERG METHOD)
FOR EXAMPLE IN THE PRECESSION KETHQO -
C* /
I / A*
I /
I /
*****.*.*** /
* *.
* . . ,*
* .(-.- 100 REFLECTION
— () * . . *
* ) . *
* / *
* / *
*/*********
/
/
/ BEAM
/ 'B» AXIS
(PARENTHESES WEAN ROTA I ION)
PICK ONE OF THE HQL RECIPROCAL LATTICE POINTS ON THE MOST NEARLY !
HORIZONTAL KX1S PASSIM'^ THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE FILM (IN THIS CASE
TKF 100 REFLECTION ON THE A* A\'IS) THE MILLER INDICES OF THE PLANE
NORMAL TO A* ARE 100 - THE INDICES OF THAT POINT.
***NOTE - THE FOLLOWING FIELD "AS DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS'DEPENDING UPON THE .
METHOD OF L'ATA COLLECTION —
65-7? A) FOR PRLCt-SSION OP E'*UAL-CONE METHODS
SIGMA, THE ANGLE BETwErM THE MOST NEARLY HORIZONTAL AXIS ,(A*),
AMD THE HORIZONTAL OF THE FILM, N'EflSuREO IN A RIGHT HANDED SYSTEM
LOOKING ALONG THE X-HAv HS-JV (FROM SOURCE TO CkVSTAL, CLOCKWISE IS
POSITIVE;
65-7j B). FOR SHECIROiVFTEK-MO-'OCHROMATOR ANGLE (IF IT IS ZERO, SAY £0)
73-80 LI WEAK ABSOHPTION COEFFICIENT IN Cv:j**-l (UXU)
IF THIS VALUE IS NOT S"PPLIEUr THE VALUE Or TBAR (AVERAGE PATHLENGTH
THROUGH THE CRYSTAL) IS SET EQliAL JO 0.03 CM. OR TAKEN FROM THE h'KL
CAPO IF SUPPLIED THERE. IF UMU IS SUPPLIED HERE AND NO VALUE OF TBAR
is SUPPLIED ON THE HKL CARD, THAR is CALCULATED AP —
(ALOG(ABSORP)/u;''U) + C
CONDIT - CONDITION CARD FOR CH«NGE OF DATA,
FORMAT (A2,Ai|, XX,2F8.5,8X,9I3.F8,5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR JUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 CONDIT
1^-72 PUNCH ONLY 1HOSE COLUMNS FOR WHICH THERE IS A CHAMPE OF DATA.
LEAVE ALL 01 HER COLUMNS 13LANK UNLESS CAMERA TYPE CHANGES IN WHICH
CASE, PUNCH IN FULL
ABStlON - ABSORPTION CORRECTION CARD - REQUIRES ONE FOR EACH ENTRY IN
2.DATRON-B 6 166
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TABLE (TOTAL = 19 CARPS/LEVEL). IN CYLINDRICAL CASE APPLIES ONLY
TO WEISSENOERG GEOMETRY
FoRMAT(A2,AU,lX,I2,4X,Fi».0,2X,F10.3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK i-UNCTlON OF THE FIELD
1-6 ABSORB . '
8-9 ABSORPTION IYPE. (l)/(2) FOR (MO CORRECTION) / (SPHERE OR CYLINDER)
(1) IS USED TO CANCEL PREVIOUS TYPE IF NO CORRECTIONS ARE
DESIRED FOR THE FOLLOWING SET OF DATA.
11-17 TYRTA. THETA, OH UPSILON/2 (BUERGERS NOTATION). SEE
W.L.BOND IN INTERNATIONAL TA8LFS, yOL 2, PP 291-306. USE TABLE 5.3.5B
FOR CYLINDEK <P 295-29") ANfJ TABLE 5. 3. 68 FOR SPHERE (P 302-305).
20-29 ABSORPTION CORRECTION «S LISTED IN TABLE
SCALE - SCALE CARD FOR INTENSITY DATA.
FORMAT <A2«Ai»,HO.U,I'4,Fin,<+,I2,6F5.3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 SCALE
6 BLANK '
7-16 SCALE FACTOK TO APPLY TO INPUT INTENSITY' FREL, OP FREL**2
17-20 GROUP IDENTIFICATION I.E. NUMBER IN RANGE 01 TO 6u
21-72 MAY B£ BLANK OR AS FOLLOWS
21-30 MINIMUM OBSERVED INTENSITY (FOR FILM DATA)
31-32 WEIGHT ROUTINE SWITCH 10 OR 1 ) / ( 2) / ( 3 ) /(^ ) (ALL WEIGHTS 1.0>/IAPPLY
U. OF W. WEIGHTING SCHEME )/ UJSF- COLS 50-5H. OF =HK|..= CARD AS WEIGHT)/
(SET WEIGHT TO RECIPROCAL OF COLS. 50~5<t OF =HKL= CARD)
U. OF W. SCHEME IS (Wf-'lGHT = 01/AwAXl (SIGMA , Q2*FREL+Q3 • Q4*FR£LM+Q5 )
(REFER TO SECTION l.DATRDN FOR DETAILED EXPLANATION OF NEXT SIX
FIELDS)
33-3? 01 :!
38-42 02
ii3-t;7 03
tU-52 04
53-57 05
58-62 06
FORMAT - DEFINES REFLECTION DATA.
FORMAT (A2,i8A»o
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING Oft JUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 FORMAT
7-72 THE FORMAT UF THE REFLECTION DATA, AS IN A STANDARD FORTRAN FORMATrE.S.
FORMAT(A2,A'+»lX,A4rA2,T2»3I4,Fl0.2,F10.'*> WHICH IS SUPPLIED TO
ACCOMMODATE X-RAY 63 REFLECTION DATA FORMAT IF NO =FQRMAT= CARD
IS READ.
KEFIN - INSTKUCTICN CARD FOR UNUSUAL REFLECTION INPUT.
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR i-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 REF1N
6 BLANK
fl-9 (0)/(1) FOR (REFLECTIONS ON CAPOS) / (REFLECTIONS OM =NFlLEI=). NOTE, IF
REFLECTIONS ARE READ F*OM =NFILE1=, THEY MUST APPEAR AS CARD IMAGES.
THE READING FROM =Nf-ILFI= MUST BE TERMINATED 3Y A MAXIMUM NUK3ER OF
r2.DATRDN-B 7
04/22/72
REFLECTIONS OK A FINAL H» K, AMD L.
10-15 NUMBEK OF (^FLECTIONS TO SKIP HEFORE PROCESSING FIRST REFLECTION RECORD
16-21 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS TO PROCESS USING INFORMATION
FOLLOWING THIS =KEFIN= CARD
22-24 VALUE OF H FON LAST REFLECTION
25-27 VALUE OF K FOR LAST KEFLECTION
28-3Q VALUE OF L FOR LAST REFLECTION
NOTE. - THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO TERMINATE INPLJ OF INFORMATION UNDER =R£FIN=CONTROL — THE NUMBtR OF REFLECTIONS OR THf. VALUES OF H. K, L FOR THE LAST
REFLECTION. EITHER MAY OE USEn OR BOTH. IF BOTH ARE SPECIFIED THE FIRST TO
b£ SATISFIED WILL TERMINATE TREATMENT OF THAT REFLECTION GROUP. REMEMBER
THAT THE NORMAL PROCESS OF CONTROL BY THE PUNCHING OF COLS. 1-6 (EXCEPT
IN THE CASE OF =HKL= CARDS) IS LOST DUHING =REFIN= CONTROL.
31-72 FOURTfcEN FItLUS FOR SPECIFICATION'S OF REFLECTION DATA.
THIS SERVES TO SPECIFY THE OROF'R AND MODE (WHETHER FIXED OR FLOATING) OF THE
ITEMS TO BE READ AS REFLECTION DATA. IT ALSO INDICATES WHICH ITEMS OF A RECORD
ARE TO BE IGNORED. TREAT EACH FIELD AS REPRESENTING FROM 1 TO 9 ITEMS IN
A RtFLFCTION KECORU.IF AN ITEM OR GROUP OF ITEMS IS TO BE SKIPPED, PUNCH =XB=
WHERE X IS AN INTEGtR FROM 1 TO 9 DEPENDING ON HOW MANY CONSECUTIVE ITEMS
ARE TO RE SKIPPED. IF X IS HL'NK, ON£ ITEM WILL BE SKIPPED.
IN FIELDS CORKESF-ONUING TO USEt-UL INFORMATION PUNCH -
FH OR IH FOR FLOAITNG OR FIXKD H
FK OR IK FOR FL'OAIING OR Fixto K
FU OR IL FOK FLOAIING OR FIXtD L .
FR OR IR FOK FLOAIING OR FIXfD FUNCTION oF INTENSITY !
FW OR IV.1 F0« FLOAIING OR FIXKP WEIGHT OR STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE INTENSITY
FiJ OP ID FOK FLOAIING OR FIX^D 'jCOOtt IrgOICATOR
Fi OR II FC* FLOATING OR FIXf-D LEVEL INDICATOR •
THESE FIELDS MUST Bt- PUNCHED I*.' THE SAVE ORDER AS THEY APD£A.R JN YOUR
K£FUECTION DATA RECWRUS. A t*L°NK IN ANY OF THESE FIELDS CAUSES IMMEDIATE
TERMINATION OF READING THIS
ENDOWS - SIGNALS THAT FOLLOWING REFLECTIONS ARE SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT.
FORMAT (A2rAi*>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 ENDOBS
HKL - STANDARD X-RAY SYSTEM REFLECTION INPUT OR REFLECTION EDITING CARD.
FORMAT <A2» A4,lX,A2»Ai+,6I^,2F9.0,F5.0,F£«.trFtv.3,F7.4,I3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF
 TH£ FIELD
1-3 HKL
4-6 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-lf.. H
17-19 K
20-2? L
23-25 FUNCTION OF CARD SIGNAL
(0 OR BLANK)/<l)/(2)/CM/(4> FOR (CAUSES THE =HKL= CARD TO BE A REFLEC
TION INPUT CARD. ALSO USED FOR AN A-PRIORI START WHEN NO BINARY FILE
EXISTS.) /(SIGNALS THAT THE BINARY DATA FILE IS TO BE PROCESSED DOWN TO
2.DATHUN-U H ib-H
04/22/72
THE REFLECTION SPEC IK 1^ :0 IN THE =HKL= CARD AND THEN ALL VALUES ON
THE CARD AKt TO REPLACE THE VALUES OK) THt FILE .)/ (PROCESS DOWN TO
SPECIFIED HKL IN DATA t-ILE AND DELRTE THE REFLECTION FROM THE BINARY
FILE.)/ (COPT THE BINARY DATA FILE DOWN TO AND INCLUDING THE
DESIGNATED H, K, AND L. THIS IS A POSITIONING FUNCTION )/( SK IP
THKOU'oH THE SPEC IF I tU f«L ELIMINATING REFLECTIONS FROM THE FILE).
26-2fl REFLECTION I YPE UCOUEI
(l)/(2)/(3)/U)/(5) FOR <OBSFRVED>/<LESS-THAN>/(EXTINCT>/(TO BE
IGNORtD)/ (SYSTEMATICAL!- Y EXTINCT)
29-3j. DATA (jROUP t-OR SCALING PURPOSES
32-Un REFLECTION INTENSITY
ui-i+9 AVERAGE PATHLENGTH (TB^R) IN CN'.
50-5u STANDARD DEVIATION IN INTENSITY
(MAY ALSO tit. WEIGHT IF SIGNALLED IN =SCALE= CARD)
55-58 PHASE (IN CYCLES) IF KNOWN
59-6p NORMALIZED STRUCTURE F«CTOR
63-69 ABSORPTION CORRECTION
70-72 NUKBErt OF TIMES INTENSITY WAS INDEPENDENTLY OBSERVED
NOTt.... IN EVERY C«SE ONCE AN =HKL= CARD FUNCTION IS FULFILLED. CONTROL
RETURNS TO THE CARD I^PUT STREAM. AN =t"ND= CARD CAUSES THE INPUT
BINAKY DATA FILE TO H*. ORAINEi) OF REFLECTION DATA WHENEVER ANY
IS BEING
IF, AT ANY TIME DURIN^ EDIT1NH, THE BINARY FILE IS EXHAUSTED, A FAULT
IS SIGNALLtO AND THE WHOLE RUN AB0RTED AT THAT POINT.
THE ORDER OF H, K, AN" L ON THE INPUT EDITING CARDS MuST BE EXACTLY
THE SAME Ab THOSE IN THE BINARY DATA FILE.
IF THEY ARt NOT IN TH? SAME OHOER, A FAULT KILL OCCuR.
END - END CARD,
FORMAT
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
4-6 BLANK
2.DIFPCH-A 1 16">
0<t/22/72
A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =UIFPCH= PROGRAM
OIFPCH PROGRAM CALLING CARD
*STAND DESCRIPTION OF REFLECTION TO BE USED AS A STANDARD (MAXIMUM 10}
*TWOTHE SWATCH OF TWO THFTA DESIKEO (SHOULO BE ENOUGH THAT THE GROUPS
OF TWO THETA WILL BE LESS THAN THREE OR FOUR THOUSAND
REFLECTIONS)
ENO END CMKD
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
***** READS =NFILEH= (WRITTEN HY =DIFSET=) *****
***** PUNCHES CARDS ON =NFILEC= *****
2.DIFPCH-B 1 170
04/22/72
tl. CARD FORMATS FOK =DIFPCH= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.6ENERL-A, AND THEIR FORMATS AR£
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.^ENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS Is DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
UIFHCH - PROGKAM CALLING CARD.
FORMAT <A2»A4ilX,A2»A«»rlX.Ilr3F10.U»IlO,9X.Fl.O»Fl0.ctf I!)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR 't-jjNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 OIFPCH
15 (l)/(2)/(3)/ FOR PUNCH (PEAK)/(SCAN)/(PEAK-SCAN PAIRS)
16-2=; LOWER LIMIT OF TWO THETAS TO BE HUNCHED. LESS THAN 2.5 IS SET = 2.5
26-35 UPPER LICIT OF TWO THETAS TO Bt PUNCHED. MORE THAN litb.O IS SET = 65.0
36-if5 NUN'BER OF DtGKEES TO D"IVE PHI BACK BEFORE SETTING To NEXT REFLECTION
(ASSuSE NO BACKLASH) "LANK = 10.0 DEGREES
U6-55 FREQUENCY Of- INSERTING STANDARDS. BLANK = EVERY ?50
65 SCAN KATE FOR XRD-6 CODE. BLANK = H (I.E. U DEGREES/MINUTE)
66-75 PHI CORRECTION - IF PHI VALUES FROM 01FSET ARE INCORRECT THIS VALUE
WILL HE ADDtU TO ALL PHIS FROM =NFlLEH= - (BUT NOT TO STANDARDS
SUPPLIED BELOW).
76 (BLANK)/(1) PUNCH CAROS IN (GE OATEX)/(PICKER> CARD AUTOMATED
FORMAT
** NOTE- THE =OIFPCM= CARD IS USED TO CALL THE PROGRAM AND PlJLL OUT THE FIRST
SHELL OF TWO THETAS. SUBSEOUFNT ^WATCHES IN THE SAME JOB ARE
INITIATED «Y USE OF =TWOTHE= CARDS
STAND - STANDARD CARD. A MAXTMUM OF 10 =STAND= CARDS ARE ALLOWED AND THEY
MUST BE ARRANGED IN OKDER OF INCREASING PHI.
FORMAT (A2,A4»»Ji4»5Fg,2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 STAND
6 BLANK
7-10 H
11-ltt K
Ib-lfl L
J'3-27 CHI OF THE KEFLECTION2B-J6 PHI OF THE KtF'LECTION
3?-^5 START TWO TMETA OF THE REFLfCTION
U6-5/+ PEAK TWO THtTA OF THE DEFLECTION
55-63 STOP TWO THtTA OF THE *EFLECTION
TWOTHE - FORMAT EXACTLY AS THE =DIFPCH= CApD
END - END CARD.
FORMAT
2.DIFPCH-B 2 171
01/22/72
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
U-6 3LANK
2.DIFSET-A 1 172
01/22/72
A. CAPO ORDER SUMMARY FOR =DI*-'SET = PROGRAM
UIFSET PROGRAM CALLING CARD
CELL OR PAKAMC - FURNISHES CELL CONSTANTS
ORIENT ORIENTATION
ANGMX LIMITS Of PHI, CHI, AND TWO-THETA RANGES
INDEX LIMITS 01- H, K, AND L INDICES
ttAKsET OR EQNCON - METHOD OF COMPUTING SCAN RANGE
*SYSABS SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES
PREP CAUSES PKOGRAM TO C^ECK INPUT, PRINT SPECIFICATIONS, AND
PREPARE 10 COMPUTE SETTINGS
* (OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC DIFFRACTOMER CONTROL DECK - SEE BELOW)
*HKU INDICES UF REFLECTION TO BE ADDED TO OUTPUT
*— (SETTING CARD - COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION IN COL<; 1 - 6 )
SETTINGS OF REFLECTTON TO BE ADDED TO OUTPUT
GENHKL CAUSES GtNERATION 'Of MILLER INDICES
END END CARD
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
AUTOMATIC DIFFRACTOMETER CONTROL DECK
INSERT AS INDICATED ABOVE IF CONTROL TAPE OR CARD DECK IS REQUIRED
XRDC TYPE OF UIFFRACTOMETER, OUTPUT REQUIRED, SCANNING SPEED,
NuMbER OK CHARACTERS PER OUTPUT RECORD
2.DIFSET-A 2 173
04/22/72
XROFMT FORMAT OH DIFFRACTO"»ETER COMMAND WORDS FOR DATA
TTYFMT FOKMAT OH TELETYPE OUTPUT FOR DATA (NbS. ONLY)
**STDREF DESIGNATES THE REFLKCTION ON THE NEXT HKL OR 'SETTING CARD'
AS A STANDARD REFLECTION, GIVES ITS IDENTIFICATION NUMBER,
AND SPECIFIES HOW OHTEN IT IS TQ BE INSERTED IN OUTPUT
**XRDFMT FORMAT FOR DIFFRACTOMETER COMMAND WORDS FOR STANDARD REFLECTION
**TTYFMT FORMAT FOR TELETYPE OUTPUT FOR STANDARD REFLECTION (NBS ONLY)
**HKL OR 'SETTING CARD' - DEFINES THE STANDARD REFLECTION
** THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL AS A GROUP WITHIN THE OPTIONAL CONTROL DECK.
THE WHOLt GROUP IS KEPEATED FOR EACH STANDARD REFLECTION.
STANDARD REFLECTIONS MUST BE NUMBERED SEQUENTIALLY 2 - 10.
THE CARDb =STDREF=, =XRDFMT=, AND =TTYFMT= MUST BEAR THE
SEQUENCE NUMBER FOR THE STANDARD DEFINED. BY THE =HKL= OR
•SETTING CARD' FOR TACH STANDARD REFLECTION.
***** OPTIONALLY .PUNCHES CARDS ON =NFILEC= (SEE COLS 61-70 OF rDIFSET= CARD)***
***** OPTIONALLY WRiTES =NFILE«= (SEE COLS 51-60 OF =DIFSET=CARD) *****
***** OPTIONALLY WRiTES =NFILEI= (SEE COLS 13-17 OF =XROCs CARD) *****
NOTE- =NFILEH= — StTTING INFORMATION
=NFILEH= CONTAINS A Sf-RIES OF PACKED RECORDS WITH THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION. THESE ARHT READ AND SORTED BY =OIFPCH= LINK, WHICH SEE.
THE QUANTITIES STORED ARE H INDEX, K INDEX, L INDEX, CHl SETTING, PHI
SETTING, TWO THETA SETTING FOR BACKGROUND (LOW), TWO THETA SETTING FOR
PEAK, TOW TMETA SETTING FOR BACKGROUND (HIGH>, AND TIME (SECONDS) FOR
TWO THETA SCAN.
0<t/22/72
B. CAp;0 FORMATS FOK =OIFSET= PROGRAM
OPERATION' CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A, AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IM SECTION 2.GENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
UIFSET - CALLING CAKD FOR DIFFWACTOMETf R SETTING PROGRAM.
FORMAT <A2.A4t 1X,A2«A4,7X.3F10.6,2I10)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 DIFSET
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATIOM CODE
2i-3o WAVELENGTH row ALPHAID. 1.54051 ANGSTROMS USED TF BLANK
31-i»6 WAVELt.NGTri l-OK ALPHA(2) 1.54U33 ANGSTROMS USED IF BLANK
NOTE - IF ALPHA(l) IS SUPPLIED BUT ALPHA(2) IS BLANK, THE ALPHA ( 1 )
WAVELENGTH tolVEN WILL "LSO BE USED FOR ALPHA (2)
ltl-50 TWO THETA SCAN RATE IN DEGREES PER MINUTE
51-60 {8LANK)/(1> FOR <DO)/tOO NOT) PUNCH SETTING CARDS ON =NFILEH=
61-70 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (00)/-(l.'0 NOT) PUNCH SETTINGS CARDS FOR THOSE
REFLECTIONS WHICH ARE SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT. THIS FIELD HAS NO
EFFECT UNLEbS COLUMNS M-60 ARE BLANK. (WILL ALSO SUPPRESS PUNCHING
OF' DlFFRACTUMETEH CONTROL CARDS FOR ABSENT REFLECTIONS.)
CELL - CFLL CONSTANT CARD. I
, 3»3F9.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR 'JUNCTION OF THE FIELD
5-6 BLANK '
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATION CODE
14-21 A CELL DIMENSION
22-29 B CELL DIMENSION
30-37 C CELL DIMENSION
38-H6 COS ALPHA ...... ALPHA
1*7-55 COS EETA . OR . Bfc.TA
56-64 COS GAMMA ..... . GAMMA
PARAMC - CELL CONSTANTS CALCULATED BY A PREVIOUS =PARAM=.
FORMAT (A2,Ai)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-6 PARAMC
ORIENT - CRYSTAL ORIENTATION CARD.
FORMAT (A2rA'*>lX»A2»A<t»2X>7Fe.3)
2.DIF5ET-B 2 175
01/22/72
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-6 ORIENT
8-13 COt-'POUNO IDtNTIFICATIO*.' CODE
16-23 H INDEX (MAT BE FRACTIONAL) OF THE RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTOR LYING
ALONG Tht POSITIVE DIRECTION OF THp PHI AXIS
2<+-3i K INOtX AS «bOV£
32-39 L INDEX AS ABOVE
1*0-47' H INDEX (MAT BE FRACTIONAL) OF A RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTOR LYING IN THE
PHI r 0 DEGREES PLANE (THIS PLANE CONTAINS THE PHI AXIS)
48-55 K INDEX AS "BOVE
56-6?. L INDEX AS «BOVE
6<»-7i CORRECTION 10 BE APPLIED TO ALL CALCULATED PHI'S TO OBTAIN TRUE PHI'S.
THIS CORFffclCUON IS THE ANGLE (OF + OR - PHI) BETWEEN THE PLANE
SPECIFIED ABOVE AND THK PHI = 0 PLANE
ANGMX - DIFFRACTOMS.TEK AND GO^IOSTAT ANGLE LIMITS.
FORMAT (A?.,A4i4xf6Fio.6>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 ANRMX
6 BLANK
11-2Q LOWER LIMIT FOR PHI
21-30 UPPER LIMIT FOR PHI
31-40 LOV/ER LIMIT POR CHI (I"' RANGF -10 jQ +100)
41-50 UPPER LIMIT FOR CHI (IN RANGE -10 TO +100)
51-60 LOWER LIMIT FOP TWO THt-'TA
61-70 UPPER LIMIT FOP TWO TH^TA
INDEX - INDEX GENEKATION LIMITS.
FORMAT (A2rA4»tx,6(ix.it)>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR >UNCTION OF THE FIELD
- 1-5 INDEX
6 BLANK
12-15 LOWER LIMIT FOR H INU£x
17-20 UPPER LIMIT FOR H INDEX
22-25 LOWER LIMIT FOR K INUE*
27-30 UPPER LIMIT FOR K INDEX
32-35 LOWER LIMIT FOR L INU£v
37-40 UPPER LIMIT FOR L INDEX
BAKSET - CONSTANT INCREMENT FOK CALCULATING TWO-THETA SETTINGS FOR
BACKGROUND HEADINGS OR FOR BEGINNING AND END OF SCAN RANGE.
FORMAT (A2.A4,vx,F5.2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^-'UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 BAKSET
16-20 INCREMENT IN DEGREES
EQNCON - CONSTANTS K)R EOUATIO*1 USED IN CALCULATING TWO-THETA SETTINGS
FOP BACKGROUND READINGS OR FOR BEGINNING AND END OF SCAN RANGE.
FORMAT (A2?A4t'*x,2Fio.4>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 EQNCON
2.DIFSET-B 3 176
04/22/72
ll-2n A IN DEGREEb
21-30 B IN DEGREEb
SUGGESTED VALUES ARE Ari.80 ANU 8=0,86 FOR COPPER RADIATION
OR ArJ.,80 AND Brl.OO FOR MOLYPDENyM
SYSABS - SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES C»RO.
FORMAT <A2, A4,ix,A2»A4r7x,23ii)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF JHE FIELD
1-6 SYSABS
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATION CODE
21-43 VALUE OF 'X' FOR APPLICATION OF SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES TEST. ONLY THOSE
COLUMNS CORKESPONDING TO TESTS TO pE APPLIED SHOULD BE NON-ZERO.
21 HKL ABSENT iF H+KuXN-fl
22 HKL ABSENT iF H+L=XN+1
23 HKL ABSENT iF K+L=XN+l
24 HKL ABSENT IF ALL H + K , H+L, K+L=XN+1
2b HKL ABSENT IF H+K+LrXN+l
26 HKL ABSENT IF -H+K-fL=XN+l
27 HHL ABSENT IF H=XN+1
28 HHL ABSENT IF L=XN+1
2^ HHL ABSENT iF H+L=XN+1
30 HKL ABSENT IF 2H+L=XN+1
31 OKL ABSENT IF Kr
32 CKL ABSENT iF L=XN+1
33 OKL ABSENT IF K+L=XN+1
31 HOL ABSENT iF H=XN-H
35 HOL ABSENT iF L=XN+1
36 HOL ABSENT iF H+L=XN+1
37 HKO ABSENT iF H=XN+1
38 H',<0 ABSENT iF K-XN-H
39 HKO ABSENT iF H+K=XM+i
40 MHO ABSENT iF HrXN+1
41 HOO ABSENT iF H=XN+1
42 OKO ABSENT iF KrXN+1
43 COL ABSENT iF L = XIJ + 1
PREP - CAUSES PrfOt-KAM TO PRE^ARr. TO COf-'Pl;TE SETTINGS BY CHECKING INPUT DATA.
COMPUTING CONSTANTS A^D PRINjlNG CUT SPECIFICATIONS.
FORMAT < A2> AUJ
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF yHE FIELD
1-4 PREP
5-6 BLANK
HKL - MILLtH INDiCE.5 OF A REFLECTION1 THAT IS To BE INSERTED IN TH-Z OUTPUT.
THE SETTINGS ARE COMPUTED, THF. INQEX ANU ANGLE LIMITS ARE CHECKED.
AND THE PHI-ANGLE CORRECTION, IF ANY, IS APPLIED.
FORMAT (A2,A4r7X,3I3)
" COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 HKL
4-6 BLANK
11-lf, H INDEX
2.DIFSET-B 4 177
04/22/72
17-19 K IND£X
20-22 L INDEX
.'SETTING CARDS'. MILLER INDICES fiKO SETTING ANGLES FOR A REFLECTION
THAT IS TO BE INSERTED IN THE OUTPUT. NO CHECK IS MADE ON
THE INDICEb AND ANGLES. THESE CApOS MAY BE GENERATED BY THIS
PROGRAM FOK SORTING, «ND THEN READ BY IT TO CREATE A CONTROL TAPE
OR CARD DECK.
FORMAT <A2»A4, Ji4,6F9.2»A?,A4j
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 (COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE>. MUST AGREE WITH =DIFSET= CARD
COLS. 8-13.
7-1 o H INOcX
11-14 K INDEX
lb-18 L INDEX
19-27 CHI SETTING
28-36 PHI SETTING
37-45 START TWO-TnETA SETT IN'-
u6-5t PEAK TWO-THETA SETTING
55*63 STOP TWO-TMETA SETTING
64-72 SCANNING
73-78 BLANK OR
GENHKL - STARTS GENERATION OF "ILLER INDICES AND SPECIFIES ORDER. THE
RECIPROCAL AXIS THAT LIES ALONG THE PHI AXIS SHOULD BE INCREMENTED
MOST FREQUtNTLY SO TH«T PHI DOES NOT CHANGE OFTEN.
FORMAT (A2,A4,i4, iox,3ii.i2x,2i5)
COLS SPECIFIED 'PUNCHING OK HJNCTION OF THE FIELD
3-6 GtiNHKL
7-10 (2 OH BLftNK)/(l )/(0) *-'OR (TO USE SUBROUTINE XRY271)/(TO USE
SUBROUTINE XRY272)/( ATTEMPTS TO UsE XRY270 WHICH IS CURRENTLY
INACTIVE)
21 1/2/3 FOR H/K/L INO^X INCRE'-'ENTFP MOST FREQUENTLY
22 1/2/3 FOR H/K/L IK'D^ .X INCREMENTED NEXT
20 i/?/3 FOR H/K/L INi>X INCPrJT' L-INTr-.O LAST
36-^ 0 +1/-1 FOR I ME INCREMENT TO eE APPLIED TO THE INDEX SPECIFIED IN COL.
22 WHtlM THE INDEX SPECIFIED IN COL, 23 IS POSITIVE OR ZEKO.
THIS DETERMINES THE DIRECTION JN WHICH PHI SETTINGS WILL PROGRFSS.
41-45 =1 IF ALL POSITIVE VALUES OF THE INDEX SPECIFIED IN COL. 23 ARE
TO BE SCANMtD, FOLLOWED BY ALL NEGATIVE VALUES. PHI WILL PROGRESS IN
ONE DIRECTION, THEN JU^P BACK WHEN THIS INDEX IS INCREMENTED.
=0 IF FOR tACH VALUE, N, OF THE I^DEX SPECIFIED IN COL. 23 LAYERS
F0«. BOTH +N AND -N ARE SCANNED BEFORE THE INDEX IS INCREMENTED. IN
THIS CASE, HMI SETTING PROGRESS AROUND THE CIRCLE AND START OVER AGAIN
WHEN THE INDEX IS INCREMENTED.
END - END CARD.
FORMAT (A2,A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-3 END
i»-6 BLANK
THE FOLLOWING CARDS ARE USED ONLY IF AN AUTOMATIC DIFFRACTOMETER CONTROL
2.DIFSET-6 5 17B
04/22/72
TAPE OR CARD DECK Ib TO 8E MADE.
XRDC _ SPECIFICATIONS FOR AUTOMATIC niFFRACTOMETER CONTROL TAPE OR CARD DECK.
FORMAT (A2»A4, ix,ui5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-t XRDC
b-6 BLANK
8-12 TYPE OF OIFI-RACTOMETER
1 FOk DATEX
13-17 TYPE OF INPUT REQUIRED BY DIFFRACToMETER
1 FOR PAPER TAPE (DATEY) --- OUTPUT ON =NFI|_EI =
2 FOR PAPER TAPE (NHS) --- OUTPUT ON =NFII_EI =3 FOR CARDS — OUTPUT ON =NFILEC=
18-22 SCANNING SPtED CODE
1/2/3/4/5/6 FOR .25/.5l/l.j/2.0/*f.c/SLEW SPEED IN DEG/MIN. THIS IS
USED TO COMMUTE SCAN TTME ONLY. IT Is INDEPENDENT OF ACTUAL SCAN SPEED
SELECTED, WHICH IS CONTROLLED Hy =XRDFMT= CARD. IF BLANK, SCAN TIME
WILL BE COMMUTED FOR A SPEED OP 1 DEG/MIN. THIS OVERRIDES SCAN RATE
ON =DiFSET= CARD.
23-2? MAXOuf. THIS IS THE N'iMBER OF CHARACTERS THAT MUST BE ACCUMULATED IN
THE OUTPUT BUFFER BEf-OKE OUTPUT OF A OIFFRACTOMETER CONTROL CARD OR A
BLOCK OF KAb. TAPE WILL OCCUR. IF NECESSARY, CARDS WILL BE FILLED WITH
BLANKS TO MAKE 00 COLUMNS AND VAG. TAPE HECORDS WILL BE FILLED WITH
BLANKS TO MAKE A BLOCK OF 120 CHARACTERS. BLANKS ARE SHIPPED IN
PUNCHING PAr'ER TAPE FROM THE M«G. TAPE. MAXOUT MUST NOT EXCEED 80 FOR
CARDS, 120 rOK DATEX T»PE, OR ABOUT 90 FOR MBS DIFFRACTOMETER TAPE. JF
COL 23-27 AKfe. BLANK MAvOUTrSO.
XROFWT - FORMAT' FOR AS MANY AS TWELVE DIFFp.ACTOMETER COMMAND WORDS.
ONE OF THEbE CARDS IS REQUIRED FOR DATA AND ONE FOR EACH STANDARD
REFLECTION.
FORMAT (A2»Ai,i2,i2<5Ai,ii ) >
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 XRDFMT
7-8 SEQUENCE NU^btR. =1 FOR DATA FErLECTION, =2 FOR FIRST STANDARD
REFLECTION --- =10 FOR NINTH STANDARD REFLECTION. THIS NUMBER
MUST A6REE WITH THE SEQUENCE NUMKEp ON THE CORRESPONDING =STDRFF=
AND =VTYFMT= CARDS, IF ANY.
9 SEGIN-wORD CODE FOR WO*D 1, WHJCH ^UST BE AN HKL WORD.
15 WORD 2 - BE^IN WORD COi'E FOR AXIS COMMAND
16 WORD a - MOUE. COUE
17 WORD 2 - STtP COO'E
18 , WORD 2 - FILTER CODE
19 WORD 2 - SPtED CODE
20 WORD 2 - Dlt-IT TO DESIGNATE THE ANGLE TO BE INSERTED AS CHARACTER
6-10 OF THE COMMAND WO*D. THE OPTIONS ARE —
1 CHI SETTING
2 ^HI SETTING
3 bTART TWO-T^ETA SETTING
<t KEAK TWO-THKTA SETTING
5 bTOP TWC-THi-TA SETTING
6 ^ERO DEGKEtS
7 HVE BLANKS (CARD OUTPUT ONLY)
8 (CLOSE UP ANGLE FIELD)
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2i-2f,
27-32
33-3P
39-44
Ub-50'
51-56
57-62
63-6.°.
&9-74
75-60
6> 7
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
W0«0
, AMD W AKE NOT ORDINARILY USED.
3 - SPME FORMAT A*-* WORD 2
i* - SA"L FORMAT AS WORD 2
- SAME. FORMAT Ab WORD 2
SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
SAME FORMAT Ab WORD 2
SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
10 - SAKE FORMAT "S WORD 2
11 - S«ME FORMAT AS WORD ?.
12 - SAME FORMAT «S WORD 2
TTYFMT - FORMAT FOR TELETYPE OUTPUT (NHS Of-jLY). ONE OF THESE IS REQUIRED FOR
DATA, AND UNE FOR EACH STANDARD REFLECTION.
FORMAT <A2»Ai»,l2,2X»I2»lX,Il, ll (S*, II) >
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR JUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-fc TTYFMT
7-8 SEQUENCE NU«bE« - COPY FROM CORRESPONDING rXROFMTs CARD
11-12 N, THE MUMBtR OF SPACES OR ASTERISKS AT BEGINNING OF EACH LINE OF,_;
OUTPUT AFTEK THE FIRST FOR EACH REFLECTION. THIS PEMITS INDENTING,
ANU MARKING STANDARD REFLECTIONS. THIS NUMBER SHOULD NOT EXCEED
ELEVEN.
It wORD 1 PREFIX - ei/1/2/-^ DESIGNATES THE TELETYPE CONTROL CHARACTERS TO
BE INSERTED Kt' ORE THE CORRESPONDING COMMAND WORD. ALL°W FOR A
DIFFRACTOMEItR OUTPUT wORO WHENEVER THE MODE CODE CALLS FOR ONE.
0 - S^ACE
1 - SHACE, CARRI«G£ RETURN, i_INE FEED
2 - SHACE, CARRIOGE RETUHN, LINE FEED, N'SPACES
•3 - SHACE, CARRIAGE RETURN, 1. INE FEED, N ASTERISKS
20 WORD 2 PHEFiX (SEt W<-RD 1
26 WORD 3 PHEFiX (SEE W'RD 1
 ;
.12 WORD H PREFIX (SEE WORD l
30 WORD 5 PHEFiX (SEE Wi'RO 1
tt WORD b PHEFiX (SEE W"RD 1
50 WORD 7 PHEFIX (SEE! WORD D
S6 WOf'D 8 PFEFiX (SEE WdRO 1
62 WCWD 9 PH.EFiX (SEt W"RD D
68 WORD 10 PREFIX (StE '"ORD 1)
7t WORD 11 PREi-lX (StE "'ORD 1)
80 WORD 12 PHEH1X (SEE WORD 1)
STOREF - DESIGNATES THF REFLECTION ON THE tgEXT =HKL= OR 'SETTING' CARD
STANOARU Rtt-LECTION A-viO SPECIFIES HOW FREQUENTLY IT IS TO BE
IN THE CONIHOL TAPE OH CARD DSr'CK.
FORMAT (A2»A<+,i2,2X»3I5>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR (-UNCTION OF
 TH£ FIELD
1-6 STDREF
7-8 SEQUENCE NUMBER, 2/3/1... /10 FOR FIRST/SECOND/THIRD. . ./NINTH
AS A
INSERTED
STANDARD REFLECTION. THIS NUMHER ^UST AGREE WITH THAT ON CORRESPONDING
=XRDFMT= ANU =TTYFMT= CARDS.
11-1? MINIMUM NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS PETWEEN MEASUREMENTS ON THIS STANDARD.
ALL DATA REFLECTIONS PHINTED (fVEu THOSE THAT ARE SYSTEMATICLY ABSENT)
ARE COUNTED. STANDARD REFLECTIONS ARE NOT. AFTER MINIMUM COUNT IS
EXCEEDED, SIANOARD IS INSERTED AFTER MOST FREQUENTLY INCREMENTED INDEX
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REACHES ZE.RU, UNLESS MAXIMUM Nt'MBEw IS REACHED FIRST.
16-2n MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS HETWF.EN MEASUREMENTS ON THIS STANDARD
21-25 INITIAL COUNT OF REFLECTION. TF THIS IS THE SAME AS THE MAXIMUM, THE
STANDARD WILL BE INSERTED AFTER THE FIRST DATA REFLECTION,
HKL - MILLt* INUiCES OF THE STANDARD REFLECTION. THE FORMAT IS THE SAME
AS FOR THE =HKL= CARD DESCRIBED AHOV£.
- "SETTING C«RO«. HKL AND SETTINGS FOR THE STAfslbAPD REFLECTION. THE
FORMAT IS >H£ SAME AS FOR 'SETTING CARDS* DESCRIBED ABOVE.
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A. CARD ORDEK SUMMARY FOR =DUMCOPr PROGRAM
DUMCOP PROGRAM CALLING CAKD
END END CARU
***** READS rNFILEA= *****
***** OPTIONALLY WRITES =NFILE"= (SEE COL 15 OF =DUMCOP= CARD) *****
***** OPTIONALLY PUNCHES CARDS ON =NFILEC= (SEE COL 25 OF =DuMCOP= CARD) *****
2.DUMCOP-B 1
H. CARD FORMATS FOK =DUMCOP= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2,GENERL-At AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIV-N IN SECTION 2.0ENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED 3Y
THEIR FUNCTION.
DUMCOP - PROGRAM CALLING CARL).
FORMAT (A2»A'*»lX,A2»A'+»lX»Il,2<tX» ID , 15)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH t-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 DU>VCCP
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATIO"' CODE .
15 <0>/U) !DU NOT)/(DO) COPY THF BINARY FILE
20 (0)/(1) (DU NOT)/<00) PRINT A DUMP OF THE BINARY FILE
25 (0»/(1) (UU NOT)/(DO) PUNCH A DECK OF CARDS WITH THE INFORMATION OF
THE BINARY ULE <ustu FOR PROGRAM CHECK-OUT)
26-iQ THE MAXIMUM NUM3ER OF PHYSICAL RtCoRDS OF ANy GIVEN LOGICAL RECORD
TO BE PRINTtU. (BLANK OR ZERO = 5 - THIS IS TO PROTECT AGAINST HUGE
PRINTc.0 OUTPUT) USUALLY 5 PHYSICAL RECORDS OF ANY ONE LOGICAL RECORD
SUFFICE TO DISCOVER ERRORS.
END - END CARD.
FORMAT <A2»A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
(+-6 BLANK
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A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =FC= PROGRAM
FC PROGRAM CALLING CARD
*SCALE SCALE CAKD FOR F RELATIVE DATA
*ATOM ATOM CARLI FOR SELECTING ATOMS FpOM FILE
*MAXHKL PUTS LIMITS ON H, K» L, OR SIN yHETA FOR THIS RUN ONLY
END" EN'O CARD
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
NOTE 1 - IF NO =ATOM= CARDS HAVE BEEN READ WHEN THE =ENt>= CARD IS ENCOUNTERED*
STRUCTURE I-ACTORS WILL BE CALCULAjEO FROM PARAMETERS STORED IN THE
BINARY DATA FILE. IF =ATOM= CAROs ARE INCLUDED, THEN ONLY PARAMETERS
FOR NAMED ATOMS WILL ME TAKEN FROM THE FILE.
READS =NFILEA= *****
***** WRITES =NFILEti= *****
***** OPTIONALLY WHITES =NF1LFF= (SEE COL 27 OF THE =FC= CARD) *****
2.FC -B 1
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B. CARD FORMATS FOK =FC= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARUS ARE DESCRIBED TN SECTION 2.GENERL-A, AND THEIR FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2.GENERL-H.
 THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS
DICTATED BY THEIK FUNCTION.
FC - SET-UP CARU FOR STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATION,
FORMAT <A2,A4,1X,A2»A4,7(1X»Il))
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR i-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-2 FC
3-6 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
15 <0)/<l>/(2)/(3) FOR (OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR)/{INDIVIDUAL
ISOTROPIC)/<INDIVIDUAL ANISOTROP1C)/(INDIVIDUAL MIXED)
17 (o>m> FOR ;uo NOT LIST THE RtFL£cTioNS)/<oo>
19 (0)/(1) FOR (UO NOT CONSIDER DTSPEpSION CORRECTIONS)/(DO)
21 (0)/(1) FOR <UO NOT>/(»0) MAKE A SuKVEY OF REFLECTION SORTING
STATISTICS.
23 (0)/(i)/(2) FOR (NO PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION)/(APPLY PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION)/
(ESTABLISH ANU APPLY PREVIOUS FC AS PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION).
25 (0)/(D FOR (X-RAY)/(NKUTRON) DIFFRACTION.
27 (0>/(D FOR (DO NOT)/(UO) UPDATE THE SCALE FACTORS.
**** NOTE **** UPDATING SCALE FACTORS REQUIRES AN ADDITIONAL
COPYING OF IHL BINARY t'ATA FILE. iF THIS OPTION IS USED, =NFILEF= MUST
BE ASSIGNED.
SCALE - SCALE CARD FOR F RELA1IVE DATA.
FORMAT (A2»A<4,»-io.4»i'»)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 SCALE
6 BLANK
7-16 SCALE FACTCH TO APPLY 10 F RELATIVE
l7-2o GROUP IDENTIFICATION (1-6^)
ATOM - ATOM SELECHON CARD.
FORMAT <A2»A4,ix,Au»A2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR f-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-4 ATOM
5-6 BLANK
8-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (SF.E l.GENERL)
IF ATOM NUMbER IS OMITTED, THIS CARD APPLIES TO ALL ATOMS OF THE STATED
TYPE
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MAXHKL - LIMITS FOR DATA SET FOR THIS RUN ONLY.
FORMAT (A2.A4,YX,M<*»2Fe.<o
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH t -UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 MAXHKL
m-l7 MAXIMUM H TU HE USED
18-21 MAXIMUM K T<J BE USED
22-25 MAXIMUM L T<J BE USED
26-33 MAXIMUM SINITHETA)/LAMMQA (BLANK = 0.7)
3<+-1l MINIMUM SIN(THETA)/LAMHDA (BLANK = 0.0)
END - END CARD.
FORMAT < A 2 » A i + >
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF jHE FIELD
1-3 END
H-6 BLANK
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A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =FO'iRR = PROGRAM
FOURR PROGRAM CALLING CARU
*SCALE SCALE CAKU FOR F RELATIVE DATA
*FZERO USE DIFFIDENT VALUE OF F(O»O»O) FROM THAT SUPPLIED TO =DATRDN=
*MAXHKL LIMITS FUR FOURIER SUMMATIONS
*MAP PRINT CONTROL CARU
*GRID FOURIER bRID CARD (OPTIONAL IF A =GRIU= CARD HAS BEEN USED AT
ANY PREVIOUS TIME W^EN A HINARy DATA FILE WAS WRITTEN)
*LAYOUT DESCRIPTION OF FOURIER MAP
END END CARD
I
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL '
***** READS =NFILEA= *****
OPTIONALLY WRITES =NFILE*:= (SEE COLS 17-19 OF =FOURR= CARD) *****
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B. CARD FORMATS FOK =FOURR= PROGRAM
OPERATION1 CARDS ARE DESCRIBED TN SECTION 2.GENERL-A, AND THEIR FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2.GENERL-K. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS
DICTATED BY THEIR FUNCTION.
FOURR - CALLING CAKD FOR FOURTER PROGRAM.
FORMAT(A2,A4,lX,A2,A<*,3X,>;3.2,F9.0,8Fi,.l,A2,Il,Al,Il)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF jHE FIELD
1-5 FOURR
6 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATIOM CODE
17-19 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (DO NOT)/(00) WRITE A COPY OF FOURIER MAP ON =NFiLEE=
FOR =PEKPIK=
20-2? (BLANK)/(1) FOR (NO)/(YES) LIST REFLECTIONS
23-25 CALCULATION TYPE - REFf-R TO SECTION 1.FOURR FOR DETAILS
1 UNUSED
2 PATTERSON (A=FO**?J
3 VECTOR MAP (SHARPENED,ORIGIN REMOVED PATTERSON) (RESULTS OF
=NORMSF= MUST BE ON bINARy DATA FILE)
(* FO FOURIER BY REJECTION TES.. WHEN (FO*RR-FC) IS NEGATIVE. THE
REFLECTION IS INCLUDED IN THE SUMMATION. FOR LESS-THANS, THE
VALUF: o»- FO USED is <FO*MLT) (SEE 26-23 BELOW) FC is USED FOR
EXTINCT REFLECTIONS
5 UNUSED
6 FO FOURiER,PHASE ANGLES DETERMINED FROM QUASI-NORMALIZED STRUCTURE
FACTORS
7 FC FOURIER, USES ALL REFLECTIONS
8 DELTA-F, BY REJECTION TEST (FO*RR-FC) FOR OBSERVED, IFO-FC) FOR
LESS-THANS
9 DELTA-F, WITH LEAST SQUARE? WEIGHT APPLIED TO DELTA-F' W*(FO-FC).
TEST LEiS-THANS bY (FM1N-HC)
10 UNUSED
11 DELTA-F, OBSERVED DEFLECTIONS ONLY
12 DtXTA-F, VARIABLE WEIGHING Wr(Fc/FO) OR 1.0 WHICHEVER IS LESS
AND REJS.CT LESS-THflNS CALCULATING LESS-THAN
13 E MAP, PHASES FROM STATISTICS
1U E MAP, PHASES FROM CALCULATED pC'S
26-2.H MULTIPLIER IMLTJ FOR F« OF LESS-THANS UNDER FO FOURIER OPTION «»)
USUAL VALUE OF 0.5. 0.0 REJECTS ALL LESS-THANS
29-37 ELECTION DENSITY SCALE FACTOR - bLANKS GIVES OUTPUT AS 10*(2/V)*
SUMMATION (i-i - FACTOR PUNCHED REPLACES 10
38-«H REJECTION R«TIO USEU fc»v CRITERIA TESTS OF (<t) AND (8). IF LEFT BLANK
RR SET EQUAL TO ZERO TO INCLUDE ALL REFLECTIONS.
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**** THE FOLLOWING QUANTITIFS ARE USED IF AND ONLY IF THE =LAYOUT= CARD
IS LEFT OUT (SEE NOTE RELOW)
U2-45 SCALE OF THt. FOURIER IN INCHES/ANGSTROM (BLANK=1.0>
16-UQ LOWER LIMIT OF X IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL (BLANK=0)
50-53 LOWER LIMIT OF Y IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL (BLANK=0)
51-57 LOWER LIMIT OF 2 IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL <BLANK=0)
58-6] UPPER LIMIT OF X IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL (BLANK=1.0>
62-65 UPPER LIMIT OF Y IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL <BLANK=1.0>
66-69 UPPER LIMIT OF Z IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL (BLANK=1.0>
70-71 PAGE TO PAGt AXIS AS $", SB, OH $C, OR PROJECTIONS (REGARDLESS OF DATA)
AS PA, Pfr UR PC (S^I^PLIES A BLANK)
72 NUMBER OF PKINTER CHAROCTER POSITIONS PER FOURIER GRID COLUMN - ONLY 2
OR i ALLOWEU (BLANK = m
73 CARRIAGE CONTROL CHARACTER WHICH WILL PREVENT AUTOMATIC OVERFLOW
OF PAGES ON LINE PRINTER (IF IN DOuBT LEAVE BLANK)
71 (BLANK)/<1) (DO)/(DO NOT) AUTOMATICALLY CORRECT FOR INTERAXIAL ANGLE
WITHIN LAYERS
NOTE,..., IF NO PAGt TO PAGE AVIS OR FOURIER MAP (MAP HERE HAS NOTHING TO 00
WITH = n/AP= CARD) BOUNDARY LIMITS ARE SPECIFIED AND NO =LAYOUT= CARD IS INCLUDED
AFTER THIS CARD, THt PROGRAM WILL SUM OVER THE SHORTEST AXIS FIRST, THUS
GIVING THE FEWEST LAYERS POSSIBLE, EACH LAYER BEING SPACED 0.3 ANGSTROMS FROM
THE NEyT. WITHIN E«CH LAYER THE SCALE WILL BE 1.0 INCHES/ANGSTROM CORRECTED
FOR ANY INTERAXIAL «NGLE. ONE HALF OF C6.NTRIC CELLS WILL BE MAPPED WHILE
WHOLE ACENTRIC CELLb A«E PLOTTKD. FOUR CHARACTER POSITIONS PER GRID COLUMN
WILL Bf. UTILIZED. l-OR HIGH SYMMETRY CtLLS WITH AXES GREATER THAN 20.0 ANGSTROM
UNITS, THIS METHOD MAY RESULT IN A STORAGE OVERFLOW. MOREOVER, THIS METHOD OF
SLICING THE CELL, WHILE MOST ATTRACTIVE BECAUSE IT GIVES THE FEWEST PRINTED
SHEETS TO HANOLE, IS INEFFICIENT IN USF_ OF MACHINE TIME. IN EITHER CONDITION,
SUMMATION OVEK THE LONG AXIS F'RST AND SHORT AXIS LAST WITH CAREFUL LIMITATIONS
ON THE PORTION OF T"E CELL TO "E MAPPED SHOULD BE CHOSEN. THIS MAY BE DONE
WITH THE =FOU«R= CAKU OR MORE f-'LABORATFLY >;ITH THE =GRID= AND =LAYOUT= CARDS...
NOTE WELL THAT IT Ii> ALWAYS A KOOD PRECAUTION TO CAREFULLY CHECK THE SYMMETRY
OF THE MAP PRODUCED...IF =LAYO'iT= CARD IS LEFT OUT, ANY =GRlD= CARD IS IGNORED.
SCALE - UPDATE FILt F-RELATIVFT SCALE FACTORS.
FOP-MAT <A2»Ai,t-io.i»lt)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 SC«LE
6 BLANK '' ' • •
7-16 SCALE FACTOK TO APPLY TO F RELATIVE (ALSO IN CRYL50» FC» LISTFC,
LOADAT, ORFL-S, RLIST)
l7-2o GROUP IDENTIFICATION (1-61)
FZERO - PUT IN ANY VALUE OF F(OOO) DESIRED FOR THIS RuN ONLY.
FORMAT <A2,Ai,/x,F9.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD ' '
1-5 FZERO .
6 BLANK - '
11-22 VALUE OF F(UOO) UirlSIREl'
MAXHKL - LIMITS FOR FOURIER SUMMATION FOR THIS RUN ONLY
FORMAT (A2«Ai,7x,311,2F8.it)
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF yHE FIELD
1-6 MAXHKL
14-17 MAXIMUM H TO BE USED
18-21 MAXIMUM K TO BE USED
22-25 MAXIMUM L TO BE USED
26-33 MAXIMUM SIN ITHETA) /LAW-DA (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
34-m MINIMUM SIN(THETA)/LAMHDA (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
MAP - PRINT CONTKOL CARD.
FORMAT (A2.A4, /X,3I4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^'UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 MAP
H-6 BLANK
14-17 BLANK - IGNORE THE FIELD
NON ZERO INIEGER - HO^CE THE FIRST PRINTED POINT TO HAVE THIS VALUE
ANil SCALE THE REMAINING POINTS ACCORDINGLY
(Gt-MERALLY ONLY USEFUL FOR PATTERSONS STARTING AT
Ti-m ORIGIN)
18-21 UPPER LIMIT TO ESTABLISH PRINT SUPPRESSION
22-25 LOWER LIMIT WITH SIGN TO ESTABLISH PRINT SUPPRESSION
(BLANKS WILL tiE 'PRINTED* AT ALL POINTS WHERE THE FOURIER VALUES FALL
BETWEEN THEbfc. VALUES)
GRID - FOURIER GRiD CAHD.
FORMAT < A 2 » A < « r vx»3i«o
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF ^HE FIELD
1-J* GRID
5-6 BLANK • .(
14-17 NUMBER OF GKID INTERVALS ALONG THE X AXIAL DIRECTION *'
18-21 GRID INTERVALS ALONG Y AXIAL DIRECTION
22-25 GRID INTERVALS ALONG Z AXIAL DIRECTION
LAYOUT - DfSCKlPTION OF MAP FO" FOURIER. PATTERSON. ETC ,. ;''
FORMAT (A2»A4,/X,9Ii*,lX,311,l4,2I2>,F7.5,Al)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR KINCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 LAYOUT
14-17 NUMBER OF POINTS CALCULATED IN X DIRECTION
18-21 ORIGIN VALUt- OF X (IN HRIO COORDINATES)
22-25 INCREMENT ALONG X (IN PRIQ COORDINATES)
26-29 Nu"BEK OF POINTS CALCUl ATED INI Y DIRECTION
 : •
30-3^ ORIGIN VALUt- OF Y (IN (iRID COORDINATES)
34-37 INCREMENT ALONG Y (IN C-iRIu COORDINATES)
38-41 NUMBER OF POINTS CALCUI ATED IN z DIRECTION
42-45 ORIGIN VALUE- OF Z UN PRID COORDINATES)
46-49 INCREMENT ALONG 2 (IN BRIO COORDINATES)
51 SCANNING INUEX FOR X DIRECTION
52 SCANNING INUtX FOR Y DIRECTION
53 SCANNING INUEX FOR Z DIRECTION
54-57 LINE WIDTH
THE SCANNING INDEX I-OR A GIVEN DIRECTION Is ONE IF THAT COORIDINATE GOF.S FROM
PAGE TO PAGE IN THE MAP (FIRST SUM), TWO IF IT IS DOWN THE PAGE (SECOND SUM),
AND THREE IF IT IS ACROSS THt TOP OF THE PAGE (THIRD SUM).
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LINE
 WIOTH (W) IS THE NUMBER O POINTS ALONG X3 <THE THIRD SCANNING DIRECTION)
TO APPEAR ON ON;" PAOE. IF THE NUMBER OF POINTS ALONG x3 is GREATER THAN w.
W POINTS APPEAR ON I HE FIRST PAGE AND THE NUMBER OF POINT? REMAINING TO BE
PRINTED WILL BE OECKEASEU BY W. AS SOON AS THE NUMBER OF POINTS REMAINING
ALONG x3 is EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN w, ALL REMAINING POINTS WILL BE PRINTED
ON THIS PAGE. THE MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE VALUE FOR W IS 30 IN THE FOUR COLUMNS
MODE, 60 IN THE 2 COLUMNS MODE. IT IS HELpF'JL TO ALWAYS THlXK OF W AS BEING
EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE CALCULATED IN THE THIRD SUM DIRECTION
OR 1/2 THAT NUMBER OK 1/4 ETC. BUT NEVER THAT NUMSEK -1 AS THIS WILL CAUSE
AN ADDITIONAL UNWANIED SHEET (FOR LISTING ON A ISO-CHAR. LINE PRINTER* MAX, w
IS 27. LEAVING 12 CHARACTERS FOR THE LABELING OF THE 'DOWN THE PAGE' AXIS).
AS AN FXAMPLE, IN THE FOUR COLUMN MODE* IF THERE ARE 53 POINTS ALONG X3 AND w
IS 27, 27 POINTS WILL APPEAR 0^ THE FIRST pAGE AND 26 ON THE SECOND. IF THIS
FIELD IS BLANK. OR W IS OUTSIT THE RAMGE 10 TO 27 (OR 10-5<+ IN THE TWO COLUMN
Moot), THE PROGRAM WILL COMPUTE AN OPTIMUM VALUE OF w.
58-5Q SPACE CONTROL INDEX.
THE SP'CE CONTROL INDEX MAY HE 1»2»3»(*( FOR SINGLE, DOU»LE» TRIPLE, OR
QUADRUPLE SPACING, KESPECTIVELY (BLANK = 2).
60-6i NU^BEH OF COLUMNS PER FOURIER GRID COLUMN (BLANK = m 2 OR 4 ONLY
POSSIbLE.
62-68 COSINE OF INTER AXIAL ANGLE IN THE FOURIER PAGE (BETWEEN THE AXIS OF
THE SECOND AND THIRD S"M DIRECTIONS)
69 CARRIAGE CONTROL CHARACTER WHICH WILL PREVENT AUTOMATIC PAGE OVERFLOW
ON LINE PRINTER (IF IN DOUBT LEAVE BLANK)
END - END CARD.
FORMAT (A2*A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-3 END
t-6 BLANK
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A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR rLISTFC= PROGRAM
LISTFC PROGRAM CALLING CA*D
*SCALE SCALE C«RU FOR F RtLATIVE DATA
*FCARD CARDS TO INPUT REFLECTION DATA
END END CARU
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
***t* OPTIONALLY RE«DS rNFILEAr (SEE COL SH OF =LISTFC= CARD) *****
***** OPTIONALLY PUNCHES CARUS ON =NFUEC= (SEE COL 52 OF rLlST^Cn CARD) *****
OPTIONALLY WRITES =NFILEUr (SEE COL 58 OF =LISTFC= CARD) *****
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B. CARD FORMATS FOK =LISTFC= "ROGRAM
OPERATION CARUS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-Ar AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.t>tNERL-B. TH£ POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
LISTFC - PROGRAM CALLING CARU. '
FORMAT (A2,Ai+»ixfA2,Au,3ii,i^,Ai,i3f5(ix,ii),3(ix,An,9(ix»ii),2x»
S 2(1X»I1))
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
i-6 LISTFC
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14 <l>/<2>. / < 3 > FOR H IN"EX VARIES < N'OST ) / ( NEXT MOST ),/{LE AST) RAPIDLY
(CODE TO TELL HOW INPUT DATA AH£ SORTED)
15 SORTING FREUUENCY FOR K INDEX
16 SORTING FREUUENCY FOR L INDEX
(NOTE THAT bUM AND PRODUCT OF NUMBERS IN COLUMNS \n, 15» AND 16 MUST
EQUAL'6)
l7-2n NUfBEK OF LINES PER =LfSTFC= PAGE
21 " (BLANK)/(A) FOR (00)/(ABSOLUTELY 00 NOT) INTERNALLY CHANGE THE VALUE
OF THE NUMBtR OF LINES IN ORDER TO MAKE THE BOTTOM OF THE LAST PAGE
AS EVEN AS POSSIBLE
22-2q. NU^BFH OF LIST COLUMNS PER =LISTFC= PAGE
NOTE THE PRODUCT OF THt- NUMBER OF LINES AND THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS PER
= LISTFC= PAbE CANNOT EvCEED 3000. THAT IS, NO MQRF. THAN 3000 FOR THE
TOTAL OF REFLECTIONS A^'D HEADINGS (WITH THEIR SPACES), PER PAGE.
ZERO (OR BLANK) IN ANY OF THE FIVE FOLLOWING FIELDS MEANS JUST THAT
26 NUWBEK OF BLANK PRINT C-OLOMNS HEFO»E THE LISTFC COLUMN
?.s NU^BEK OF PKINT COLUMNS FOR MOST RAPIDLY CHANGING INDEX
30 NUMBER OF PKINT COLUMNS FOR FO TIMES 1032 NUMBER OF PKINT COLUMNS FOR FC TIMES 10
31 NUMBER OF PKINT COLUMNS FOR PHASE EXPRESSED IN MILLICYCLES
36 SPECIAL FLAb FOR LESS IHANS*<BIANK = *)*(JCOOE = 2)
38 SPFCIAL FLAO FOR EXTINCT* (BLANK = p>*<vJCODE = 3)
40 SPECIAL FLAto FOR SPECIAL REFLECTION (JCODE=4)
THE NEXT NINE FIELDS AW£ (BLANK)/(l) FOR (DO NO"T)/<DO>
U2 PRIMT SYMBOL FOR LESS THAN OR EXTINCT REFLECTIONS
THIS SYMBOL SWITCH ADDS ONE MORE PRINT COLUMN)
U4 PRINT PHASE ON FC IN CENTRIC CASE
46 DOUBLE SPACt THE LINES
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48 RESTORE EACH =LISTFC= PAGE TO BE TnK TOP OF A PRINTER PAGE
50 PRINT CURRENT =TITLE= AT TOP OF EACH PRINTER PAGE
52 PUNCH A SET OF =FCARU= CARDS {HAS H,K ,L,.FO,FC , A» B, JCQDE'AND
LEVEL INDICATORS)
54 READ =FCARU= CARDS AS INPUT IN PLACE OF =NFILEA=
56 PRINT MINUS SIGN ON TH* FO OF THE REFLECTIONS WHICH ARE LESS THANs
58 WRITE A SEPARATE COPY op THE FC LlgT ON =NFILED=
62 NUMBEK OF TIMES TO TRY TO GET HEADINGS AT THE TOP OF ALL COLUMNS
64 (l)/U)/(3) FOR HEADINGS SEPARATED BY (NO BLANK LlNES>/< 1 BLANK
LINE ABOVE)/( 1 ABOVE «NO 1 BELOW) (BLANK = 3>
SCALE - SCALE CARD FOR F RELATIVE DATA.
FORMAT (A2»An»t-io.4»l4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR l-UNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-6 SCALE
7-l6 SCALE FACTOK TO APPLY TO F RELATIVE
17-20 GROUP IDENTIFICATION
FCAKD - DATA OUTPUI FROM LIST^C PROGRAM FOR SORTING.
FORMAT <A2rA4> /x,314.4F10.3,214)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 FCARD
14-17 H INDEX
18-21 K INDEX
22-25 L INDEX
FO
FC
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66-69
A IS HEAL P«RT OF FC
B IS IMAGINARY PART OF FC
JCODE TO TELL IF (1)/<2)/<3)/(P>/<5) REFLECTION IS (OBSERVED)/(LESS-
THflN)/(EXTINCT)/(IGNOH«--D)/(SYSTEMATlCALLY ABSENT) .
70-77 LEVEL INDICATOR (TO TELL WHICH SCAuE FACTOR APPLIES)
ENO - END CARD.
FORMAT <A2>A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-3 END
4-5 BLANK
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A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =LO<>DAT = PROGRAM
LOADAT PROGRAM CALLING CARL'
*SCALE UPDATE F RELATIVE S^ALE FACTORS
*GRIn ALTER GRID PARAMETERS. REQUIRED ONLY IF =ATOMG= CARDS ARE USED.
THIS CARD NEED BE USED ONLY ONCf FOR ANY GIVEN GRID SPECIFICATION.
IT IS THLN STORED IN THE BINARY FILE UNTIL CHANGED BY A SUBSEQUENT
=GRID= C«RD.
*MAXHKL ESTABLISHES LIMITS ON H, K, L, oR SIN THETA
*LABrL UPDATE FILE LABEL
*EXTINC EXTINCTION FACTOR C«RD
*UISpER DISPERSION FACTOR C«RO
*CELCON UNIT CELL CONTENTS (ONE PER ATOM TYPE)
*UAToMS MOVE ALL ATOMS IN T^E ASYMMETRIC UNIT BY A SPECIFIED AMOUNT
*u OVERALL
*U ISOTROPIt TEMPERATURE FACTOR (SEE NOTE 2)
*B ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTOH (SEE NOTE 2)
*ATGM SUPPLY AIOM FRACTIONAL POPULATION, POSITIONAL, AND ISOTROPIC
TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS
*ATOMG SUPPLY AIOM GRID POSITIONAL. POPULATION, AND ISOTROPIC
TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS. THIS CARD REQUIRES A =GR1D= CARD
*u ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR (SEE NOTE 2)
*B ISOTROPIL TEMPERATURE FACTOR (SfE NOTt 2)
*UIJ ANISOTROCIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR CARD (RMS AMPLITUDE OF
VldRATlON IN CRUICKSHANK NOTATION)
*HIU ANISOTROCIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR (SAME SCALE AS s>
*UETA ANISOTROCIC TEMPERATURE FACTORS IN THE EXPRESSION - EXP BASE E
,1) + .... ••• 2*H*K* BETA(lf2) + ....
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*ATOMD DELETE AIOMS FROM T«E BINARY FILE
*HLOcK MATRIX BLOCKING CARU
*REF ESTABLISH SIGNALS IN THE FILE WITH RESPECT TO WHICH PARAMETERS
ARE TO Bt KEFINED
*NOREF ESTABLISH SIGNALS IN THE FILE WITH RESPECT TO WHICH PARAMETERS
ARE TO Bt REFINED
*CON$TR CONSTRAINS ONE PARAMETER TO BE A FUNCTION OF A ANOTHER
*DELHKL DELETE CLASSES OF RtFLECTIONS
*EDIT EDJT CARU FOR MODIFYING REFLECTIONS (MAXIMUM OF
END END CARD
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
***** READS =NFIL£A= *****
***** WRITES =NFILE»= *****
NOTE 1 - ALL =LABEL=» =SCALE=, rGRIDr, AND =MAXHKLr CARDS MUST COME FIRST.
THEM ALL =B=,
 =ATOM=, rATOMUr, =ATOMG=» =BETA=,=BU=, AND =UIJ= MUST
COME NEXT iN THE OKDE" ATOM* T.F., ATOM. T.F., ETC. IF MORE THAN ONE
CARD IS GIVEN THE SAM* ATOM IHENTITY, THE LAST Sl.lPERCEDES ALL OTHERS.
=FDIT= MUSI COME JUST BEFORE THE =iND= CARD.
NOTE 2 - FOR OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR, A SINGLE =d= OR =U= CARD MUST BE THE
FIRST PARAMETER CAHD. IF IN THE INDIVIDUAL TEMPERATURE FACTOR MODE,
EACH =ATOM= OR =ATOMG= CARD MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A TEMP. FACTOR CARD
(EXCEPT TH«T ISOTROPIC =«= COULU BE PUNCHED IN =ATOM= OR =ATOMG=
CARDS). Bt SURE THAT THE ATOM IDENTITY CODE IN COLS. 8-13 OF =ATOM=
OR =ATOMGr CARD IS IDENTICALLY THE SAME AS THE IDENTITY CODE ON THE
FOLLOWING ItMPLRATUKE FACTOR CARD, NOTE THAT THE PROGRAM RECOGNIZES
=U=, -B-t =bU=, AND rBETA= CARDS AND CONVERTS THEM INTERNALLY SO
THAT THESE CARDS MAY HE DIFFERENT FOR EACH ATOM.
B. CARD FORMATS FOK =LOAOAT= PROGRAM
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OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A, AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
UIVEN IN SECTION 2,t>EN£RL-6. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS Is DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
LOADAT - CALLING CAKD FOR ATOM PARAMETER LOADING ROUTINE,
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF fHE FIELD
1-6 LOADAT
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATION CODE
20 <BLANK)/(1) KOR (A-PRIORI RUN ) / ( UP[tATE )
25 (BLANM/U) FOR (INITinLIZE THE CONSTRAINT RECORD)/(DO NOT)
30 (0>/U>/<2)/<3 OR BLANK) FOR (OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR )/( INDIVIDUAL
ISOTROPIO/UNDIVIDUAL ANISOTROPIC )/( INDIVIDUAL MIXED)
****NOTE» BLANK INDICATES MIXED TF MODE
35 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (DO NOT)/(DO) LOAD THE POSITIONAL STANDARD DEVIATIONS
FROM THE ATOM CARDS.
40 tO>/U) FOR (NO)/UtS> LONG LIST OF ATOMIC PARAMETERS
SCALE - UPDATE F RtLATIVE SCAi E FACTORS.
FORMAT (A2»A4,i-io.4»i4>
COLS SPECIFIED FJNCHING OR l-UNCTION OF
 TH£ FIELD
1-b SCALE
6 BLANK
7-16 SCALE FACTOK TO APPLY TO F RELATIVE
17-2Q GROUP IDENTIFICATION (1-64)
GRID - FOURIER GRiD CARD.
FORMAT <A2 .A i+ r ^x ,3 i<+)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-4 GRID
5-6 BLANK
14-l-r NU?-'LIEH OF GKIU INTERVAI S ALONG THE X AXIAL DIRECTION
18-21 GRID INTERVALS ALONG Y AXIAL DIRECTION
22-25 GRID INTERVALS ALONG 2 AXIAL DIRECTION
MAXHKL - LIMITS FOR FOURIER SUMMATION.
FORMAT <A2»A4, /X,3I4»2F8.")
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR l-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
\ - 6 MAXHKL . . . . . .
14-17 MAXIMUM H TU BE USED
18-21 MAXIMUM K TU BE USED
22-25 MAXIMUM L T" BE USED
26-33 MAXIMUM SIN(THETA) /LAMBDA (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
34-41 MINIMUM SIN I THETA ) /LAMBDA (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
LABEL - UPDATE FILt LABEL.
FORMAT (A2»A4»16A4)
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF jHE FIELD
1-5 LABEL
6 BLANK
7-70 LAUEL INFORMATION FOR i-'ATA FILE
EXT1NC
FOpMAT <A2»A4.tl0.3) ;
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF ^HE FIELD
1-
 6 EXTINC
7-16 ISOTROPIC EXTINCTION FACTOR (G*100o> (SEE l.DATRDN)
DISPER - TEMPLETON UISPERSION CORRECTION CARD.
FORMAT (A2» A4»1X,A4»2X,2FM.3)
COLS SPECIFIEU PUNCHING OR "-UNCTION OF THE FIELD ! '
1-6 DISPEK
S-ll ATOM TYPE (b£E l.GENERL) • .;.
14-2} DELTA FJ PRIME
22-29 DELTA FJ DOUBLE PRIME ;
CELCON - CELL CONTENTS CARD.
(A2»A4.1X,AU»2X,F4.0.F7.3)
COLS SPECIFIED i INCHING OR ^UNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-6 CELCON
8-11 ATOM TYPE C=EE l.GENERL)
14-ly NUN'BEtt OF AIOMS OF SPECIFIED TYPE IN WHOLE UNIT CELL
18-2(4 ATOMIC WEIGHT OF THE SPECIES
DATOMS - ASYMMETRIC UNIT SHIFT CARD.
FORMAT (A2» AH, /x,3F8.4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR JUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 DATONib
14-2i FACTO* TO «t AOOED TO »LL X PARAMETERS SUPPLIED (CARDS OR FILE)
22-29 Y PARAMETER SHIFT • "•••
30-37 Z PARAMETER SHIFT
ATOM OP ATOMG - ATOM PARAMETER CARD.
AM =ATOMG= CARD IS IDENTICAL TO AN =ATOM= CARD SAVE THAT THE X, Y» Zr
ARE UIVIUE1U BY THE TH«EE PARAMETERS SUPPLIED ON A =GRIO= CARD - USED
TO AVOID CONVERTING FOURIER MAP COORDINATES.
(A2. A4.1X,Att,A2»3FS.4»F6.4,F5.2,3F8.5>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF yHE FIELD
1-5 ATOM OR ATOMG
6 SLflNK
8-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (SHE l.GENERL)
14-2J X PARAMETER IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL EDGE
22-29 Y PARAMETER IN FRACTIONS OF B CELL EDGE
30-3? 2 PARAMETER IN FRACTIONS OF C CELL EDGE
38-43 ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE >-ACTOR IF SUpPLIED IN THIS CARD — TREATED AS B
ABOVE 0.3 AND AS U BELOW 0.3. B = 7R.96*U.
U4-.ua POPULATION PARAMETER 0>- THIS SPECIES AT THIS POlNT(BLANK IMPLIES 1.0)
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49-56 STANDARD DEVIATION IN X
57-64 STANDARD DEVIATION IN Y
65-72 STANDARD DEVIATION IN 7
B» U, 8IJ, AND BETA - TEMPERATURE FACTOR CARDS.
NOTE...THE FIRST FOHMAT OF =B=, ru=, =UIJ=, AND =BETA= CARDS ARE ALL THE SAME
FORMAT <A2,A4,lX,Au,A2,6FH.4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-14 APPROPRIATE LAHEL B, 8IJ, (JlJ, OR BETA
fi-6 BLANK
8-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (S^ E l.GENF.RL)
(OR 8-13 COMPOUND IDENTITY IF THIS is AN OVERALL FACTOR)
14-21 B OR U OR IM1 OR BETA11
22-29 B22 OR EQUIVALENT
30-37 B33 OR EQUIVALENT
38-45 B12 OK EQUIVALENT
46-b3 B13 OR EQUIVALENT
54-61 B23 OR EQUIVALENT
ATOMD - DELETE ATOMS FROM THE BINARY FILE.
FORMAT (A2fA4,1X,A4»A2)
COLS SPECIFIES- BUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 ATOMD
6 BLANK
8-13 ATOM IDENTIC ICATION <SFTE l.GENPRL)
IF ATOM NUMBER is OMITTED, THIS CA^D APPLIES TO ALL ATOMS OF THE STATED
TYPE
BLOCK - MATRIX BLOCKING CARD.
OF THIS AIOM.
FORMAT<A2,A4»1A»A4,A2>
BLOCK THE MATRIX PRIOR TO THE FIRST PARAMETER
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF jHE FIELD
1-5 BLOCK
6 BLANK
6-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (SfE l.GENfRL)
REF OR NOREF - TO ESTABLISH SIGNALS IN THE FILE WITH RESPECT TO WHICH
PARAMETERS ARE TO BE HEFINED UPON.
(A2,A<»,1X,A4»A2»13«3>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 REF OR NOREK
6 BLANK
8-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (SFE l.GENERL). IF BLANK, THE CARD APPLIES TO
ALL ATOMS, IF ONLY ATf'M TYPE IS GIVEN, THE CARD APPLIES TO ALL ATOMS
OF THE GIVEN TYPE.
14-16 EACH FIELD MAY CONTAIN BLANKS OR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LEFT JUSTIFIED
SYMBOLS. X» Y, Z, B, KU, B22» ti33» B12, B13, B23, M, S, 0 (M IS THE
POPULATION PARAMETER, S THE NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTOR AND D THE
DISPERSION CORRECTION) IF ALL FIELDS ARE LEFT BLANK ALL QUANTITIES
ARE ACTED U^ON. IF ANY FIELD IS PUNCHED ONLY THE PARAMETERS NAMED ARE
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ACTED UPON.
17-19, 20-2<it 23-^5, 26-28. ?9-31 , 32-34, 35-37, 36-40, 4l-43» 44-<*6, 47-49,
50-52 (SYMBOL FROM ABOVE LIST)
CONSTR - IMPOSE A CONSTRAINT BETWEEN THE SPECIFIED PARAMETERS. THE CONSTRAIN-
ING EQUATION IS—
P(SU») = F*P(R£P) + S'
WHERE f-' AND S ARE FLOATING POINT NUMBERS* P (SUB) IS THE SUBJECT
PARAMETER* AND P(REF) IS THE REFERENCE PARAMETER
FORMAT(A2.A4,l*rA4,A2.1X,A4,A2,2A3,4X,2Fl0.2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 CONSTK
8-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (S^ E l.GENFRL) OF SUBJECT ATOM
lb-2fi ATOM IDENTIFICATION (5*-E l.GENFRL) OF REFERENCE ATOM
21-2.1 PARAMETER OF SUBJECT AfOMlSEE =REF=/=NOREF=)
2U-2e. PARAMETER OH REFERENCE ATOM(SEE =REFr/=NOR£F=)
31-40 F FOR CONSTKAINING EQUATION
41-50 S FOR CONSTRAINING EQU»TION
DELHKL - DELETE VARIOUS REFLECTIONS BASED |jPON GENERAL. PARAMETERS (MAX OF 1
ALLOWED)
FORMAT (Aa.At, -x, u,2X,6i-*'»7F.5.o» no>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 DELHKL
10 (DO NOT)'/(DO) LIST REFLECTIONS
13-15 MINIMUM VALUE OF H TO HE RETAINED IN FILE j
16-lfl MINIMUM VALUE OF K TO ^E RETAINED IN FILE i
l9-2t MINIMUM VALUt OF L TO "E RETAINED IN FILE
23-24 MAXIMUM VALUE. OF H TO HE RETAINED jN FILt . . ,.
25-27 MAXIMUM VALUE OF K TO «E RETAINED JN FILE
28-30 MAXIMUM VALUE OF L TO HE RETAINED IN FILt
31-3= MINIMUM VALUE OF SIN T^ETA/LAMUDA TO BE RETAINED IN FILE
.-56-4*0 MAXIMUM VALUE OF SIN T'-'ETA/LAMPDA yO BE RETAINED IN FILE
1*1-45 MINIMUM VALUE OF FRKL 10 BE RETAINED IN FILE
46-50 MAXIMUM VALUE OF FREL TO BE RETAINED IN FILE
51-55 MINIMUM VALUE OF E TO *E RETAINED IN FILE
56-oO MAXIMUM VALUE OF E TO *E RETAINED IN FILE
61-65 NUMBEK Of- SIAHDARD DEVIATIONS OF SIGMA F RELATIVE WHICH WHEN CHECKED
AGAINST F RELATIVE WILL CAUSE REFLECTION TO BE REJECTED.
66-75 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS TO BE COPIED TO OUTPUT FILE (BLANK =
10**6)
****NOTE THE =DELHKL= CARD WILL CAuSE =EDlT= CARUS TO FAIL IF ANY REFLECTION IS
ELIMINATED WHICH IS LATER COUE" TO BE EDITED.
EDIT - EDIT CARD FO* MODIFYING REFLECTIONS AT FC TIME. H, K> L VALUES MUST
BE SUPPLIED IN EXACT ORi'ER ON BUF. ' •'' < • •
ALLOWED).
FORMAT <A2»A(+,ix,5i5»2Fio.5)
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
!-<+ EDIT
5-6 BLANK
8-12 H OF KEFLECUON NEEDING CHANGE
13-17 K OF REFLECTION NEEDIN'- CHANGE
18-22 L OF REFLECUON NEEDING CHANGE
(NOTE.. LEAVING ANY ONK OF THE FIELDS IN COLS 23-52 BLANK WILL CAySE
=LOADAT= TO USE OLD VALUES
23-27 NEW JCODE SIATUS f1)/(?)/<3)/(U)/<5) FOR (OBSERVED)/tUNOBSERVED)/
(EXTINCT)/(iGNOREO)/(SYSTEMATICALLY EXTINCT)
**** NOTEi A ZERO PUNCHED IN COLUMN 27 WILL CAUSE THE REFLECTION TO BE
DELETED.
?5-3s NEW LEVEL INDICATOR (1 TO 61 ALLOWED)
33-<+2 NEW F RELATIVE
<»3-52 NEW LEAST SQUARES WEIGHT
END - END CARL).
FORMAT (A2»Ai+)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 ENO
t»-6 BLANK
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A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =LSr>PL = PROGRAM
LSOPL PROGRAM CALLING CARD
*CELL UNIT CELL PARAM£i£RS (SEE NOTE 1)
*C£LLSD STANDAHD DEVIATIONS IN UNIT CELL PARAMETERS (SEE NOTE 1)
ATOM ATOMIC PARAMETERS (SEE NOTES 2 AND 3)
*PUANE JUST LIKE TLSQPL- CARD BUT PRECEDES GROUPS OF OTHER =PLANE= CARDS
FOR GtTTlNG ANGLES BETWEEN Pt.ANES
END END C«RU
* THESE CARDS AKE OPTIONAL
**** READS =NFILf-A= IF NO =CELI.= CARD IS USED ****
NOTE 1 - THE =CELL= CARD HAS A VERY IMPORTANT FUNCTION OTHFR THAN PROVIDING
CELL PARAMETERS. IF THE =CFLI.= CARD IS OMITTED, THE PROGRAM WILL
AUTOMATICALLY EXPECT »N X-HAY SYSTEM BINARY DATA FILE ON =NFILEA= FROM
WHICH CtLL DATA WILL fE OBTAINED. IF A =CELL= CARD Is GIVEN, NO FILE
WILL UE UStU AS INPUT. THE QUANTITIES MUST BE THE DIRECT CELL
CONSTANTS. THE =CELLSD= CARD IS ySED TO SUPPLY THE STANDARD
DEVIATIONS IN EACH OF THE UNIT CELL PARAMETERS IF THESE ARE NOT
AVAILABLE I-ROM THE HILARY DATA FILE, OR TO OVERRIDE THE VALUES FOUND
IN THE FILt. UNLIKE THE =CELL= CARD, A =CLLLSl^= CARD DOES NOT
INFLUENCE IHE ACTION OF THE PROGRAM IN DECIDING WHERE TO LOOK FOR THE
ATOMIC PARAMETERS. IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT, WHEN ATOMIC
PAKAMETERS AKE BEING TNPUT FROM CA«DS» IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO REPEAT
THE =CELL= CARD AFTER EACH =PLANE= CARD. IF, HOWEVER, A DIFFERENTCOMPOUND iu is ENCOUNTERED ON A =PLANE= CARD, A
 =CELLS CARD FOR THE
NEW COMPOUND IS THEN
NOTE 2 - IF A =CELL= CARD IS PROVIDED, ATOM PARAMETRS MUST 8E SUPPLIED ON
=ATOM= CARUS. IF NO -CELL= CARD ]S PROVIDED, THE MINIMAL FUNCTION
OF rATOM= CARDS IS TO GIVE ATOM IDENTIFICATIONA FOR ATOMS INVOLVED
IN THE CALCULATION. TF AN =ATOM= CARD IS OTHERWISE BLANK (EXCEPT
FOR ATOM lUENTIFlCATlnN. E.G. C 3). THE ATOMIC PARAMETERS WILL BE
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PICKED UP t-ROM THE BINARY DATA FILE. IF THE PARAMETERS FOR AN ATOM
APE GIVEN UN THE =ATO"= CARD, THEY WILL TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER FILE
PARAMETERS. IF AN X CORDINATF IS GIVEN ON THE =ATOM= CARD, THEN
THE Y AMD I. COORDINATES MUST ALSO BE GIVEN ON THE =ATOM= CARO. IF
AN ATOM IDtNTIFICATIO'" ON AN = ATOn<= CARD CANNOT 8F MATCHED tolTH AN
ATOM IDENTIFICATION Iri THE BINARY DATA FILE, THE PROGRAM WILL US£ THE
IDENTIFICATION AND THK ATOMIC PARAMETERS ON THE rATOMr CARD (USED,
FOR EXAMPLt, WITH ATO"S NOT IN THE ASYMMETRIC UNIT).
NOTE 3 - THERE MUST b£ AT LEAST <N1> =ATOM= CARDS SUPPLIED, WHERE <N1) IS THE
NUMBER OF ATOMS DEFINING THE PLANE OR LINE (AS SPECIFIED IN COLS 16-19
OF THE =LSUPL= CARD). IF MORE THAN (Nl) rATOM= CARDS' ARE PROVIDED,
THE FIRST INI) WILL fcF USED IN THE LEAST SQUARES LINE OR PLANE
CALCULATION AND FOK T»E REMAINING ATOMS THEIR DISTANCE FROM THE LINE
OP PLANE WILL BE CALCULATED. THE PROGRAM LIMITS CALCULATIONS TO A
MAXIMUM OF 200 ATOMS UEFINING THE LINE OR PLANE, AND T° A MAXIMUM OF
200 =ATOM= CARDS SUPPLIED AFTER TH£ FIRST (Nl) =ATOM= CARDS.
NOTE 4 - THE SEQUENCE =LSQPL=, =CELL=, =AToM=, =PLANE=, =&TOM=, =PLANE=, ETC.,
. ..=END= Ib USED TO CALCULATE MANY PLANES AND THE ANGLES BETWEEN THEM.
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B. CARD FORMATS FOX =LSOPL= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED TN SECTION 2.GENERL- A, AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2 ,utNEKU-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CASDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
LSQPL - CALLING CAKD FOR LEAST SQUARES LINES AND PLANES. v'
FORMAT <A2»A4,ix, AS. A<*»IX»II,IX, 13.212) '
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 LSOPL. • . . .
6 BLANK '
8-13 COMPOUND IPtNTIFICATIO" CODE
15 < l > / < 2 ) FOR L.S. (LINE)/ (PLANE)
17-19 NU^BEK OF AIOM CARDS o>- ATOMS TO DEFINE (OR MAKE UP) THE L.S. LINE OR
20-21 (0)/(1) FOR ( IGNORED) /«CAUSES CALCULATION OF ANGLES BETWEEN THIS
LINE OR PLANE AND ANY PRECEDING LINES AND/OR PLANES CODED NON-ZERO)
22-23 (0)/(1) POR (IGNOREO)/(CAUSE5 CALCULATION OF L.S. LINE OR PLANE WITH
ATOMS PROVIutO AS INPUT PLUS THE AjOMS RELATED TO THE GIVEN ATOMS
BUT GtiNEHATtD THROUGH THE ORIGIN AS A CENTER OF SYMMETRY)
CELL - CELL CONSTANT CARO.
FoP-MAT
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
)-4 CELL
5-6 EiLftNK
fl-13 COMPOUND lUtNTIFICATION CODE
11-21 A CELL DIMENSION
22-29 B CELL DIMENSION
30-37 C CELL DIMENSION
38-U6 COS ALPHA
47-55 COS BETA
56-64 COS GAMMA
CELLSD - STANDARD DtVIATION OF UNIT CEl.L PARAMETERS.
FORMAT (A2.AH,1X,A4, A2»3FP .3.3F9.S)
COLS SPtCIFIED PUNCHING OH FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 CELLSD
fl-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATIO™ CODE
14-2\ STANDARD DEVIATION IN n CELL DIMENSION
22-29 STANDARD DEVIATION IN H CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
30-37 STANDARD DEVIATION IN C CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
38-4e STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS ALPHA CELL DIMENSION
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47-55 STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS BETA CELL DIMENSION
56-64 STANDARD DEVIATION IN <~OS GAMMA CELL DIMENSION
- ATOM PARAMtlER CARD.
<A2»A4,lX,AiMA2f3FP,5»llX,3F8.5)
ATOM
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-4 ftTOM
5-6 BLANK
P-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (St'E l.GENERL)
14-21 X FRACTIONAL COORDINATE
22-29 Y
30-37 Z •
49-56 STANDARD DEVIATION IN x (BLANK = 0.01 ANGSTROM)
57-64 STANDARD DEVIATION IN Y (BLANK = O.C1 ANGSTROM)
65-72 STANDARD DEVIATION IN 7 (BLANK = 0.01 ANbSTROM)
PLANE - IDENTICAL 10 FORMAT OH =LSOPL= - USED WHEN A WHOLE SERIES OF PLANES
ARE TO HE CALCULATED TN ORDER TO GET THE ANGLES BETWEEN THEM.
END - END CARD.
FORMAT (A2»A4>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
4-6 BLANK
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A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =MOi'IFY= PROGRAM
MODIFY PROGRAM CALLING CARD
*MODFIL MOUIFT SPECIFIED ENTRY
*MOOREF MODIFY SPECIFIED REFLECTION
END END CARD . ,, • • - .
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
***** READS =NFILEA= *****
***** WRITES =NFILEt)= *****
***** OPTIONALLY PUNCHES CARUS ON zNFUECr (SEE COL 15 OF =MODlFY= CARIJ) *****
2.MODIFY-B 1 206
Of/22/72
8. CAPD FORMATS FOK =MOOIFY= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED TN SECTION 2 GENERL-A, AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2 . t>ENERL-B . THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
MODIFY - PROGRAM CALLING CARD.
FORMAT (A2»A4,lX,A2»A4,l2rI5,3F10.5>
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF -j HE FIELD
1-6 MODIFY
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATIOM CODE
' lt-15 <BLANK)/(l)/<2)/<3) <"° MOT RFPLACE F RELATIVE WITH A VALUE DERIVED
FROM FC)/(U<J REPLACE F RELATIVK WITH A VALUE DERIVED FROM FC)/(IMPLIES
THAT IN ADDITION TO RE'-'LACING F RELATIVE' THE PHASE OF FC IS TO BE
STORED IN THE CALCULATE PHASE WORD) /( IMPLIES THAT, IN ADDITION,
=HKL= REFLECTION CARDS 8E PUNCHED FOR OTHER USES)
1.6-20 <BLANK)/(N) (UO NOT)/(l'0) LIST WORDS MODIFIED, N IS THE MAX. NUMBER
OF LII4ES TO LIST TO OBVIATE MASSIVE OUTPUT.
2l-3n PERCENTAGE KANDOM ERRO« TO BE PLACED IN GENERATED F RELATIVES
31-40 THRESHOLD INTENSITY (I.E. GENERATED I»S SMALLER THAN THIS VALUE WILL BE
CODED AS LEbS-THANS. ™OT£ THAT THE OLD BINARY DATA FILE MUST CONTAIN
1/LP).
' Ul-5o SCALE TO BE APPLIED TO F RELATIVE TO CHANGE IT FROM SCALE OF FC
(FOR GENERA I ION OF A P"ONY SET OF DATA)
MODFIL - MODIFY SPECIFIED ENTRY.
FORMAT (A2»A'+
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR JUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 MODFIL
18-19 NUMBER OF LOGICAL RECORD TO HE ALTERED
20-23 NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORD TO BF ALTERED
(NOTE- THIS IS THE VALi'E OF THE RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER AS KEPT IN
WO»D 2 OF THt RECORD, I.E. 0 FOR A LOGICAL KECCKD WHICH ONLY CONTAINS
1 PHYSICAL KECORO, 0 FOR THE LAST HECORO WHEN MANY PHYSICAL RECORDS
EXIST* OTHEKWISF. THE SEQUENCE NUMBER OF THE RECORD - SEE APPENDIX-6)
28-31 NUMBER OF w^RD TO BE REPLACED IN THE SPECIFIED RECORD
32-tvo FIXED POINT QUANTITY THE CHOICE IS MADE ON THE BASIS
41-50 FLOATING POINT QUANTITY OF NON-ZERO - IF BOTH ARE NON-
ZERO, FIXED POINT IS STORED
^MODREF - MODIFY SPECIFIED REFLtCTION.FORMAT
2.MODIFY-B 2 207
01/22/72
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR JUNCTION OF jHE FIELD
1-6 MOOREF
16-lq H INDEX OF KEFLECTION TO BE MODIFIED
20-23 K INDEX OF KEFLECTION TO BE MODIFIED
2<+-27 L INDEX OF KEFLECTION TO BE MODIFIED
28-31 NUMBFK OF RtLATIVE WORM IN REFLECTION RECORD TO BF REPLACED. SEE
APPENDIX 6 FOR FORMAT OF BINARY DATA FILE.
32-40 FIXED POINT QUANTITY THE CHOICE IS MADE ON THE BASIS
41-50 FLOATING POINT QUANT ITv OF NON-ZERO. IF BOTH ARE NON-
ZERO, FIXED POINT IS STORED
END - END CARD,
FORMAT
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF jHE FIELD
<4-6 BLANK
2.NORMSF-A 1 208
04/22/72
A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =NO*MSF= PROGRAM
NORMSF PROGRAM CALLING ^
*EPSILON ZONE WEIGHTING F«CTORS
*C£LCON UNIT tELL CONTENTS (ONE PER ATOM TYPE)
END END C*RO
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
***** READS =^FIL£A= *****
***** ^RiTES =NFlLEt>= ***** ;
***** POSSIBLY SCRAICHES ON =Ni-ILEE= (SEE SECTION l.NORMSF) *****
(I.E. IF MORE THAN 5»000 REFLECTIONS ARE IN THE BINARY DATA FILE)
2.NORMSF-B 1 20°
0<*/22/72
B. CARD FORMATS FOK =NORMSF= PROGRAM
OPERATION CAROS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A» AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2,f£NERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS Is DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
NORMSF - PROGRAM CALLING CARD.
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR H UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 NORMSF
8-13 CO-VPOUND lUti'mFICATIO'v COOK
15 NUMriErt OP IbOTKOPIC CORRECT ION CyCLES (BLANK = 1)
20 NU^BEH OF AINISOTKOPIC roRRECTioN CYCLES (BLANK=B)
25 tBLANK)/U)/<2) LIST (I- VALUES ,GT. 1.0)/<NO E VALUES)/(ALL £ VALUES)
31-1*0 SIN THETA/LAMHDA MAXIMi'M FOP D^TA (MUST ti£ SUPPLIED - CAN BE USED
TO LIMIT SPnE«E OF DAT". ENTERED INTO THE CALCULATION)
Ul-5n FRFL SCALE APPLIED TO I-ESS THAf-.'S (BLANK ASSUMES THAT LESS THANJS
ENTERtO AT UNOHS. THRESHOLD ANU SC«LE VuIUL Bt. TAKEN AS 0.707)
51-6n MINIMUM HKEl. TO BE ENTERED INTO CALCULATION (BLANK=0.0)
61-70 DAMPING FACIOR FOR ISO- AND ANISOTROPIC CORRECTIONS (BLANK=.75)
I
EPSILON - ZONE WEIGHTS CARD - SHOULD BE OMITTED. THE CURRENT VALUES '
ARE CALCULATED BY =L)ATRUN= AK'O AND STORED IN =NFILEA=.
ftN EPSILON CARD MAY *E USED TO WEIGHT CLASSES OF REFLECTIONS
AS SHOWN.
FORMAT iA2»Aifi*x,ii*F5.o)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-7 EPSILON
11-15 EPSILON FOR HOO )
16-2n OKO )
21-25 OOL ) ANY ENTRY WHICH IS BLANK OR 0
2fa-30 H*0 > WILI BE TREATED AS 1.0. OTHERWISE
31-35 HOL ) AN £NTRY SHOULD BE POSITIVE
36-40 OKL )
*tl-l*5 HKL )
Uf>-bO EPSILON FOR HHO )
51-55 HOH
56-60 OKK
61-65 HHL
65-70 HKH
71-75 HHH
76-80 HKK )
IF THESE ENTRIES (COLS 46-flO> ARE
LEFT BLANK REFLNS. WILL BE CONSID-
ERED ONLY IN THE CLASSES ABOVE. IF
ANY ENTRY IS NONZERO THE REMAINING
BLANKS AND OS WILL BE TREATED AS 1,0
CELCON - CELL CONTENTS CARD.
FORMAT (A2,A<*,iX,Att»2X,F«».0»F7.3)
2.NORMSF-B 2 210
04/22/72
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 CELCON
8-11 ATOM TYPF (bEE l.GENERL)
It-l? NUMBER OF AIOMS OF SPECIFIED TYPE JN WHOLE UNIT CELL
1H-24 ATOMIC WEIGHT OF THE SPECIES
END - END CArtO.
FORMAT
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
4-6 BLANK
2.PARAM -A 1 211
OK/22/72
A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =PA*AM= PROGRAM
PARAM PROGRAM CALLING CARD
CELL CELL CONSTANT CARD
THETA TWO THE!** OATA CARD
END END CARD
2.PARAM -B 1 212
04/22/72
B, CARD FORMATS FOK =PAR«M= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED TN SECTION 2.GENERL-A, AND THEIR FORMATS
ARE GlyEN IN SECTION 2.GENERL-H. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS
DICTATED BY THEIK FUNCTION.
PARAM _ CALLING CARU FOR LEAST SQUARES CELL PARAMETER REFINEMENT PROGRAM,
FORMAT <A2f A1,1X,A2, A4»2X»2F10.7r A2»Ai|)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR JUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 PARAM
6 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1.6-25 WAVELtNGTH uF RADIATION USED
26-35 CORRECTION 10 BE APPLIi-0 TO THF TWO THETA VALUES CONTAINED ON THE
=THETA= CARUS ?OR CONVERSION TO TR(j£ TWO THETA«S
36-Ui LMTICE TYPt IOENTIF IC«TION CODE ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING -
TRICLI '- TR1CLINIC
MONOCL - MONOCLINIC
ORTHOK - ORIHORHOMBIC
TETRAD - TEIHAGONAL
CUi?lC - CUBIC
TRIGRH - TRIGONAL ( RHO»'80HEDRAl. INDEXING)
HEXAGO - HEXAGONAL
TRIGHX - TRIGONAL (HEXAGONAL INDEXING)
IF THE LATTICE TYPE PROVIDED IS BLANK OR ILLEGAL, A TRlCLINIC LATTICE
WILL BE ASSUMED
CELL - CELL CONSTANT CARD.
COLS
1-t
S-6
6-13
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
CELL
BLANK
COMPOUND lOtNTIFfCATIOM CODE
14-2l A CELL DIMENSION
22-29 6 CELL DIMENSION
30-37 C CELL DIMENSION
38-1+6 ALPHA OH COSINE ALPHA
47-55 BETA OR COSINE <8£TA» - IF A MONOCLlNIC LATTICE WITH BETA UNIQUE* DO
NOT StT bETA EQUAL TO "0.0 DEGREES (OR A COSINE OF 0.0> BECAUSE BETA IS
TESTED TO DtTE'RMINE IF IT OR GAMMA IS TO BE REFINED.
56-6tj GAMMA OR COilNE (GAMMA)
THETA - TWO THETA DATA CARD.
FORMAT
2.PARAM -B 2 213
04/22/72
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 THETA
6 BLANK
16-lQ H INDcX
20-23 K INDEX
24-27 L INDEX
28-37 TWO THETA
38-47 STANDARD DEVIATION OF TWO THETA - IF ZERO OR BLANK* O.Ol IS SUPPLIED
«»a-57 WAVELENGTH IF DIFFERENT FROM VALUE ON PARAM CARD
END - END CARD. r>
FORMAT <A2»A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR f-'uNCTION OF yHE FIELD
1-3 END : • • . ! • . ! ; ; . . . . >
<*-6 BLANK
2.PEKPIK-A 1
04/22/72
A. CARD ORDER SUMMA«Y FOR PROGHAM TO SEARCH FOURIER MApS.
PEKPIK PROGRAM (-ALLIN3 CARD
tND SIGNALS PROGRAM TO ^EGIN CALCULATION
***** READS =NFILEA= *****
***** READS =NFILEE= t=NFILEf;.= WILL HAVE Bf.EN WRITTEN PREVIOUSLY BY
s - SEE COLS 17-19 OF rFQURRr CARD) *****
OPTIONALY PUNCHES CARDS UN =NFILEC= (SEE COLS 44-48 OF =pEKPIK= CARQ) ***
2.PEKPJK-B 1 215
04/22/72
B. CARD FORMATS FOR PEAK SEARCHING PROGRAM.
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL - Ar AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVtN IN SECTION 2,^ENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
PEKPIK - CALLING CA«D FOR PEAK SEARCHING PROGRAM.
FnRMAT( 13X,2F1U*5. UI5»F1 0.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR i-UNCTION OF
 TH£ FIELD
1-6 PEKPIK
6-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-23 UPPER) LIMITS BETWEEN WHICH SFARCH IS TO BE SUPPRESSED
24-33 LOWER) (TO AVOIU HIPPl.ES) - THIS IS THE SAKE FUNCTION AS
THE =MAP= CARD OF =FOURR= SO THAT IF THESE FIELDS
ARE L£FT BLANK VALUES FROM THE =MAP= CARD WILL BE USED
. (FROM =NFILt£=>
34-3R NUMBER OF UNIQUE PEAKS EXPECTED (BLANK OR 0 = 25 PEAKS)
39-43 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PEAKS TO BE SOUGHT (BLANK OR 0 = 100)
44-U8 (BLANM/d) - (DO NOT)X(L)O) PUNCH =ATOM= CARDS
FOR PLAKS LUCATEU DUHIMG SEARCH
i»9-53 (BLANK)/(1) - (DO NOT)X(DO) SEARCH FOR HOLES AS WELL AS PEAKS
54-63 DESIRED RESOLUTION BETWEEN PEAKS - NEVER USE A VALUE LESS THAN THE
RESOLUTION OF THE FOURIER MAP HEING SEARCHED
(BLANK OR ZtRO - 0.75 "NGSTROM UNITS)
END - END CARD.
FORMAT(A2.A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
«*-6 BLANK
.PHASE -A 1 216
04/22/72
A. CApD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =PH«S£= PROGRAM
PHASE PROGRAM CALLING ORO
*DEFINE DEFINES THE PHASE OF A SPECIFIED REFLECTION
*IGNORE CAUSES A SPECIFIED REFLECTION TO BE IGNORED IN SOLUTION PROCESS
*BADEON REMOVES A SPECIFIED EQUATION DERIVED FROM TWO SIGMA-TWO
RELATIONSHIPS FRO" THE SET USED IN SOLUTION PROCESS
*BADSIG REMOVES A SPECIFIED SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIP
*HKL PERMITS LOADING 0»- E VALUES FROM CARDS
**EQN 'PERMITS LOADING OF SIGMA-TWO DERIVED EQUATIONS FROM CARDS
END EMO CAKU
* THESE CARDS ARt OPTIONAL
** SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS "UST BE SUPPLIED I* =HKL= CARDS ARE SUPPLIED.
***** READS =NFILEA= IF NO =HKI_= CARDS ARE PRESENT *****
***** OPTIONALLY WRiTES rNFILEH= (SEE COLS 18-21 OF =PHASE= CARD) *****
***** OPTIONALLY PUNCHES CARDS ON =NFILEC= (SEE COLS 1H-17 OF =PHASE=
CARD) *****
***** SCRATCHES ON =NFILEF= *****
***** SCRATCHES ON =NFILEG= *****
***** POSSIBLY SCRAICHES ON =N>-ILEH= (SEE
 COLS 50-53 OF =PHAS£s CARD) *****
2.PHASE -8 1 217
04/22/72
CARD FORMATS FOK =PHASE= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2 GENERL- A, AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.OENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
PHASE - CALLING CAKD FOR PHASF ,
FoRMAT < A2 » A4 , iX, A2 » At, 4Iu»2F6.<»,M4r F6.4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 PHf.SE •
6 BLflN«
B-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATION CODE
14-17 <BLANK)/U)/<2) (NO PUNCHED PHASES) / (PUNCH =HKL= CARDS >/< PUNCH
rMODRt.F = CAKUS FOR SUBSEQUENT USE WITH =MODIFY=>
ia-2l (0>/(1) (0^ NOT)/(UO) WRITE NEW BINARY DATA FILET WITH DETERMINED
PHASES INCLUUEU
22-25 (BLANK)X(N) (DO NOT)/(DO) IGNORE iiP TO N UNDEFINED GENERATORS AND
PROCEED WITH LIMITED S"LUTION.
26-29 NUMBER OF LARGEST E VALUE RFFLFCTIONS TO BE 'GENERATORS'
3C-3^ MINIMUM PROBABILITY TO ACCEPT P RELATIONSHIP FROM rSIGMA2=
36-Hl MINIMUM t V«LUE FOR WHICH A PHASE'- IS TO HE DETERMINED
12-45 THE NUMDF.R OF HIGHEST ^»s TO BF ALLOWED IN THE SOLUTION FOR THE
GENERATORS (BLANK = 99"9) MUST BF GREATEK THAN COLS 26-29 ABOVE.
U6-U9 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CYCL^S OF REFINEMENT TO ATTEMPT TO PRODUCE A SOLUTION
- 10 MAXIMUM (I.E. FtWFR DISCREPANT THAN ACCORDANT)
50-53 tO)/(D (DO)/(00 NOT) SORT S!GMA_TwO RELATIONSHIPS BEFORE ATTEMPTING
SOLUTION (SUKTING WILL REQUIRE =NFlLEH=)
5<*-59 FRACTION OF PHASE DETERMINATIONS WHICH MUST AGREE TO INDICATE
ACCEPTANCE OF A 'GENERnTED » PHASE (0 OR BLANK = 0.59 I.E. 3 OUT OF 5
MUST AGREE)
DEFINE - REFLECTIONS TO BE DEFINED WITH HEsPECT TO PHASE.
FORMAT
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 DEFINE
16-19 H INDEX
20-2? K INDEX
24-27 L INDEX
28-31 -f OR - 1 TO INDICATE COSINE OF DEFjNED PHASE
IGNORE - REFLECTIONS TO B£ IGNORED IN PROCESS OF PHASE DETERMINATION ELIMINATES
ALL SIGMA I WO RELATIONSHIPS WHICH INVOLVES THIS REFLECTION.
FORMAT
2. PHASE -B 2
04/22/72
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF jHE FIELD
1-6 IGNORE
16-lq H INDEX
20-23 K INDEX
24-27 L INDEX
BAnEON - ELIMINATES A SPECIFIED RELATIONSHIP FROM USE DURING THE SOLUTION
PROCESS.
<A2.A4.yx,5i4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 BAOEQN
16-lQ FIRST SYMBOLIC PHASE NUMBER
20-2? SECOND SYMBOLIC PHASE "'UMBER
24-27 THIRD SYMBOLIC PHASt NUMBER
28-31 FOURTH SYMBOLIC PHASE *UMBEK (IF NEEDED FOR A RELATIONSHIP OF THE
SECOND KIND)
32-35 SIGN OF THE RELATIONSHrP
BADSIG - ELIMINATES SPECIFIED ^IGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS FROM USE DURING THE
SOLUTION PKOCESS.
FORMAT (A2» A4»^X»4l4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 BADSIG
16-19 FIRST SYMBOLIC PHASE NUMBER
20-23 SECOND SYMBOLIC PHASE "UMBER
24-27 THIRD SYMBOLIC PHASt NUMBER
28-31 SIGN OF RELATIONSHIP
HKL - STANDARD X-RAY SYSTEM REFLECTION INPUT CARD.
FORMAT <A2, A4r iXi A2»A4r3I1<,36X,F4.3rloX»I4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR HJNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 HKL
4-6 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATION CODE
1^-lf; H
17-19 K
20-22 L
59-62 NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTOR
73-76 ASSIGNED SYMBOLIC PHAS>- AS AN INTEGER
EQN - A SIfa«A-TWU RELATIONSHIP
FORMAT (A2iA<4» ^ Xrtl^rFT.Si
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 EQN
4-6 BLANK
16-1P SYMBOLIC PH«SE ONE
20-23 SYMBOLIC PHASE TWO
24-27 SYMBOLIC PHASE THREE
2H-31 + OR - 1 FOK SIGN OF RELATIONSHIP
32-38 PROBABILITY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BEjNG TRUE
StPHASE -B 3 21"?
01/22/72
END - END CARD.
FORMAT
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
U-6 BLANK
2.REVIEW-A 1 220
Ot/22/72
A. CARD ORDErt SUMMARY FOR =REvlEW=
REVIEW - PROGRAM CALLING CARU
END - END CARD
***** READS =NFILEA= *****
2.REVIEW-B 1 221
04/22/72
B.CARD FORMATS FOR =REVIEW= RPOGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARt DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENEKL-A, AND THEIR FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2.GENEKL-H. 'THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS
DICTATED BY THEIK FUNCTION.
REVIEW PROGRAM CALLING CARD
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH ^UNCTION OR THE FIELD
1-6 REVIEW
8-15 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
11 (BLANK/1) (00 NOT/UO) SUBSTITUTE INTO ALL TRIPLETS FORMED
BY =SINGEN=.
15 (BLANK/1/2) PRINTED OUTPUT CONTR0L
(LIST ONLY. TRIPLETS WITH COSINES .LT. O)/
(LIST ONLY THE TRIPLETS WRITTEN BY =APHASE=)/
(LIST ALL TRIPLETS SUBSTITUTED INTO)
16-2n MINIMUM -E- VALUE TO Bt CONSIDERED
21-25 FIRST -A- MINIMUM ) FOR COSINE DISTRIBUTIONS
26-30 SECOND -A- MINIMUM ) MUST HE IN DECREASING
) ORDER.
. ) FIRST ZERO OR BLANK
- ) FIELD REGARDED AS
61-65 NINTH -A- MINIMUM ) THE LAST.
END ENU C*KD
FORMAT (A2»Ai»
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
14-6 BLANK
2.RLIST -A 1 222
04/22/72
A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =RLTST= PROGRAM
PROGRAM CALLING CARU
*SCAtE SCALE CAKU FOR F RELATIVE DATA
*SETMAT EULERIAN CRADLE SETTING MATRIX (ONLY REQUIRED IF A FOLLOWING
=CATEGO= CARD CALLS FOR REGIONS OF CHI OR PHI
*CATEGO TO OBTAIN R VALUES KOR CERTAIN SPECIFIED CATEGORIES
END ENO CARD
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
***** READS =NFIL£A= *****
2.RLIST -B 1 223
01/22/72
B. CARD FORMATS F0« =RLIST= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-Ar AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2,<»ENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS Is DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
RLIST - CALLING CARD FOR RLIST PROGRAM.
FORMAT (A2,A4rlX,A2»A4,7X.Al,F9.5»F10.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR t-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 RLIST
6 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATlO"' CODE
21 (SLANK)/(1) FOR (00 ~OT)/(DO) LIST R BY ALL VALUES Of7 H> K, AND L
NOTE.... IN OriOER TO OBTAIN THIS LISTING* THE BINARY DATA FILE MUST BE
SEARCHED REPEATEDLY AND COPIOUS OUTPUT WILL RESULT. **USE THIS FEATURE
WITH CAKE**
22-3o 'THRESHOLD' DF/FC VALUF ABOVE WHICH THE REFLECTION SHOULD BE PRINTED
(BLANK = 2.U)
31-40 NUMBER OF SIANDARD DEVIATIONS IN INTENSITY ABOVE BACKGROUND TO
ESTABLISH LLSS-THANS. BLANK MEANS ACCEPT SETTING FROM BINARY DATA
FILE
SCALE - SCALE CARD FOR F RtLATIVE DATA, TO SUPERSEDE VALUES IN BINARY DATA
FILE.
FORMAT <A2.A4ft-"io.4.i<*)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 SCALE
6 BLANK
7-16 SCALE FACTOK TO APPLY TO F RELATIVE
17-2o GROUP IDENTIFICATION (J-64)
SETMAT - SETTING MAIRIX (FOR DETERMINING CH! AND PHI EuLERIAN ANGLES FROM H,
K, AND L - SEE =DIFSEI=).
FORMAT <A2.A4,ix,9F8.6)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR (-'UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 SETMAT
8-15 ELEMENT (1.1)
16-2J ELEMENT <lf*>
2U-31 ELEMENT <l.-i)
32-39 ELEMENT (2.1)
40-47 ELEMENT (2»*>
48-55 ELEMENT (2.J)
56-63 ELEMENT <3»1)
2.RLIST -8 2 22<+
04/22/72
64-?i ELEMENT (3,Z>
72-79 ELEMENT <3r-i>
CATEGO - CARD FOR OBTAINING R VALUES FOR CERTAIN SPECIFIED CATEGORIES. USE A
SEPARATE CARD FOR EAC" CATEGORY SELECTED. THERE ARE 3 DISTINCT GROUPS
OF FIELDS UN THE CAKD AND THE FIRgT NON-BLANK GROUP ENCOUNTERED
IS USED.
FoRWAT <A2*A4r*X,3A4,6(1X.I4),2Fln,5)
COLS SPcClFIEU PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 CATEGO
7-8 BL^NK (OK RY)
9-20 USER'S NAME FOR ChTEGOwY SELECTED
CATEGORIES BY INDEX VALUES (MAY BE USED SINGLY OR IN COMBINATIONS OF
PAIRS)
22-25 R VALUES DESIRED FOR A SPECIFIC H, BLANK IMPLIES MO SEARCH F03 A
SPECIFIC H VALUE.
27-3o R VALUES DEblRED FOR A SPECIFIC K, BLANK IMPLIES NO SEARCH FOR A
SPECIFIC K VALUE.
32-35 H VALUES DEblRED FOR A SPECIFIC L, BLANK IMPLIES NO SEARCH FOR A
SPECIFIC L VALUE.
CATEGORIES BY INDEX CO^BI-ATIONS
37-40 CATEGORY.OF INDEX COMBINATIONS
<BLANK)/(1)/(2>/(3)/(4>/(5)/<6)/(7) FOR (IGNORE TEST)/(H)/(K)/(L)/
(H+K)/ (H-t-L)/ (K-tL)/(H+K+L)
42-45 VALUE OF ABOVE INDICES TO BE INCLUDED IN R VALUES
(l)/(H)/(3)/(4)/(5)/(6)/(ETC.) FOR (ODD ONLY)/'(EVEN ONLY)/(MULTIPLES
OF 3 ONLY)/lMULTIPLtS op 4 ON(Y>/(MULTIPLES OF .5 ONLY)/(MULTIPLES OF 6
ONLY)/(AMY KEASONABLE DUMBER MAY BE SUPPLIED)
CATEGORIES BY MAGNITUDE 0<- OTHER OUANTITIES
47-50 SELECT CATEGORY FOR RA*'GE OF-
(l)/(i>)/(3)/(4)/(5) F0» (SIN THETA/LAMt)DA)/(INTENSlTY)/(FO)/(CHI)/(PHI)
CHI AND PHI KAN6ES REQUIRE A rSETMATr CARD
51-60 LOWER LIMIT OF QUANTITY REQUESTED IN COLi> 47-50
6l-7o UPPER LIMIT OF QUANTITY REQUESTED IN COLS 47-50
END - END CARD.
FORMAT (A2.A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
4-6 BLANK
A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =SING£N= PROGRAM
SINGEN PROGRAM CALLING <:ARQ
END END CARD
2.SINGEN-A 1 22b
04/22/72
***** READS rNFILEA= *****
WRITES EITHER =NFILE8= OW =NFILEF= (SEE COL. 15 OF sSlNGEN= CARD) *****
2.SIN6EN-B 1 22f>
04/22/72
01/01/71
B. CApO FORMATS FOK =SINGEN= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARuS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION ?.GENERL-At AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.0ENERL-6. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
SINGEN - PROGRAM CALLING CARD.
FORMAT lA2rA4,lX,A2rA4iI2»I5tF10.?,2IiO)
CCLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 SJNGE'.M
7 BL&NK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
15 (BLANK)/(I) FOR WRITE (=SINGEN= FILES ON rNFlLEEr AND DO NOT COPY THE
BINARY DATA KILE ON =N^1LEB=)/(BINARY DATA AND =SIN6EN= FILES ON
=NFILEB=)
20 (l)/(2)/<3)/<«n ENTER K-VALUES FROy. rNFILEAr CALCULATED AS (El)/
<E2)/(E3)/(tu) IN =NOR«SF= (*;LANK = n
2i-3o MINIMUM E-V«LUE TO HE USED IN STRUCTURE INVARIANT SEARCH (BLANK = 1.4)
31-40 MAXIMUM HHAbE NO. FOR WHICH TRIPLETS ARE PRINTED
41-50 MAXIMUM PHAbE NO. FOR WHICH TRIPLETS ARE PRINTED REDUNDANTLY
END - END CARD.
Fr>RMAT(Ai!r A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
4-6 BLANK
2.STEPRF-A 1 227
Ot/22/72
A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR THE =STEPRF= PROGRAM
; , • .1 • . ... ill.
STEPRF PROGRAM CALLING C»RD ' . . . . . . . ..•:»• i , ; • • ...
*SCALE SCALE CARD FOR F RELATIVE DATA
*ATOM ATOM StLECTlON CA*D
*NOREF SHUT OI-F REFINEMENT OF SPECIFIC PARAMETERS
*CONSTR CONSTRAINS ONE PARAMETER TO BE A FUNCTION OF ANOTHER
*RE:LEAS RELEAst ALL CONSTKAINTS READ FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE FOP A
SPECIFIC ATOM "
END END CAKD :
* THESE CARDS ARt OPTIONAL '• : '
NOTE 1 - IF NO ATOM CARDS ARE ^RESENTi ALL THE ATOMS IN THF BINARY FILE ARE
USED. IF »NY ATOMS A"E SPECIFIED BY CARDS* ONLY THOSE SPECIFIED ON
THE CARDS «KE SELECTED FROM THE BINARY FILE. IF THERE ARE TOO MANY
ATOMS IN THE FILE FOR TH£ STORAGE CAPACITY CARDS WILL BE EXPECTED.
***** READS sNFlLEAS ***** . .
***** WRITES =NFILEt>= *****
***** OPTIONALLY PUNCHES CARDS ON sNFILECs (SEE COL 19 OF =STEPRF= CARD) *****
2.STEPRF-B 1 228
04/22/72
B. CAPO FORMATS FOK THE =STEPHF= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A, AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.^'ENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
STEPRF - CALLING CAHO FOR THE CRYSTALLOGRApHIC STEP REFINEMENT PROGRAM
5b-57 MAXIMUM H
58-60 MAXIMUM K
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR HJNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 STFPRF
8-1-^ COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATION CODE
1<+-15 NUMBER Of- CYCLES <BLAN« = D
16-17 (BLANK)/!!) FOR REFINEMENT BASFD ON (F)/(F**2)
18-19 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (DO NOT)/(DO) PUNCH THE NEW ATOM COORDINATES
20-21 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (DO NOT)/(DO) LIST THE REFLECTIONS
22-25 STEPPING DISTANCE IN T"E X-UlRFCTIoN
26-29 STEPPING OlbTANCE IN T'-'E Y DIRECTION
30-3? STEPPING DISTANCE IN T"E Z
3H-37 STEPPING INCREMENT FOR U
** + * iMOTE» IF COLUMNS ?Z THROUGH 3? ARE BLANK, X, Y» AND 2 WILL BE
STEPPED HY U.I ANGSTRO^ AND U WILL BE STEPPED BY 0.00633 *****
38-m MINIMUM SIN(THETA)/LAMHDA TO BE CONSIDERED
l»2-i*5 MAXIMUM SIN ( THETA ) /LAMBDA TO BE CONSIDERED
U6-U8 MINIMUM H TO BE CONS1ORED
i*y-bl MINIMUM K T<J BE CONSIUi-RED
PS2-5U MINIMUM L TU BE CONSIOf-RED
TU HE CONSIUt-RED
TO BE CONSIUi-RED
61-6^ MAXIMUM L TU BE CONSIDERED
**** NOTE, IF COLUMNS »9 THROUGH 63 ARE BLANK, THE LIMITS WILL BE
-99 AND 99 *****
6^_7n MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS
71-75 MINIMUM f- TU o£ CONSIQi-RED
76-8Q MINIMUM E TO bE CONSIDERED
***** MOTE* REFLECTIONS WILL B^ LIMITEn ONLY BY THE STIPULATIONS ON THE
=STEPRF= CARD AND THE AVAILABLE CORE STORAGE. SINCE THE =ST£PRF= PROGRAM WAS
UES1GNED FOR PRELIMINARY REFINEMENT, IT IS BEST TO WORK WITH A MINIMUM NUMBER
OF REFLECTIONS. THIS WILL INCREASE THE CYCLE SPEED. IN ADDITION, IT IS FASTER
TO REFINE ON F IN THE CENTRIC CASE AND F**2 IN THE ACENTRIC CASE.
ATOM - ATOM SELECIION CARD.
FORMAT <A2,Aii,ix,A4,A2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-i* ATOM
5-6 BLANK
8-13 ATOM IDENTIC ICATION CS^E l.GENERL)
NOREF _ TO SHUT OFF REFINEMENT OF SPECIFIC PARAMETERS
FORMAT (
2.STEPRF-B 2' 229
. . . 04/22/72
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1-5 NOREF
fi-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (SrE l.GENFRL). IF BLANK, THfT CARD APPLIES TO
ALL ATOMS. IF ONLY AT^M TYPE IS GIVEN, THE CARD APPLIES TO ALL ATOMS
OF THE GIVEN TYPE. IF =SCALE= IS PUNCHED IN COt-S. 8-12, THE CARD
APPLIES TO f RELATIVE SCALE FACTOR, REFINEMENT . '
NOTE - IF COLS 1H-5* ARE BLANK IN THE. CASE OF THE =NOREF= CARD, ALL PARAMETERS
FOR THE INDICATED ATOM OR ATOMS WILL BE, HELD INVARIANT •.•••"> '
lt-16 EACH FIELD MAY CONTAIN BLANKS OR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LEFT JUSTIFIED
SYMBOLS.
X :.:, I . - . • • •
Y
2 • '-• '
PP
SCT
OFR
DPI
u
POPULATION PARAMFTrR
NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTOR
REAL DISPERSION PARAMETER
IMAGINARY I'ISPERSION PARAMETER
ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR
CONSTR - IMPOSE A CONSTRAINT BETWEEN THE SPECIFIED PARAMETERS. THE CONSTRAIN-
ING EQUATION IS —
P(SU») = F*P(REF) + S.' . ,
WHEKE F AND S ARE FLOATING, POINT : NUMBERS, P(SUB) IS THE SUBJECT
PARAMETER, AND P(REF) IS THE REFERENCE PARAMETER
FoRMAT(A2,Ai»,lx,AU,A2»lX,n<+,A2,2A3,UX,2Fl0.2) , , • . •
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR f-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 CONSTR •
8-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (StE l.GFNFRL) OF SUBJECT ATOM
15-2o ATOM IDENTIFICATION (SFE l.GENERLJ OF REFERENCE ATOM
21-23 PARAMETER 01- SUBJECT ATOM(SEE =REF=/=NOREF=) '
2t-2ft PARAMETER Oh REFERENCE ATOM (SEE =REFr/=NOR£F= J
31-1*0 F FOR CONSTKA1NINQ EQUATION
Ul-5o S FOR CONSTKAINING EOU«TION
RELEAS - RFLEASE ALL CONSTRAINTS READ FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE ON A PARTICULAR
ATOM.
FoRMAT(A2,A4,lX,Al*f A2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF
 TH£ FIELD
1-6 RELEAS
B-13 ATOM IDENTIFICATION (SfcE l.GENFRL)
END - END CARD
FORMAT
COLS
1-3
<*-6
.1 !• 1
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
2.TANGEN-A 1 230
01/22/72
A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =TANGEN=, PROGRAM . .
TANGEN
*CYCLE
*LIMIT
*PRINT
**PHI
**BDFPHI
END
PROGRAM CALLING CARD
E THRtSHOLOS (ONE PER CYCLE)
PHASE ACCEPTANCE TEST LIMITS
1
 ' • i .
SPECIFIES PRINT OUTPUT
. . : . . . • i , . i , . .. I i , ;
STARTING PHASES (ONE PER REFLECTION)
SPECIFIES STARTING PHASES FRo« =FC= OR PREVIOUS, =TANGEN=
£NL> C«RU .
* THESE CARDS A R E OPTIONAL > . • • , . , ,
** THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL BUT BOTH MAY BE ENTERED. STARTING PHASES DEFINED
BY THE LAST CARD t=PHI= OR sBDFPHIr) TAKE PRECEDENCE OyER,EARLIER DEFINITIONS
(INCLUDING THOSE FROM =APHASE= SPECIFIED ON THE =TANGEN= CARD).
***** READS rNFILEA= *****
***** WRITES =NFILEB= *****
***** OPTIONALLY READS =NFILEE= (SEE COL. 35 OF =TANGEN= CARD) *****
***** POSSIBLY SCRAICHES ON =NF- ILEF=, (IF MORE THAN MAXTRI TRIPLES ARE USED)****
(VALUE OF MAXIRI IS VERSION,LABORATORY AND UPDATE SPECIFIC IN
THE RANGE 5000 TO 9000)
***** OPTIONALLY SCRATCHES ON =NFILEG=.=NFlLEH=f=NFILEI=. AND =NFILEJ=
DEPENDING ON CORE RtQUlRED .FOR PRE-SOR (SPECIFIED COL, 50 OF =TANGEN=
CARL)) *****
2.TANGEN-B 1 231
04/22/72
B. CARD FORMATS FOK =TANGEN= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2 GENERL-A, AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.*»ENERL-B. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION. . ' . ' ' „ ' . . '
TANGEN - PROGRAM CALLING CARD.
FORMAT (A2»A<4,lX,A2»A4»I2rI5»F10.3»<*IlO)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 TANGEN
8-13 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATION CODE
15 (BLANK)/(1) TO ENTER BINARY DATA AND =SINGEN= FILES FROM (=NFILEA= ANO
=NFILt:E=)/(=NFILEA = ONLY) IN HOTH CASES =NFIL£A= MUST CONTAIN E-VALUES
PRODUCED BY =NORMSF=
20 (BLANK)/!!) (00 NOT)/(l'0) USE THE -PHI- AND -PSI- VALUES WHICH HAVE
BEEN ESTIMATED bY =APnASEr AfJL' ENTERED ON THE BINARY DATA FILE
2i-3n MINIMUM E-V'"_UE TO BE "HASED BY TANGENT ITERATION PROCESS (BLANK
CAUSES MINIMUM £ OF =SINGEN= TO BE USEU)
40 <BLANK')/(1) (DO NOT)/(i'0> USE WEIGHTED TANGENT FORMULA
50 NUMBER OF SCRATCH FILES <G,H,I,JJ ^0 BE USED DURING THE PRESORT OF
=SING£N= TRIPLETS ** MANDATORY IF THE NUMBER OF TRIPLETS EXCEEDS THE
ARRAY LIMIT MAXTRI ** IF IMPLEMENTED TRIPLETS FROM THE LOWEST CYCLE-
THRESHOLD UP ARE SORTEn DIRECTLY If^TO THESE FILES
(MAXTRI IS SET IN XYT"'r IN GENERAL AT LEAST ONE SHOULD BE SET)
60 (BLANK)/<1) (DO)/(DO N<>T) WRITE NEw BINARY DATA FILE (ON =NFILEB=)
70 (BLANK.)/U) (00)/(DO NOT) EXIT ANY CYCLE IF THE /EC/-SCALE CONVERGES
OR OSCILLATtS TO WITHin 0.0001
CYCLE _ E-THRESHOLU FOR A CYCLI-. OF ITERATIONS
FORMAT (A2»A4,m,i5iF5.2»Tio.)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 CYCLE
6 BLANK
9-10 CYCLE NUMBEK (MAXIMUM OF 10)
11-lc; THRESHOLD 0>- THIS CYCLf- AS MAXIMUM PHASE NUMBER "
16-^ 0 THRESHOLD OH THIS CYCL^ AS MINIMUM E VALUE (USED IF COLS. 11-15 B|_ANK)
21-30 NUMBER 0*- IIERATIONS FOR THIS CYCLE (MAXIMUM OF 50) BLANK=20
LIMIT - PHASE ACCEPIANCE LIMITS
FORMAT <A2»An,<*x,2i5,Fio.*,no)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF. THE FIELD
1-5 LIMIT
6 BLANK
11-15 PH«SE OSCILLATION LIMIT IN DEGREES (BLANK=100)
16-20 RESTRICTED PHASE DIVERGENCE LIMIT IN DEGREES (BLANK=75>
2.TANGEN-B 2 232
04/22/72
21-30 CALCULATED t-VALUE </E<V) ACCEPTANCE THRESHOLD <BLANK=0.5 OR IF
WEIGHTED TANGENT ITERATION IS SPECIFIED BLANK=0.0)
31-4e MINIMUM NUMtstR OF TRIP)ETS CONTRIBUTING TO A PHASE ESTIMATE BEFORE
IT IS ACCEPIED (BLANK=1)
PRINT » PRINT CONTROL
FORMAT (A2.A4f4X,12151
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 PRINT
6 BLANK
15 <BLANK)/(1) (DO)/(DO NOT) PRINT PHASES OF LAST ITERATION OF EACH CYCLE
20 (BLANK)/(1) <DO)/(DO NOT) PRINT PHASES AS OUTPUT iOM =NFILE8=
FIELDS AKE PUNCHED AS ...
(DO NOT)/(i>0) PRINT PHASES OK EVERY N-TH ITERATION FOR
THFT NEXT 10
(8LANK)/tN)
21-25 CYCLE 1
26-30 CYCLE 2
31-35 CYCLE 3
36-40 CYCLE 4 ' ' ' •
41-45 CYCLE 5
46-50 CYCLE 6
51-55 CYCLE 7
56-60 CYCLE 8 • . . ; , .
61-65 CYCLE 9
65-70 CYCLE 10 ' ' •
PHI - PHASE OF STAKTING REFLECTION. . , , ;
FORMAT <A2.A4,14.I10,2I5.UO,I5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- 3 P H I • ' , • • • ; : , .
4 - 6 BLANK ' ' , . i : . .
7-10 E-LIST SERIAL NO. OF REFLECTION i
11-20 H INDEX . • ' . . - .
21-25 K INDEX • • ; i ,
26-30 L INDEX . , . - . . , •
38-40 PHASE IN DECREES (POSITIVE BASE MODULO 360)
41-45 (+N)/(-N) TU (FIX PHAS*7)/(SUPPRESS REFLN.) FOR N CYCLES
0 TO 10)
(N MAY BE
BDFPHI - EXTRACT PHASES FROM REFLECTION RECORD OF BINARY DATA FILE.
FORMAT {A2>A4fi4»iiOf3Fio.i*) - . .
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 BDFPH1
10 (BLANK)/(I) EXTRACT PH"SES FHOW hINARY DATA FILE fiFTER (=rC=)/
(PPIOK =TANtatN=) CALCULATION ,
11-20 NUMBEK OF CTCLES THE EVTRACTEO PHASES ARE. TO BE.FIXEO
2l-3o E-THRESHOLD LIMITING PHASES TO BE EXTRACTED (BLANKrCyCLE 1 E-THRESHOLD)
31-40 FRACTION (PI USED IN =PC= REJECTION TEST - SEE WRITEUP
41-50 FREL SCALE USED IN =*-'C= REJECTION TEST - SEE WRJTEuP
SCALE TO BE EXTRACTED KROM RECORD 7 OF BDF>
(BLANK=.5)
(BLANK CAUSES
END - END CARD.
FpRMAT(A2»A4)
2.TANGEN-8 3 233
04/22/72
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
U-6 BLANK
2.WRITEU-A 1 " 23<+
OU/22/72
A. CARD ORDEK SUMMARY FOR =WRITEU= PROGRAM
WRITEU PROGRAM CALLING CARD
*ELEM£NT DEHNtS THE BEGINNING OF AN ELEMENT OF THE WRlTE-UP
() :
*ENDELT DEFINtS THE END <>F AN ELEMENT OF THE WRITE-UP
*TEXT DEFINtS DATA OR "THER CAPOS TO BE CONVERTED SUCH THAT COL. 1
BECOMtS A bLANK «ND COLS. 2-80 ARE LIKE 1-79 OF INQUT CARDS (TO
GENERATE APPENDICES)
*ENDTEXT STOP PREPARING TtxT
END AFTER ALL WRITE-UP MATERIAL
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
***** OPTIONALLY WRITES =NFILEI'= (SEE COL g** OF =WRITEU= CARD) *****
2.WRITEU-B 1 23S
04/22/72
B. CARD FORMATS FOK =WRITEU= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL- Ar AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVEN IN SECTION 2.t>tNERL-8. THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
WRITEU - PROGRAM CALLING CARD.
FORMAT <A2»A«»,iU,2X»A2.A4.A2>3X,Il rl4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR t-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 WRITEU
7-10 MAXIMUM LINtS / PAGE
13-20 DATE OF THE PRINTING AS DD/MM/YY
24 (0)/(D FOK (DO NOT>/(DO) WRITE A DUPLICATE FILE ON =NFILEOr AS
WELL AS HUNTING A COPY
2S-2P INTEGtR OF LAST PREVIOUS PAGE SEQUENCE NUMBER RUN - THIS -IS TO
FACILITATE KUNNING IN PARTS - LEAVE BLANK FOR AB-INITIO RUN. USE LAST
SEQUENCE NU<'a£R OUTPUT FOR SUBSEQUENT RUNS.
•
ELEMENT - DEFINES THE BEGINNING OF AN ELEMENT OF THE WRITE-UP. AN ELEMENT
CONSISTS OF A LOGICAL UNIT OF THE WRITE-UP.
FORMAT '
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OH THE FIELD i
1-7 ELEMENT
ENDELT - DEFINES AN END OF AN t-LEMENT OF THE WRITE-UP.
FORMAT (A2»A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 ENOELT
TEXT - DEFINES DA1A OR OTHER CARDS TO BE CONVERTED SUCH THAT COL 1 BECOMES
BLANK AMD COLS 2-80 APE LIKE 1-79 OF INPUT CARDS (TO GENERATE
APPENDICES)
FORMAT (A2»Ai*)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-4 TEXT
ENDTEXT - STOP PREPARING TEXT.
FORMAT (A2fA<»)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-7 ENDTEXT
END - END CARD. (AFTER ALL WRITE-UP MATERIAL)FORMAT
2.WRITEU-B 3 236
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
U-6 BLANK
2.WT'ANA|_-A 1 237
0<*/22/72
A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =WT»NAL= PROGRAM
WTANAL
INTFO
INTST
*LAY£R
*SMA|_FO
*UESSTH
END
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
***** READS =NFILEA= *****
PROGRAM CALLING «:ARD
INTERVALS FOR HO«S
INTERVALS FOR Sl^ THETA
LAYER TO BE ANALYSED
INTERVALS FOR SMALL FOBS
INTERVALS FOR LESS THANS
END CARD
2.WTANAL-B 1 238
04/22/72
t». CARD FORMATS FOK =WTANAL= PROGRAM
OPERATION CAROS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL- A, AND THEIR FORMATS ARE
GIVtN IN SECTION 2 ,t>£NERL-B . THE POSITIONING OF THESE CARDS IS DICTATED BY
THEIR FUNCTION.
WTANAL - CALLING CAKD FOR WEIGHTING ANALYSIS PROGRAM.
Ff)RMAT(A2,Ai+,lX,A2,Ait,F7.A,2X,F8,3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR t-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-
 6 WTANAL
6-1-5 COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATIO" CODE
14-20 LAMBDA - WAVELENGTH OF X-RADIATION USED - IF ANALYSIS REQUIRED
FOR SIN THE I A/LAMBDA THIS VALUt SHOULD BE 1.0
23-3o THRESHOLD V«LUE FOR ANALYSIS OF SMALL FOBS VALUES - MAY BE BLANK IF
NO =SMALFO= CARD SUPPLIED
INTFO - CARD USED 10 DEFINE T^E LIMITS OF THE INTERVALS OF FOBS. NO
MORE THAN hOUR SUCH C'-RDS MAy OCCyRr I.E. 20 IS THE MAXIMUM
NUMBER OF INTERVALS ALLOWED.
THIS <-AHD TYPE I* NO ANALYSIS REQUIRED FOR FOBS.
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- 5 INTFO
6 BLANK
21-30) (5 FIELDS GIVING LIMtTS OF THE REQUIRED
(INTERVAL^. ANY BLA^K FIELD
(WILL BE IGNORED. IP NON-BLANK,
31-40)
Ul-50)
51-60)
61-70)
(THt. INTEKVAL VALUES SHOULD INCREASE
(MONOTONH-ALLY.
INTST - CARD USED TU DEFINE THF LIMITS OF THE INTERVALS OF SIN THETA. NO MORE
THAN FOUR SUCH CARDS M°Y OCCUR, I.E. 20 IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
INTERVALS ALLOWED.
OMIT THIS CAKD TYPE IF NO ANALYSIS REQUIRED FOR SIN THETA
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR (-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- ? INTST
6 BLANK
21-30) (5 FIELDS GIVING LIMITS OF THE REQUIRED
31-40) t INTERVAL^. ANY BLANK FIELD
Ul-50) (WILL «E IGNORED. IP NON-BLANK,
51-60) (THE INTERVAL VALUES SHOULD INCREASE
61-70) (MOlMOTONItALLY.
SMALFO - CARD USED 10 DEFINE THE LIMITS OF THE INTERVALS OF SMALL FOBS. NO
MORE THAN F«UR SUCH CARDS MAY OCCUR, I.E.* 20 is THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
INTERVALS ALLOWED.
2.WTANAL-B 2 239
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OMIT TKIS CARD TYPE IF NO ANALYSIS REGAINED FOR SMALL FOBS.
FORMAT (A2» A« »I'+x, 5Fi o. 3 >
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- & SMALFO
21-3Q) <5 FIELDS GIVING LIMTTS OF THE REQUIRED
31-tO) (INTERVALS. ANY BLANK FIELD
«*l-5r)> (WILL HE IGNORED. IF NON-BLANK,
51-60) (TH£ INTEKVAL VALUES SHOULD INCREASE
61-70) (MONOTONICALLY.
LAYER - USED TO DEFINE WHICH INDEX TO USE FOR ANALYSIS AND TO GIVE VALUE OF
LARGEST NEGATIVE INDEX.
FORMAT<A2.Au,8x»i1,15)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- 5 LAYER
6 BLANK
IS (l)/(2)/<3) FOR ANALYSIS ON (H)/(K)/(L)
16-20 LARGEST OCCURRING NEGATIVE INDEX <WITHOUT SIGN)
LESSTH - CARD USED 10 DEFINE THE LIMITS OF THE INTERVALS OF LESS THANS. NO
MORE THAN FOUR SUCH CAWDS MAY OCCUR - I.E., 20 IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF INTERVAL^ ALLOWEU.
OMIT THIS C«HO TYPE IF ANALYSIS REQUIRED FOR LESS THANS.
FORMAT (A2,» A^, if x,5Fi 0.3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- £, LESSTH
21-30> <5 FIELDS GIVING LIMITS OF THE REQUIRED \
3l-tO) (INTERVALS. ANY BLANK FIELD
fl-50) (WILL bE iGNORED. IF NON-BLANK,
51-6Q) (THE INTERVAL VALUES SHOULD INCREASE
61-70) (MONOTONILALLY.
END - END CARD
FORMAT(A2»A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- 3 END
«»- 6 BLANK
2.WTLSSQ-A 1
04/22/72
A. CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =WTI.SSQ= PROGRAM
WTLSSQ PROGRAM CALLING CARD
COEFF COEFFICIENTS FOR CHOSEN WEIGHTING SCHEME
*INTFO INTERVALS FOR FO*S
*INTST SIN THETA INTERVALS
*SCALWT SCALE FACTORS TO BE APPLIED TO WEIGHTS TO ADJUST AVERAGE
W*L)ELI ASQ
*THRESH DEFINtS A NEW THRESHOLD FOR ESTABLISHING LESS-THAN STATUS
END END CAKO
* THIS CARD IS OP1IONAL
***** READS =NFILEA= *****
***** WRITES =NFILEB= *****
2.WTLSSQ-B 1 241
04/22/72
«. CARD FORMATS FO* =WTLSSQ= PROGRAM
WTLSSQ - CALLING CAKD FOR WTLS^Q PROGRAM.
r FoRMAT(A2»A4,lX.A2,Ai|»F7.:Vl5,F5.3,F5.0,215) .
COLS SPF.CIFIEU PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- 6 WTLSSO .
8-lj COMPOUND IDtNTIFICATION CODE
1"+-20 LAMBDA - X-KAY WAVELENGTH
21-25 WEIGHTING SCHEME DESIRED (SEE l.WTv.SSQ)
26-30 WEIGHT INDICATOR FOR LKSSi-THANS
-VE - NEGLIGIBLE WEIGHT IF FO IS GREATER THAN FC
0 OR BLANK - WEIGHT BY EQUATION
+VE - CONSTANT USED TO WEIGHT LESS-THANS
31-3R MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WEIGHT (BLANK OR 0 = 100.0)
36-l*b (BLANK)/(1) FOR (DO)/C'X> NOT) ANALYZE IN GROUPS OF F OBSERVED •' •
41-45 <BLANK)/<1) FOR (D0)/d.'0 NOT) ANALYZE IN SIN THETA GROUPS
COEFF•_ COEFFICIENTS FOR CHOSE* WEIGHTING SCHEME. COEFFICIENTS MAY 'BE SPECIFIED
IN ANY OHDEK AND AS MA^Y CARDS AS ARE NEEDED WILL BE ACCEPTED. BLANK
FIELDS ARE IGNORED.
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- 5 COEFF :
6 BLANK ,
11 COEFFICIENT (I.E. A,b,C,D,E,G,H,J, OR K)
12-2,0 VALUE OF COtFFICIENT .
•21-30 )
31-40 )
41-50 ) AS COLS 11-20
51-60 ) -
61-70 )
71-60 ) , ;
INTFO - CARD USEU TU DEFINE THF LIMITS OF THE INTERVALS OF FOBS. NO
MORE THAN FUUR SUCH CA^DS MAY OCCUR (I.E. 20 IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF INTERVAL^ ALLOWED).
FORMAT (A2»A4»i4x,5Fio.3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR (-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- B INTFO
6 BLANK
21-30) (5 FIELDS GIVING LIMTTS OF THE REQUIRED
31-40) (INTERVAL^. ANY BLANK FIELD
41-50) (WILL BE IGNORED. Ip NON-BLANK,
51-60) (THE INTERVAL VALUES SHOULD INCREASE
61-70) (MONOTONICALLY.
INTST - CAPO USEU TU DEFINE THf LIMITS OF THE INTERVALS OF SIN THETA. NO
MORE THAN FOUR SUCH CARDS MAY OCCUR (I.E. 20 IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF INTERVALS* ALLOWED).
FORMAT <A2,A<t,itx,5Fio.3>
2.WTLSSQ-B 2 242
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COLS SPECIFIED HUNCHING OR "-'UNCTION OF
 THE FIELD
1- 5 INT5T
6 BLANK
21-30) (5 FIELDS GIVING LIMITS OF THE REQUIRED
31-UO) (INTERVALS. ANY BLANK FIELD
<*1-50) (WILL WE IGNORED. IP NON-HLANK,
51-601 (THt INTEKVAL VALUES SHOULD INCREASE
61-70) (MONOTONICALLY.
SCALWT - SCALE FACTORS FOR WEIGHTS.
FORMAT <A2»A<*,13X,2F10.3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR f-UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- 6 SCALWT
20-29 SCALE FACTOK FOR WEIGHTS OF OBSERVED REFLECTIONS
30-39 SCALE FACTOK FOR WEIGHTS OF LESS-THANS
THRtSH - DEFINES A NEW THRESHOLD FOR ESTABLISHING REFLECTIONS AS BEING LESS-
THANS.
FORMAT (A2, At, i<+x,2Fio. o» 2UO)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- fc THRESH
21-30 SIGMA THRESHOLD
31-40 FREL/I THREbHOLD (SEE TOLS 11-50)
1*1-50 (BLANK)/(1> FOR BASED ON (FOBSJ/d)
51-60 (BLANK)/<1) FOR (DO NOT)/(DO) INCLUDE THE NEWLY ESTABLISHED =JCOD£=
IN THt OUTPUT BINARY D«TA FILE
 :
END - END CARD
FORMAT(A2tA4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR ^UNCTION OF THE FIELD
1- 3 END
4- 6 BLANK
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APPENDIX 1.
CONTRIBUTORS TO THE X-RAy SYSTEM
THE X-RAY SYSTtM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED OvER A NUMBER OF YEARS WITH
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM A LARGE NUMn£R OF PEOPLE. THIS EFFORT HAS FALLEN
INTO THREE MAIN CATtGORIES -
1. SYSTEM EDITING - 1 .£'.' THE WRITING OF THE NUCLEUS, MAINTENANCE
OF THE PROGRAMS. THE wRITF-UP, GENERAL ORGANIZATION. AND
SYSTEM PHILOSOPHY DECISIONS
2, PROGRAM WRITING - WITHOUT WHICH THERE WOULD BE NO NEED FOR
A SYSTC-M
3. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION - I.E. THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROVIDING
INFORMATION FOR M«KING THt SYSTEM RUN ON SPECIFIC MACHINES
AND FOK CHECKOUT "F NEW SYSTEM RELEASES.
OPVIOUSLY. SOMC. PROGRAM AUTHORS HAVE ACTIVELY CONTRIBUTED IN OTHER
RESPECTS AMD DUE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THEIR AUTHORSHIP IS GIVEN wITHlN THE
PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS IN SECTION 1 OF THIS wRITE-UP, :
THE AFFILIATION GIVEN FOR EACH CONTRIBUTOR IS THAT APPROPRIATE AT THE
TIME THE CONTRIBUTION WAS MADE AND SHOULD NOT NECESSARILY BE CONSIDERED AS
CURRENT.
SYSTEM EDITORS
BALDWIN OR J.C,
CHASTAIN OR R.V.
HIGH DR D.F.
KRUCER DR G.J.
KUNDF.LL DK F.A.
STEwART PKOF J.M
PROGRAM AUTHORS
ATI. AS COMPUTER LAB.. U.K.
UNTV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
UNIV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
CSIR. PRETORIA, S.AFR.
UNTV. OF MARYLAND
UNTV. OF MARYLAND
AMMON PROF H.
ALDF.N OR R.A.
BOONSTRA DR E.G.
BROWN OR B.W.
BRAUN DR R.L.
BUSING DR W.R.
UE CAMP DR W.H,
DICKINSON DR. C.W.
UNTV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
UNTV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
UNIV. OF ORANGE FREE STATE
PORTLAND STATE COLLEGE
UNIV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
UNIV. OF MARYLAND
NAVAL ORDNANCE LABORATORY
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UAYHOFF OR MARGARET
FREER OR S.T. .
HALL DR S.
HOLOEN DR J.R.
JARSKI MRS MARY A.
JENSEN PROF L.
KEEFE DR w.
KERP DR ANN
KRAUT PROF J.
LINGAFELTER PRO»- E.
LEVY DR H.A.
MAUER MR F,A.
MIGHELL DR. A.
MARTIN DR K.O.
PLAsTAS DR. LINUA
SANTORO DR A,
SCHNEIDER DR M,U,
TAKEDA DR H,
20CCHI DR M.
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTERS
NATL. BIOMFDICAL RES. FOUNDATION INC.
UNIV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
MINERAL SCI DIV r E.M.R., OTTAWA
U. S. NAVAL ORDNANCE LAB.
UNTV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
UNIV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
MEi'ICAL COIL. OF VIRGINIA
CAMBRIDGE UNIV., ENGLAND
UNIV. OF CALIFORNIA, LA JOLLA
UNW OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
NATIONAL BUREAu OF STANDARDS
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
UNIV. OF MARYLAND
JOHNS HOPKINS uNIV,
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
APPLEMAN DR t>,
DICKINSON DR. CHARLES
KIRfHNER DR R,
LENHERT PROF P.*».
MACHEN MliS PELLA
MOROSIN DR B.
PROTHEROUGH MR M.
SNYDER OR R.
THON'AS MRS JUDKH M.
WATFMPAUGH DR K.
WOLTEN DR G.
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
NA»AL ORONANCE LAB
UNIV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE.
VA"!DER8ILT UNIv.
ATLAS COMPUTER LAB., UK
SANDIA CORHORA-rlON
I.C.L./ UNIV. QP SURREY
M.I ,T.
ATLAS COMPUTER LAB,, U.K.
UNIV. OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE.
AEROSPACE CORP,
IBM /360 SERIES
CDC 6tOO
CDC 6600
XDS SIGMA 7
KL 1906A
CDC 6600
KL 1900 SERIES
IBM /360 SERIES
ATLAS
CDC 6600
CDC 6600
VALUABLE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE HAS BEEN GIVEN BY MISS JEAN WILLIS AND
MRS. STEFANIE VOGEL' BOTH OF TWE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND.
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APPENDIX
 2.
EXAMPLE DATA DECKS
****NOTE****
IN THE FOLLOWING tXAMPLE UECK&, COMMENTS CONCERNING DECK
SETUP *RE INCLUDED ON =R£MARK= CARDS. THESE DECKS MUST
BE PRECEDED BY THt JOB CONTROL CARDS PRESCRIPEO 8Y
YOUR INSTALLATION.
RESTART
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
TITLE
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
ULES
DATRDN
REMARK
REMARK
CELL
t-ORMGN :
PORMGN 'i
. • . , . . , • .
********************
* *
* EXAMPLE DECK 1 *
* *
********************
BODY CENTERtD ACENTRIC CUBIC TFST C*SE 1 OCT 1968 I <*BAR 3 D
ASSIGN THE hILE UNITS. THE =RFSTART= CARD CAUSES ALL FILES TO
REINITIALIZED TO THE STANDARD ASSIGNMENTS. THE =FTLES= CARD IS
ONLY NECESSARY IF ANOTHER ASSIGNMENT IS DESIRED. ; (;...
89 10 11 12 13 1H 15 i' ! '
IUB3D
DATA REDUCTION WILL WRTTE THE NEWLy CREATED BINARY DAT A FILE ON
sNFILEBs WHICH IS UNIT 9 (SEE =FILESr CARD ABOVE).
I4B30 11. QUO 11.000 11.000 .0 .0 .0 1140.
5 • • • • , . < ; . . . . . . ,; .
 ;. .
0 • '" ' • . • . • . : , • -' <•. .
FORMGN C
LAT1CE
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
A I
X,Y,Z
Z , X , Y
YiZ.X
l/2+X,l/2-Y»-Z
1/2+Z.1/2-X.-Y
l/2+YVl/2-Z»-X
-Xfl/2+Y.l/ii-Z
-Z.l/S + X.l/iirY , ' . . . •
-Y.l/2 + Zrl/ii-X ;
l/2-X»-Yrl/ii+2
1/2-Zr-Xtl/ii+Y
l/2-Y»-Z»l/ii+X
l/U + X»l/t+Z»l/i»-fY
l/U+Y»l/«»+X»l/U+Z
l/U+Z»l/**+Y»l/U+X
3/U+Xf l/t-Z'3/t-Y
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SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
CONUIT
HKL
HKLHKL
HKL
HKL
3/4-
3/4-
3/4-
1/u-
1/4-
1/4-
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
X»3/4+Z»l/4-Y
Y,3/4+X«l/4-Z
Z»3/4+Y»l/4-X
x,3/4-Z»3/4+Y
Y»3/4-X»3/4-l-Z
Z»3/4-Y.3/4+X
1.541B 1.0
4 0 0
8 0 0
12 0 0
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
HKL
ENO
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
KEMARK
REMARK
LOAOAT
ATOM
ATOM
ATOM
ATOM
END
REMARK
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B30
I4B30
I4B3D
I4B30
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
I483D
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3O
I4B3D
I4B30
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
T4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
I4B3D
I«*830
IUB3D
AFTER
CONSE
5NFIL
PROGR
THE 6
MANIp
I4B30
S
0 1
0 2
C
=NFIL
3
5
7
9
11
2
4
6
8
10
2
6
10
2
6
8
3
5
7
9
3
5
7
3
1
5
3
3
5
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
4
4
H
2
2
2
2
t»
t
4
6
6
6
8
3
5
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
1
2
2
2
1
1
!•
1
1
1
1
1'
1
1
1
2
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0,0
1
1
1
1
1
1
]
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
J
1
1
1
1
1
1
1'
1
1
]
1
1
I
1
12.143
54.4^
1?.?0
23.91
6R.88
71.27
• 9.49
43,52
61.U6
17.72
45.26
14.90
30.40
132.01
175.82
40,88
193.08
67.02
61.US
13P.40
7S.62
29.70
99.31
73.35
128. <*2
47. ?H
80.91
170.20
40.91
89.68
193.73
81.95
112,97
1 1
 EACH PROGRAM CALI » rNFILE:A= ,ND SNFILEBs ARE EXCHANGED,
UUENTLT. IN ThE NKXT PROGRAM, ' WHICH HAPPENS TO BE SLOADATr,
IS UNTT 9 AND =NFILEBr IS UNIT 8, ****NOTE, IF EVERY
AM IN IHE SEQUENCE UPDATES THE BINARY DATA FILE, AND USES
BINARY UATA FILE P^ODUCEO *Y THE PREVIOUS PROGRAM, NO
PULATION OF rNFILEAz AND =NFILEB= IS NECESSARY.
.1210
-.005
.3730
,25tt
1
.1690
.000
.0000
.258
.3010 2.1
.250 2.8
.2500 2.8
.258 3.0
.001
.002
.005
.001
.005
.001
.005
EA= ANU sNFILEBs ARE AGAIN EXCHANGED. CONSEQUENTLY* THE
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REMARK rFC= PROGRAM WILL USE "NIT 8 FOR =NFILEA= AND UNIT 9 FOR
KEMARK =NFILEB=.
fC IUB3D 1 1
END
REMARK =NFILEA= ANU =NFIL£B= "RE AGAIN EXCHANGED.
HOURR IUB3D 4 100.
GRID IUB3D 30 30 30
LAYOUT I183D 3 9 1 3 4 1 3 6 1 1 2 3 3 0 2
REWARK A =FINISH= CARD IS ALWAYS THE LAST DATA CARD IN A DECK. IF
REMARK ANOTHER JOB <NOT RELATED TO THIS JOB) IS TO BE RUN NOW THE
REMARK =FINISH= CAKD IS REPLACED BY A =RE$TART= CARD.
FINISH o .
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RESTART
REMARK
KEMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
TITLE
UATRDN
CELL
HORMGN
FORMGN
FORMGN
LATICE
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
bYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYWTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
SYMTRY
CONUIT
HKL
********************
». . • ' * > ' •' ' • = ' • ••"•"•
* EXAMPLE DECK 2 * '
* *
********************
THIS SAMPLE DATA DECK 'MILL ILLUSTRATE A SIMPLE PROGRAM SEQUENCE
WHERE A rFIL'ES= CARU IS NECESSARY." ' . ' ' , ' " '
BODY CENTERtD ACENTRIC CUBIC TEST CASE 1 OCT 1968 I 4BAR 3 D
$9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I4B3D
11.QUO 11.000 11.000 .0
S
0
C
A I
X.YrZ
2.X,Y
Y.Z.X
l/2+X»l/2-Y«-Z
l/2+Y.l/2-Z»-X
l/2-Z.-X.l/ii + Y
I4B3D 1.541B 1.0 ".0 1 q
I4B3D 4 0 0 1 J 12.q3
THE REMAINING REFLtCTIONS*****
END
LOAUAT I4B3D
ATOM S
ATOM 0 1
ATOM 0 2
ATOM C
END
CRYLSQ I4B3D
END
FOURR I4B3D
.1210
-.DOS
,37bO
,25tt
1
.1690
.000
.0000
.258
1
.3010 2.1
.250 2.8
.2500 2.8
.258 3.0
.001
.002
.OU5
.001 .001
,005 .005
mo
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GRIU
LAYOUT
END
REMARK
KEMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
FILES
bONOLA
END
FINISH
30
3
50
. 3
30
1 8 1 123 30 2
THE FOURIER PROGRAM UO*S NOT WRITE =NFILEB=» CONSEQUENTLY WE DO
NOT W*NT =N(-ILEA= AND wFILEBr EXCHANGED. BUT WHICH UNIT DO ,WE
WANT THE =BUNOLA= PROGRAM TO READ.,, =OATRDN= WROTE ON UNIT 9.
UNIT fl» AND =CRYLSQ= WKQTE ON UNIT 9. WE WANT
THE rCRYLSOs RESULTS» THUS WE WANT =r
=LOAQAT= WROTE ON
=BONDLA= TO TREAT
TO BE UNIT y,
9 8
I4B3D <4.5 2.5
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RESTART
KEMARK
KEMARK
REMARK
KEMARK
KEMARK
KEMARK
HEMARK
TITLE
REMARK
HEMARK
KEMARK
REMARK.
REMARK
REVARK
REMARK
KEMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
ULES
********************
* *
* EXAMPLE DECK 3 *
* *
********************
SUNDARALINGAM AND JENSE*1 / SALICYLIC ACID / 1108 TEST OF PHASE
THIS EXAMPLt. UtCK ILLUSTRATES FEATURES WHICH WERE NOT
ILLUSTRATED IN THE A«O\'E EXAMPLES. THE FEATURES ARE,
(1) USE OF SCRATCH FILES.
(2) KEFLECTION INFORMATION iN NON-STANOARD FORMAT.
(3) KEFLECTION INPUT FROM TAPE.
IN THE PREVIOUS EXAMPLES ONLY =NFILEA= AND =NFILER= WERE USED.
IN THIS EXAMPLE =PHASE- SCRATCHES ON =NFILEF= AND =NFILEG=
IN ADDITION THE REFLEC1IONS ARE TO BE READ ON =NFILEI=.
TO CONSERVE THE NUMHER OF UNITS REoUIREOf rNFILEHs AND =NFILEG=
WILL BE ASSIGNED THE S«M£ VALUE. =NFILEI= WILL BE ASSIGNED TO
THE NORMAL CARD INPUT "NIT WHICH WILL ENABLE THE READING OF
CAPDS WHICH UO NOT HAV»- EITHER =HKL = OR = = IN THE
FIRST SIX COLUMNS. IT SHOULD PE NOTED THAT ANY UNIT COULD BE
USED FOR =NHLEI = , IF IHE REFLECTIONS ARE ON TAPE AS CARD IMAGES
AND IF THE IAHE IS MOUNTED ON =NF1LEI=.
'8 9 10 11 12 12 5 15
DATRDN SALY |
LABEL SUNDARALINGAM AND JENSEM / SALICYLIC ACID DATA FOR TEST PURPOSE'S
1 -10 5 4 IH IK II FR
THE REFLECTION ARE ON =NFILEI= IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT.
COLUMNS 000000000111111111122222222223
1234 5678901?3<*5678901234567890
CELL SALY 11.52 11.21 u.92
CELLSD SALY .012 .011 .005
FORMGN 0
FORMGN C
FORMGN H
LATlCE C P
SYMTRY X»Y,Z
SYMTRY X-H/2»l/2-r,Z
CONUIT SALY 1.541B 1.0
FORMAT(3(I3.1X) ,F9.ii>
KEFIN
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
HEMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
REMARK
END
NORMSF SALY 0.65
CELCON 0 12 15.999
CELCON C 28 12.01
CELCON H 24 1.008
END
SINGEN SALY i 1.3
0.0
0.0
-0.01454
.0005 0.0
0.0 288.0
0,
0,
Q t
-10,
-10,
2.
4.
6»
2 >
5»
0.
0 >
0»
4,
4»
1^.70
25.00
13.30
6.90
4.90
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END
TITLE sUNDARALINGAM AND JENSEN / SALICYLIC AcIO N=80 ORIGIN DEFINED
PHASE "SALY 15 80 0.75 1.3 5
END
FINISH
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APPENDIX 3.
DISTRIBUTION OF THE X-RAy SYSTEM
THE X-RAY SYSTtM IS DISTRIBUTED ON MAGNETIC TAPE. AND A USER WISHING
TO HAVE A COPY SHOULD WRITE FOw DETAILS TO -
PKOF. J.M. STEWART,
COMPUTER SCII-NCE CENTER,
UNIVERSITY Of- MARYLAND,
COLLEGE PARK,
MARYLAND, ZQfUZ.
BFCAUSE OF THE SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF
 f.ACHiNE TIME INVOLVED IN PREPARING
TAPES IN ALL THE VAKIOUS FORMATS TO SUIT MANY DIFFERENT MACHINES, THE
SYSTEM WILL NOT BE COPIED ONTO A USER'S OWN MAGNETIC TAPE. INSTEAD, A
PROSPECTIVE USER WILL BE INVITED TO PURCHASE A NEw TAPE CONTAINING A COPY
OF THE SYSTEM SUITABLE FOR HIS OWN MACHINE AT A PRICE WHICH COVERS THE
COST OF THE TAPE, T*E COMPUTER TIME SPtNT IN ITS PREPARATION, AND THE
POSTAL CHARGES INCURRED.
THE VARIOUS FOKMATS AVAILABLE WILL PROBABLY CHANGE FROM TIME TO TIME
IN THE LIGHT OF EXPtKIENCE AND IN AN ATTEMPT TO KEEP PACE WITH HARDWARE
AVAILABLE FROM THE MANUFACTURERS.
CURRENTLY, HOWEVER, THE TAPKS DISTRIBUTED TO USERS CONTAIN CARD IMAGES(POSSIBLY CONVENIENILY BLOCKED TOGETHER) OF -
1. THE FOKTRAN STATEMENTS COMpKIsING THE SYSTEM
2. THE WRITE-UP MATERIAL3. TEST D«TA DECKS
THE FOLLOWING LIST REPRESENTS THE COMPUTERS ON WHICH THE X-RAY SYSTEMHAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENTED.
CDC 6&00
6<*00
3000
IBM 7UV4
3bO/75
3&0/65
3t>0/50
3bO/«K)
UNIVAC 1108 USING EXEC 2 OR EXEC 8
XDS SA6MA7
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APPENDIX
PIUGIN FORTRAN
IN ORDER TO PRODUCE PROGRAMS WHICH ARE TO BE IMPLEMENTED ON A LARGE
NUMBER OF COMPUTERSr ONE MUST «VOID MACH!NE LANGUAGE ALTOGETHER AND MAKE
USE OF A COMMONLY AVAILABLE HKiHER LEVEL PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE. ONLY
TWO LANGUAGES CAN CURRENTLY BE CONSIDEPED AS SUCH, AND FOR HISTORICAL
REASONS. FORTRAN WAb CHOSEN FO* THE X-RAY SYSTEM RATHER THAN ALGOL.
EvEN THOUGH THtRE IS NOW a WELL DEFINED STANDARD USA FORTRAN IV.
(SEE REFERENCE), IT CAN BE VERv USEFUL IF SCIENTISTS CONSIDER MOST
CAREFULLY THE WAY IN WHICH THEY WRITE ROUTINES WHICH ARE TO BE USED MANY
TIMES. IT WOULD AHPEAR THAT THE VARIOUS COMPUTER MANUFACTURERS HAVE TAKEN
SOMES PAINS TO FRUSIRATE THE INTERCHANC-EABILITY OF PROGRAMS AND EVADE THE
THE SPIRIT OF THE AGREED STANDARDS. IN ADDITION, AS MORE ESOjERIC
FORTRAN STATEMENTS ARE AUCJEU TO THE COMPILERS, THE PROGRAMMER 'HAS A REAL
CURIOSITY TO APPLY IHESE STATEMENTS* REGARDLESS OF THEIR EFFICIENCY OR
GENERALITY.
IN ORDER TO DEFINE 'PIDGIN' FORTRAN, A STUDY WAS MADE OF THE VARIOUS
FORTRAN COMPILERS ANU MONITORS (OR EXECUTIVES OR OPERATING SYSTEMS)
AVAILABLE ON THE PRINCIPAL COMPUTERS IN THE UNITED STATES. INCLUDED WERE
THE UNIVAC 1107 AND 1108. CUC 1604. 3600, 6100, AND 6600, XDS SIGMA 5
AND SIGMA 7. BURROUGHS 5500. AND IBM 704Q» 7090, 7094. AND THE MODELS
tO. 50. 65. AND 75 uF THE SYSTEM /360. IN EVERY CASE, THESE COMPUTERS
HAD A FORTRAN CAPABILITY. IN NO CASE WERE THE FORTRAN COMPILERS OF
DIFFERENT MANUFACTUHtRS IDENTICAL IN T^E STATEMENTS THEY WOULD ACCEPT.
AND SOMETIMES EVEN ONE MANUFACTURER WOULD PROVIDE INCOMPATIBLE COMPILERS FOR
HIS DIFFERENT MACHINES. IN AUDITION TO THE PROBLEM OF THE CONSISTENCY OF THE
STATEMENTS. THE PROBLEM OF THE EFFICIENCY C? THE MACHINE CODE GENERATED
BY ANY GIVEN COMPILtR WAS ALSO CONSIDERED.
FROM THIS STUDY, WE DEFINE A SUBSET OF FORTRAN STATEMENTS AS THE
VOCABULARY OF PIUGIN FORTRAN. THIS VOCABULARY IS DERIVED NOT ONLY TO
BE UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTABLE, BUT MOREOVER TO BE TRANSPARENT TO TK1: COMPILER.
WHEN PROGRAMS ARE TU BE USED F"R SCIENTIFIC CALCULATIONS WHICH HAVE TO BE
EXECUTED REPEATEDLY. IT IS DESIRABLE TO ATTEMPT TO PRODUCE FORTRAN
CODE WHICH MATCHES I HE EFFICIENCY OF MACHINE CODE. IF ONE USES VERY
GENERAL OR ELEGANT I-ORTRAN STATEMENTS, THE COMPILER WRITER IS CONSTRAINED
TO PRODUCE VERY GENtKAL MACH1N>- CODE. THEREFORE, PIDGIN FORTRAN REQUIRES
THAT THE STATEMENTS MADE BE SUCH THAT THE CODE COMPILED KILL BE SIMILAR
TO THAT WHICH ONE W^ULU WRITE IN MACHINE LANGUAGE. THE GAIN IN USING
PIDGIN FORTRAN IS THEN THE SHORTENED CH£CKCUT TIME, THE EFFICIENCY OF CODING,
AND THE MANY COMPILtR DIAGNOSTICS AND CROSS CHECKS. THE LIABILITY IS THE
FAILURE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE FULL POWER OF THE FORTRAM LANGUAGE.
IT MUST BE RECOGNIZED THAT THERE IS A BASIC SIMILARITY IN THE COMMAND
STRUCTURES OF ALL THE MACHINES AVAILABLE IN THE MARKETPLACE TODAY.
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FOR EXAMPLF, MOST HAVE SINGLE REGISTER INDEXING so THAT THREE DIMENSIONAL
ARRAYS REQUIRE THAT THE COMPILER MUST DEVELOP A FAIRLY COMPLEX SET OF
COMMANDS FOR THE REIRIEVAL ANU STORAGE OF TRIPLY SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES.
THEREFORE, IN COUINt. LARGE WELL USED ARRAYS. IT IS BEST TO USE ONE DIMENSIONAL
ARRAYS AND CALCULATt OR SET UP THE CORRECT SUBSCRIPT BY MEANS OF INTEGER
ARITHMETIC STATEMENTS. THE FORTRAN STATEMENTS REQUIRED LOOK MUCH LESS
COMPACT AND ELEGANT THAN WHEN TRIPLY DIMENSIONED ARRAYS ARE USED, BUT THREE
BENEFITS A»E UERIVEU FROM THE USE OF SINGLE SUBSCRIPTS.
FIRSTLY, EFFICIENCY AND S^EED ARE ENHANCED SINCE ONLY ONE INDEX
REGISTER IS REQUIREU ANU USE C«N BE MADE Op POINTER TABLES. SECONDLY,
STORAGE ALLOCATION is EASILY CHANGED TO ALLOW FOR DIFFERENCES IN THE
AVAILABILITY OF HIGH SPEED STORAGE. THIRDLY, DATA CAN BE PACKED RATHER
THAN SCATTERED AROUNU THE STORt.
• •. \
THE OVERHEADS ASSOCIATED WITH CALLING SEQUENCES ARE OFTEN CONSIDERABLE,
ESPECIALLY FOR SUBPKOGRAMS WHICH ARE CALLED FREQUENTLY. FOR THIS REASON
THE USE OF ARGUMt.NTb IS AVOIDS" WHEREVER POSSIBLE AND COMMON STORAGE IS
USED FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION.
IN PIDGIN FORTRAN, IT SEE-S BEST TO OBSERVE THE FORTRAN II CONVENTION
WITH RESPECT TO I, ^> K, L, M, AND N BEING INITIAL LETTERS FOR INTEGER OR
HOLLERITH VARIABLES. THIS MAY SEEM AN ANACHRONISM, BUT THE DIFFICULTY WITH
THE 'TYPE' STATEMENI IS THAT TME ACTUAL PURPOSE OF THE VARIABLES BECOMES
OBSCURE. WHEN A NUMBER OF PEOPLE ARE WORKING TO PRODUCE A SYSTEM, IT IS
A HELP TO HAVE A CERTAIN STYLI7ATION IN THE CHOICE OF VARIABLE NAMES.
IN ADDITION, IN PIDbIN FORTRAN, ONE AVOIDS THE USE OF MIXED EXPRESSIONS
ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF AN ARITHMETIC ASSIGNMENT. THAT IS TO SAY
I=F
AND
ARE BOTH PERMITTED, bUT NEVER
I=I-*J
IN THIS CASE, ONE WUULD ALWAYS WRITE
I=F*FLOAT(J)
THE FOLLOWING UEFINITION np PIDGIN' FOpTRAN IS MADE BY COMPARISON
WITH THE USA FORTRAN IV STANDARD. SECTIONS OF THE STANDARD WHICH ARE
OBSERVED ARE HOT MENTIONED UNLESS OF SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE, I.E. THE
FOLLOWING LIST CONTAINS THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PIDGIN FORTRAN AND THE
USA STANDARD.
I
SECTION OF USA PIHGIN FORTRAN
STANDARD
3.1 NOTE THE RESTRICTED CHARACTER SET.3.2 COLUMNS 73-an ARE USED FOR SEQUENCING (AND UPDATING).
<t,2 THE TYPES COMPLEX AND LOGICAL ARE NOT USED. DOUBLE
PRECISION IS NOT NORMALLY USED EXCEPT AS DEMANDED BY
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• THE MACHINE nR THE CALCULATION.
5.1.3.3 NOTE THE RESTRICTED SUBSCRIPT EXPRESSIONS.
6.2 RtLATIONAL EXPRESSIONS (E.G. .LT. .EQ.J ARE NOT USED.
6.3 LOGICAL EXPRKSSIONS (.OR. .AND. .NOT.) ARE NOT USED.
7.1.1.2 LOGICAL ASSIGNMENT STATEMENTS ARE NOT USED.
7.1.2.3 LOGICAL If STATEMENT IS NOT USED.
7.1.2.4 WHERE POSSIBIE, ARGUMENTS ARE PASSED TO SUBROUTINES
THROUGH COMMON STORAGE.
7.1.2.7.1 SIOP IS USED ONLY ONCE IN THE SYSTEM.
7.1.2.7.2 PAUSE IS NOT USED.
7.1.3 THE SYSTEM USE OF READ A^O wRIlE IS DESCRIBED BELOW.
7.1.3.1.1 AN ARRAY NAMi- IS NOT USED TO SPECIFY ALL OF THE ELEMENTS
OH AN ARRAY - IMPLIED L>0 IS USED INSTEAD.
7.1.3.2 FOR THE AUXILIARY I/O STATEMENTS REWIND, ENDFILE. AND
BACKSPACES SFE BELOW,
7.1.3.3 + IS NOT USE" AS CARRIAGE CONTROL.
7.2.1.1 MULTIPLE SUBSCRIPTS ARE OFTEN AVOIDED (SEE ABOVE).
7.2.1.1.2 AUJUSTABLE DIMENSIONS ARE NOT USED.
7.2.1.3 BLANK COMMON STORAGE IS NOT USED.
7.2.1.4 NOTE THAT THF: SYSTEM RELIES ON A ONE-TO-ONE CORRESPONDENCE
BtTWEEN REAL AND INTEGER ARRAYS BY USE OF EQUIVALENCE.
***** NOTE THIS WEIL FOR MACHINES WHICH USE DIFFERENT NUMBERS******
***** 0»- WORDS OH STORAGE FOR REAL AND INTEGER VARIABLES. ******
7.2.1.5 EXTERNAL STATEMENTS ARE NOT USED.
7.2.1.6 TT^E STATEMENTS ARE NOT USED.
7.2.3.1 THE FOLLOWING ARE THE ONLY FIELD DESCRIPTORS USED -
F, E(OUTPUT ONLY), I, A, H(OUTPUT ONLY), AND X,
7.2.3.5 ' StALE FACTORS ARE NOT US^D.
7.2.3.XO FORMAT SPECIFICATIONS IN ARRAYS ARE HEAVILY USED.
8. NOTE THE ABSENCE OF BOTH MULTIPLE ENTRY POINT SUBPROGRAMS
AND OF 'INTERNAL' SUBPROGRAMS.
8.1 SIATEMENT FUNCTIONS AWE NOT USED.
8.5 BLOCK DATA SUBPROGRAMS ARE NOT USED.
10.2.5 DATA INITIALIZATION IS NoT USED FOR VARIABLES IN
COMMON STORAGE.
ALL INPUT/OUTPUT IS HANDLED THROUGH
READ(UNIT,FMT)LIST
AND
WRITE(UNIT,CMT)LIST
WITHIN THE BODY OF I HE PROGRAMS, ONLY THREg DIFFERENT LOGICAL UNITS ARE
REFERENCED. THESE CORRESPOND TO
1. THE INPUT BUFFER CONTAINING THE IMAGE OF THE LAST CARD READ
FROM THE INPUT STREAM, I.E. A BUFFER RE-READ OR DECODE
2. THE LINE PRINTER OUTPUT
3. THE CAKD PUNCH OUTPUT.
ALL OTHER INPUT ANU OUTPUT OPERATIONS ARE PLACED IN SPECIAL SUBROUTINES AS
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WRITE(N).. OR READ(N).. OR REWIND N OR ENDFlLE N
BACKSPACE N IS NEVEK USED.
IN ADDITION TO THE PIDGIN FORTRAN STATEMENTS OUTLINED ABOVE, THERE
ARE THREE OTHER SPECIAL FEATURES THAT THE SYSTEM USES -
1. RE-HEAU CAPABILITY
2. AN OVEKLAY, OR CHMN, FEATURE
3. ACCESS TO THE CHANGE TIME CLOCK REGISTER.
DEPENDING UPON THE INSTALLATION OR THE MANUFACTURER, THESE REQUIREMENTS
MAY BE SIMPLE OR COMPLEX TO IMPLEMENT.
IN THE CASE OF THE RE-REAMING FEATURE, COMMUNICATION AMONG THE
MANUFACTURERS SEEMS NON-EXISTENT. UNIVAC, FOR £XAMpLE» FEATURES RE-READ
THROUGH THF
READ(UNIT,FMT)LIST
COMMAND, IN WHICH THE UNIT DESTGNATED IS SIMPLY A LOGICAL UNIT SPECIFYING
THE BUFFER OF THf. MUST RECENTLY READ CARD. CDC HAS A NQvEL FEATURE
WHICH is NOW BECOMING AVAILABLE FROM OTHFR MANUFACTURERS. IT is THE
DECODE STATEMENT WHICH IMPLIES BYPASSING THE ACTUAL PHYSICAL MOVEMENT
OF THE LOGICAL UNIT AND PHOCEEnING IMMEDIATELY TO THE DECIMAL TO BINARY
OR DECODE OPERATION. THE DECODE COMMAND AND THL RE-READ AS USED IN THE
UNIVAC SENSE HAVE A ONE TO ONE CORRESPONDENCE. IBM FOR THE 360 SEEKS NEyER
TO HAVF HEARD OF THt READUJNIT,FMT) LIST FEATURE. EVEN THOUGH IT WAS
IMPLEMENTED ON THE IBM 70UO COMPUTER. THf RE-READ OR DECODE FEATURE
IS SUCH A POWERFUL COMMAND THAT IT SHOULD BE IMPLEMENTED ON ALL MACHINES.
ONE VERY SAD THING 10 NOTE IS THAT UNIVAC HAS i^OW IMPLEMENTED A DECODE
COMMAND IN THEIR FORTRAN V WHICH IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE CDC VERSION.
UN ALTEHNATIVt PLOY CAN H£ USED IN THE ABSENCE OF THE RE-READ
FACILITY. THIS INVOLVES WRITING THE INPUT CARD IMAGE ONTO A SCRATCHPAD
AREA, E.G. A DISC, IMMEDIATELY AFTER READING. SUBSEQUENT 'RE-READ'
STATEMENTS CAN THEN BECOME GENUINE RF.APS OF THAT CAHD IMAGE AND MUST BE
f-OLLOWFD ALWAYS BY A SUITABLE CALL OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL ROUTINES IN
THE NUCLEUS TO 'REWIND' THE SCRATCH UNIT. IT SHOULD BE REALIZED THAT
THIS IS AN INFERIOR METHOD DUE TO THE INCREASED I/O ACTIVITY INVOKED.)
TO DEAL WITH CUDES OF THE MAGNITUDE OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM, THERE MUST
BE AVAILABLE AN OVEKLAY SCHEME - SOME METHOD WHICH MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO
SEGMENT PROGRAMS APPROPRIATELY. SINCt THERE ARE VARIOUS WAYS IN WHICH
THIS IS ACHIEVED ON VARIOUS MACHINES, A LAh'GE SCALE CALCULATION MUST HAVE
A VtRY SIMPLIFIED OVERLAY STRUCTURE. IT jS CLEAR THAT THE-CONDITION OF
•FLOW', IN THt IBM bENSE, MUST NOT BE VIOLATED. OR GREAT DIFFICULTY WILL
ENSUE, THEREFORE, ALL CALLS TO SUBROUTINES WHICH CONSTITUTE A CALL FOR
AN OVEPLAY ARt MADE FROM THE RESIDENT PROGRAM (THE NUCLEUS). NO CALLS
ARE MADE BETWEEN DIFFERENT SEGMENTS. THIs MEANS THAT IF OVERLAY IS NOT
AVAILABLE, AS IT is NOT ON SOMI- OF THE CDC MACHINES NOR THE IBM 7010, ONE
CAN STILL USE CHAIN IN THE PROGRAMMING PROCESS. THE BEST SYSTEMS NOW
AVAILABLE PERMIT ONt TO'MAKE AN ABSOLUTE LOAD MODULE OF AL'L OF THE OVERLAYS
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ANO THIS THEN GIVES ONE A WORKING SYSTEM THAT CAN BE LOADED AND EXECUTED
AT ANY TIME.
IN SUMMARY. AN EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO WRITE STYLIZED CODE THAT WILL
COMPILE, LOAD. ANO 'GO' READILY ON ALL COMMON COMPUTERS. CERTAIN
RESTRICTIONS OF FORTRAN HAVE BtEN OBSERVED BUT THIS IS DONE TO ENHANCE
tXECUTION PERFORMANCE AND PERMIT MODIFICATION ANO EXPANSION OF PROGRAMS
WITHIN THE SYSTEM,
REFERENCE
USA STANDARD FORTRAN (USAS X3.9-l°66). USA STANDARDS INSTITUTE.
Npw YORK. 1966. SEE ALS" - COMM. ACM., 7, 10 (OCT. 1964)» PAGES
590-625, AND CUMM. ACM., 12, 5 (MAY 1969), PAGES 289-29*1.
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APPENDIX 5.
T"E STRUCTURE OF THE X-R,sY SYSTEM
ALTHOUGH DETAILS OF THE^STEM STHUCTURE ARE OF LITTLE IMPORTANCE
ONCE IT is RUNNING ON A GIVEN »ACHINE, THE FOLLOWING NOTES SHOULD PROVE
TO BE OF ASSISTANCE TO THOSE w^c UNDERTAKE ITS INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION.
MOREOVER, THEY SHOUL0 BE CONSU'ERED AS FUNDAMENTAL READING FOR ANYONE WHO
WISHES TO ADD TO OR MODIFY ANY OF THE PROGRAMS,
THE ROUTINES THEMSELVES ARE EXTENSIVELY COMMENTED AND THE COMMENTS
SHOULD BE READ CAREFULLY. PARTICULARLY THE GLOSSARIES OF SYMBOLS AND THE
LONG DESCRIPTIONS GIVEN IN THE NUCLEUS PROGRAMS.
Ac; MENTIONED IN THE PREFACE. THE SYSTEM COMPRISES TWO DISTINCT GROUPS
OF PROGRAMS. NOTABL* THE 'NUCLEUS' AND THE DIFFRACTION CALCULATIONS.
THE NUCLEUS COMPRISES A SFT OF ROUTINES. MOST OF WHICH REMAIN IN CORE
THROUGHOUT THt EXECUTION OF A JOB (SUBJECT TO THE WHIMS AND FANCIES OF
THE CORE SCHEDULER Oh THE OPERATING SYSTEM). THESE ROUTINES PROVIDE THE
MEANS OF RFCOXjNieiNt" OPERATION AND PROGRAM CALLING CARDS, TAKING ANY
NECESSARY ACTION UPON THEM, AND PROVIDING GENERAL FILE HANDLING CAPABILITIES.
THUS, ALL READING AND WRITING «NU 'MOVEMENT1 OF FILES IS DONE BY THE
NUCLEUS. FURTHERMORE, AN ATTEMPT HAS BEEN MADE TO CONCENTRATE ALL MACHINE
SPECIFICITY WITHIN (HE NUCLEUS. AND IN PARTICULAR WITHIN ONE ROUTINE, NUSY.
THE DIFFRACTION PROGRAMS «RE ORGANIZED AS OVERLAYS AND CALLED INTO
HIGH SPEED COKE ONLY AS REQUIRED. IT is THESE ROUTINES WHICH PERFORM
THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHY CALCULATIONS, LEAVING ALL THE 'HOUSEKEEPINGt
t-UNCTIONS TO CALLS OF NUCLEUS ROUTINES. IN POINT OF FACT, THE DIFFRACTION
PROGRAM? COULU EASILY BE REPLACED QY AMY OTHER GROUP OF PROGRAMS
PERFORMING CALCULATIONS OF A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT NATURE. THERE ACTUALLY
EXISTS ANOTHER SYSTtM, KINETICS 68 (REFERENCE 1) WHICH USES THE VERY SAME
NUCLEUS TO ORGANIZE A SERIES OH CALCULATIONS USEU IN REACTION KINETICS WORK.
THE X-RAY SYST&M ADOPTS A STANDARD METHOD OF NOMENCLATURE FOR ITS
ROUTINES. EACH ROUTINE HAS A" ENTRY POINT, E.G. NUCOO&. AND A CORRESPONDING
NAwt»i.E. NUSY, T*t ENTRY POINTS ARE ALL EITHER NUCDDO OR XRYDDO, V»HFRE
UD» REPRESENTS THREt ARBITRARILY ASSIGNED DIGITS. THE PREFIX INDICATES
WHETHER OR NOT THEY BELONG TO THE NUCLEUS, THE NAMES USED FOR NUCLEUS
PROGRAMS ARE ALL NU^M, WHERfc M" IS A SUITABLE CHOICE OP ALPHABETIC CHARACTERS.
THUS NUSY IS THE ROUTINE IN WHICH ALL SYSTEM MACHINE SPECIFIC QUANTITIESARE SET. THt PRINCIPAL SUBROUTINE OF A DIFFRACTION PROGRAM OVERLAY IS
ALWAYS NAMED XYMM, C..G. XYBN, THE 'MAIN* ROUTINE OF =BONOLA=. OTHER
SUBROUTINES OF THE OVERLAY ARE CORRESPONDINGLY NAMED MMNN, SUCH AS BNSY,
THE SUBROUTINE OF rPONOi.A= CONCERNED WITH SYMMETRY.
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THF. FOLLOWING ^YMKOLIC REPRESENTATION OF THE STRUCTUPE OF THE SYSTEM
SHOULD CLARIFY THE KELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NUCLEUS AND OTHER PROGRAMS.
REMEMBER THAT. EACH TIME A NEW OVERLAY is BROUGHT INTO STORE, THE CORE
OCCUPIF.O BY THE PREVIOUS OVtKL«Y IS RE-USED. (IN ORDER TO BE MORE EASILY
READABLE, THIS DIAGKAM EXAGGERflTES THE SPACE OCCUPIED BY THE NUCLEUS.)
ALWAYS. CORE RESIDENT i
i
ONLY RESIDENT WHEN REQUIRED
/
,
I
/
/
J
/
t
//
.
/
/
' ' '
/ / /
NUCLEUS
AND
SYSTEM
CTfiP A^F
ARRAYS
/ / /
/ / /
/ / /
'  '
/ / /
/ /
I f f
/ I
/ I ....
/ I. STORAGt ARRAYS..
/I. DIFFRACTION .. — OVERLAY OF CODE —
/ I. PROGRAM .. — FOR DIFFRACTION —
/ I** STORAGE **
/ /I** 2 **- OVERLAY 2 —
/ I
) EXAMPLE OF
) MORE THAN
) ONE OVERLAY
) OF CODE FOR
) A SINGLE
) PROGRAM LINK
) SUCH AS IN
) =DATRDN=.
ETC.
EACH OF THE OVt-RLAYS (AND THERE MAY Bt MORE THAN ONE FOR ANY GIVEN
DIFFRACTION PROGRAM) IS CALLED INTO HIGH SpEED STORAGE BY THE NUCLEUS.
THE WHOLE POINI OF USING ftN OVERLAY STRUCTURE IS BECAUSE OF THE LIMIT
OF THE AVAILABILITY OF HIGH SPtED STORAGE. MOREOVER, THERE Is NO NEED
t-OR SAy, THE =BONDL«= ROUTINES TO BE IN STORE DURING A FOURIER RUN.
THE FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF THE FUNCTIONS OF THE VARIOUS ROUTINES
COMPRISING THL NUCLtUS.
**** NUCLEUS - A SET OF SUBROUTINES USED THROUGHOUT THE X-RAY SYSTEM
ENTRY
POINT DECKNAME DtSCRIPTION
NUCOOO NUCO MAIN AND SIC*' ON ROUTINE
THIS IS THE «"AIN PROGRAM OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM. THE SYSTEM
COMMON IS INITIALIZED BY A CALL TO NUSY AND THEN CONTROL IS
TURNED OVER TO NUCA, Cc-MMENTS WITHIN THIS ROUTINE LIST
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NUC001 NUCA
NUC002 NUIF
NUC003 MUSS
NUC005 NUUI
NUC006 NUSY
NUC007 MURE
NUC008 NUTI
AUU OF THE OTHER SUBROUTINES OH THE SYSTEM.
PKOGRAM CALLING ROUTINE!.
THIS IS THt PRINCIPAL SUBROUTINE OF THE SYSTEM, IT
DIRECTS THE LOADING OF ALL THE OVERLAYS AND IS THEIR
PKINCIPAL RETURN. IT PERMITS THE USER TO DIRECT THE
StQUFNCE OF HIS JOB BY MfANS OF TH£ DATA INPUT STREAM.
II IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT CONTROL IS MAINTAINED AS
LUNG AS THERt- ARE NO INVALID INPUT CARD PUNCHINGS.
C«KD READING AND SIFTING ROUTINE,
II SERVES TO SCREEN ALL INPUT DATA, OPERATION. AND PROGRAM
CALLING CARO^. IT LOADS EVERY CARD INTO A BUFFER AND THEN
CHECKS ,"0 KIMD THE IDENTIFICATION IN COLS 1-6. THE ROUTINE
C«KRI£S OUT i^'AMED OPERATIONS SUCH AS PRINTING REMARKS AND
ESTABLISHING PAGE TITLES, OR ELSE SETS AN INDICATOR FOR THE
CALLING PROGRAM TO SHOW WHICH TYPE OF CARD WAS ENCOUNTERED.
IN THE EVENT OF THE CARD BEING UNIDENTIFIABLE. A STANDARD
MtbSAGE IS POINTED WHICH MIGHT AID THE USER. IT ALSO
OPERATES WITH THE ERPOR vESSAGE SILENCED TO CHECK FOR A
M«TCH Or INFORMATION ON A WORD BY WORD BASIS. THIS
SUBROUTINE MUST BE USED RY EVERY OTHER SUBPROGRAM WHICH
RtADS CARDS. *****NOTE WELL***** IT DEPENDS ABSOLUTELY
ON THE AVAILABILITY OF A RE-READ (BUFF'ER READING OR DECODING)
FACILITY.
Ib USED TO SEPARATE THE ATOM IDENTIFICATION FROM THE
SCATTERING FACTOR
LINE COUNT AND PAGINATION ROUTINE.
PROVIDES A M»-ANS TO ALL SUBPROGRAMS OF THE SYSTEM TO
DECREMENT THh LINE COUNT FOR NEAT PAGINATION. IT ALSO
St-KVES TO SK-NAL ANY PROGRAM WHEN A NEW PAGE IS WRITTEN SO
THAT THAT PROGRAM CAN WRITE ANY NECESSARY SUBHEADING,
SYSTEM INITI"LIZATION ROUTINE.
THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED FROM ONLY TWO PLACES - ONE IN NUCO
AND ONE IN Ni'CA (ON ENCOUNTERING A =RESTART= CARD). IT
StRVES TO ESTABLISH CORRECT VALUES FOR THE QUANTITIES STORED
IN THE NAMED COMMON AREA /SYS/ TO WHICH ALL THE SUBROUTINES
WHICH READ Ow WRITE FILE*; REFER. IT IS iMPrRTANT TO SCAN
THE DEFINITIONS GIVEN AND TO REALIZE THAT THE QUANTITIES
SC.T BY THIS ROUTINE ARE THE ONES WHICH ARE MACHINE AND
COMPUTER LAHORATORY SPECjFIC. IN GENERAL, NO EXECUTION
01- THE SYSTEM WILL Bt POSSIBLE UNLESS THE QUANTITIES IN THE
SYSTEM COMMOW ARE SET PROPERLY.
*
FILt REPOSITION AND UNLOAD OR 'NTEKLOCK ROUTINE,
II CONSTITUTES THE FILE HANDLING FUNCTION REWIND, ENDFILE.
AND UNLOAD (INTERLOCK, UNLOAD). NO SUBROUTINE OF THE SYSTEM
EXCEPT THIS ONE MAY CONTAIN THESE INSTRUCTIONS.
****NOTE WELI **** THIS is AN ABSOLUTE PROHIBITION.
INTERVAL TIMH PRINTING ROUTINE OF THE SYSTEM - REQUIRES AMACHINE SPECIFIC TIME ROUTINE.
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NUC009 NUON FiLE INITIALIZATION ROUTINE - (READS AMP PRINTS) OR (READS,
PKINTS» ANU UPDATES) THE VERY FIRST HISTORY RECORD OF THE
BINARY DATA *-ILE. IT Is UTILIZED BY EVERY SUBPROGRAM
WHICH MANIPULATES THE CRySTALLOGRApHjC BINARY DATA FILE.
NUC010 NUTC FILE RECORD COPYING ROUTINE,
NUC011 NUTR FILE READING ROUTINE.
NUC012 NUTW FiLE WRITING ROUTINE,
NUC013 NURF FILE RECORD UNPACKING ROUTINE.
THE FOLLOWING NUCLEUS PROGRAMS ARE ACTUALLY OVERLAYS AND NOT KEPT IN
IMMEDIATE ACCESS STUKAGE AT ALL TIMES.
NUC501 NUWU WKITE-UP GENERATING ROUTINE.
NUCSOI NUTD FILE DUMPING ROUTINE - A PROGRAM TO DUMP OR COPY THE
BiNARY DATA ULE.
NUC999 NUCZ GtNERAL DIAGNOSTIC RFCORQS.
PROGKAMMING CONVENTIONS USED WITHIN THE SYSTEM
TO BE A SUBKOUTINE OF THE NUCLFUS PROGRAMS. A FORTRAN PROGRAM MUSy
MEET THF FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS, THE DETAILS OF WHICH ARE GIVEN IN THE
DESIGNATED PROGRAMS.
1. ALL INPUT FROM CAKDS MUST BE MADE BY REFERENCE TO NUIFINUC002)
FOLLOWtD BY THE APPROPRIATE RE-READING OF THE INPUT CARD BUFFER.
2. ALL READING AND WAITING OH MASS STORAGE DEVICES AND OUTPUT TO
PRINTERS MUST BE UONE THROUGH"GENERAL UNIT DESIGNATIONS AS
OUTLINtU IN NUSYC"UC006) .
3. EVEKY IIME A LINE IS SENT TO THE LINE PRINTER (UNIT =NTOUT=), THE
FUNCTION NULKNUC005) MUST bE USED.
U. WAIN OVERLAY StGMKNTS MUST BE ENTERED PROPERLY INTO NUCA(NUCOOl)
AND RECOGNITION 0^ CALLING CAPDS ESTABLISHED THERE.
5. ALL CAKt) FORMATS SHOULD CONFORM TO THE EXISTING SYSTEM
CONVENI10NS.
6. CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC OUANTITIFS SHOULD «E DRAyN FROM THE BINARY DATA
FIL'E RATHER THAN CARDS WHEREVER POSSIBLE.
7. ANY QUANTITY IN THE FILE THAT is CHANGED OR MODIFIED BY A PROGRAM
LINK SHOULD BE ENTERED INTO THE FILE AND ALL, REPEAT ALL, THE
REST MUST BE COPItQ AND PRESERVED.
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A ANY QUANTITIES DESTINED FOR A BINARY DATA FILE SHOULD BE HANDLED
BY THE BUFFERING SYSTEM USED IN NUTRtNUCOU AND NUTW(NUC012).
9. . */HEKEVtR POSSIBLE* USE SHOULD HE'MADE 'OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL
ARRAYS AS DESCRIStO UNDER 'PIDGIN FORTRAN*.
10, EVERY SUBPROGRAM «UST BE ADEQUATELY COMMENTED (SEE REFERENCE
2 AND COMPARE WIT*, FOR EXAMPLE, THE CODE OF =CRYLSQ=).
11. EVERY PROGRAM MUST RECOGNIZE AN =END= CARD.
THE PRECEDING SYNOPSIS OF THE ORGANIZATION OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM IS
INTENDED AS AN INTRODUCTION TO THE EXTENSIVE COMMENTS INCLUDED IN THE FORTRAN
CODING ITSELF,
IN ORDER TO HELP USERS UNDERSTAND THE LIMITATIONS ANO APPLICATIONS
OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM, IT MAY BE OF SOME USE TO LIST THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
SYSTEM,S PROGRAMMER^.
1. ALL PROGRAMS MUST BE AS MACHINE INDEPENDENT AS PRACTICABLE
AND, WHEN NECESSARY, MACHINE'SPECIFICITY SHOULD BE CLEARLY
MARKED AS SUCH.
2. ALL DA IA FORMATS «ND METHODS OF INPUT/OUTPUT MUST BE AS
bIMILAK AS POSSIBLE^
3. .TREATMtNT OF DATA MUST BE GENERAL WITH RESPECT TO SYMMETRY*
SETTING, AMOUNT Of- DATA, NUMBER OF PARAMETERS, AND EASE OF USE.
•». ALL OF THE CODING FOR CRYSTALLOGRAPHY AND MONITORING MUST BE.
CAREFULLY COMMENTED AND ORGANIZED IN ORDER TO BE PREPARED
FOR ANY MAJOR CHANGES IN COMPILERS AND COMPUTERS.
5, ALL PROGRAMS MUST HE CAREFULLY DESCRIBED SO THAT
CRYSTALLOGRAPHERS MAY MAKE FULL USE OF THEM WITHOUT RECOURSE
, TO REPKOGRAMMING OR PROGRAM MODIFICATION EXCEPT FOR VERY
SPECIAL PROBLEMS.
6. THE BULK STORAGE DATA SETS MUST «E CAREFVJLUY DEFINED IN *N
OPEN ENDED MANNER SO THAT CHANGES AND ADDITIONS A7E POSSIBLE.
7, THE CODING REQUIREMENTS FOR ADDING NEW PROGRAMS LINKS TO THE
SYSTEM, CITHER A PRIORI OR FROM EXISTING PROGRAMS WHICH
BECOME AVAILABLE, MUST BE STRAIGHTFORWARD AND SIMPLE,
8. ALL PROGRAMS, WHETHER CRYSTALLOGRAPHlC OR NUCLEUS, SHOULD GIVE
USEFUL INFORMATION TO HELP THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHER ANALYZE AND
CORRECT ERRORS IN HIS PROCEDURE OR DATA,
IT SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED THAT THESE ARE OBJECTIVES AND THAT THEY
ARE NOT FULLY REALISED IN THE PRESENT CODES..
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DESCRIPTION OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM BINARY DATA.FILE
•"•"••••™
 —
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EACH ARBIIRARY CLASS OF CRYSTALLoGRAPHIC AND ACCOUNTING DATA HAS A
PLACE IN THE FILE. THE ASSIGNMENT OF THIS PLACE is FIXED AND THEREFORE IT
IS IMPORTANT THAT THt UTMOST CAUTION BE EXERCISED IN CHANGING AND UPDATING
IT. ONE BASIC TtNEU AND THE "OST IMPORTANT ONE» IS THAT NO PROGRAM OF THE
SYSTEM WHICH COPIES THE FILE LOSES ANY INFORMATION. IT MAY ADD SOME OR
IT MAY SUPERSEDE SO^E BUT IT S«VES AND COPIES ALL THE REST.
IN ORDER 10 FACILITATE THE MAINTENANCE OF THE DATA FILE, THE SYSTEM
HAS FIVE SUBROUTINES NUC009 T" NUC013, NuCQ09 SERVES TO SIGN ON THE READING
AND WRITING OF A BINARY DATA FILE. NUC010 IS TO COPY SPECIFIED LOGICAL
RECORDS OF A FILE. NUCQ11 IS TO READ A RECORD OF A FILE AND NUCQ12 TO WRITE
ONE. NIJC013 IS FOR UNBUFFERINO PACKED LOGICAL RECORDS (E.G., ATOM PARAMETERS.
REFLECTIONS). ALL HEADING AND WRITING IS pONE FROM A LABELED COMMON ARRAY
CALLED IOBUF WITH LABEL/10/. THIS ARRAY Is IOBMX WORDS LONG AND THE FIRST FOUR
WORUS SERVE TO CHARACTERIZE THfc RECORD. RECORDS IN THE FILE ARE ALWAYS LESS
THAN IOBMX WORDS LONG BECAUSE np THE LIMITATION ON lOByF. PROVISION HAS BEEN
MADE, HOWEVER, FOR «NY NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS TO FORM A LOGICAL RECORD.
THE MAIN BURDEN IN ANY PROGRAM IS THE REFORMING OF LONG ARRAYS FROM IOBUF
INTO THEIR PROPER PLACE IN STORAGE. IOBUF (1) TO (4> ARE EQUIVALENT TO IOBUF1
TO 106uF<» FOR EASE UF PROGRAMMING OF 10 STATEMENTS. THESE WORDS ARE USED
FOR CONTROL A'ND HAVt THE FOLLOWING SIGNIFICANCE.
WORD 1 IS THE COUNI OF ALL OF THE WORDS IN THE PHYSICAL RECORD. FOR; EXAMPLE,
THE READ IN NUC011 —
READ(N) 10BUF1, U<">BUF(J) ,J = g.IOBUFl)
WHILE IN NUC012 IT SAYS ~
WRITE(N)(lOBUF(J).J = l.IOBUFl)
WORD 2 IS THE SIGNAL THAT TH£«E ARE MORE PHYSICAL RECORDS IN THIS LOGICAL
RECORD. ZEKO MEANS LAST» NON-ZERO MEANS THAT THERE ARE MORE TO
FOLLOW.
WHEN THERE ARE MORE TH«N ONE PHYSICAL RECORD IN A LOGICAL RECORD
WORD 2 IS SEQUENTIAL l,2,3.i», ETC. UNTIL THE LAST PHYSICAL RECORD
WHERE WORD Z IS ZERO AS IT IS FOR ALL SINGLE PHYSICAL RECORD PER
LOGICAL RECURU CASES.
WORD 3 IS THE IUENIIFICATION OF THE LOGICAL RECORD TYPE. THIS IS CHECKED
BY NUC011 AND THE QUIT FLAG SET TO 1 IF ANY GIVEN RECORD IS MISSING
THESE ARE THE INTEGERS 1 TO MAXREC. MAXREC IS THE X-RAY END-OF-FILE
MA»K AND IS TREATED AS SUCH HY THE FILE HANDLING PROGRAMS.
WORD If IS THE NUMBtR OF WORDS PER BLOCK IN A BLOCKED RECORD (E.G. THE NUMBER
OF WORDS PEK HEFLECTIO*' IN LOGICAL RECORD 15). IN THOSE LOGICAL
RECORDS WHICH ARE NOT BLOCKED, IT IS SET EQUAL To ZERO. THIS
WORD IS USEU AS A STEPPING CONSTANT BY THE FUNCTION SUBROUTINE
NUCOJ.3. WHtN CALLED, THIS SUBROUTINE RETURNS AN INTEGER POINTER
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WHICH POINTS TO THE WO*D PRIOR TO THE FIRST WORD IN THE NEXT BLOCK
OF INFORMATION, THE FI»ST BLOCK IN THE CASE OF THE INITIAL CALL.
IN THE SUBStQUENT DESCRIPTION, BLOc.KS OF INFORMATION WILL BE NOTED
AS SUCH AND THEIR STRUCTURE GIVEN RELATIVE TO THE NUC013 POINTER IP,
(E.G. IP+1 WOULD tJE THF FIRST WORD IN A bLOCK OF INFORMATION).
NUC013 CAN ONLY BE USEC FOR UNLOADING OR UPDATING LOGICAL RECORDS
WHICH ARE TOTALLY BLOCKED. HOWEVER, SINCE THE POINTER NOTATION 1$
CONVENIENT, ALL bLOCKEu INFORMATION WILL BE LISTED RELATIVE TO
THIS CONSTRUCTION.
GENERAL FORMAT OF THE BjNARY DATA FILE
LOGICAL RECORD ,-, CONTENTS
I HISTORY RECORD
'£ NOT DEFINED
3 CELL CONSTANTS
<* SYMMETRY INFORMATION
!s NOT DEFINED
b SCATTERING AND DISPERSION FACTORS
CELL CONSTANTS, AND ATOM IDENTITY
INFORMATION
7 SCALE FACTORS AND OVERALL TEMPERATURE
FACTOR
tt ABSORPTION INFORMATION, CRYSTAL SIZE
AND ORIENTATION
y MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION FOR KEYING
PROGRAMS
10 ATOMIC PARAMETERS
11 STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ATOMIC PARAMETERS
12 REFINEMENT CONSTRAINTS
1-S NOT DEFINED
I1* NOT DEFINED
IS REFLECTION INFORMATION
Ib NOT DEFINED
if FOURIER OUTPUT
Itt NOT DEFINED
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I* . NOT DEFINED
2U . =SINGENr MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
21 NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS AND
KELATEO 'INFORMATION (TO BE PHASED)
2li TRIPLE PRODUCTS
2^ STARTING PHASES FOR =TANGENr WRITTEN
BY =SOLVE= LINK OF =APHASE=
24 AVERAGES (=ApHASE= SCRATCH FILE)
25 END-OF-FILE SIGNAL (MAXREC, SET IN NUSY)
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****LOGlCAL RECORD 1
WORDS
STRUCTURE OF THE BINARY DATA FILE
HISTORr
5 TO 6
7 TO 22
23 TO END
****LOoICAL RECORD
****LOGICAL RECORD
.WORDS
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1U TO 22
23
2<*
25
26
COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE (AS A2f
FILE LABEL, THIS CAN BE INITIALIZED
OR REPLACED BY PROGRAMS =DATRDN= AND =LOADAT=
NAMES OF ALL PROGRAMS WHICH HAVE UPDATED
THE BINARY DATA FILE. THIS HISTORY IS UPDATED
BY NuC.009
DUMMY RECORD
CELL CONSTANTS
CONTENTS
METRIC TENSOR ELEMENT
METRIC TENSOR ELEMENT
METRIC TENSOR ELEMENT
METRIC TENSOR ELEMENT
METRIC TENSOR ELEMENT
METRIC TENSOR ELEMENT
METRIC TENSOR ELEMENT
METRIC TENSOR ELEMENT
METRIC TENSOR ELEMENT
THE RECIPROCAL METRIC
A
8
C
COS(ALPHA)
1.1 A**2
It2 A*8*COS(6AMMAj
1»3 A*C*COS(BETA)
2il A*B*COS(GAMMA)
2.2 B**2
2.3 B*C*COS(ALPHA)
3.1 A*C*COS(BETA)
3.2 B*C*COS(ALPHA)
3,3
TENSOR
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35 TO
44 TO
56 TO
27
26
29
30
31
32
33
34
43
52
53
54
55
61
COS(BETA)
COS (GAMMA)
A*
B*
C*
COS< ALPHA*)
COS(BETA*>
COSCGAMMA*)
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FROM FRACTIONAL
COORDINATES TO ORTHOGONAL ANGSTROM COORDINATES
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FROM
TO ORTHOGONAL PSEUDO-MILLER
NOT USED
CELL VOLUME
RECIPROCAL CELL VOLUME
MILLER INDICES
INDICES
COEFFICIENTS USED IN THE CALCULATION OF THE
SQUARE OF SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA FROM ANY H,K,L
Cl*H*H-t-C2*K*K+C3*L*L+C4*H*K+C5*H*L+C6*K*L
62 SIN(ALPHA)
63 ' SIN(BETA)
64 SIN(GAMMA)
65 SIN(ALPHA»)
66 SIN(BETA*)
67 SIN(GAMMA*|
68 ALPHA IN DEGREES
69 BETA IN DEGREES
70 GAMMA IN DEGREES
71 ALPHA* IN RECIPROCAL DEGREES
72 BETA* IN RECIPROCAL DEGREES
73 GAMMA* IN RECIPROCAL DEGREES
7i* TO 76
77 TO 79
****LOGlCAL RECORD
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STANDARD DEVIATION IN A, B» AND C
STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS(ALPHA), COS(BETA),
AND COS(GAMMA)
SYMMETRY INFORMATION
WORDS CONTENTS
6
7
8
9
RELATIVE WORDS
Ip+l TO IP+12
INTEGtR CoDE TO INDICATE LATTICE TYPE
LATTICE TYPE P I R F A B C
A C E N T R I C 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7
C E N T R I C 8 9 10 11 12 13 1<+
(0)/U) FOR (ACENTRIC )/(CENTRIC)
NUMHER OF =SYMTRY= CARDS SUPPLIED AT
=DATRUN= flME HENCE NUMBER OF ROTATION
MATRICES
NUMBER OF ROTATION MATRICES OF IDENTICAL
PATTERN OF ZEROS
FACTOR TO MULTIPLY A AND B TO PLACE FC ON
SCALE OF INT. TABLES VOL. I.
ACCOUNTS FOR MULTIPLICITY DUE TO THE LATTICE
TYPE (3IVEN IN WORD 5
SYMMETRY OPERATION BLOCK
SYMMETRY OPERATIONS AS ROTATION MATRICES
AND TRANSLATION VECTORS IN ORDER
R11»R12,R13,R21,R22,R23.R31,R32»R33,
Tl,T2»T3.
THERE MAY BE MORE THAN ONE PHYSICAL RECORD
IN THIS LOGICAL RECORD. IP-H is 10 FOR
THE FIRST ENTRY OF THE FIRST PHYSICAL
RECORU. IP+1 IS 5 POR FIRST ENTRIES OF
SUBSEQUENT PHYSICAL RECORDS
****LOGICAL RECORD b DU^MY RECORD
****LOGICAL RECORD b SCATTERING AND DISPEfoION FACTORS, CELL CONTENTS
AN'-* ATOM IUENTITY INFORMATION
WORDS CONTENTS
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5
6
7
RELATIVE WORDS
IP+I
IP+2
IP+3
IP-t-5
IP+6
IP+7
IP+8
IP+9 TO IP+8+N
IP+9+N TO IP+8+2N
****LOGICAU RECORD 7
WORDS
5
6
7 TO 6+N
****LOsICAL RECORD tt
F(000>
E<000)
THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT ATOM TYPES IN
THIS RECORD
SCATTERING AND DISPERSION FACTOR BLOCK
(VARIABLE LENGTH, REPEATED FOR EACH ATOM TYPE)
ATOM TYPE <A4>
UNUSED
NUMBER ENyRIES IN THE SCATTERING FACTOR
TABLE FOR THIS ATOM TYPE (N)
NUMBER OF ATOMS FOR GIVEN SCATTERING CURVE
ATOMIC WEIGHT FOR GIVEN SCATTERING CURVE
(0>/tl> TEMPLETON DISPERSION INFORMATION(NOT PRESENT(/(PRESENT) IN FILE FOR THIS
ATOM TYPE
REAL PART OF TEMPLETON DISPERSION FACTOR
IMAGINARY PART OF TEMPLETON DISPERSION FACTOR
SIN(TH£TA)/LAMBUA ENTRIES
ACTUAL SCATTERING FACTORS AT VALUES OF
SIN(TKETA)/LAMBDA GIVEN IN N W°RDS PRECEDING,
THERE MAY BE MORE THAN ONE PHYSICAL RECORD
IN THIS LOGICAL RECORD. IN THE FIRST
PHYSICAL RECORD THE INITIAL VALUE OF IP+l IS 8
WHEREAS IN SUBSEQUENT PHYSICAL RECORDS THE
VALUE IS 5. THE STRUCTURE OF THIS RECORD IS
AN ANACHRONISM, BUT WE DON'T HATE IT ENOUGH
TO MAKE ALL THE CHANGES REOUlfUD TO FIX IT.
FACTOR AND OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR
CONTENTS
OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR
NUMBER OF SCALE FACTOR GROUPS (N>
F RELATIVE SCALE FACTORS
DU!"MY RECORD
****LOGICAL RECORD
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MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION FOR KEYING PROGRAMS
WORDS
5
6-8
9 TO 11
12
13 TO 29
30
31
32
33
31*
35
36
37
38
39 TO 41
42
43
44
45
46 TO 47
48 TO 50
CONTENTS
NOT USED
NUMBER OF GRID POSITIONS IN THE Xr Y»
AND Z DIRECTIONS
MAXIMUM MAGNITUDES OF H, K» AND L
NOT USED
CALCULATION CODES (EVENTUALLY TO BE ABANDONED)
NUMBER OF FOURIER POINTS IN THE x DIRECTION
FOURIER ORIGIN VALUE IN THE X DIRECTION
FOURIER INCREMENT ALONG THE x DIRECTION
NUMHER OF FOURIER POINTS IN THE Y DIRECTION
FOURIER ORIGIN VALUE IN THE Y DIRECTION
FOURIER INCREMENT ALONG THE Y DIRECTION
NUMBER OF FOURItR POINTS IN THE Z DIRECTION
FOURItR ORIGIN VALUE IN THE Z DIRECTION
FOURIER INCREMENT ALONG THE z DIRECTION
FOURIER SCAN ORDER INDICATORS FOR X» Y. AND Z
(1 = FIRSTr 2 = SECOND. 3 = THIRD)
NUMHER OF POINTS PER LINE OF FOURIER OUTPUT
FOURIER SPACE CONTROL (USED TO OVERRIDE
PAGINATION)
NUMBER OF PRlNTtR CHARACTER POSITIONS PER
FOURItR GRID COLUMN (I.E. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
DIGITS FOR A DENSITY POINT)
FOURIER SCALE IN INCHES PER ANGSTROM
FOURItR MAPPING LIMITS
H, K, L SORTING ORDER - <i> MINOR
(2) INTERMEDIATE (3) MAJOR
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51
52
53
54 TO 59
****LOoICAL RECORD 10
MINIMUM VALUE OF SIN(THETA>/LAMBDA
MAXIMUM VALUE OF SlN(THETA ) /LAMBDA
ISOTROPIC EXTINCTION PARAMETER
RESERVED FOR ANISOTROPIC EXTINCTION
PARAMETERS
BLOCKED ATOM PARAMETER RECQRD(BLOCK SIZE=19 WORDS)
WORDS
IP+1 TO IP+2
IP+3
IP+5
IP+6
IP+7
IP+8
IP+9 TO
IP+15
IP* 16
IP+17
IP+18
IP+19
****LOGICAL RECORD 11
CONTENTS
ATOM IDENTIFICATION <At,A2>
FRACTIONAL X PARAMETER
FRACTIONAL Y PARAMETER
FRACTIONAL 2 PARAMETER
SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE POINTER {AN INTEGER
GIVINO THE RELATIVE POSITION OF THE SCATTERING
FACTOR IN A REFLECTION RECORD)
TEMPEHATURE FACTOR TYPE (0 = OVERALL* 1 =
INDIVIDUAL ISOTROPIC* 2 = INDIVIDUAL; ANISO-
TROPIC)
ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR <STORED AS B>
ANISOTROPiC TEMPERATURE FACTOR (STORED AS
BETAS). THEY ARE ORDERED AS FOLLOWS —
11, 22, 33» 12, 13, 23
POPULATIONAL PARAMETCR (PARTIAL SITE
OCCUPANCY)
NOT USED
ATOM MULTIPLICITY
(UNITY UNLESS THE ATOM IS IN A SPECIAL
POSITION)
NOT USED
NOT USED
BLOCKED STANUARO DEVIATION OF ATOM PARAMETERS
RECORD (HLOCK SIZE = 19 WORDS). THE STRUCTURE
ANi' CONTENTS ARE THE SAME AS IN LOGICAL RECORD 10
WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT THE ATOM PARAMETERS ARE
REPLACED"BY-THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS.
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****LOGlCAL RECORD 12 BLOCKED CONSTRAINT RECORD
****LOGICAL RECORD 13
THt- STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS ARE THE SAME AS IN THE
IA ARRAY OF =CRri_SQ= BETWEEN MARK2 AND ISTOP2,
THAT is» THE DIRECTORS FROM THE =NOREF= AND
=CONSTR= CARD AS TRANSLATED BY UIRD OR GENERATED BY
PLCK. THE BLOCKS ARE 10 ITEMS LONG AND CONSIST OF
THE FOLLOWING QUANTITIES...
WO«DS (l)+(2) NAME1 AND NAME2 OF SUBJECT ATOM
(3) TYPE OF CONSTRAINT (AN INTEGER)
(4J-H5) NAME1 AND NA|ii£2 OF REFERENCE ATOM
<6) PARAMETER NUMBER OF SUBJECT ATOM <P1»
(7) FACTOR BY WHICH REFERENCE PARAMETER
MUST BE MULTIPLIED(F)
(8) PARAMETER NUMBER OF REFERENCE ATOM(P2
(9) FACTOR TO WHICH (P2)*<F) IS ADDED <S>
(10) MULTIPLICITY
CONSTRAINT EQUATION, tPD = (F)*(P2> + S
OU^MY RECORD
****LOGICAL RECORD
****LOGICAL RECORD 15
RELATIVE WORDS
UU"MY RECORD
BLOCKED REFLECTION INFORMATION (THE BLOCK SIZE IS
DEPENDENT UPON THE SPACE GROUP AND THE NUMBER OF
ATOM TYPES)
CONTENTS
IP+1 TO IP+3
IP+5
IP+6
IP+7
IP*8
MILLER INDICES H, K, AND L
INTENSITY (I)
RESERVED FOR THE SERIAL NUMBER OF THE
REFLECTION
SCALE FACTOR GROUP
THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE REFLECTION WAS
OBSERVED
ABSORPTION CORRECTION {I/TRANSMISSION
COEFFICIENT)
JCODE (REFLECTION CLASSIFICATION CODE)
1 = OBSERVED
2 = LESS THAN
3 = OBSERVED REFLECTION WHICH SUFFERS FROM
EXTINCTION
H = IGNORED REFLECTION
5 = SPAcE GROUP EXTINCTION
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IP+10 SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA
IP+11 1/LP
IP+12 MAGNITUDE OF F RELATIVE
IP+13 ESD OF F
IP+l«f WEIGHT FOp LEAST SQUARES
IP+15 MAGNITUDE OF F CALCULATED
IP+16 A
IP+17 : B
IP+18 E (LINEAR ANISOTROPIC NORMALIZED STRUCTURE
FACTOK)
EPSILON IN FLOATING POINT
IP+20 ESTIMATED PHASE (IN CYCLES)
IP+21 TBAR AVERAGE PATH LENGTH IN XYTAL
IP*22 DELTXT LARSON DELTA CF. RDRR.627
IP+23 NOT USED
ip+2«t PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO A
IP+25 PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO B
IP+26 NOT USED
IP+27 NOT USED
IP+28 STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE INTENSITY
IP+29 NOT USED
IP+30
(EPSILON-1)*16777216
+ /H/*13lo72 •»• /K/*J02'»
+ /L/*8 •«• SIGN DIRECTOR CODE (SEE NOTE)
THE MULTIPLICITY CODES ARE
MULTCODE MULTIPLICITY
0 1
1 2
2 3
3 .4
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5 8 1
6 12
7 2<»
IP+31 ' LINEAR ISOTROPIC NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTOR
/E<1)/
IP+32 NON-LINEAR ISOTROPIC NORMALIZED STRUCTURE
IP+33 LINEAR ANISOTROPIC NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTOR
FACTOK
IP+3«t NON-LINEAp ANISOTROPIC NORMALIZED STRUCTURE
FACTOR
/£<*»)/
IP+35 ' NOT USED
IP+36 NOT USED
lP+37 TO IP+N+36 INTERPOLATED SCATTERING FACTOR ENTRIES FOR
EACH ATOM TYPE* WHERE N IS THE NUMBER OF SCAT-
TERING FACTOR TYPES. THEY ARE STORED IN THE
SAME ORDER AS THEY APPEAR IN LOGICAL RECORD 6.
IP+N+37 TO ENU SYMMETRY DIRECTORS (SEE NOTE)
****NOrE**** THE FOKMAT OF THE SYMMETRY DIRECTORS IS AS FOLLOWS .....
THE SYMMETRY DIRECTORS ARt GROUPED ACCORDING TO THE ABSOLUTE
VALUES OF THE MILLER INDICES. IN MOST CASES, THERE IS ONLY ONE
GROUP, THE FIRST PACKED WORD IN A GROUP CONTAINS THE MAGNITUDES
OF THE MILLER INDICES ALONG WjTH THE NUMBER OF RELATED SYMMETRY
OPERATIONS (ICOUNT). IN FORTRAN, PACKING IS ACCOMPANIED BY»
ICOUNT + 128*IH + 1638«»*IK + 2097152*IL
SUBSEQUENT WORDS op THE GROUP CONTAIN PACKED SIGN AND TRANSLATION
DIRECTORS. FOUR ^AIRS OF DIRECTORS CAN BE PACKED PER WORD USING
POWERS OF EIGHT AS . THE MULTIPLICATION FACTORS.
SiGN DIRECTORS TRANSLATION DIRECTORS
0 +++ 0 0,00000000
1 -++ 1 0.16666667
2 +-+ 2 0.25QOOOOO
3 ++•- 3 0.33333333
«* --- 4 0.50QOOOOO
5 + — 5 0.66666667
6 -+- 6 0.75000000
7 — + 7 0.83333333
THE LAbT SYMMETRY DIRECTOR WORD IS THE REFLECTION MULTIPLICITY
WHICH iS THE NUMBER OF SYMMETRICALLY EQUIVALENT UNIQUELY OBSERV-
ABLE RtFLECTIONS. THE REFLECTION MULTIPLICITY IS NEGATED SO AS TO
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SERVE *S AN END FLAG,
****LOGICAL RECORD 16 UU^MY RECORD
****LOGICAL RECORD 17 RECORD
****LOGICAL RECORD IB RECORD
****LOGICAL RECORD 19 RECORD
****LOGICAL RECORD <iO =SINGEN= MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
WORDS
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 TO 15
16 TO 18
19 TO 21
22 TO 2<*
25 TO 33
3<t TO 42
CONTENTS
MINIMUM E VALUE USED IN sSlNG£N=
NUMBER OF SCATTERING FACTORS IN BDF <NUMSF>
NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS USED IN =SINGEN=1 = LINEAR ISOTROPIC
2 = NON-LINEAR ISOTROPIC
3 = LINEAR ANISOTROPIC
«* s NON-LINEAR ANISOTROPIC
LATTICE TyPE (SEE
ACENTRIC/CENTRIC (SEE RECORD (0»'l)
PROBABILITY FACTOR = (2*SI63/SI62**1 .5)
NUMBER OF PARENT REFLECTIONS USED IN =SINGEN=
SEARCH
TOTAL NUMBER OF REFU£CTIONS USED IN sSINGENs
SEARCH . -..,
HKL TO H1H2H3 ENCODE
H1H2H3 TO HKL DECODE , . ;
MAX VALUES OF /HJ/» /H2/, /H3/
STRUCTURE INVARIANT MODULI OMEGAl» OMEGA2,
OMEGA3 ,, .
STRUCTURE INVARIANT VECTORS
Vll, V12» V13. ...» V33,.;
PRIMITIVE TRANSFORMATION i MATRIX
Mil,. Mia, M13.
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****LOGICAL RECORD <il
WORDS
IP+1
IP+2
SPARE
BLOCKED NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS IN DESCENDING
ORi'ER OF E AND RELATED INFORMATION (BLOCK SIZE =
TW» WORDS)
CONTENTS
PACKED WOpO CONTAIfUNG IABS(H)*10000000 +
IABS(K)* loOOOO •*• IABS(L)*1000 + ISIGN*100 +
PARITY*10 + PHASE RESTRICTION
= ( XX xX XX X X X )
/H/ /K/ /L/ S P R
E-VALUE
THE E-VALUE IS SET NEGATIVE IF THE REFLECTION
IS NOT A PARENT TEFLECTION (I.E. NOT SUPPLIED
BY THE USER)
THE SIGN DECODER. ISIGN, POINTS TO THREE
ARRAYS, WHICH GIVE THE SIGNS OF H, K, ANQ L
ISIGN
JH
JK
JL
1
*J
+ 1
2
+ 1
•f-1
3
4-1
-1
+ 1
t*
+ 1
-1
5
-1
-1
-1
6
+ 1
-1
-1
7
-1
+1
-1
8
-1
-1
-n
SO TO EXTRACT K» THE CODE WOULD BE —
K = ISIGN(MOD(IOBUF(IP+1)»10000000)/100000),
THE PARITy COOES ARE —
1 2 3 « » 5 6 7 B
GOG GGU GUG GUU UGG UGU UuG UUU
THE PHASE RESTRICTION CODES ARE UN DEGREES) -
R-CODES
o
i
PHASE RESTRICTION (DEGREES)
NO RESTRICTION
0/180
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2
3
if
5
6
7
8
30/210
«*5/225
90/270
120/300
135/315
150/330
****LOGICAL RECORD JJ2 TRTPLE PRODUCTS (BLOCK SIZE = H WORDS)
WORDS
IP+l
IP+2
IPO
CONTENTS
Nl * lOOOoO + (A*10.) * 100 + (PHASE SHIFT
CODE)*10 * (PHI2 PHI3 SIGN CODE)
XXXX XXX
A
X
PHASE
SHIFT
X )
PHI1PHJ2
SIGN CODE
N2 * 100000 * (HKD2 SIGN CODE IN TRIPLET *
10000 * (HKD2 TRANSFORM CODE * 1000 +
PSI VALUE FROM =APHASE= IN DEGREES
= ( XXXx X X XXX )
N2 HKL2 HKL2 PSj
SIGN TRANSF
COUE CODE
N3
WHERE Nl, N2, N3 s SYMBOLIC PH*SE NUMBERS IN
TRIPLET. THE PHASE SHIFT CoDE» PHI2PHI3 SIGN
CODE, (HK|_)2 SI6N CODE, AND (HKL>2 TRANSFORM
CODE ARE DESCRIBED ON THE NEXT PAGE.
PHASE SHIFT CODE
>DE
1
2
3
5
6
7
e
PHASE SHIFT
60
90
120
180
240
270
300
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PHI2PHI3 SIGN CODE
CODE i 2 3 <*
SIGN O F PHI2 + • » . - -
SIGN OF PHI3 + +
(HKU2 SIGM CODE
CODE 1 2 3 1 + 5 6 7 8
SIGN O F H * _ > + . + - .
SIGN O F K + + - + - - + _
SIGN OFL *- + + . - - - +
AND
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<HKL>2 TRANSFORM CODE
T - CODE AS DEFINED BY DATA REDUCTION
—. ORDER OF ROTATION MATRICES
0 PARENT REFLECTION
1 FIRST TRANSFORMATION
2 SECOND TRANSFORMATION
FIFTH TRANSFORMATION
****U>GICAL RECORD 23
WORDS
IP+1
IP+2
IP+3
****LOGICAL RECORD
WOKDS
IP>1 TO 3
!P+t» TO 6
IP+7 TO 9
IP+10 TO 12
IP+13 TO 15
IP+16 TO 16
IP+19 TO 21
1P+22
IP+23
STARTING PHASES FOR =TANGEN= WRITTEN
BY =SOUVEr LINK OF =ApHASE=
CONTENTS
PHASE NUvBER N OF REFLECTION IN E-LIST
PHI NUMERIC PHASE IN DEGREES <POS MODULO 360)
CODE FOR FIXING PHASE (FOR O.O.R.'S)
AVPRASES (=APHASE= SCRATCH FILE)
CONTENTS
Nlr N2> N3
Hit Kl, LI
H2» K2» L2
H3, K3, L3
PHASE RESTRICTION CODES Rl. R2» R3
PACKED WORDS OF ASYMMETRIC DATA
(+ /H/ /K/ /L/ S P R)
SPARE
PHI2PHI3
 SIGN CODE
TOTAL PHASE SHIFT IN DEGREES
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IP+25
IP+26
IP+27
IP+28
IP+29
IP+30
IP + 31
IP+32
IP+35
IP+34
IP+35 TO HO
****LOGICAL RECORD 25
RESTRICTED PHASE CODE OF THE STRUCTURE
INVARIANT
A = (PFAC*El*E2*E3>*2
SEQUENCE NUMBERS OF NEXT TYPE 2 TRIPLET WITH
COMMON H3K3L3 (NONE = Or TYPE 1 = -1>
INDEX OF GROUP IN WHICH AVERAGES WERE MADE *
NUMBER OF (E**2 - 1) VALUES CONTRIBUTING TO
THE AVERAGE D *
NUMBEK OF (E**2 - 1) VALUES CONTRIBUTING TO
THE AVERAGE S *
AVERAGE D *
AVERAGE S *
COSINE. PSI = M(D - KS) **
NORMALIZED PSl VALUES IN DEGREES (0 - 18Q) **
PSI WEIGHT (TAKES INTO ACCOUNT A, R» AND
COS PHI) _ NEG. IF OUTSIDE CUTOFF **
SPARE
* -. ADDED DURING AVERAGING (COPY D
** _„ ADDED DURING NORMALIZATION OF PSI
(COPY 2)
DUMMY RECORD WHICH IS USED AS AN END-OF-FILE
MAKK FOR THE BINARY DATA FILE
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RtPORT OF SUSPECTED ERRORS
DATE,.,......,,...,
INFORMATION REOUIREU
O
ERROR REPORT SHEET t-OR PROGRAM............
FROM
PLEASE RETURN TO J.M.STEWART
COMPUTER SCIENCE CENTER
UNIVERSITY 0»- MARYLAND
COLLEGE PARK
ML) 20712 , U.S.A.
COMPUTpR.
COMPILER
OPERATING SYSTEM...
VERSION OF XRAY SYSIEM
UPDATE OF XRAY SYSIEM
SUBROUTINE: IN WHICH FAULTOCCURED, IF KNOWN
DESCRIPTION OF ERROK...
USERS PROPOSED CORRECTION* IF THOUGHT THROijGH. . . .. .
IF NECESSARY TO AID US , PLEASt ATTACH,...
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LIST OR DECK OF INPUT CARDS
LIST OF OUTPUT RESULTS
CELL DATA PAGE FROM DATRUN
SYMMETRY DATA
SUMMARY PAGE FROM OATRON
ATOM PARAMETERS IF KNOWN
